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ABSTRACT d
This book is an outgrowth of two major piojecis.T4e

first is a'reseatch investigation beihg condlibted by the Center. for

Prisoner of War Studies, -and the second is the extensipm of serVices'
to'smilies. The voldme encompasses three major periods: the waiting'

period (early 1960's "to February-1973); the repatriation period
(February 1973 to April 1973); and the readjustment and reintegration

period (April 1973 to 'the present). Chapters are organited-and
presented in the context, of these periods. Intfoductory chapters
proVide a hisAosical perspedive'of the Prisoner of Mar (PW) an
'Missiigin_Action (MIA)- situation in Southeast Asia, as well as' a

demographic profile of the men and their families. In the second

section, the casualty and ,waiting period, the complexity of faitily
adjustment to-father absence is emphasized. The-third section is

devoted to repatriation and the returned ptisoner o,war. The fourth
Seotion,,which covers the readjustment and reintegration Period,

describes 'major dilemmas and factors involved in adjustment, such as

adjustment ,of families'of returned prisoners of war, and adjustment

of relatives of servicemen missing or killed in-action. The final

section examines underlying assumptions, theories and concepts
characterizing the military outreach aid follow-up progratt for

returned PW,s,,their families, and families of MIA servicemen.
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This book is dedicated to "Military" familiesmen; women, and
children who by their association with the mktary have intimately

. experienced the sadness of war
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The Center for Prisoner of War Studies fCPWS) was formed in late
1971 an&-officiallyestablished1n April 1972 as a special facility of
the Navy Medical. NeuropsychiatiFic Research Unit, San Diego,
California. At that time. the Navy's Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery recognized 'the' need for longitudinal medical studies of
prisoners of war in .order to document the effects of long-term
'deprivation and confinement upon phystal and mental health
in later life. It Was also necessary to anticipate the physical anil
psychological needs bf the repatriates so that the military plannefs
could prov)de optimal !Indica' care for them. Furthermore; the
,foundm of the Centrvinsisted that this country not again overlook
the seldom-occasioned o Ortunity of acquiring new nowledge
useful for increasing th nation's, preparedness show uture
international events again: ubject our military fortes to .foreign
incarcer#ioti,
. For over a decade the avy Medical Neutopsychiatric Research
Unit,' had engaged in sr earch kaling with the medical anti
psychological effects of nusual and highly stressful military
environments.. It was logic 1, therefore, that a facility for conducting
studies insupport of; prisdners of war be established at this Command.-
In July of 1912, the UnitecrStates Army became a working partnpr
in The study efforts,of the Center.

Since it was .recognized' that the American PW experience in
Vietnam represented an unusually unique situation for gaining a

1 In Septembelt 1974 the Navy Medical Neuropsychiatric Research Unit became the
Naval HealthResiarch Center.

16 xix
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Preface

11.

better understanding of the long-term effects of stress upon both
the incarcerated tint* member and the members of his family, )
policies and programs of 'the Cenalt were :aimed, towards eliciting '

data of benefit" to the research community as well as to' the mo6i11-'
zation of needed health-cue services. In broad terms. the Center
was charged with the responsibility fdr developing and executing
a study plan directed towards the establishment of an optimal and
comprehensive health-care program for both repatriated prisoners''
of war (RPWs) and their families and the families of.servicemen
listed as "missing in action" (MIAs). Thus, in brief, the 'aims of
the Center were to conduct scientific' studies of the effects of
captivity on subsequent adaptation of returned prisoners of war,
and to explore the eff&ts of long-term absence of the military
member on the-adjustment of the RPW and MIA-families....

The first phase of this study plan began in 1972 when the staff
'of the Center, in conjunction with medical representatives of' >

, -the. DePartmV.. of the -Air Force, reviewed pertinent literature ,,i'''''

in depth and. devised e,xtgnsive medical examination forms and Attill
procedures. These procedures were subsequently adopted-by the

epartment of Defense and utilized by the military departments
or evalud-ting and recording the health of the PWs upon their

return in ear.ly 1973. 'A .Manual for physicians and dentists,
entitled, "Medical Care for ,ikepatnatedi Prisoners of War" was ,

produced by the Cent&C-s4 Medical Sp alties Branch for use-
during "Operation Homecoming ".. Also in 1"972, and prior to the
return .of the prisoners,, the F _Studies Branch of the Center
-personally intervi re ifty percent of the Army,Navy, and
Marine Corps PW/MIA wives in order' to document the nature of
their adjustment and tO ascertain the need for clinical services by
these faemilies. A finding-bf treatable problems in a high., percentage -
of the families led to the establishment of social service "outreich".
programs by both the Army and the Navy. -

With the return of the prlsoners of war and the establishment of
responsive health-care facilities and, services by the military depart-
ments, the activities of the Center shifted towards the monitoring
of the long-term health sand adjustment of the returnees, their
families. and the families of the MIAs, and towards the achievement
of long-term researt goalc'. Inherent in the thinking of those who

% . planned the establisfnent of the Center for Prisoner ofWar Studies
several years ago on behalf of the Surgeons General of the Army and.
Navy was the notion that valuable medical lessons could be learned
through a careful but unobtrusive monitoring of the readjustment

X X
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experiences of returnees al-1i' members of their families. Hence,
research and services have been viewed as comprising a feecIback
loop of mutually enriching sources of data. This book, thanks to the

. untiring efforts of the editors, represents a major contribution
towards the accomplishment of this objective.

The work of the contributors to this volume. as a result of
numerous interactions with the PW/MIA families. has been a
rewarding 'ank.enlightening experiencL Cooperation of the involved
family members-ith tliie staff of phe,Cegter has beeri. outstanding.
It Ips gradually become apparent that the effectiveness and
proirtiency of every military.member is. pito small measure, related
to the manner in-which his family perceives the militdry establishment
and understands the stresses to which he is subjected!, Hence, it is
hoped that tnany of the findings and procedures derived in the
studies PW/MIA families, as outlined in this book, will eventually
have wider applicability to much-needed research with military'
families, in general.

-

October 1174, John A Plag. Ph.D.
Director

t.

- Center for Prisoner of War Studies

Naval
Health Research Center
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Intioduction '

This book_ is ail- Outgrowth of two major projects. The first .is a
research inveStigition, the longitudinal study of families of servicemen
missing in action and returned prisoners of prently being
conducted by tilt Center for Prisoner of War Sty-dies; and the second,
-which had less to do with research and i'ncre to do with its

r, cations, is the extension cosertices to families.
seThroug411 the research effort, which has provided the basic data'

for this volume, we .became `sensitive to the disruptive trends created
by the fa'milies' adjustment to the stresses of 'father absence and
reunion, trends which spared our involvemerit in the development
.of an "outreach" and "follow-up" service to families of returned
tirisoners'Iof war (RPWs) and those servicemen missing in action
(MIA). The results of the initial stages of our prisoner of war and
family research called attention to the immediate pthblerns of family
adjustment and pointed, to the potential of futtire medical, psycho-
logical, social., and legal complications for the returning prisoner of,
waf, his farhily and families of those servicemen who failed to return.

7iposure .to4these families and their personal lives alerted us to the
significance of ouestudy,; we became aware of their hurts and struggles
and, at -the same time, their -resilience, adaptability, persistence and
patience under- trying' circumstances. Had these families, not been,'
willing to share, their experiences and thoughts and to reveat someyof
their innerobst feelings, the publication of this book would not hate
been possible.

NA symposium entitled "F4,mily Adjustment and Reintegratiori"
r was conducted by the center to train and provide some orientation

20
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or seven uniformed Army 'and six civilian' Navy ,socill.v.;orkers who
`hadbeen selected.to act as regional coordinators of servites to these

, families. The challenge tothe social workers td exstend and Coordinate
medical, counseling, legal and social services to thg families was seen
as consistent with the more progressive developmentsin the military
program Of family and medical seryices, the emphasis of which is
upon prevention. The majority of the chapters selected for thlt
volume were initiall)i gresentedat this symposium held in San Diego,
Caforma in September, 1973.
, This volume is concerned with the'13r6-cess of adaptation: the ways
in which -men respondetto the 'stresses of war and 'captivity; the
ways in 'which the family urtit _adapted itself the prolonged and.
seemingly indeterminate absence of a father; how the returnee and
his wife and children reintegrate their family unit after t long
separation, and how a famity copes with .and prepares itse f for-a
future without the father and husband.

Essentially the volume, eticompasse three major periods. First, the
wasting petiod, from the early 1960's to February' of 1973, during
which time the families experience the -loss of their fathers,
-husbands, and sons.and waited in antic,ipation and with hope for their
return. Second, the repatriation petiod,,frorri February of 1973 to
April 0.1973, during which' time Amencan*,prisoners of war in
Southeast Asia returned to the United states and to their families.
Third, the readjustment and reintegration period, froM April of 1913---
to the present, in which some families whose mien returned have been
working together 'toward a successful reintegration and stability while
others have felt it necessary to choose independent and separate lives.
During this period the majority of families whosie men remained
missing have 'continued to work toward some resolution of their
circumstances and prepare themselves for a future witligut the

iservceman. Within the framework' of a longitudinal study, we
,organized the .chapters and presented' them in the context of these
three major periods. The introductory chapters set the stage for the

,volum'e by providing an historical .perspective of the PW and MIA
situation as well as a demographic profile of the men and their families.
In the second section;,the casaapy and Waiting period, tlp complexity
of family adjustmerit to fathecrtiabsence is emphasized. Beginning with

rya broad Overview of family a ustment, based on.interviews with 245
PW/MIA families, special emphasis is then given to 'tie legal issues,
the childr4n's adjustment, and the wives' grieving process. The final
chapter in, this Section examines the role of religion and religious
beliefs in the family's adjustment to the PW/MIA situation. The third

. , 4
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section .of this volume is devoted to repatriation and. the retuvied
prisoner of war. The initial chapter describe` the medical health of

-the returnees at the timeof their rep\friation. The remaining chaptefs
explore Ifypothges about the relationship between the returnees'
experiences in captivity and their future adjustment to-'society.

The fourth section of the volume, which covers the readjustment
*and reintegration peridd, includes chapters devoted tO descriptive'
accounts of some of the major dilemmas and factor involved in
adjustment: the adjustment of families of returned pri oners of war

, and the adjtstment of wives and parents of service e,ti missing or
killed in action. Since parents and Wives may view casualty and
the future from chtferenti points of view, the fin chapter in the
section examines this issuer The final section of t olume, entitled

. services to families, examines the underlying a u ptions, theories
and concepts which characterize the , military "oufreach" and
"follow-up" p ogram for returned .prisoners of war; their families,
and families servicemen missing in action. The chapteralentitled
"Consultants' ewpoints" is intended to cast light upon the. impor-
tance of fol ow-up services and the need foi continuity of .services 0
the returnees and their families. Special emphasis is given to the role
of the Veterans Administration in, the extension of these services. In
the final presentation a counseling program for wives of servicemen'
killed in action is described. .

Utilizing the concepts gained 'from pass research, we tried to
emphasize, when possible, the application of "family system principles
and concepts to describe and document our observations of,family
adjustment. We might have chosen to relate the book to concepts of :
individual psychological conditions such as a wife's d'epressio6 or the
returnees' possible' feelings of "survivor guilt". However, it is our
belief that the family must not only be seen as consisting of individual
members but also as a transactional systeman interacting system of
persons having its own unique rules, communication networks,

'alliances and pre-established modes of adjustment to stregs.
We envisioned a volueme which would not only communicate

clinical observations and insights, but also would be useftil to those
professionals responsible for the. provision of care and services to the
returnees and their families and the fah-lilies of *thck men who did
not return froth theSoutheast Asian conflict. It is our belief that each
of the contributors has succeeded in integrating the theoretical as
well as the practical. I 1

Each of the chapters of this volume has been writ aseparate
.article, independent of the chapters contributed by of uthorS. As

2 ,. ;
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a result,- histgrical data and the definition 'of terms -are at times
repetitive, particularly for the reader who reviews these chapters in
consecutive order. However, it is for the reader who uses this volume
to refer to a particular 'PW/MiA topic., he who wishes to find all
relevant material in its entirety within a specific section of the book,
that the material presented in this volume has been organized.

Our exposure to intimate family relationships has helped to broaden
our understanding of the complex pro6esses of family adjustment to
father absence and to family "reintegration following reunion. At the
present time, however, and even with the completion' of this volume,
we are not able tb elucidate what factor4 enable some families to cope

.%Ptah separation and reunion more successfully than others. The fact
that ite can at least explore these issues using scientific methodology
is a significant step towards gaining a deeper understanding of not
only PW/MIA and RPW family adjUstritent, but also the nature of the
family and itS adjustment in the military system generally. Only time
will tell us whether research in suppeirt of thiS- select group of families
will constitute a- significant turning point in the field crf social and
psychological research in the military. All the implications of the
entire longitudinal study envisioned by the Center are r from

- realized. It is our hope, however, that this volume is at least a signifi-

cant step in the direction of achieving that goal.

San Diego, Califorrui

xxvi
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Hamilton I. McCubbin
Barbara B. Dahl
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In order to understand fully the. developmentOf counseling services
fo the families of Americans captured or reported missing during
the Tong years of the Vietnam conflict, it Will be necessary to start at ,
the beginning and examine the role of an organiption now known as
the National League of Families of American Prisoners and Missing in

Sou'theast Asia. . -

Because membership in the NatiOnal League of Families consists of
wives,.parents, children and other close relative's of the prisoners and
missing tn6n, its involvement in government 'politics and military
affairs from the beginning has been on a highly emotional and,per-\ per-
sonal leve While these factors frequently acted.as a handicap in some
respects, the also afforded benefits. On the plus side they provided
the most intimate knowledge posSiblepf both the physical and emo-,
tional needs of the family rneinbers;,needs that initially, in many
instances, went seemingly unrecognized by the military establishment
rd were, th refve, felt to be unfulfilled.

In defe of the military establishment, it should be noted that in
the beginning, owever, while the needs mayhave' been apparent to
individual fame ies, there...411as no collective experience on which to `'
.base recommen ed c IR or corrective action.

To understan e ev lution of the family services policies and
programs, it is essential to present at least a brief historical sum-
smary of, what transpired on the "family front" in the early,years of
the Vietnam War. Bear in mind that from 1964 until May of 1969
the general guidance to the families by the United States Governs
ment was to4say as'little as possible, publicly, about the prisoner-of-

25
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war and missing -in- action issue. Our officials knell., that not all Amer- ,
cans who had, beerl captured by the other side had been,iclentified.as.
prisoners; that those whose capture had been acknowledged were not
characterized as "prisoners of war" but as "waricnininals." that'most
had been denied any communication with their families, and- that
none was -receiving the humanitarian treatrn4it prescribed by the
Geneva ConventiOn. Our nation's readers believed that if These condi-
tions were to be torrecteci, they could be achieved only through quiet
diplomacy. But while these diplomatic overtures were taking plate
over a totally unanticipated period-of more than five years. the 'fate of
the prisoners' and missing men and the plight of their families was
almost totally obscured by the veil of secrecy which had developed

%around the issue.
Families were, of Coffrse, provided with information that their

husbands or sons had been captured or were reported nitiSing; and
except for officially classified data, they were also advised as to the4
circumstances surrounding the men's capture or disappearance. At the
sdnie time, however, they 'were told this information was extremely
ciiinfidential and not to be discussed with othel-s.

'The circumstances of ,being a PW or MIA next-of-kin was, there-
fore, complicated not only b he anxieties and fears for the captured
or missing man, buby the oncomitant frustration of having no nor-
mal outlet through which to voice` these concerns. During this early
period, if seethed to the families that there was limited personal con-
tact with Government representatives, and little, if any, opp9rtunity
to raise questions about either personal family problems arising'from

-. .the ;difficult situation: or questions about specific actions being taken
by the Government to resolve the issue. On the other hand, some of

,the families made the assumption that everything possible was being
done in their behalf

However, as time went on there was a growing unrest among the
families which eventually iga, to the creatidn of a family organization,
to a decision by the Government to "go public" on the PW/MIA

. issue, and to the strengthening and formal activation of a "national"
League of Families. Each of thee ents preceded and was an impor-
tant factor in the eventual dev ment of improved and essential
family services.

On woman. fhe wife of a senior ranking officer v;ho had been
missing since the Fall of I %5, was responsible for founding the League
of Families. Like so many other wAs and parents during the early

t, years of thg Vietnam conflict, she had lived with terrible loneliness for
long months after her husband first was reported missing in September
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1965, and after he was subsequently identified. as*prisoner.of war._
In a number of respects, she was more fortunate than many of those
in similar circumstances, for eventually she began to receive sporadic
mail from her husband. Quietly,-in keeping with the .Government
policy of privacy, she began exp1oring the various Government avenues
of communication. Then, because of another forttlnate circumstance,
the fact that slit lixed'in a military community, she met another wife
whose husband was also a prisOner.

Together, in ,late 1966, these two women tracked down other PW/
44IA families in their area and before long had IqLated 33 such families

d had ihstituted informal group tipgs. Thes meetings continued
*for almost two Siears as the numberOf families placed in the PW/MIA

situation increased. While for a few familiejjabout 100 all, around the.
country) there continued to be 'a trickle mail from,PWs, but little
else; for mosi families, the fate of their loved ones remained unknown.
This trickle of mail, however, served as an important medium for dis-.
cerrfing some information about at least a few of the men who had
been allowed' to write. In October of 1.968 this informationgivas dis-
closed td the press. The resultant news stories acted like the opening
of a floodgate for families who had teen in isolation all around the
country. Finally they, could express themselves and be heard. Equally
important, they could now work actively and openly toward bringing
their husbands and sons home.

It is necessary to keep in mind the fact that in many communities
throughout the nation there were'only one or twoPW/MIA families
and few of them had- contact with anyone in similar straits. Evil in -
cases where two men were shpt down in the same plane, or captured
from the same unit, neither family was notified that the same fate had
befallen the other man. In most cases, families-ha4 no opportunity to
sharetir exchange information. But with the release of the news stories
in the 'public press, families from all around. the country began to

`, communicate.` For the first time there was an interchange of infor-
mation among familigrwho previously had little, if any, recourse to
resources outSide their immediate family circle. While these events
were trinspii-ing, in seve.ral other areas arouncl the country where there
were large military populations, other families also began to "find"
each 'other IN to hold infOrmal meetings.

the North Vietnamese legation.legation. in Paris with cable-
grams

early 1969 a catnpaign was, to have. a group of the
faMilies flood
grams exerpsing concern about the prisoners and missing men. This
was the first majoforganizeetactivity in which a large number of fam-
ilies participated_ For ..lost, -it meant the end of an era; the feeling of

S
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helplessness which had marked theij prior existence slowly began to
"dissipate as they found more and more activities to occupy their minds
and hands.

Meanwhile, the growing unrest among the families had not go,,ne
unnoticed, in Washington. But the policy of diplomatic' maneuvering
and Prodding, however well=meaning, had produced no results. The
Department of Deense's list of prisoners and missing men was Steadily
increasing. In.Ndrth Vietnam and the communist-controlled areas of
South Vietnam, the captives were being constantly propagandized
and continued to receive brutally' inhumane treatmOit. Given such
circumstances, chances were remote that the U.S. Government could
continue its public silence on the prisoner issue indefinitely. It was
also becoming equally clear that if the plight of the prisoners was to
be relieved, if our mising men who had been captured wete ever to be
identified as captives, Washi would have to alter its strategy.

When the shift ca e; in May of 1969, with Secretary of
Defense Laird announcing the Government's decision to lay the
prisoner issue before the s rt of world opinion, the thrust of the
action was on the "shocking conditions" in the prison camps and the
refusal of the communists to identify all of those held captive. In other
words, the U.S. Government's concern for the men wasput forward
as he uriderfying're8on for the new policy. Yet, there can be lithe
doubt that this concern, however genuine, was inextricably interwoven
with the knowledge that the families were becorning-incredsingly dis-.
satisfied anti Were slowly bnt surely taking the initiative.in their own
way, at theif own paces and without feat of political criticism. Swiftly,
by the May 1969 decision to "go public" on the issue. the Govern-
ment regained the confidence of those PW/MIA families 'who were
beginning to doubt the wisdom of previous policy.

The families experienced-new hope. Those who already had Started
to become active stepped up their activities. Those wl o had waivered
.in not knowing whether to follow the lead of other now began to
emerge. The fbuwier of the embryo League of Families was finding

>141.a4- it was incrfflsingly difficult totope with the correspondence,
with suggested programs of action, and with the widening scope of

9 activities in which families were beginning to take part. Also, as malty
family members began to turn to the Congress of the:United States
for succor, and to the State Department, Qefense Department, and
White House Tor informatio'n and'help, it became clear that the League
could best function with a national organiziition headquartered in,
Washington, D.C. The founder called loran ad hoc meeting in WashL
ington in .May 1970, and at that meeting. attended by wives and4
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parents who were rapidly rising to leadership positions among the
family groups, the formal structure and by-laws of the National.League
of Follies of American Pnsoners and Missing in outheast Asia were
hammered out.

On May 28, 1070 the League was inc orated, a temporary board
of directors was named with the original founder as Chairman, and,
the Washington headquarters of the League opened its doors as a ta*
free, non-profit, non-partisan, humanitanan organization under ttie
direction of a newly appOinted National Coordinator. The goals es-
tablished by the League were four-fold. First, to obtain humanitariau/
treatment for the prisoners as spelled out in the'6eneva Convention;
second, to stimulate concern about the fate of the prisoners and
missing men and the plight of-their families; third,;to improve com-
munication and the dissemination of information among, family
members (as well as among goverritnent leaders and the news media); -
and foremost and finally, to obtain the earliest possible release of the
prisoners and the fullest possible accounting of the missing.%

What were the individual branches of the Armed Services doing
about "family" services during this period? It is important to re-
member that the first Arne/jean serviceman captured in the Vietnam
War was taken prisoner on March 26, 1964. From that time he
date of the formal incorporation of the National League of Flies,'
more than six years had elapsed, and some 1300 other Americans had
been added to the captured.and missineist. Those six years, in many
respects, constituted a period of considerable trial and error as they
related to official military policies concerning the families of the men.

Assistance programs were not designed to anticipate the special
problems of PW/MIA families. The Survivors Assistance Program-'
was basically designed to respond to the needs of those families of
men killed or wounded in combator who died or werelljured in
other ways. However, this program was expanded to inane drP W /NtIA

Therefore, ,during the early years "survivor assistance of-
ficers" (SAO) were called upon to provide family support. This,
however, was asensitive situation for families of men who had been
identified as prisoners of war, as wellas for MIA families who still lived
in The hope thattheirSiusbands or sons also had been taken prisoner. -

These families were-not yet "survive'.; ", and the use of the term'
served to add to their distress and anxiety. This situation serves to
illustrate the extent to which the Armed Forces, in these early years,,
were unable to anticipate the special needs of a growing number of
families who did not fit easily into ongoing programs.

The development of a program to address the needs of the PW/M1A
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family was without prececfent. Therefore, its evolution was, to a large
extent, bases' -on tnal,and error. A typical; although' somewhat fic-
tionalized example of the kind of trial-and-errof effort that existed is.
the story of a; wife whose husband .lead been missing for three years.
She discovered that the eight-year-old family automobile was about
to chug its last chug and Auld have to be traded for another car. Very
quickly thereafter she arSo discovered that the automobile was in her
husbSnd'rNme and that she had no power of attorney to sell or
trade. Fortunately, she was wise enough to gall the problem to the
attention of her assistance officer who turned to his ServiCe's legal

,office for help, and a solution ultimately was worked out. This type
of situation, like many others to follow, clearly indicated the impor-
tance of inter-service communication and the need to adopt programs
to help ease or eliminate similar family difficulties or to head them

a off before they develbped.
Many of the personal family problems that arose were of a type

that could possibly have utilized the services of a skilled social worker.
Yet, it is srgnific4t to note that even though the Army, as an example,
had many well-trained and qualified social workers in its hos$itals and
community .service organizations, the professional abilities of these
individuals were seldom, if ever, utilized by the PW/MIA families
through those long and difficult years. For varSting reasons, the fam-,
ilies did nbt present themselves at medical centers. Also, the casualty
-sections, in an effort to protect the families' rights to privacy, rarely-
volunteered inforthation about the families. Addition'ally: many non-
career families were, for ilong time, never fully aware of the full range
of their benefits or entitlements. Some, ariloin particular the parents
of draftegs and othei non-career enlisted personnel, knew so, little
about the military infrastructure that it didn't` even occur to them to
ask pertingnt questions. .

To clarify and underscore the plight of the PW/MIA families in the
Fall of 1970, the mother of an. rmy man listed as missing in action
together with th.e past National C rdinator of the League of Families,
submitted a proposal to the Dep trnewroftthe Army outlining some
of the major areas of concern that ad come to the League's attention
in those early months after the gue became naticlnally organized.*
This proposal was single-service oriented, but it encompassed subject
matter that in many respects was equally applicable to all Services.

The-proposal, presented in a meeting at the Pentagon, on October
15,' 197Q, included an in-depth description of the desperate need of
the wife or parent of a missing or captured man td "talk-out" their
problems and frustrations to someone with whom they felt a sense of

6
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identity and trust. More specifically, (lie recommendation was Made
that a temporary consultant be apnted who could relate to those
families and spend such timees might bSnecessary with each one to
enable them to unburden themselves. The consultant could discuss\--
issues which may beunique.4to an 'individual family's special circum-.
stances, and could give them an opportunityto-funfiel back to the
proper place any suggestions they may have that might be worthy of ,

consideration, or any questions they may have which would merit an
official reply. Most importantly, however, the consultant was to assist
the SAO in galling a better understanding of his all - important role
from the point of view of a next-of-kin.
-Zhe result of this meet' , d the.vbsequent recommendations of

a task forte ap"poi o_explore the subject further, was the assign-
ment of a specia consultant on PW/MIA family affairs whose duty
was tb report to the Army Chief of Staff "on ways the Army can best
serve the families of soldiers captured and missing in Southeast Asia".

ThA consultant then set out to visit as many of the Army primary
and secondary next-of-kin as- possible both in thetc4rttinental U.S:
and in= Europe. At the conclusion of the extensive four-month trip,
another report with recommendations was submitted to the Army n
July 20, 123 l. As a result, 'a Family Servicq and Assistance Officer
(FSAO) program was established. Other innovations were also ini-
tiated. The Meth() of notifying the family of board-ot-inquiry pro-
cedures was ym ified and personalized; the method of transmitting
the results of e report of this investigating board to the family also
was overhaul d, with the FSAO instructed to hand- deliver the infdr-
mation and remain with the family to answer que0ons (where an-
swers were not immediately knOwn, the FSAO was authorized to tele-

ne the central Army Casualty'Office, direct, and obtain an immed-
iate ansyer).

Also, a comprehensive booklet*was prepared for Survivor Assistance
Officers and Family Service acid Assistance Officers dichotomizing
the functions of each; another cornprekensive booklet was prepared
for the riev.t.of-kn, explaining the step -by -step procedures that ensue"'
when a man is captured or reported missing. This bodkle.t spelled out
the kinds of services and entitlements available tkbativdspendents
'and non-dependents. Additionally, it was recommended-Kat families
,be given advance_help to prepare them better for the eventuality -of`a
"presumptive finding of death," and that the Army also begin to 4
inform families about repathation and rehabilitation plans, however
incomplete.

The Army swiftly formed a task force to expldre, expand and for-
. .
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fcmj malize gprorams further along these It should 1:le noted that this
action took place almost two years before the first American prisoner
was actually set free and retufned to U.S, soil. The League; °,f course,
was the ,cpnngboard. There were numer.ous other inputs of a similar .

nature that were made by League members to the other Services over
the same period of nine.

.By date 1971 the League was becorriing increasingly encouraged'by
the.prospecrthat the war might soon end and the long travail of the
PW /MIAs and their+rhilies would beterininated.but the Board of.
Directors' of the Le4ue.at the samektarne was' becoming increasingly
ararmeIthal this happy' event m. ht tray pyre before the many family
problems had been resolved, before they were fully psepared, for the
repatriation of their.husiPands and sons ,and- their subsequent rehabil-
itation. and b ore these men and their-familiesi-ewn readjvment
needs had heel-14k, refuldy delineated.

In December 19 the Board of DiKectors created a new committee
on Repatriation, Rehabilitation, and Readjustment. This committee,
subsequently. known as`,the Tnple-R.Committee, hada four-fold
charter. It was charged with the responsibility of (1) inonitering.the
plans and programs f all Service Casualty Sections, (2) making sug-
gestions aid recomm lotions in,any area of policy where improve-
ments ippeared to be wa anted, (3) acting as a link, in Some instances, *

between family members and the casuiltrsetions, and (4) assunng
that a4 programs and policies de'eloped by the Services for repa-
triation. rehabilration. and readjustment would meet the heeds (as
envisioned by thf League) of the men and their families.

At this point in time the Defense Department already was'hard at
,work on a repatriation program. But plans for this operation had, up

. . to this time, been formulated with little if,any direct input from the
familleS,. the one group, except for the returnees, who would be .

most vitally affected by the ,dinning.
Therefore; at the first meeting of the Triple-R Committee in March

1972, representatives of the Defense Department and of each of tilt
Services were asked to .meet with members .of the Comm tee to dis-
cuss the plans. As it turned out, this was an expedient)de ision. For,
while the plans in many respects were exemplary, it was also discovered
.that these were areas of 'family concern that the Defense Department
and tht, Services simply had not thought abdut. But, mote than that,.
the Committee session also brought to *e surface atany long, smol-
der ng difficulties members, of the League. of Families were still expe-
nencing with the Family Assistance Program both errors of com-
mission and errors ofotnission.

8
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One can easily understand how and why this happened. If the end
of the war and the return of our. men.appeared imminent (as the in-
teneified,EGRESS RECAP planning anticipated), then some problems
suddenly took on new meaning. Their resolution had been put off
too long, and now there was a growtng sense of urgency. The ques-
\lions raised by the Committee members reflected widespread concern
about many aspects of the ongoing assistance-programs. As a result,
12 out of 28 recommendations, drafted in the Triple-R Committee's
first report, dealt with proposed improvements in family assistance.
For example, during the Committee sessions it became apparenttkat

. , some families had told their respective Service that they preferred to
have no contact with an assistance officer. The Committee, which
felt that such an attitude on the part of.the family may have beep
the result of many factors, ranging from unsatisfactory experiences to
failure to establish rapport at the outset, urged the military to attem
to re-establish relations with these families.

There were, of course, other recommendations that highlighted
family assistance problems, but thc bulk of the recahmendations

- .

owing out of the first serieS of Tnple;R meetings dealt with repa-
t 'anon and readjustment plans. many of which were approved 'and
put intoeffect. A few of these recommendations will, perhaps, serve
to demonstrate the scope of the committee's interest and concern.

1) The Department. of Defense and the respective Services were
urged to expedite the creation of special family counseling services.
2) Preparation of plans to send briefing teams around the country
to talk with' families were to be speedily concluded and set in
motion.
3) Separite briefings. Were to be prepared for the children, with
qualified psychiatrists, psychologists, or psychiatric social workers
as participants.
4) Expert courtselidS was to be made available to MIA families
whose husbands or sons might not return, with emphasis on long-
range planning, and the need to make some advance preparations
for such an eventuality.
5) Unity was urged with regard to the Center for Prisoner of Was

Studies, that is, all Services participating and assisting with funding.
From 'the June and October 1972 Tnple-R Committee meetings,

two additional sets of recommendations were transmitted to the
Defense Department, months before the PW repatriation actually
took place. Although tlwse meetings and the recommendations will
not be covered in detail, there are a few items of interest that should
be mentioned. For example, one of the recommendations was that

9.
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4

establishment of counseling programs for both returnees and families
should not be delayed until tney had been perfected in every detail.
It was felt that the need for knOwledgeable, well-gualified counselors'
was of paramount importance and that if a mass release should cone
unexpectedly, it 'would be better to have an imperfect ongoing pro-
grani then no formalized program ,at aD.

Wivfs wee beset with apprehensions.,Many felt that they miglet be
"weighed end found wanting". Had she saved enough of her husbAd's
pay? Had she made the nght decisions in raising and educating the
children? Would her husband approve of her changed lifestyle, of her
appearance: of the 'boys' long hair? Would,he be angry or pleased that
she had bought a new car, a ney., iome? Few of t wives faced the
eventual pnsoner release with any equanimity.

At the same time, MIA wives encountered even greater fears
respects. Some who had become resigned to the possibility 'that their
manprobatly would riot return, and who had begun to fashion new
lives for themselves, were now faced with the prospect that the
husband might, after all, come back. For those who h4d lived with
the strong hope and expectapon that their "missing" men would
return, there were now new fears that kerhaps he would not be among
those repatriated, after all. For both categories-, the realization of their
worst fears would prove devastating. 4

. The vanous pieces of each of these puzzles, of course, began to fall
into place after repatnation. For some, the results have been shatter-
ing. Others have fared better than they expected: For a few, at least,
the anticipated problems never materialized. But for many, including
both families of returnees, some returnees, and for a large. number of
the families of the mare than 1200 men who are still carried as
"missing", there are a great many problems still to be resolved. pieces
of a puzzle still to be fitted into place.

10
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.Arml,N11 and Marine Corps Prisoners of War
and Missing in Action: A Demographic Profile-

EDNA J. HUNTER

JAMES D. PHELAN

Introduction

In April of 1972 the Center for Prisoner ofWar Studies,(PWS) was,
given the tnission,to plan and execute a longitudinal study of the
health and adjustment of the Army, Navy and Marine Corps prisdners
of war (PW) of the Southeast Asian conflict. The study of the Center
was additionally concerned with the health and adjustrhent of the
families of these servicemen, as well as the families of servicemen
missing in action (MIA). Also included.in the mission of the Center

-Seas the continuing .compilation of ,data accumulited on returned
prisorIrs of War (RPW.) of previous conflicts, e.g., World War. II, the
Korean war, the Pueblo incident.

Afftessential part of the Center's longitudinal effort involves the es-,
tablishment of a comprehensive,data base regarding characteristics of
these populations. The reader's knowledge of these characteristics
would seem basic to understanding the total prisoner-of-war and miss-
,ing-in-action situation and a prerequisite, to further discussiori.
Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to summarizehritfly the
Center's data base on the Army. Navy, and Marine Cbrps PW/MIA
populations in order. to provide background information for thf
chapters which follow.

PWIVIA Population

Of the 899 Army, Navy
*and Marineersonnel listed as prisOners of

war dr missing in action, 241 (27 % 'of the total number of Army-
Navy-Marine PW /MIAs) were returned' to the United Sta.tes in the

3 5
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early months of 1973.` Six hundred and fifty -eight men (73'c of the
Army-Navy-Marine PW 'MIAs) did not return. for the purposes of this
paper no attempt has been mate to separate out those men who were
reclassified as killed in action (KIA) or died of wounds (DOW) on tJie
basis of iriformation received from the returneecat the time of repat-
riation, for this paper ems group of KIAs and DOWs is included in the ,

statistics of the .1111A group. It should also be noted that early releasees
and escapees were not included the figures for the rearmed prison-,
ers of war group.

Sources of Informdtion

Data used in the statistics presented in this paper were derived from
multitudinous sources/ A large proportion of, thy' information for
Navy personnel was dravin from the -DD Form. 1300, Repent of
Casualty, and from the;Officer Data Card (1301/6). FOr Army per-
sonnel, information was likewise obtained from the OD Form 1300
and also from the Entisted Qualification Record (DA orrn120), the

°Officer Qualification'Record (DA Form 66) andthe USA Personnel/
Financial Data Sheet. For Manne Corps personnel, the Marine
Casualty Branch's POW and MIA Roster and the Marme Corps Service
Wecord (NAVMC 118) were the pnmary sources of data. Other
sources of data for all 'three services included, the Record of emer-
gency Data (DD Form 93). Reports of ,Medical E.xainination and
History (Standard Forms 88,and.89). correspondence files. and per-
sonal interviews with family members by CPWSstaff members pnor
to the release of the m.2

1. a

he Returned Prisoner of War Population
.

Of the 241 Army, Navy and Manpe returnees, 138 (57'A were Nay},
personnel, 77 (32'",) were Army. and 26 (11 c;) were Marines. All
Navy RPWs were officer personnel, The Marne returnees were 58
percent officer personnel rand 42 percent enlisted personnel, while
the majonty of.theArmy returnees were enlisted personnel (64Y, en-
listed to 36' officer), as Shown in Figuc 4 1.

1. 325 lir force Pk's and 23 1.1, i than Ph's were also released in behruar
1973.

2, ldepth semi- structured personal mien Jews with jamb. members were co;s1ucted
by professional pstchiatrtsts, psyThologists and wcialworkers under the auspice of the
Family Studies Branch of the ('enter for Prisoner of War Studies, \avy Medical euro-
psycluatric'Research 1, nit, San Diego, Calihirma 92152.
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FIGURE I. AlrOmparisontof the percent of officer to enlisted returned prisoreers of war

NAVY MARINE CORPS

(

(RPW) for the Army. Navy and Marine Corps.

LENGTH OF TIME IN CAPTIVITY

The-men' held in captivity during the, Southeast Asian war had been
prisoners of war for longer periods than prisoners of war of any pre-
vidus conflict (see, Figure 2). The average time in captivity was in ex-
cess of 'five years for the Navy returnees (61.7 months) and only
slightly less for Marine (51.1 months for officers; 60.0 for enlisted),
and Army RPWs (44.3 months for officers; 52.1 for enlisted).

AGE

Figure 3 indicates tht rcent of Army, Navy and Marine returned
prisoners of war who we e in each of seven age groups at the time of
casualty. Navy personnel were the oldest at casualty (mean age was
30.8 years), Marines were ewhat younger (30. l years for officers;
20.5 for enlis,t.ed),'and A y RPWs were the youngest (27.6 years for
officers, 23.-1 for enlisted) Many of the Nnen were in their fortiesat
the time of, release and, s might be expected, enlisteeersohnel
tended to be younger tha officer personnel. The mean age for the
tote group of 181 officers at the time of release was 34.5 years; for
the 60 enlisted RPWs, 26.3 ears.

/N
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FIGURE 2 The number of months spent in captivity by the 241 Army, Navy and Marine;
.returned prisoners of war (RPW).
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A Demographic Profile

RACE, RELIGION AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

The majority of the returnees were Caucasian (See Figure 4), and
their religious preference, as indicated by informalion Applied by
the men themselves prior to casualty, was primarily Protestant; be-

tween 20 and 3O percent were Catholic.

100

80

Z 60
U
Ct
w,

40

2

J

A CAUCASIAN
8 BLACK
C MALAYAN
D MONGOLIAN

17"--1

A BCD
OFFICERS (N=181)

A B C D ABCD
ENLISTED IN=60) TOTAL IN=241)

4

RACE

FIGURE 4 Percentages of officers and enlisted Army, Navy and Marine* returned prison-

ers of war (RPW) by nace.

Of the 60 enlisted returnees; over half completed high school. The
majority of the pfficer RPWs had earned a college degree; a few had
attained the masters or doctoral level. On.the average, the officer re -,
turnees had completed fifteen years of formal schooling;lhe enlisted.
RPWs had completed twelve years of schooling (see Figure 5).

MARITAL STATUS -

'The majority (72.9%) of the officer RPWs wage married at the time
of casualty, the majority (61.8%) of the,enlisted RPWs were single.
There appeared be inter-service differences with respect to the-pro-
portidn of married to single personnel, as shown in Figure 6. However,

33
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FIGURE 5 terceniages of officers and enlisted Army, Navy and Marine returned prison-
ers of WarRPW) by educational level achieved prior to casualty.
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these differences merely reflect the inter-service differences as. to pro-
portion of officers to enlisted' RPWs that was'previously mentioned.

Servicemtn,MissingtAction. The Men Who Did Not Return

In a paper of this scope it also seems approziate to examine the
graphic pr,ofile of .the men who did not realm in,1973. Of the 6581MIAs,

367 (56%) were Army personnel, 177 (27%) were Navy per-
sonnel and 114 (17%) were Marines. Within the MIA population 55.3
percent were Officer personnel, 44.7 percent were enlisted. Using
paired co risons there were significant inter-service differences'
with respe o the proportion-of officerjo enlisted. MIAs (Navy:
Army, p . x2 = 184.4, df = 1; Navy: Marines, p < .001x2 =.
119.6, df = I; and Army' Marines, p < .001, X2 i= 31.7, df = 1).-Over
ninety-five percent (95,15%) of the Navy MIAsVere officers, 63.2
percent of the Marines,Oid only 33.3 percent of tie Army MIAs were
officer pers,onmel.

The mean age of Mils atAhe time of casualty was 2. 4 years; 28.7
years Cor officers and 23 years for en1Rted,.with Na r' 511As being
somewhat older than Army arOdiftMarine MIAs. As for race, over
ninety-three percent .(93.5%) were Caucasian. Average number of
years of formal schooling ,vas 14.9 years for MIA officer personnel
and 11.8' years for enlisted. Tw ty-five'4Rercent of MIAs were

.Catholic; sixty -eight percent were Pro to t.
With respect to marital status,. the majont 5-0.93) of the, MIA

group woe inane(' at the' time ofxasualty, 46.2 perCent were single,
and 2.7 percent were either%divorcedor sepa'rattd: Of the 658 MIAs,
253 men had childrev with a toWoof 576 children in those families
wherechildr.en were present.

Additional fniqrmation Derived from PlY IMI4 Family Interviews

or to February 1973 and the return of American pPtColIrs of war,
21 , Navy and Manne:PW/MIA families Were interviewed by

ntbers ,McCubbin, Hunter and Metres. 1973'*Datasta
from thOse. erviews'add, 'tlie j.raphic portrait
family. At the nme 'of; the interview's: approvirately

_to the 'men's release, the vv" 'es, -on the' average had
over ten* .ears %Children rare in age from less OM o
were Loan shortly'aftethe father's casualty) to ,25
of the children were between 5 ame410 years of age at the time of
their .1thers' deployment, the majonty wire , betweenvill 0 and 15

t repatriation The wivesz ages averaged 34 years at the time of

L.

the PW/MI-A
ne year prior
een- married

e year (sever24I, ,
ears. While most

41
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. the release. The average educational level of the wives was slightly
lower than that of their husbands. However, the wives' formal school-
ing was still, on the average, in excess of 12 years, and one-third of
the group interviewed had earned college degrees. The husband's ab-
sence, in several instances, had apparently afforded the 'vs the
specific opogunity needed to continue their education.

4----- .;
Comp ison of the RPW and MIA Popttlatio-ns 4

Proportionately, here was a much higher percentage of MIAs com-
pared RP ff5r the Army (77 RPW to 347 MIAs) and Marine
Corps (. RPWs to 114 MIAs) groups than for the Navy. The number
of MIAs to RPWs within the Navy sample was more eVenly divided,

with, 138 RPAito 177 'MIAs. Comparisons, as to the total number of
yervice personnel involved,demographic chafacteristics for these men,
and various family factors 'fo'r both the MIA and the OW iopula-
Wm, 4,re' presented jp Talies- I, ,:)., 4, and 4. i

- - ,

,,, : -...`

,. c"

. TABLE 1"t. Distribution ofiCasualti s by Service
.

. RPW .
MIA Total

-Al; . N', 77' 367 444 '

Navy 138 . 177 .k--3-1-5

, \ Marine Corps
',*-

26 114 140

On TOTAL 241 ,65a 899

TABLE 2. ComArlsol; bf Demographic Characteristicsfo-r)ImAra)),y-
Marine RPWIMIAPopulations

rt (Agek and Educational Level)

Mean age at casualty

Officers
&IAN

RPW-

5 4
, 30.2

us22.6

4

28.7
13.5

.
MM

'18

ears of foal:1 education

Officers .

Enlisted

114.

15.2
' 11.6

4
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TABLE 3. Comparison of Demographic Characteristics for Army-Navy-
Manne Corps Populagons

(Race, Religion and Marital Stat

RPW MIA

%

Race' Caucasian
Bil'ck
Other

94.2
4.1
1.7

93.5
6.2
0.3

Religion Protestanf 67.6 68.5
Catholic 25.4 26.1

I Other 7.0 5.4

Marital Status-

Officers Single 25.4 30.8
t 1 , Married 9 . 72.9 66.5

Divorced/Separated 1.7 2.7

Enlisted: Single 61.7 65.3,
Married 36.7 3h6
Divorced/Separated 1.6 3.1

LE 4. RAW /MIA Children

RPW MIA
N\ N Total

Ma.with children 125 253 378

Total nuler of.
children 298 576 874

4

,

Based upon a comparison of officers only, in order to rile out the
officer versus enlisted differences, it was found that the RPW and

IMIA officer 'populations ware similar for race, religion, tducation and
marital status. Howeveratere was aitatistioally significant differeqe
(p < .01. t = 3.1, df = 543) between the RPW ant MIA officer popur
lations"for age at time of jttsualty. Mean age for the RPW officer
group was 30.2 years; for the MIA officer groUp 28.7 years. There
was also a' significant between-group difference (p < t = 2.5,
df = 539) for-Average number of children per officer, with the MIA
group haviAg fewer children. .klawever, this latter difference rsy
merely be a reflection of the younger age of the MIA group and the
larger percentage of RPWs who were married (73% of the RPW offi-
cers compar9d with 66% of the MIA officers).

19
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Summary' and Cdnclusions

A demographic profile of the 899 Army, Navy and,Marine Corps
prisopers of war and missing in action populations has been presented
to, provide a 'basis for understanding descriptive- and statistical infor-
mation to.be presented in subsequent chapters. The 241 prisoners of
war who were repatriated in the Spring of 1973 had been absent, on
the average, for five years, during which time their families sought to
cope with an undefined and indeterminate situation' A second group
offi58men did not return, and their families continue to wait or pre-

' pare to 'adapt- toa_. restructured family unit without the missing
serviceman.

Within the MIA and RPW groUpS are 874 cliildieff
ienced or are still experiencing prolonged periods of father absence.
Additionally. there are 489 wives Who experience'd the trauma' of
having a spouse that was eitheirissing or a prisoner of war., Three
hundred and four of these women continued in their "limbo" status
beyond the mass release of prisoners in 1973, for many of them, Leso-

lution remains to be attained. tb

01 course, it shEuld be kspt in mind that the characteristics of the
RPW and the MIA 'PopulZons do not necetsarilyiele,pt the-charac-.
teristics of the total population of men in the armed services.Furter-
more, what bearing the basic characteristics presented above, in par-
Iicular the family charactepslics. rffay have upon the'adjustment.of
the returnee, his family, and the family -of the arvicepan still un-
acCountedfor remains to be examined:4

20
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Introduction t
.

OVer the years hehalioral scientists have continued _To extrapolate and
document lessons Learned from prisoner of war experiences. The clas-
sic studies of the trauma of concentration camps (Bettelheim, 1953;
Eitinger. 1964. Frankl, 1968). prisoner of war experiences (Biderman,
1967), stresses of captivity (Schein, 1957, Schein SGhneir and Barker,
1961), and coping behavior in captivity (Ballard' 1973)indicated the
significance Qf these unique experiences and their possible influence
upon the longitudinal adjustment 'of repatriated prisoners (Schein,
Coole and Singer, 1960; Segal.-1973). In contrast, there is a paucity
of research attempting to answer questions surrounding the adjust-,
ment of families of servicemen missing in action (MIA) or prisoners of
war (PW), family adjustment during the interpment period, and the
role families play in the long-term rehabilitation of repatriated pris-
oners.

Existing research on the general problems of fain' y adjustment to
father absence in the military, however, indicates t importance of
this line of Inquiry. Btker et al. (1,967, 1968) documented the'serious
nature of father absence and rts potentiallyTeleterious effect upon
the family, and in particular its effect upon the children. Montalvo's
(1968) study of the adjustment of 55 families whose fathers wert sta-
tioned o0erseas spotlighted family assistance programs (medical,
social and psychological) and the social value of the military commu-
nity as major contributors to family adjustmenf. His conclusiolithat
family adjustment to father absence could be enhanced by maintain-
ing the family in the military.cdmmunity throughout the serviceman's

4.6
4
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tour was examined and, reaffirmed later by Allen (1972) in his survey
MISchilling Manor. a military community in Salina, Kansas, wilfrh
was designed and operated to serve military families of servicemen
performing a tour in Southeast Asia. Collateral findings were also evi-
dent in an assessment of the impact of fathellabsence in the Navy
(Dickerson & Arthur, 1965) and the Navy's study of family adjust-
ment to the prolonged absence of fathers serving on board submarines
(Pearlman, 1970). Exploratory studies (Macintosh, 1968, S Ilman,
1965) and descriptive papers (Hartor 1966. McKain, 1965) on ily
adjustment have continued to emerge and add to our growing know-
ledge of patterns of family adjustment under a wide range of stressful 4
situations in the military setting.

The adaptation e PW/MIA family to an indeterminate and un-
precedented length*ather absence, has only been alluded to in past
research. Hill (1949) cited one family, in his total sample who expe-
rienced the ramifications of a husband missing in action. Even though
PW/MIA families were present at Schilling'Manor, Allen (1972) did
not take this factor into consideration. Recent papers b.y Spolyar
(1973), Hall and Simmons (1973) and Brown (1972) attempted to
describe the grieving process. adjustment problems and coping behav-
iors of,PW/MIA wives and children . however, none of them were based
on any systematic assessment of such families.

It is paradoxical that while professionals are expected to continue t
the extension. of comprehensive medical, legal, psychological, psychi-
atric and social work services to repatriated prisOners and their fam-

p-----ilies, we as yet lack clarity regarding the nat/ure and extent of the pro-
blems the families faced in the past and the-result.ing family dynamics,
adjustments, and concomitant probleA7solvirik--behaviors which
evolved dunng the Serviceman's abSence. Knowledge of the history of
family adjustment is essential to the analyses of any future family or v
individual problems. the establishment of counseling and treatment
relationships, and the development of family services.

The study reported here, in pall, represents an effprt to determine
the nature and extent of adjustment problems experienced by families
of servicemen missing in action or prisoners'of war INSou-theast Asia.

-4.

These families were studied solely because they were in a unique sit-
anon of adapting to prolonged and indeterminate husband absence

p.roblerns,. The underlying hypothesis was that
and 'not because they had been referred for, help with emotional, fi-

nancial, or medical
when a family iscalled upon to adapt to the absence of a.husband/
father listed as missing or a prisoner in a war zone, the occurrence of
adjustment problems (ID the broadest sense) must be anticipated as

N
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, .... .

part of the natural ii§tory or the\situation. A corollary to this hypo-
thesis is the assumption that these families must uniformly be offered
assistance with their adjustment if the goal of comprehensive medical,
social, psychological and legal services and care is to be realized.

The marpoik of this stpdy were threefold
° (a) To determine the nature and incidence. of social, emotional,

medical nide le'gal problems encountered by this group of
families: i

....

(b) To discover and classify Owl processes of adaptation to a here-
tofore unstudied family Crisis, and
To determine the relative value of existing services and need for
future services.

The importance of`the data collected to the professionals and service
delivery -personnel stimulated the timely presentation of findings as
sooryas phases of analysis were completed The findings presented in
this text will be limited in scope to a b ;oad overview elf the families
and their basic problems. 0

Sample

(c)
4

The study reported here wailionducted over the period April 1972
to February 1973 by the staff o the Center for Prisoner of War Studies
(CPWS), San Diego, California. Families included in the sample' were'
drawn from the total population ,of PW/MIA families of the Army,
Navy and Marine Corps. The,ssample, for this part of the total study.,
was limited to families of pr6ereation (those.in which the PW /MIA
serviceman has a status of spouse), because, of theire"dependent"
status and the responsibility of each of tl* armed services to provide
their' comprehensive care during the serviceman's absence.

The sample consisted of 215 families, approximately 50 percent of
the total .number of wives of PW/MIA servicemen of e'ach service,
Navy_, Army and Marine 'Corps. The majority (55.3%) of the sample
was represented by Navy families, followed by the Army (32.6%) and
in turn the Marine Corps (12.1%) Of the sample, 100 families (463%)
were of servicemen classified as captured in Southeast Asia and the

4t, remaining 115 families (53.5'/r) were of servicemen listed in the
casualty status of missing or missing in action. The sample included

4 405 children. Three-fourths (76.3%) of the sample were families 'of
officer personnel, an additional 2.8 percent of warrant officess, and
20.8 percent Were families of enlisted personnel. .

1 Thelesearch design included interview, II PWIM1A families, however, interviewing
was only possible up to the time of repatriation in ebruary 1973. To maximize the achieve-

rnent of a representative sample while working to ards interviewing the total population,
., emphasis was placed upon conducting interviews in regions of the United States with high

concentrations of Navy and Manne families.
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Method
Family' interviews were conducted using a structured interview

format. Single in-depth interviews, ranging in length from two to
eight hours, were conducted with PW/MIA wives located throughout
the Continental United State, Hawaii, Pueto Ri Co, and Europe. The
215 interviews were conducted by prOfessrefral staff of the CPWS
Family Assistance Branch' consisting of a Navy psychiatrist, civilian'
clinical psychologists, military and civilian social workers, and assisted
by clinical social workers of the,U.S. Army.3 The Army.social workers
were selected on the basis of their extensive experience with military
families and were given' additional training in PW/MIA problems and
the application of the structured interview schedule. ,

The interview schedule was used to insure the systematic collectioq
of n'tti. The questions elicited specific demographic info anon and
data related to farinly history as well as psycho o , social, and
medical factors cOnce.ivably related to family and individual adjust-
mene`The schedule was modified on two occasions subsequent to the
initiation of the study. thus, the number of wives responding to each
question sometimes vaned. The wives usually gave the information and
described their experiences in a candid and forthright manner with an
apparent eagerness to share t feelings and coricernswhich had fo-
mented over the preceding ye r many wives this situation repre-
sented then= first meaningful opportunity during the long period of
adjustment to express fully and freely the many conflicting, complex
personal feelings surrounding their "in limbo" status. The clinical
skills of the interviewers and the need of the wives to "tell their
story" resulted in interviews which often proved supportive and ther-
apeutic as well as informative. These families indicating active social,
psychological, medical, legal or financial adjustment problems'were
referred to the appropriate civilian or military resources for continued
assistance.

Findings
Population Char- acteristics.4 The sample of families consisted of wives
between the ages,of 20 and 49 with an average of 33.2 year of age at
the time of the interview. The educational level of the majority of
wives was in excess of ,twelve year's. one-third' had received college

2. Mrs. Me: Dunning, ACSW, Chief, Family Assistance Branch, LCDR Philip Ballard,
MD , Mr Philip Metres. Jr W A , and Mrs Dorothy Benson , -

3 LTC Dald Jentsch, D S W , Captain Robert Jupe, A.0 S W., Specialist Terry Weisbrick,
13.S --..

4. Data analysis was conducted by Jerry (,offman, Ph D., Chief, Data 4nalysis Branch,
Center for Prisoner of War Studies ks,

el 1A :)
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degrees. While the families averaged two children. one-fifth (20.5%)
had no children. The 405 children ranged in age from less than one
year to 25 years of agti.pvith the majority (53.87,) between the ages
of eight and fifteen. The majonty of wives (55.2%) had a marital his-
tory M excess of 10 years. Pnor marriages were infrequent far both
husbands (9.8%) and wives (8.47). At the time of the interview ex-
tended families (both or eitl4r parent) existed for most of the PW/MIA
husbands (91.67) and wives (92.17'). Religious affiliations were simi- ,

lar for both husbands and wives and were predominantly Protestant
(64.6%).

The Situation. The situation common to these families was that each
family had been confronted with a report of casualty listing their
husbands/fathers as missing in action or pnsoners of.w*r. The length
of absence of these men extended from less than one. year to over
eight years. One hundred thirty-nine (64.67) of these absences were
extended over a period of three to,six years.

Genera Adjustments Families appeared to seek some degree,of sta-
bility,as well as change following notification of casualty. The majority
of families (71.67) made at least one change of residence. one-fourth
(25.1%) made three.or more.m oyes..

During this Nriod of proldnged husband allsence. the wives involved
themselves in a wide range of activities which. for the most part, were
both enhancing {o their self-esteem and productive. Recreation and
leisure-time activities were satisfying and proVded an outlet for the
wives. While television and movies, social group ac tiv?ties, and hobbies
ranked high, the military service clubs received the least emphasis of
those activities mentioned.

`TABLE 1. Satisfying Recreational and Leisure-Time Activities

Activities
. .Yumber of

Responsek t Percent

Hobbies 193 89.8

Television 170 79.1

Social group 170 79.1

Movies 164 76.3

Sports 160 74.4

,------j3ouse remodeling/redecbrating 115 59.6

Educational classes - . 104 49.3

Volunteer work (non military) 87 40.6

Church.........,_

key service clubs
80
32

41.4
15.6

47 vaned due to revisions in the questionnaire.
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Adaptation of the family to its inherent social responsibilities
requires that family members, the wife in this particular situation,
have the authority to negotiate all legal transactions: This area of re-
sponsibility proved to be one of unexpected difficulty. Although less
than one-third of the families emphasized legal problems as a major
area of difficulty encountered during the period of husband/father
absence, when these problems did occur, they affected the family's
anancial stability and credibility. The absence of or the expiration of
a power of attorney which deprived the family of the authority to
act on behalf of its members in all negotiations, was the most 'fre-
quently mentioned legal issue confronting the wives. Transactions
involVing the purchase or sale of real or personal property were also
areas of difficulty precisely because of the power of attorney pro-
blems already mentioned. Of lesser import were problems related to
finvicial credit, preparation of wills, Court, tax, and insurance matters,
as well as law suits, pfobate matters, and business ventures. Addi-

Aionalty, it is important to note that 21 families (10.9%) sought ans-
wers- to questions surrounding tetriOnation of marriage.

AP
TABLE 2. Legal Issues Confronted by PW /MIA Families

Legal Prdblerns
Number of
Responses" Percent

Power of attorney 66 30.8
Purchase/sale of real property 46 21.5....-

"Purchase/sale of personal property 46 21.5
ObtaininA 'credit .. 27 13.8
Wills

,
25' 43.0

'Termination of marriage 21 10.9

Court appearance 20' 9.3

Tax problems 15 7.8
Insurance problems 14 7.3

Probate 10 -4.7

Law'sults 5 2.3

Business ventures 5 2.6

V
..

*Number of responassts varied.

RoleAdjustments. An analysis of intra-family adjustment's indicated
that fa .-..,*!... ten adapted to new responsibilities and modification
in fami roles with accompanying anxieties, frustrations, and feelings
of rnsec I gendered by the situation. One hundred and twenty
wives (7:13%) reported the lack of husband's companionship as the
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most difficult area with which they had to cope. Concomitantly, dif-
ficulties with feelings" of loneliness, lack of suitable social outlets,
concern for personal healt11, and guilt feelings were emphasized by the
wives. Both traditional and inherited responsibilities were intensified
for the wife tasked with the dual mother- father role. Seventy-one
wives (33.0%) were employed either on a full or part time basis;
Almost two-thirds of the group (62.3%), however, were unemployed.
Decision-making, disciplining of the children', handling of family
nances, and the health of the children were cited as additional per-
plexing family probltms.

TABLE 3.. Intra-Family Adjystments

Adjustment Problems
Number of
Responses Percent

Lack of husband's companionship 120 72.3

Feelings of extreme loneliness 78 47,0

Making decisions alone 66 39.8

Lack of social outlets 45 27.1

Disciplining children 31 18.7

Time for dual mother-father role 30 18.1

Feelings of guilt 23 13.9

Handling family finances ... 22 13.3

Health of wife 18 10.8

1ealth of children 7 4.2

*NuMber of respondents varied.

Wife's Perception' of the Marriage. It seems reasonable to hypothe-
size that the indeterminate separation would have some discernable
ar il differential effect on the wives' perception 'of their marriages be-
cause 43,f the large within group variance in lengths of marriage before
casualty and the length of husband's absence. In contrast with the
wives' retrospective assessments of their marriages prior to casualty in
which the majority (79.9%) rajed their marriages as being either satis-
factory or very satisfactory,.Igss than half the group (44.2%) felt, the
same degree of satisfaction ,M.th their marriages, at the time of the
interview. There was a 35.7 percent decrease in perceived satisfaction.
This change in feelings about the marriage was evident in other areas.
There was an increase in the number of wives who planned to obtain
&divorce or separation (1.2% to 9.2%). Initially only 10 (6.1`70 wives
expressed ambivalence about their marriages; 53 wives (32.5%) re-
ported uncertainty of their marital situations at the time of the inter-
view.

r
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TABLE 4. Wife's Perception of Her Marriage*

Wives' Assessments

PreCasualty

Number - Percent

At Time of
Interview

Number Percent
#

Requested divorce/
separation 3 1.8 1 0.6

Planned divorce/
separation 2 I.-2 15 9.2

Chronic conflict 8 4.9 5
1.2

Upokrtainty of situation 10 6.1 32.5

Family difficulty not
insurmountable. 10 , 6.1 2.0 12.3

Satisfactory , 31 18.9 14 8.6

Very satisfactory/very
close 100 61.0 58 - 35.6

*Number of respondents varied.
9

Physical Adjustment of the PW /MIA Wife. The physical status of. the
mother is a critical factor in the maintenance and stability of the PW/
MIA family. Although personal health problems were not considered
one oft 11110ost difficult areas for the PW/MIA wives, they did report
a varietyllgihyslcal illnesSes which required medicaliptthaion during\
'the interim period.

TABLE 5. Wives' Physical illnesses Requiring Medical Treatment

Illnesses

:Number of
Re. ondents Percent

General flu, allergens 101 47.0

Respiratory 62 28.8

Gastrointestinal 28 13.0

Hepatic 10 4.7

Bthary & Pancreatic 6 s 2.8

Genito-Urinary , 4 1.9

Cardiovascular - 1

0.5

The most common ailments were influenza and allergens, mentioned
by LOT (47.0%) of the wives. Respiratory ailments (28.8 %) and gastro-
intestinal disturbances (13.0%) were also frequently ,mentioned. In
general, the wives maintained 'surveillance over their health and, on
the average, had received a thorough physical examination within the
preceding fifteen-month period. Data from fhe interviews showed
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that a noticeably larger petcentage of the wives (13.21 rated their_
general health as a handicap during the pdiod. of husband absence
than had been the case prior to their husbands' casualties (73%).

Wherrin need of medical attention for physical ailments the families
tended to seek care from civilian resources (40.2%). Tie importance
of civilian programs to PW/MIA.families_gains significance Wht3-11 we
consider that an additional forty percent (41.1%) of the families uti-
lize.d both military and civilian medical services. The remaining fam-
ilies (18.7%) obtained care solely from military medical programs.

Emotional Adjustment of PW/MIA Wires Em-otiorial and psycho-
logical adjustments seemed more prevale than the physical health
problems of PW /MIA wives. 'Out of t elve"' emotional symptoms
covered by the interviewer, nearly three-fo rths (73.5%) of the sample
reported having experienced five orpore s mrotoms during the period
of husband absence. The most frequently reported symptom was that
of feeling depressed or "down in the dumps", h.entioned by 'all-host
the entire sample (89.8%). Disturbed sleep patterns were cited by more
thah seventy percent of the sample. Add itionally, over three-fourths
(78.6%) of the sample cited feelings of Jumpiness or being "uptight"
diging the,,same period.

,
TABLE 6. PW/MIA Wife's Emotional Symptoms

It

Symptoms
,Vuenber of

. Respondents . Percent

DepressCd,."Down.in dumps"
.......

193

Jumpiness, "Uptight" 169

Fitful bleep 149
Difficulty falli4asleep 144

Waking, not rested ,- 130
Bored , 109

Rapjd mood fluctuations 115

Headaches 108

4 Feehng life is meaningless 0.1085

Poor digestion 85

Shortness of breath 56
Accident -prone ,. 36

i
89.8
78.6
73.8
67.0

.64.4
54.5
54.5
50.2
40.5 r

39.5'
26.0-
17.9'

i AI

Additional indices of emotional, adjustment noted were that over
half thq group (58.2%) were taking or had taken tranquilizers during
their husbands' absences, andt53.2 percent had experienced body
weight fluctuations of 15 poUnds or more !ti either directiq,n during
that period. Although almost half of the group (48.2%).were non-
smokers,

..

32:9 percent reported they now smoked more heavily than
. . .

r.-- .7 290 ,1 - 0
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they had prior to their hu ands' casualties. Slightly over ten percent
ware hondrinkers, while 23.8 percent found they imbibed in alcoholic
beverages more heavily than previously. For 6.7 percent of the group,
alcohdlism,was reported to be a potential, if not already existent, pro-

.. blem. 0;rer forty percent (40.5%) of the group reported frequent
i feelings that life was .meaningless, and 37.2 percent reported enter-

. taming suicidal thoughts at some time during their husbands' absences,
althongh.cmly 16,4 percent felt they had ever really seriously consid-
ered

Ctpingwutt Emote, Stress. The sample of 215 families reported a
. Wide range of s s related to emotional and social adjustment

that they found. 44 derately of severely difficult to manage. It
appears th"a`t the o -nce of emotional problems an correlated

qlptomatology in-,theburiique PW/Mlksituation ilictable and
irieLfore .shd.uld be anticipated-. In malty Instances the families did

seek professional help to cope wit4Lth& situation. One-third pf the
wives depended, upon the faritily ph3sician (34.2%) and, an almost
equal percefltage turned to the minister &.priest-(27.4%) fol.' assist-
ance. Mental health rrofessionalcluding psychiatrists, psycholo-
gists and social workers, were consulted by over one-third (35.2%) or
tile wives.

TABLE 7. -Pamtly Professionals for EmononalAdjustthent
,

..Num4Wer of
Profe.dionals Used Responses* Percent

PhyNiciarS. w
53 34.2. .

a. Ministegh priest \ -- --....4-2-- 27.4

PsychFist 40 .26.3

t^ Psychologist 9 l' 5.6 '
s

4 ' Social Woiker 5 . 3.3
.

Teac'her 4 2.6

Farrhly Counselor , - l` b.6
.

Other ,
''

. .. ill . 10.8

*Number of respondents varted.1..

r

c

I BeCause of.the military's commitment to provide services to fam-
ilies and to maintain continuity in the care provided, the: sot rce of/

.,
fathily, support takes on greater import. Families who did use mental

11P ---3 health servOreportedba slightly greater use of family servicq offered
by the Military over civtlian services through OHAJjPUS (civilian
Health and Meiiical PrOgraFris of the Uniforme&Services).

... .

"
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TABLE 8. Family, Use of.Mental Health Services

Type and Fhitilency, Number Percent

Mil(tary Family Services

No contact 177 .82.3
One contact 5 2.3
2-3 contacts 12 5.6
Contacts over several months 18 8.4
No response 3 1.4

Champus Family SermeriL,
4 'No contact 182 84.6

One contact 1 0.4
2-3 contacts 8 3.7
Contasts over several months 18 8.46 I
No response 6 2.8r

4
The efficact of treatment received in either program is beyond the

scope of this replit. However, of the wives who used either or both
CHAMPUS and military mental health progra s, the majority (76.4',/r)
endorsed the programs as being of tome or c sidgerqble help to them. ,

Personal religious beliefs were also menti d as a solce of sup-
' port and consolation for the PW/MIA wives. One hundred and seven

wives (49.8',1 reported that their religious beliefsfradbeen very help-
ful to them in acoping with ttieir husbands' absences. A Minority

420.57)dict-notf:ind religion a source of support. The degree to which
/religion proved helpful to the family varied with time since the hus-

band's casualty:, Some wives (11.270 found religion to be important
initially, but not at a la*r time. On the other hand, a few (4.27)
found the opposite to be true. /

Wives in Treatment. Interview data showi,d that 31.3 percent_of the
wives were either receiving therapy at the time of the interview or had ._

been in, treatment at some time during -the husband's absence. Xn
additional 5l.04 percent of the wives appeared. tote in need of psy-
chological assistance at the time of the interview but were not them in1
treatment. If those'who might benefit from therapy are added to the
number actually in treatment, it would appear tiat 57.5 percent of
this grdup of pw/mIA wives would profit from psychological or psy-

ierrc assistance (see Table9). The interviewers also noted that it
Was probable that approximately 80 ,percent of the families would

: benefit, from marriage or family counseling dunng the repatriation
it.enod.
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TABLE 9. PsyehologicallPsychiamc Treatment Received by or

, Recommended for PWIM1A Wives
(N= 214)

4

Status at time of Intervteiv Nuqaber 1 Perc'ent

Wives receiving treatment 13 6.1

Wives who receivedrtreatment in past. but
not now in treatment ,54 25.2

Wives who never Teceived treatment --?-' T47 68.7

Wives for whorri treatment was
I.

recommended who were not in treatment 110 51.4

r Families who may need counseling at time
of repatriation , 170 a 79.4

. Adjustment of Childrin of PW /MIA!MIA Fan The physical.andfem-
tional adjustrrients of children of servic en missing in action or
prisoners of-war are important indices of both individual and family
adju'stment. Children's problems represent another source of stress
for both the mother and the family unit. Seven of the wive (4.29c)
reported that the physical health of children presented major problems
during their husbands' absences. Tile most frequently reported phys-
ical health problems,..anivng this group of 405 children were the
common childhood diseases, accidental injuries and surgery( Other
physical problems aTe shown in Table 10.- ... r

...

TABLE 10. Children's Health Problems During Father Absence
1. i

Health PrOblems

Number of .

Responses
At

Percent*

- ,
Common childhood diseases
AccidAital injuries
Surgeries
Enure,sis (past age 3)

Acute llnesses
Chrora illnes,
Special handic
Other physical oblems

ItVP 166
'73

48

31

.27
25

17

17

)1

41.0
180
11.8
76
67
6.2

''Rased upon total n her o children in the sample S = 405

1 .
. In contrast with the children's physical status, their emotional ad-

justment appeared slightly morelnoblematic. Seventy of the PW/MIA

children were-judged by"their-Thothers to have liadtsignificant emo-
tional problems during the period of father absence. For the families
with children, the average numper of emotional or behavioral problems

32
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was 4.3 per family. The most frequently reported symptoms wl ich
might reflect adjustment difficulties were unwarranted and frequent,
crying (14.1%), nightmares (13 1%), rebelliousness (12.-1%), shyrtess
(10.4%), nail biting, (1..0.4%), and fear of the-dark (10.4%). Other
symptoms reported by'the mothers are listed in Table I I.

TABLE 1 1. Childre0 Emotional and Behavioral Adjustment

Children's Symptom's
Vumber ofi
Responses Percent"

Cne e 57 14.114.1

Nightmares 53 13.1

Rebelliousness 49 12 1

Overly shy 42 IP 104
Nail biting 42 10.4

Fear of the dark 42 10.4

Frequent temper tantrums 32 79
Enuresis (beyond 3 yrs of age) 31 7.6

Overly aggressive 20
Sulky _

Sleep walking
20
19

49
4.7

Difficulty adjusting to new
situations 18 44

Destructiveness 16 40
Lethargic 14 34
Stealing o

14 3.4

Speech problems 13 32
Drugs 10 25
Encounters with law enforcement 6 1St

*Based upon the total nuMber of children in the sample V = 405

The social and interpersonal adjustments of the children were also
areas of concern to the Mothers. Thirty-nine (9.67) children were,
reported to have displayed. behavior problems in the school setting.
Almost the same percentage (9.1%) had difficult?'with peer relation-
ships (Table 12). -

TABLE 12. Children's Interpersonal and Behavior Problems

Child Problems
,Vumber of
Responses Percent"

School behavior problems 39 9 6
Difficult pegr relationships 37 9 1
Behavionfroblems at" home 35 8 6
Poor relationship with mother 72
Poor relationship with other adults 22 54

*Based on ttnstotal number of children in the sample N = 405

)
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Use of Children's Services, The families were invorlied in the full
range' of medical services available to them in providing care for the
children. Of those families where physical health probletn.s-jorot
children did arise, over half (56.7%) utilized both milftarytnd civilian
Medical resources. One-quarter (29.3%) obtained all medical services
froth civilian sources. A minority (14.0%) utilized military medical

assistance only
Some of the mothers did seek the assistance of Mental health pro-

.

fessionals when they felt their children had emotional problems. How-
ever, Of the 69 children judged by their mothers tPhave, significant
emotional problems, only 37 children had received professional coun-
seling. The remaining 32 children who neededhelp (46.4%) received
no professional assistance. The future significance of child adjustment
gains added importance when we consider that over one-quarter
(27.9%) of the PW7MIA wives with children expressed concern that
their ming husbands.would experience difficulty in copinwith
the array evenly of the emotional aiad behavioral problems pre-
sented-by the ildren.

The interviewers made a clinical judgment of the childre3:0s, needs-
for ifsychological or psychiatric assistance on the basis of'mothers'
comments and reports of their children's behaviors and symptoms'
tology during father absence. Wherever possible, personal interviews
were conducted with the children. Results showed that 102 children
(25.2%) of the 405 children were ev to be in need of psy o-
logical /psychiatric counseling at the time o t interview (See TAle
13).

TABLE 13. Psychological /Psychiatric Treatment Received
by or Recommended for PWIMIA Children

Statut at titnof Intertiews ,Vumher Percent

1
Children receiving treatment 12 3 0

Children who received treatment
in past but not now in treatment 25 6 2

Children who were never rn i
treatment 368 90 8

, TOTALS 4115 .-lbo o `

Children for whom treatment was
recommended who were not
already in treatment 102 25.2

*Based upon the total nuinber 't)f children 0414 the sample N= 4105
I

To provide continuous service to and liaison with families of service-
men missing in action or prisoners of war, the armed 'services estab-
lished a casualty assistance program Casualty Assistance and Cags

A ^
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Officers (CACO) were assigned to Navy and Marine families; a Family
Service Assistance Officer (FSAO) was assigned to each Army family.
These selected, individuals were responsible for prcividlu and coordi-
nating services to.PW/NIIA ' amilies. As one part of the li dtv. .iew,i/the

Casualty Assistance- Program was evaluated by the wives. Almost half
the PW/MIA wives interviewed reported they had been very satisfied
with the Family Assistance Program Add those wives who were
moderately or to some extent satisfied with the assistance program
(25.0%), and it appears the wives favorably endorsed the assistance
program (Table 14).

TABLE 14 ltines' Assessments of tACOIFSA 0 Program
...

Satisfaction Rating Responses Per5e4i..._

Very satisfied
Moderately satisfied

A To some extent satisfiet1
Not at all satisfied
QN::on not posed*

t

e%

106
46 011L...'
10 4.6

2 0.9
51 23.7

TO40.1. 215 .) 100.0

"Revised queeortnaire ' _,T

The interpretation of this general endorsement, however, must be
tempered by consideration of additional findings. Over one-fourth
(26.1V the wives emphasized the geed for more effective or more
highly trained family assistance officers, and almost forty percent
(39.8%) expressed the need for receiving more information about
services available: to thqm. The frequent transfeirs of caRialty, assist-
ance officers coupled with the prolonged period of husband absence
resulted in 'extreme variance in the number of family assistance officers
assigned to a particular family over time: Over forty percent (40.1%)
of the wives had been assigned five or more family assistance officers;
three wives had as many as fifteen family assistance officers assigned
to them during theiperiod of husband absence. -

In recognition of the important role Of-family assistin officeit
and the need for careful selection of such personnel, the terviewers
solicited the wives' impressipns of desirable qualities and traits for any
family assistance officer. Heading the list of desired attributes was
maturity'(mentioned by 96.3%), followed by the 'ability to make
referrals for services (95.7%), empathy (91.5%), and the .ability to
establish a professional relationship (84 8%). Other qualifications
deemed essential by the wives are cited in Table li.
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TABLE 15. Desired Characteristics pf.Family Assistance Officers

Characteristic
Number of

_Responses* Percent

Maturity 158 .96.3
Referral Ability 156 95.7
Empathy 150 91.5
Ability to establish a S '

professional relationship 84.8
Volunteer for the job ilk 63.4

85 51.8
Car officer 69 42.1

Married with owh Child ren. 60 36.6
Behavior science background 59 35:9

Similar age 4s husbagd 52 31.7

Similar rank as husband. 3'6 22.0
Not in flying-status f9 11.6

*Y-= 164 due to revised questionnaire.

The wives' concerns about repatriation Were additional indices of
the difficulty in the adjustment of PW/MIA families. For the returnee
repatriation would be the time when he wild be confronted with
the family's behavior during his absence; for the wives, it represen'ted
a critical_ time of aERUntihg for their stewardships during the hus-
bands' absences. Fdrother wives, repatriation meant facing the fact
that.their husbands were not coming back. The Ousbands' reactions to
their-wives' increased independence was a primary concern mentioned
by 41 .percent of the group. Dating (22.9%) and.handling the finances
(23.5%) 'were also emphasizei as potential areas for 4isapproval by
the husbands. A few of the wives (12.0%) expres concern over the
husbands' judgments of the manner in-which th ildren were raised.
Over - indulging in alcoh ©l was reported by nine .4%) wives as a po-
tential subject of disapproval-(Table 16).

Mk.

TABLE 16. Wives' Concerns About Repatriation

Cbncern NuMber;* Percent

Becommg too independent 6g 41 0
Not saving more money 39 3.5

Dating , 38. c1222 9

Manner in which children raised 20 12.0

Drinking too much 9 5 4

N = 166 due to ragged quAstionnaire.
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Repatriation als meant the wives must comt to terms with their
fantasies about th4ph-ysical and emotional status of their husbands.
The majority (61.2%) of the wife group emphasized iconcern over
their husbands' Alines to adjust to the rapid social cha4ge which had
occurred duffing their absences. Half of the wives indicated co cer.n
about their husbands' health and over ant -third exhibited a xiety

'about the husbands' abilities to 'assume the husband and fat r roles
and continue a career in the military. Of lesser import weretth
concerns over the husbands' premature aging, sexual inadequacy.
violent behavior, in-law problems and driving ability.

TABLE 174 Wives' Concerns for their Husbands at RepatriattQn

\umber of
Concern Responses Percent

Adjustment to social change, 131 * 612
Husband's health 108 50.2
Resumption of husband role 85 39 5
Resumption of father role 83 38 6
Ability to resume career 78 35 8
Premature aging 59 27

Ability to cope with children's.
'problems -- 53 31.0**

Sexual thadequair of husband 43 20'0
Violent behavior 37 19.5* '

In-law problems 35 (1114*

Drisrmeability 30 ,

*V = 190 due to revised questionnaire

`*\ ' = 171 based on numbetof families with children

The wives emphasized the need for family and individual services
at the time of repatriation for both Aix family and ft returning::
prisoner of war. Heading the list of desired services was psychological '
counseling for the returning-men (59.0%). Of fiearly ,equal jinpor ..

C't.,0tance were educa al counseling (52.4%) and occupatronal counsel- .

ing (50.5%) for tiYe returnee. Over 40 percent of the wives expressed
the need. for marriage and family counseling, legal countelingind job.
retraining at the time of repatriation. Other'service needs at the time '

of repatnation are cited. in Table18.

f
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TABLE 18 Sem( es Required at Tinze of Repatriation

Service"

fr lumber 0/-
Responses* Percent

Psychological help 125 59 0,

EducationaLcounseling
Occupational counseling

I I I

107

524
50.5

Marriage/family counseling 103. 486
Job retraining tUi 476

;regal counseling 92 43 4

Physical therapy 75 35 4

Financial counseling 65 30 7

Spiritual counseling 64 302

Discussion

The emotional and sociahadjistment of the military family ,to the
-absence of a MADand father who is pissing in action or a prisoner

of war is the primary focus of this study How the 'families adjust to
the abserice of a PW MR husband/father and the families' expecta-
tions regarding his return are seen as important areas for research since

there has been little documentation of family,oljustment iv the litera-

ture. The data revealed-Te value of this line of inquiry and the var-
iance in patterns of adjustment to this unprecedented situation of
indeterminate and protracted father absence

The population of PW/MIA families is not, den-slographcally, a
homogeneous group The wives presented a full spectrum of ages,

ofsocioeconomic leN els. andAleviels of ducationi The sample varied with

respect.to the number of Wmilies th children, number of children
per family, and the age range of ,children. However, within this diversity'

_ ..

are demographic characte *which may suggeo a greater or lesser

potential for the famil aptation to the situation. Macintosh

(1968) in his study ofifamily adja.stmentlo separation in the tillitasy

found a positive relati6nship between wives' past experiences with
-husband ab4emix and-educational level of the wife with the subsequent
successful adjustment to separation. For the most part, the wives in

this study had relatively high levels of educiation and college degrees.

Concomitantly. the wives for the most-TMttad marriages of generally

long standing. Pending further data analysis, the correlation of V-iis

data with overall adjustment remains a hypothesis .
I

. .
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Adaptation of the*Pannit to t4PIt'
, Experience .4n Overview

The family members responded to the separation by involmg them-
selves in social: individual and family acti.t ales, The wives focused'
upon activities which appeared to build their self-esteem and occupy
them both emotionally and mentally Participation in social functions
indicted that the wives attempted to intake themsekes in numerous
activities outside the home. Efforts to engage in the Militart _cam-
munity.and its social activities, however, appeared mil-Halal This-41-1'dt

be due in part to their inherent discomfort in performing the social
roles without a husband and their anxieties about exploitation !ftrik-, mg out to 4:stabhsh the independent role as a wage earner of the tam
ily was not evident tar most. This was. in part. due to the allotments
received from, their husbands' salaries which lessened/int desire to
suppliment income It may also be that the wit es recognized the
Added importance of their dual role as mother and - Lather. and their
presence in the lu., assumed'added importance

The -unprecedent/d length at 'absence Brings into focus the com-
plexitY of the situation jthe wrtes were immedutelt confronted with
b5-sic questions which had to. h;_' arisAL?red to their personal satis-
faction. Should they plan for Iirs eventual return or a confirmation of
his death') In most Lases families had to plan for bath. Under normal
conditions an immediate notification of death quickly se.ts into motion
several emotional reactions and social behaviors leading to a riew-
future, However, in the PIA 'MIA situation the normal emotional and
social adjustment processes.w ere thwarted ( ample\ adjustments in
he taibily's lice -style were required for some.. Personal, financial, legal.

and rt teal needs evolved arid were L4 \ tetided over an unknown and
u redictable pevod of time.

Adaptation of the-fad-lily to the normal demands of Irving and plan-
ning for its future is dependent upon the determication of its legal
statilku. its rights, and its responsibilities., One area of unexpected dif-
ficulty was the wives' legal status to negotiate all transactions on-behalf
of the family. Wit es were_ to some Lfie,,, unahte to perform normal
tasks such as the purchase or sale of a home'clue to a lack of RC an
expired power of attorney or 'an inability tO obtain credit. ,Itiough
the wide range of persistent legal issues confronted by the taailies
can be snnply stated, the issues were, H1 tact, complex to invest money
in property, purchase an alittnobile, purchase a home or to terminate
a marriage These issues became more difticult hecatise of the variance'
in legal interpretations within the military and the lack of uniformity
to State laws .governing all PWINHA legal transactions. The legal dif-
ficulties experieikced by the wives put into perspective both the need
for established guidelines for servicemen which anticipate the wide

411
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range of potential problems inheren in a combat tour and the value
of adequate preparation ,of military families for eery eventuality.

Adjustment of roles within tie family was evident. The PW/MIA
situation precipitated a reallocation of tasks and responsibilities among
fartnly members among other tasks, mothers assumed greater respon-

* sibility for making decisions, disciplining the children and handling
family finances The children inherited father-related responsibilities
inch ing a heightened awareness of and responsiveness to the mothers'
de an s and needs. Those family members assuming such responsi-
Hines were galled upon to lengthen their commitment in-recognition
of the fact that their father might not return. Many wives reported in
the interviews that their relationship with the children was perhaps

closer one than it would have been had, the father been pre-
sent in thehome Theitatistic indicating "time for dual mottfer-father
role" =as being a lesser problem, is deceptive, w it may be true that
the time required to perform the roles ma e f little consequence,
the responsibilities.w ere perplexing as well as ifficull to cope with.
hen under normal -conditions it is difficult fo the average mother to
ra*e a family single-handedly. The PWAIIA wife had total responsi-
bility for the family and planning for its future She often experienced
feelings o4; frustkation and guilt realizing that she was to be held
accountable by her husband for whatever the outcome of her efforts
upon his release For the WA wife, the paradox of,starting a new life
for the farnil. as well as for li,esself. while maintaining a role for the
husband who might not return, fostered feelings of insecurity, guilt,'
and a continuous struggle with problems of self-esteem (Brown, 1972).
The shifting of family roles, responsibilinesand the intensification of
relationships among family members suggests the evolution of a fam-
ilyily without the father The closing of ranks within the family
was described by Hall and Simmons (1973) as part 'of their clinical
p4rtrait of P)N, \11 y famibes, Hill (1949) also nrtted this pattern of
adjustment to be a common phenomenon among families experi-
encing father separations dhring World War II While these may be
indices of normal adjitzwit, Hill (1949) reported that the type of
reorganization w hiLliirriade for successful separation adjustment ap-
peared to lead to poor adjustmeht at time of reunion .

In spite of the wies' i'fforts to pertOrm their roles well, they
reeeRed little satistaLtor), feedback an/ had to deal with the realiza-
tion th,kt there were feN% any4c, socially acceptable outlets to en-
Ranee their self-esteem The guilt associated with performing their

--dual roles and establishing new lives without husbands was a
cant, factor in the adjustment. With each accomplishnient and
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increment of improved self-esteem, the wives' expenented a growing
sense of independence which added to already existing feelings of
guilt. Brown's (1972) conclusion seems appropriate "Even the most
stable and, mature wives experience emotional' problems ... (p: 12)."

The impact of the PW/NUA situation and the families' attempts'to
develop without a husband was most evident In the wives' devaluation
of the marital relationship,. Part of the change may be accounted for
by the indeterminate nature of the situation and the natural inclina-
tion to avoid building unrealistic hopes and expectations They relied
on a 'waif and see" attitude, as exemplified by Ste large number who
changed their tssessments of their marriages to being "unsure of the
situation". The wives' increased independence which evolved during
the sepat.tion appeared to influence their feelingg about their mar-
nages, arriages were now seen by some wives as renegotiable with
deman s that consideration and recognition, be given to their independ-
ence, quired abilities, and new skills. What thekmarnage in the future
holds for the independent wife must be reassessed upon final -deter-
min ion of the husband's status. For some_mves the marriage con-
trac will be terminated. Reunion for the wives who sought to develop
an were proud of their independent role will be difficult. Hill (1949)

his study, of military farnities4der the stress of father separation
and that wives who managed well dunng the separation period and
ho enjoyed their newfound freedom did not. in general, have good

reunions.
In general, health problems requiring edical attention in the fam-

ily were not a major area of concern. wever, the data eradicated
frequent family contact with the physician for emotional support,
'especially for the wives Similarly, the presentation of emotional prob-
lems through manifested physical symptomatology as 'a mode of
coping with stress was a coilron finding by Hall and Simmons (1973
m Their case study of two groups of PW/NITA wives.

The frequent use of,tranquilizefs to cope with, the_PW/MIA situa-
tion points out the importaw.e of a careful assessment of our medical
services Families. The high percentage who. used tranquilizers Was
not matched by the percentage who contacted mental heglth pro-

m fessionals; in particular; psychiatrists. There appears to be a reluctance
on the part of the iVysician \ to make ret-N-rals to psychiatrists,
if indicated. Hall and Simmons (1973) stated that wive's "shop around"
m search of medical care from those physicians who will,,provitthem
with the medication needed to overcome the immediate stress; the
underlying problems remain untreated.

The emotional adjustment of PW/MIA wives to the contradictory
demands placed upon their lives was a major atedof diffiailty for, the

r"'
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families. The range and frequency of emotional symptoms reported by
the wives reflettothe basic universal psychological reaction to extreme
stress, such as "depression, disturbed sleep and traumatic dreams,
anxiety and apprehension, headache, difficulty in concentrating, im-

c pairment of memory for names and recent events, and tension and
irritalAlit)," (Hocking, 1970). The reactive depression may, in part, be
accounted for by the indefiniteness and unpredictability of the situa-
tion. The future remained uncertain andoan ttempt to resolve the
situation was fraught with -feelings of ambi fence awl guilt:, This
ambivalence may be partiarly accounted for b two general factors.
first, the abSence of complete information regarding the status of the
men captured or lost in enemy territory, secondly, the military policy
of retaining the men in the misting -in- action or prisoner,of-war status

a rather than risk a premature judgment of killed in action. Spolyar
(1973; described the grief re-aetion of1MIA wives and emphasized that
this Wpe of situation creates a certain amount of anxiety and unknown-,
fear, the wives and children are suspended or."in limbo" until more
definite facts are known

' Other classic adjustment behaviors related to depression and anxiety
under stress were also evident in the PW 'MIA wife population. Ex,,i,en-*
sive weight fluctuations and increases in smoking and alcola.pl con-
sumption for some of the wiles reflected their efforts -to deal wit*
the situation. Both the unpredictable future, and the covert as welt
as overt pressure from the military to discourage a wife ft m verbal-
izing ft'!elings and displaying family problems which migh ossibly
lowet the morale of her husband or distort his image as a professional
soldier pla,, a part in the wives' frustrationsdepression, and lower 'd

self-tsteern., This reactive depression is well documented as an in--
herent pail of the adjustment behavior ofoives who have experienced
chroniL separations from their military husbands (Isay, 1968;
Pearlman, I 970 ): Isay ( 1968) postulates that the depression may be
related to d guilt response to Nen- unacceptable rage at having been
left alone or deserted and to thleir frustrated longing to be caved for
adequatay

The difficulties ex perienced by the children of PW/MIA families
were reported by wives td be relatively few in number. From-the anal,
uses completed to date it is impossible to know,if a sfriall number of
Lhildryi exhibited the majority of the symptoms and pioblems re-
ported. If this wore the case, it would further redd6e the significance
Of add adjustment problenis as a major issirr-To- state this as a con-
clusion, however, niairk. premature. When we consider the, relatively

/ small numbei of Lfuldren seen in treatment and the additional 25 per-
cent recommended .for ireatin'ent by the interviewers, Ole issue takes
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oh_greater importance. The discrepancy rmq be accounted for by a

7 st of factors. There was perhaps a reluctance on the part of the wives
o report child behavior problems, the wives may vary considerably
in. their judgments asto what constitutes aprobleni child, and the
wives may have been reluctarit to seek help. The issue of child adjust-

ment problems should not be ruled out. Tli French (M. Marconi,
eperson r ommunication. 1972) in their assessment of PW families of

the In
tr{lina

War found ,both behavior and academic difficulties
among the children long after thelepatriatioriof.their fathers: Th0
possible deleterious effects of father separation upon child adjust-
ment were underscored by Gabower (1960) in her controlled study-of
behavior problems of children in Navy families. The influence of sepa-
ration upon child behavior cannot, however, be dissociated frOm the
other variablq, such as the manner in which the mother and children
interact and play out their respeNive roles. Hall and Simmons (1973) I'.
pointed out the subtle but effective ways in which some PW /MIA
wives were able to undermine the children's Social and emotional
developments, for example, mothers sometimes used psychophysi-
°logic symptoms to-prevent their sons from dating seriously.

The wives' assessment of the .military's Family Assistance.Program
pointed out the program's strengths and its weaknesses. In general.
the program was judged to be very satisfactory in that it accomplished.
what it was basically designed to do. that is, to proVide close liaison
between the military and the family and administratively assist fam-
ilies with matters pertaining to allotments, medical benefits, transpor-
tation, etc. and to keep the farnilies informed as to the serviceman;a
casualty status. The needs of the families and the demands placed upon
the family assistance officers, however, exceeded the expectations
envisioned by the military. &These family assistance officers seldom
had formal training in the assessment of emotional adjustment of
adults and children and were not prtiessional counselors. They were
often unaware of the problems even where they existed, covertly
presented symptoms were left undetected. Feelings of anger which
may have been direct towards the Assistance officer were often Mis-
interpreted by the assistance officers as direct attacks upon their
performances rather than as manifestations of the wives' frustrations -

in coping with the sittiation. When problems were apparent, some
funny assistance officers were often unaware of the approfriate ser-
vices to which the family might be referred. While it should be noted
that there were family assistance officers who performed all functions,
most ably, training programs, in addition to careful selection, appear
needed to prepare these officers for the full range of responsibilities,
unique to the Family Assistand Program. ,

I.
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ThelimitatiOns Of 'family' assistance officers _cannot alone aceQunt
%-, for the gap betN,tegn the PW(MIA fan-lilies in need of services and the ,-

comprehensive ,services avaoilatdeto them. Families- have tenclecr to
avcid seeking help, for reasons ranging. from dinial to abcirtive and
unsatisfactory experiences with health .professio'nals.' Additionally,

-- thefotal syStern of providing', services to militaryifamilies must also be
palled into question. Hunter and/Plaf (1973), on the basis of a study
Of a select group of Navy PW/MIA families, suggestk the need for an
aggessive program and proposed the development of amore flexible,,
coordinated, arid professionallp,based Family Asistwance Program for
PW/MIA families. W the value of an aggressive service deliv4ry
approach to pw/m ies remains to be'ivalusted, the concept nit ...

face validity in .fight oft e results of this study. ',,- g-.#7
.

The discrepancy between the number of wives and children
.
who

received treatment and those recommended for treatment e lifter- $ °.
viewers deserves futtlVexplanation.`The responsibility t A on"
despite all that hashafflened was a. shared feeling among the w s. To
admit that perkinal emotional problems existed would be an' admission
of defeat; such 'ar-2 admigsion is Snot- a generally accepted response for

.. military families. Denial, therefoige, was a common defense mechanism
employed by thetwives. Those wives who recognized their difficillties
tended to postpone ani)/driationalize away the need to seek help. It
was not uncommon to hear:the Wives relate hovire problems and

t .feeTtrigs they experienced would be resolved upon the DLisbands'
return, or that their relationships with (Viler men would be justified

' shOuld he not return. The rationalizations were enough to sustain
most wives throughout the, ong periojil even thath at the sacrifice of

- their self-esteem and` empt nal health, 0 _

The wives: apprehensio s a out4the fut.ure were focatsed upon the
9 . +

time Of repatriation and family reunion. Fdr some this period would
6 . be -a time of dampened hopes and reams; their husbands would not Ii .-

4 reyurn. for others it would be the !art of a new.life or the"continua-
tion of a lifealready forged. For most wive lit would be the initial test it)
of the stablity and future potential of tMr Marriages. Reunion also
mpresentcd,a taltenge.,the wives were reluctarit -to give up,cogfrol
over thorimily, finances, and the Children. A realistic appraisal of4he
wives' concerts ahout repatriation alwkuggested that reunion posed,

t
..a threat, to Tie or more of the gra tions that the separations.

prq;ided: the OPportanity to-assume greater freedom, an inde,penden '4,
income with the latitude to determine its use, and the avoidance of
any confrqntation with the manner/in which the wivit -conducted,
themselves thiring their husband absenCes, These indings* are* . F i` _.,. ,

"
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sonsktent it those, ablished by 'say (1968) in his study, of-the
submariners' wives. If e French so,41 workers (M. Marcoirr"prrsonal
communication, 197.), cif lso th se very problems as major areas

4.
of difficulty an. i.uting factors to family discord following the
repatriation o .le rench PWs.

Women's independence may be viewed as part of the wives' Cr

concern for the husbands' adjustment to rapid social change w c had
taken place in the United States during the men's absence. Changes in
social values, liberal attitudes towards sex, and rejection of authority
ire all, part of the `;now" society. The difficulty in coping with social
change and its potential inWact upon the returning PW has been well

. docurrrented in p
e

lic news media (Toffler, 1973), popular books
. (Tofjler, 1969) as well as the research literature (Segal, 1973). The

wives' desires for psychological counseling for their husbands at the
. time of 14atriatopn were not only based upon the anticipated need
for the returning husbands to cope with the resith41% of their capti-
vity experiences and their adjustments to family problems, but also
to the adjustment tasocial change. Rapid change was also a factor in

at the wives: recommendations for personalized care for air husbands,
jobletraining, employment counseling, educational counseling, and
careen counseling were seen as necessary steps toward dealing with
obsolescence brought about by changes in technology and advances in
the military. ,

The variance in the social and psychological hardships experienced
by the,families would indicate that the PW/MIA situation does not pro-
duce a.;ctsis in every case. Some familic;istiffered only the obvious
hardships of the absence of the husband/father from the home, while,
other families experienced a wide range of difficulties, not all directly
related to the husband's departure. These diffiCulties, however, may_'
have been intensified or complicated by his absence. Consider,`for

. example, the situation'of a wife who even priOr to casualty was inde-
.. Ardent and managed the family affairs in an orderly and systematic

manner. Frequent prior tours by the husband requiring his absence
provided this wife the exp,erience needed to cope with the present
situation. Adjustment may have been eased by a sort of rehearsal o
graduated 'immunization. Fapiily life contipued, for this family with
only a minimal' break in the usual routines. In contrast, the totally
dependentowife, inexperienced withthe responsibilities broutht about

- by the easualty, was confronted with a crisis, and to further corn-
9licate (matters, she perhaps responded to the situation y with-
drawing, thereby neglecting a host of other family rapo
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The meaning of the PW/MIA situation varied from family toglamily.

On one hand was the family where the husband, wife and;-ehjldren
were in 'constant conflict, o.vhere the husband's drinking and physical
abuse of his,wife were added complicatiblis_ For that family the
father's absence was a, relief in spite oteguilt feelings about his loss.
On the other Hand, we witnessed a family which prior o casualty

liionsed and functioned as unit, sharing responsibilities as well as
recreation. For that family the casualty came as a traumatic ;hock,
and recovery was and continues to-he c xtremely difficult.

Cone/to/ohs

The Misting literature on prisoners of war has he.en criticized for
its tendency to limit attention to the prisoner alone, to his ex'p'eriences
in captivity' and to his subsequent adjustment".. A consideration of the
importance ot the PW!MIA families' adaptation to the servicemen's
absence has been slighted. For the most part;_raentists seekIngex-
planation, for the adjustment behavior of returned prisoners have
fot!used solely upon morbidity statistics anQ upon psychological, and
physiological data on the returnee,*and have ignored the history and
influence on the family. The data presented here suggest the slnifi-
cance of family adjustment 'as a separate lineof inquiry. ..

This pap,* examine, data related to the adjustmentf4.4444Hes of
servicemen missing in action or pnsoners of war. Several major find-
ings appear to emerge fro the interview data.. Because research on
family adjustment and the analysis completed to date can hardly be
seen as beyond an exploratory phase, it would seem reasonable to con-
cipde with a statement of these findings to a propositional form.

1 Basic patterrfro7adjusting to the absenU of hushand4ther
are compounded by the unprecedented length and indeter-
minate nature of the PW/MIA situation'.

11. The probability of major adjustments in fajileiry roles and int
action is high .for families in the PW /MIA situation.
PW/NIIA wives are likely to pursut a wide ranabof individual-
and social activities which will 'enhance thou Mt-esteem and
contribute to c stbiliration ot the family.

_1V. Over time, LNIIA familiesare most likely to be confronted
with cAmiple\ legal issues surrounding theil rights and priv-
ileges

V. The probability of mbditicatio in the wives' assessments of
their marriages is high for the PWIMIA.families...

V. 44
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VI. Ilie..ert4orial diffic4Ities experienced the wives and chi!,
dren stronly reflect the comple)tay and difficulty of coping
with tt4,P,WIMIA situation.

VII. The dis-cr epancy between the, fainilies need for services and
their limited contetts,with such services is suggestive of the
need for a more -effective approach to extending services to
PW/MIA families.

VIII. The faemily'f adjustment over the yearsand their apprehensions
about repatriation iliusr be considered important factors in
the formula for the successful reunion anditeadjustment 'of
each' returned pnsontr of war.

Collectively the eight propositicins, along"with t ie coi-ollary impli-
cations suggested' in the body of the analysis, provide the beginning i

of an empirical portrait of PW/MIA.families under stress.
Thereits a need for !fibre inforniation about other aspecmf PW/MIA

family adjustment and the cOping processes: There is also a need for
comparative,analyses which will ,provide answers tp many of the
following. questions. Are there discernable family pitternspf adjust:-
ment unique to each of the Armed Services. Artily:Navy, and Marines?
What constitutes successfua adjustmenfimong PWIMIA faritiltes9 Whet
are the diffe,rencA bet en PW and MIA familieS in holk they aOpted
to the sitiziation° D receiving letters from a PW have any beading
upon family odirrstment? Does the provmay'lef the family to a mili-
tary installation make a qffereD.c.e in the services the family received?
The intracacies of PW/MAA liamdy adjustment hay been slighted in
the field of behavioral research. HoweveT, as these and other related
questions Sre answered more completeIY, a general. theory of family
adjustment to stress 4I situations will be advanced.

r
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The Legal Plight of PA/ MIN Family/

'

i.ROBERT 'NELSON'

.

IntroductIon

-"The cauldrori of war has left an aftermath of,problems which can
only be solved by. the application di practical common sense."'

Implicit .in the foregoing quotation, penned by a. PennsylVania
.judge ruling on the taxability, or:accumulated mili,tary pay of a
deceased ,erviceman after'NVOrld War' II, is a recognition of the
peculiar gal issue, that can-arise in.-a fartime context. in response
to certain Of those.legal problem,s encountered by the 'fighting man,
the federal go-vernrnent has enacted legislation which, shields the
soldier against inability to -defend adequately a suit because of his.,

comgjitrhents,3 provides for status- determinations of those
missing Qr witfi*hetnye-orytree-..10_,d aces the protedure for
pirmerit of acctinlulated, military earriirigs upEtri urination oa

Jr This article embodies the substance of reniails deliverecion Septernb'er 28, 1973 to a
group of sobal.work7s responsible for assisting the families of former Vietnam pnsoriers of
war and misting tit action The intent of that address and of this articleastcidentify those,
stresscreating legal problems that either have been encountered or can reasonably be
anticipated which could iinPede saiffactory' family adjustment. Hence, the lollowifig iemarks
should not be &wed as a thorough exposition on analysis of the applicable laW but merely

, as a' touchstone for 'effective family assistance. Further', the opinions exprIssect are the
allthor's-alone and, not an offivisl statement of the Judge'Adv,ocate General of the Nay.

,

, 2. Stones Estate, 58 Pa. D. & C' 154. 157 (1946)

Soldiers and Sailors Civil Relief Act, 5,0 .App Sections 510.590 (1970)
'

4. Federal Missing Persons Act, 37 US.0 Sections 551-557 (Sup" 1973)6,
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serviceman's de-ath.s Although these enactments were intended to
alleviate stresses whi.ch potentially could detract from the fighting
man's efficienkw,6 thet have, directly or indirectly, been the source
of ,substantial number of problems.- These difficulties have been
accentuated during the recent Vietnam conflict for approximately-
2000 military personnel designated prisoners of war (P or missing
in action (MIA ) and their respective families 8 The so-called
"common sense approach ", has often been sacrificed to rigid
application of statutory controls, thereby imposing additional stresses
on families overwrought with other emotional concerns- The
following article will cursorily e \amine certain legal problems
cornmonly encountered b., families of prisoners of N.4.ar' issing in
action and thereafter will focus on legal difficulties attr bk to
the aforementioned federal statutory schemes.

Commonll Encountered Legal Problems

It is only. reasonable that the prolonged absence of the head of a
household will e rise to emotional and psychological displacements.
Accompanying such manifestations are the legal priblems engeRdered
w hen ,a wife is called upon to coordinate the dady family business in
her spouse's absence. Potential legal problems arise on a frequent
and recurring basis in even the most mundane daily routine. as the

.wife undertakes actions affecting the family welfare. A series of
interviews, conducted by the staff of the Cent for Prisoner of War
Studies in t e fall of 1972. revealed a significant number of stress-
creating legal`problerns that had been encountered or were anticipates
by the families. The problems that were voiced covered the entire
legal spectrum. For example, correspondence from 42 wives of

44.
5 .IQ C S C Secnon 2771 /1970i

6 See Wissner v kissner, 338 C S. 655: 660 (1950)

7. This anomalous result is best illustrated by reference to the legislative history of 10
C.S,C Section 2771 which reflects _;:dlso, under existing law, the 'father desertion' and
'foster parent' cases preseiit tremendous problems As to th? first class, objection, often is
raged tolpayment . to a father who deserted his wife and family whsle the children were
small. As to the second class, a natural parent usually receives the balance due the decedent
to the exclusion of a foster parent who mal have reared the serviceman from infancy to
manhood." H R. Rep. Vo. 833, 84th Ang 1st Sess. /19551

, The amendecienactment which resulted from these Congreisional deltbergtiotv, attempted
to correct theaforementioned tnequities. In so doing, however, the new staiite created other

grievous trifu,inces See accompanytrirtiotes 46 51 infra

t8. Excluding 566 env-lied Vietnam Pk's. the _Defense pepartment.hsted 13153 service-
,,, mehes"stilllttissing in crion at the termination'of hosnlates.

44,0
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missing military personnel reciivediat the Service Casualty branc h oft

one of the military departments, provides a general summary of the
broad types of :le-east problems encountered by wives during their
husbands' absences. Table I reflects the nature of the problernsand
the frequency of its mention.

TABLE 1 Legal Problems Encountered kv Wives During Husband Absence

r.V 42)

General Area of
Legal Concern

Specific Problem Frequency of
Response

PurChase. Sale & Questions regarding
Disposition of power of attorney .

Property

Difficulty purchasing
or refinancing home'

Difficulty Cellin),
automobile

mestic
oblems

Establishing
conservatorship

Ms °Tee prures
in husband's absence

13

3

4

Propr1er!..of remarriage
without divorce

Impact of Soldiers and
Sailors Civil Relief
Act on divorce action

2'.

5

Impact of divorce on
milittry allotment 2

I egal status*
remarri4e Mould
selticemau return.

k 5

Adoption alItempts
t hushancrs absence' 1

Std tu.s Determinations procedures for
an, ttDecluraons of Death declaranians of (164.h

-

14

State court procedures
for dedications 01 death

, . 4

impat t of Mate deter-
minations on military
declarations vf death e 4

4

5 1
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General Area of
Legal Concern

Specific Problem ,Frequency of
Response

Availability of
Federal Benefits

4

Disposition of service-
man's pay 3

Impact of state declara-
tion of death on avail-
ability of military de-
pendent's benefits 1

Frnliact of divorce on
allotment 2

Increasing or decreasing
allotment ,t. 42' '
Military movement of
household goods

. el 42

Procurement of military
identification cards 42 it

Availability of VA '
benefits 3

Estate Intestate procedures
Administration

Impact of divorce
on inhentame 4

Disposition of
husband's accumulated
earninks

Fed4eral and state
inheitance tax
abatement

3

2

A few examples will illustrate the scope and nature of the most
frequently encountered difficulties 9 The sale of. homes. automobiles.
stocks and other belongings In the absence of PWs and MIAs was often
complicated by the fact that the properly was jointly ttakn ed . To
fatilitate such transactions. many servicemen executed pbWers of
attorney prior tolilieir departure for the combat zone, Unfortunely,
the prolonged penod absence generally meant that the once valid

9. fril;he context of this article. the Perm , "legal,problems" is broadly defined to
encompass. those chfficultrevercetved by thg families as posing legal issues. Admittedly,
touch a defimnon would cirRonscnbe questions which are more administrative than legal
liderinficution card proairement. movement of hobsehold Roods j, nevertheless, such per-
ceived problems would he included within the definition
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power had expired before it could he, used to affect the disiosition
of property.

Even in those cases in which the power of attorney. by its
terms. was still effecti\ e transactions which it supposedly
accommodated might nonetheless be in\ alid Unless a power
js "coupled with an interest- to g ,power in regard to jointly /
owned property). it automatically terminates on the death of the
grtntor. Where death is established by irrefutable evidence. it is
not difficult to determine when a power becomes ineffeLtive under
this rule. In numerous instances during the Vietnam conflict.
howevet, there has been no such positive evidence of death Rather.

tr many servicemen are merely listed as 'missing in action while their
true status remains unresol\ ed. Thus. the mere possibility of a
serviceman'', death ha; also placed a damper on even those slles
transactions facilitated by an apparently valid power of attor y,
simply because thile power might hate been in\ alidated IN, a prior
death.lr)

Many wives found that numerous problems were created* the
uncertainty of their spouse's true status Had they been assured of
the husband's demise. they could have begun the painful task of
starting anew. With status in doubt,,howneruch a new beginning
was impossible. Naturally. without a declaration of death, a wife

.could not receive life insurance proceeds ,or accumulated but unpaid
military earningsso necessary to afford her some degree of financial
stability. She would likewise be unable to probate her husband's
estate or to take sole ownership of jointly held property and thus
facilitate sales or other dispositions thereOf. Finally. any remarriage
Without a declaration of death or a dtvorLe would b4 the possible
risk Of a bigamy comiction.11 Of course. the social stigma of
divorce from PVC coupled with the potential, loss of military

, 10. To av4id who ale emasculation of otherwise valid passers of attorney of those
listed es missing in action Carnici has adopted legislation which affirms acts performed
under a power if done in good faith and Kithout actual knowledge of death C-11 Cll
C'ODI: See 2356 tWest Supp 19f31 In 1972 the legislature proinied that the grantee of
an apparenth'Lalicl passer ot attc)rnes would not he deemed to have actual knolgiedge of

'death until receipt of a finding of death from the .Service Secretary IcItt Sec 2336 IN

I I "Like such a mistake it will not eutise if not based upon reasonable grounds, but a ,
bona -fide and well-grounded belief that are. other spouse is dead skotilcl entitle the defendant,'
to an acqutt7a1 in a bigamy case unless the language of the statute precludes this defense
R.11 Perkins, CRIV11% 11 I 11+' 7 /IQ 571 avid cakes cited therein

S3
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privileges and the possible forfeiture of Vonefits under a husband's
estate`` made this a highk, undesirable alternate e

To resole thKiquandan.. sonic .A,1;:s attempted to pressure the
Service Secretaries to issue prestimptk findings a death under the
Missing 1)rsoris ALt, or aliernatn.el,, contemplated actions in state

. courts which could ultimately result in .1 JudiLial declaration of
&Ali.° \either pi thes,:,Iltertitn.es pro\ ed totall,, satisfactory.

F1Lrst such LiLtion,) e \posed deep-rooted differences between family,
members. often tUrning,one against the othe'r.lhCis while wil.es.,on
the one hand.. Milillt Ildl.c.: aLtRel'y ,ought a 'death determination,

*rents strongly M.sistjd this alternatRc, MA.ing such a ,course as
abandonment of their son. i

Be
I

and the e ^Ostia' Jig hion. how el. cr. d vs, ife taped monumental
logistical dittk_uhfies rn securing either a judicial or an administratn.e
declaration of death. A Judkial determination was normally based
on the presumption of death that arose oril, after the absenje of the
husband for seen years While an action could he brought prior to
the e\piration of ,e'en tears, its-success ciilld only be predicated on
a strong showing of e\klenLe h\ the 'wife pointing to death at an

12 Divotke prior to a serluernan's death %tould foreclose the vtife from inheriting as an
uttestatc successor Sec a z , C If PROB CODE ,Sec 221 'it'est 195b1 Further a divorce
in most rirrisdu non- x'ould'hkewise an ,"(AtinZ 111 See Rogers i Rogers 152 So
2J 1'53 tRa .1pp 1963/ ( 11 PROB CODE Sec 70 (West 19561 But a divorce which
Antedates a militarl as opposed to (nil determination of death would not necessarily pre
'lute tlit wife's tnhcritaee under state luvts Since a presumptiie finding of death issued by
the Semi e Secretar, establishes the tact of death for sermc-related pr,rposes alone and
"does not mean that death occurred on that or aril other certain dal," 32 ( FR Sec 7/8
119'4; a state_ court could consider the ,lidence and reach an independent determination
regarding the date of death Sec Halms i 1.1etropolitan 1 tfe Ins Co, 262,11d 255, 2774,
2d 251 119'1i In re Illornburg's [state l 6 Ore i7o, 2o 2d 349 (/949), Lukens v
Camden Trust C o , 62 4. 2d k6 J Thus, it the state court establishes the date of
death at some unit ,antes dent to the Inoric, the my h 011 Id remit her normal rights of
mheritant

. I

13 Evideneesol determinations of death 1,1 a Sc'ruce Secretary constitute prima facie mir

eudenee of the fat t (If death in the follo nig states llaliarria, Cohfornia,4 Coloxado,
Connecticut, Di.laKare 17orula, 6eor!qa, Havtaii, Indiana, Iowa, ifaine %fart land, Ifichigan,

Vfinnesota tlrssrsetppa \ciada e Ilampsha& VeK Jersei, }ark, South Carolina,
,Vorth Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon Pennsvliam7ehode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Vermont. Washington, West Virginia and it'vombw Unless oierhorne by other-evidence,
this document hill sustam a state court detcrmarat;on of/death See Stone's Estate, supra, ,

not 2 et I Ce' Lukens i Camden Trust Co sum note 13 In re Jacobson's Estate, 743
V Y S 2d 4321195'5) (A the other hand there is idenee that a state court detcrmlnanoc

wt death will compel or ci en a Ile( t'a nubtarl linden? of (Path
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earlier time." In most instances such compelling information was
unavailable sinLe the truth was shrouded in unL;ertainty. A wife's
hesitancy in pursuing such recourse is understandable in vjew of the
costs involved, the evidentiary burden imposed. and the emotional,
impact of forcing a wife to prow her husband's death affirmatively.
Further. while such an approach could facilitate remarriage,
distribution of the husband's estate and insurance settlement, it

would have no impact whatsoever on-the military's obligation to
release the serviceman's accrued pay and allowances to the designated
beneficiary." This fund. vt filch often 'represented 'the single most
important asset in a serviceman's etate, was exLIUded from state
testamentary control by a federal statute'( permitting disposition
of the sum only after the Service Secretary conL'enied had entered
either a determination of death or a presttfriptive finding of death.
State court deLlarations of death in no way compelled a like

Secretarial finding. Thus, Many wives were forced to await a
Secretarial determination to realize the full benefits of their
husband's estate.

Even. a Secretarial .4termination did not insure all wives the
full benefit of their husbands' accumulated pay. That fund was
.distributed to a beneficiary designated by the serviceman. -In a
number of uses the beneficiary was someone other than the wife.

14 The burden of establishing death at some time prior to the lapse of seven years fells
on the petitioning party and,can he satisfied by a showing of "specific peed" encountered
be the absent individual, Dasie v Briggs. 97 L.S. 628, 634 (1878), Herolr(v Washington
Nat. Ins; Co.. 128 Pa. Super 563, 566 (1937), In re Wsdie's Estate 134 Ifisc '715, '236
N Y.S. 3.70 (1929), or through other circumstantial evidence In re Woods Lstate, 62 4 2d
883 (1949) Cox 1 Ellsworth, 18 Veh 664,'26 N. W. 460 (1886). The concept was explained
in GREEVLEAF, H IDLCL, Vol. 1. pt 1, Chap IV, Sec 41, at 46-48 (Redfieldt's Ed.)

Thus, where the issue is u the life or Ueath of a person, once shown to have n,
living, the burden of proof lies a On the party vvho asserts the death 'Mit after the lapse pf
seven Years, without intelligence concerning the person. the presumption of life ceases, and
the burden of proof is devohed on the other part . . . upon an issue of life or death,ofga
party. as we have seen in the like case of the presumed pavrnent of a debt, the fury may fled
the filet of death from the lapse of a shorter period than seven years, If other circumstances
concur ' But the presumption of the common law, independent of the finding of the fury,
does not attach t); the mere lap's(' pf time short of seven Years...

See generally Continental Ins Co v Searing, 240 F 653 (3e) Cv 1917), Con
,V, Y. Life Ins. (o , 1 79,4pp v 596, 166 ,, Y S 9 (191 7). Death can he establrhed
prior to ie ,expiration of tl sesenvear period arra "fair preponderance of clear and
convincing evidence. dire( t a d cinumstantial" Herold v Washington ,vat. Ins. Co", sij=
at 566.

15 See note 14 supra.

16. See note 30 infra and accompansing text
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Whether this result was intended by the serviceman or was merely
?roversight in failing to change the beneficrafy at the time of

marriage, the result was unacceptable for the wife who had actively
supported her husband only to find that she was deprived of the
most valuable asset in his estate. This inequity was compounded
when wives either continued to permit deposits of earnings in a
federal savings program or failed to petition the-Secretary's-designee
for release of funds under the erroneous assumption that they would
be the ultimate beneficiary of the acc unt." Instead. a parent or
friend reaped a windfall. while the w e. often burdened with raising
a deceased serviceman's children. was t nothing

While the foregoing examples re resent but a sampling of the
legal issues onfronting the fan 11 of prisoners of war and missing
in action. they are a fairly acL rate indicator of the nature and scope
of problems that-were encountered by PW/NIIA families during the
husband\ absence or uporltSecretarial determination of his death.

Federal Statutory Solutions

The problems experienced by the families of Vietnam PW /MIAs
were by no means novel, similar legal issues were encountered during
World War II and the Korean conflict-18' However, the unprecedented
duration of absence resulting from the protracted Vietnam conflict
undoubtedly accentuated the difficulties. In response to similar
problems in earlier wars; the federal government enacted a panoply
of legislation to ,protect the fighting man. These statutes`include the
Soldiers and Sailors Civil Relief Act,'9 the'Fede'ral Mis Person's
Act,2° and a provision governing the payment of a se iceman's
accumulated earnings and allowances upon his death 21.

The Soldiers and Sailors Civil Relief Acj was enacted to f ster tl
spirit Of the fighting man by providing il`shield ,against civil liabilities
during a servrceman's period \of active service rk'. fore entering a
default judgment, the Act requires a court io secure from the
plaintiff 'an affidavit deflecting that the defendant is not in the

17 See none 48mfra

18. See 7731E, Sept,. 14, 1953, at 26

79. See n6te 3 supra.

20. See note 4 supra.

21 See note 5 supra.
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.

military service.22 Where siih.an affidavit 1s:not filed. the is

also 'given -discretionary authority23 to stay .any action unless it
appears that the serviceman's defense will not be materially
prejudiced by his absence.24 Such a default- judgment cans be
reopened' by the serviceman on his release frorri active duty if it
appears that he has a "meritorious or legaTdefense" to the action.25
When a default judgment is entered, the court can require the plaintiff
to post a bond to indemnify the defendant should the Judgment later
be-set aside.26 -

Recognizing that asizeable number of servicemen are captured,
confined, or.disappear in enemy territory during an armed cOnflicta
the , federal government enacted the Missing_yersons Act whicli.
defidies Missing status and 'permits tl government to continue pay
and allowances to the serviceman while he continues to be lisjed as

'missing..?' The statute likewise contains provisions mandating
periodic reevaluation Of status and upon, which, where warranted,

_ presumptive findings of death are based. Since the-avowed purpose
of This presumptive finding is merely to set a point at which the
serviceman's military record will be closed and his account settled,28'
the official-date of death will,ra'relY,' if ever. confdrm to the actual
date of death.

,

When pay records have been closed as a result ofa military finding
of,death. trie /accumulated. earmogs must be disbursed to an appro-
priate party. In 1956, a new statute was enacted which for ths,first
time permitted a serviceman) to designate personally the primary
beneficiary:of accumulated but unpaid"earnings- This procedtkre,
intended by Congress to, permit a testamentary' disposition Of

22 511 App. U.S.C. Sec. 520 (1) (1970)"

23. id. Neas.

24. App. U.S C,, Sec. 5'l1(1970)

25. 50 App U.S.C. Sec (1970)

I
,

A r
27. Musty Periohs Act. 37 U.S.0 Sections-552:53 (1970)

, -
28. ')2ele,le.g., In re 77iornburg's Estate, supra note 13. at 352

4" *71

(
I
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property29 replaced an earlier provision which required the govern...
ment to pay the as c imulated earning' flyst,to a qualified representa-,
tive of the 'deceas'eTs estate for distribution under a will or under
state laws of intestacy 3°

The Shortcomings of Federal Enactments

Subjected to the rigorous test of lengthy.p.eriods of confinement
(hiring the recent Vietnam struggie,'thesefederal provisions, intended
to protect the civil affairs of the fighting man during his absence and
to fkilitate a more normal life for his dependents in his absence, have
revealed several potentially serious flaws which need to be relrevekd.

Soldiers and Sailors Ora' 4elief Act Designated primarily to
alleviate the burden of defendinga law suit where the ability to defend
is materially affected by one's military status, the Soldiers and Sailors
Civil Relief Act has c?eat.ed or poses problems of consequence. for the
wives, and famihts of Vietnam PWsa and ,MIAs In an ahempt to
prOtect the statues quo, the enactment has served to shackle the wife's
discretion to make certain personalpersal domestic decisions as'well
as to enter into transactions ed necessary to maintain some
degree of and" to enh e financial stability. Thus, both
marital dissolutio d property dispotition have been. or potentially
couldbe, affected by piovisions permitting-judsicial proceedings to-be
stayed or subsequently challengedatander the.Act.

Several woks have clissolv"W *Leh rnatruilhoniar.bong during their
husband's prolonged absenc8.. During World War II ,the Act was -

. advanceiks a bAr to divorces in several cases in which the husband's
abilttiy to defend himself was materially affected by his absence,3'
While the decision -to stay a, divorce action for this reason rests in-
the judge's discretion, certain factors would seeming* favor the
grant of, a- stay in We case of prisoners of war qr missing in action.
Not only is irciear that the abirrty of thee individuals'to%defend a
suit is materially affectsad by their status, but the plight of the .

29. H.R. Rep. No. 833, 84th Cong., 1st Sess. (1955)Ili . . .
The proposed legislation.i.:oll permit the Soldier himself to designate a beneficiary for'his

final pay The medsure in substance, by permitting a designated beneficiary; provides for a
testamentary disposition by the serviceman af that part of his estate representing his final
pay. See Goldberg, Is Armed Services Retired Pay'Really Community Property? 48 CAL BAR
J. 12,. 16-1 7 (1973)

e .
30. 6P Stat. 30 (1946)eas amended 10 U S.C., Sec 2 771 (1956)

31. See Roark v. Roark, A.1 S. W, 2d 862 (1947)
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misfortunate PW/Mits is bound to elicit a sympathetic ear frOtn
the it.t.d,ge.

Staict application of the Act in this context reflects a Congressional
judgment t0 a serviceman's rights.,should override the wises of

4.his.spouse. As such:it disregards a determination by She 'wife that
the' relationship is irrevocably shattered and denies her the
oPporitinity to begin life anew: That such an approach concentra
on the serviceman's nghtsorather than on die, Wife's desires or o he
continued viability of the marriage is eviderit from the fac; t- ex
parte° divorces are recognized by vir.tually all itinsdiction despite -

the -non-appearance of ore spOuse.37 This latter rule manifestly.
eruphasizes the"' viability of .the marriage over requirements of
per anal appearance );fence, itwis clear that Congress kas carved oUt;
an exception fr tbegeneral.rule permitting ex parte divorces iti.those -I

cases where non-appearance steiflitrom military service and matenally'
impedes one's defense of an 'action. in the cases of wives of long-

, absent PW /MIAs, such an outcome ,reflects a blatant disreg4tr,d for,
the feelings p f the wA and For the prerequisites of a successful
matrimonial riletionsflip

Next,, the Acts.poset several problems iitthe area of alienability, of .
propetty. which ?everely restrict ,the wife. -legal capacity; to freely

, dispose of personaland teal prope'rty, armed even' with a povVer of
-attorney or after appointment as conservator of a. missing serviceman's
;state. To itlust:rate t its shOrtcoming, die caSe,of Bristow v Pagano,33
recognized the absent husband's right to challenge subsequently the

e .of property received by hi% \fife in a divoxce proceeding
ncompliance -statute but inonetheless found that -the

buyst received marketable. Simplified to its basics, this
'holdingfneans that in all cases in which a, wife's claim or authority
to sell property allses from a judicial action in which..thrmissing
serviceman' is a piirty or is directly -affect the transaction can
poieri.tially: 6e chlilleng4d Upon the renfrn.' This
rule would extend to quiet. n10 actions,.,proPerty settlements

.

accompanying :divoyc e..and every. argimibly.. to sales by court
appointed conservators. Such a result is seemingly *at odds with
federal and state legislation designed to facilitate such :transactions.
Congress, in the past year, enacted legislation whiCh extended

wx

32, See Williams' v Aorth Carohna, 317 U.S. 287 (4942)410/hams v. North Cbreditaa,
325 U.g.6 (1 tl214),tCrouclt v. ('youth, 2R 01, al :1.43, 16114:51 8'97 (1946)

V-
33. s2387owa 1171. 35 N.W. 1'1423 11947)
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expired powers of attorney until the serviceman's return35 and
* several states have passed statutes which greatly facilitated procedures

for appointments of concern ators of a PW /MIA's estate.' The
, potential impact of the Art could. for the most practical purposes,

render this legislation nugatory and thereby seriously impede the
ife's attemptsto dispose of property. . . a

Missing Persians Act With the significant amount of' national
attention that was focused on military accounting forservicemen
still rinssing behind enemy lines in the atermath of the Korean
War,37 a similar concern for status resolutions among a small but
vocal segment of the civilian sector during' the Vietnam hostilities
was not altogether surprising. in the emotion-charged atmosphere

,.0
surrdunding status determinations, where dwindling hopes farmed by
persistent though generally unfounded rumors. the Service Secre-
taries were, on occasion, criticized for their handling of the accounting
operation.38 These criticisms eventually culminated sa a constitutional
attack against the Federal Missing Persons Act,39 the statutory
authority for Secretarial determinations of status.

* Basically, the argument of the w tit i one rs in McDonald v. McLucas
reduced itself to two related contentions. each directed at the
alleged unconsiitutionality of the statute First/ the petitioners

1 v argued that the sultute as ("vatted provided inadequate guidelines
for functionarhis apply ing the enactment regarding procedures to
be followed, evidence to sbe k. sidered, and standards of proof to
bo applied under the ltatute. The gravamen of this argument.

35 Public L. Vo. 92.540 (dct. 24, 1972)
`36 C4 L PROB CODE Sec 1 751 et seq (West 1973 Supp I Sec 747 01 Fla Statu'tes
3; The concern for Arrkian servicemen allegedly held captive in Aiongoliaafter the

termination of the Korean h7tilities eventually resulted in a federal district court action
filed by 33 relatives of missing servicemen declared KIA who sought $33,000,000 from the.
government. The case was dismissed for lack of lurzsdiction. See THE NEW YORK TIMES,
Aug: 4, 156, at 12.

38. Address by Brigadier General Robert Kingston, f/S:4, in Washington, D C July 27,
1973. . .-

39. McDonald P. Maw...73 Co.,' 319Q (S.D.N. Y. July 20, 1973) .

40. 37 U.S.C.TSection ST5 (1970) reads as follows ,

(a) When a membei of e uniformed service entitled to pay an owances under
section 552 of this title has been in a missing stastus, and the Official report of his death or of
the circumstances of his absence,has not beedVeceivecl by the Secretary concerned, fie shall,
before the end of a 12-month period in that status, have the case fully reviewed. After that
review and the end of the / month per ool in a missing status, or after re which shall he'
made when warranted by Jilbrrnation received or other circumstances, Secretary con
cerned, or his designee, may

(1), if the member can realnahly he presum4 to he living, direct a continujnce of
hit missing status, or

4

(2) mpke a finding of death

06, 8 4
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which suggested that the statute was void-for-vagueness: was that
such broadly drafted language could permit an arbitrary exercise of
discretiOn by the Secretary concerned, Next, the petitioners
suggested that the foregoing potential for abuse was increased by
the guarded nature of the proceedings which, in the past, had
denied the If anrhes directly 'affected a'n opportunity to challenge
the information considered, examine witnesses, or participate in a
hearing. This, it As contended, constituted a denial of -constitu-
tionally mandated rights of dire.process. The federal court affirmed
this latter argument and. in its decree. ordeired the Service Secretaries
to thereafter insure certain minimal hearing requirements.41, In
response to the decision in this case. the semices developed and
implemented detailed administrative guidelines which provided for
the offer of rights stipulated in the final decree, including that of a
hearing as a prerequisite to any status change.42

While the debate regarding thei,alleged constitutional shortcomings
of the Missing Persons Act awaits final resolution in some higher
tribunal, certain inequities arising from its application, in conjunction
with testamentary dispoilitions, can presently ascertained.

To illustrate, the date of death, as detel-rn ed by a Service
Secretary, controls the vailability of certain Ceder lly administered
benefits. This date of death for military purposes is e tabh.shed either
by a determination.oficleath, in which casetke date fixed by actual
demise, or by a presumptive finding, which mere y establishes a
presumptive date of death for *nimstrative convenience- and
probably does not comport with the actual circumstances which are
unknown.43 The availability of non-retroactive federal benefits dates
from the time of enactment. Thus, if one casualty results in a
determination of death and another, at some later date, eventuates
only in a presumptive finding of death due4o a dearth of evidence
regardinf the circumstances of.disapsearance, iWs entirely conceivable
that the individuals who may hair T actually died on the same day
might not share the 'saKe benefits. Thus, the benefits available under

41. McDonald v McLucas, 73 Co,. 3190 (S.D.N.Y,..ifel. 14, 1974)

42. The Navy directive implementing McDonald v. McLucas, 73 Civ 3190 (S.D70'.Y.
Feb. 14, 1974). SECNA I/117ST 230922. dated 26 March 1974, provides for the first time,
significant administrative clarification of specific procedures for status determinations undet
the Federal Missing Persons Act.

43. 21 U.S.C., Section 555 (1970), se .F.R.. Sec. 718(a) (1954)
"A finding of presumptive de ng an officer or enlisted man of the Navy spens
simply that as of t e date thereof he is for the purposes of Naval administration ngronger
alive. 11,does not that,,deitii occurred 'on that or any other certain date."
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Services Group 'Lite Insurinkie policies were recently
51 0.000 to S 1 5,000 appliiable limits were

the date of death determined by the Services.
outlined above fnall\ resulted in extension of the

addition! covers to all .14-idiidwinrresrective of the mode' of
deat 5,determinatiffn 4c ,Ideally . area\ ailaltity of benefits established
'specificarky for...prisoners of war and missing in action should not
turd on h tirktion between a determination, of death and ,a

46'pre um e finding of death

Djs.kribliTion of Unpaid Pal .and Allowances. U S.0 Stfc.
The enactment of IOUSC. Sep. 2771 in-1956 marked Oita first time
that a senile/man could" personally designate the beneficiary of hks
unpaid p,ay and allowances In passing a' statute specifically
intended Congress to permit testamentary disposition and..
thereby to preerliRt inconsistent state probate or intestacy, laws.
legi;gaturs sought to enhance military morale by' assuring servicemen
that their military earnings would be passed on to..the object of;
-their beneficence In several circumstances during the Vietnam,

16i onflict. however, thec,strictapplication of this statute Aas operated
_o deprive a wife. of a Nukt- ntial fund and, at the same time, has

,,csmferred a windfall on dnothe indi dual
Several cases will sufficeto il rate the potential, inequities that

have arisen through application of 10 U.S.C., Sec-2771. In one
instance, a serviceman married shortly prior to 'deployment for
Vietnam. At that time, his mother was designated as beneficiary
In the. increased. pace of operations attendant to the forthc,__6Thing
deployment, the Man faileffto change the (eneltici4ry. ConsecitiMily,
when a 'presumptive finding of death was. isS4ed by the Service
Seere..tar, the mother rather than the wire reaped, the benefits. of
the serviceman's - military service While it is most Oficult to fathom
the true intent of the deceased, it is at kast Irguable that such a

a 44. 38 U. S. (1 Section p5 7(a)? 973) Seipp
s

'45. 28 CFR' 9 .5(d) (Am. 242, 1972),
44.,A funliZrproblein emanating fnunt the Missing Persoss Art involves the ilipact of

the presumptive finding of death on rights of successios,,7;hus, In re Thytzburg's Estate,
mpg, note 3. undor challenged the inheritance rtfflts of a serviceRan'foitnd by the

0 Service etretary'to have died subsequent to the death of theandividuai whose will was in
probate. Tre le,gatees successfully established that although tke presumptive date of death

, _ ,would persvd the serviceman to inherit; his actual date of death, established theactErt
,`action, caused the gift tolapse The reverse of this situatiolf ran likewise po'se problen::cts
. devices and legatdecs under a serviceman's will must determine the testator? date of death

for purppses of ctherrrinung possible'lapse of bequests.
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result would not comport ith his wishes. Srmilaily. ip artain cases,
a friend or relative' was esignatect4tieneficiary. probably as
expressioh,of gratitude and'afketion and under the rnisapprehe
that the,e/sum of unpaid p'ay and allowances would represent t a

minor token. In, most however, it constituted the major
portion of one's estate.

These inequities wer modera-ted by Novisions which permitted
the wives to petition t Service Secretary-for release of accumulated
pay and earnings dep fled in a Uniformed Serviced Savings Deposit r -

Plan account drawing percent interest.47 This resolution disregards
the fa'ct that such a distnbUtion.was,th ryscretiona and was cautiously
approached to conserve the serviceman's assets. Further, in with-
drawing the funds. a wife. would necessarily forego the Highly

:lucrative interest accruing on the deposited funds.
There is something morally offensive about a proqeduChich

permits a husband to shirk his legal oblikation. of,spousal p0448

even where that result, is intended. Where that Outcome is merely
from inadvertent oversight. however, it is even more-unacceptable.
Various state staptes have been enacted to assure the wife a fund
for her support and td -prevent even .intentional exclusion from a
deceased husband's bounty.49. Under ohe such proviscon, the wife
would seemingly have an absolute'claim to one-half of the accumu-
lated earnings as her share of community 'property regardless of the
husband's designation of beneficiary. However, since the Supreme
Court has ruled that contrary state law of cc.,irimunity property is
.preempted in the area t; of Servicemen's Group Life Insurance
benefjciaries,5°, it is highly probable that-the same result would apply
to preclude claims, in the realm Of acc ulated earrings as well.

. ,

- Conclusw

ike most products, the propriety' effectoeness of laws.
statutes and regulations can only be p erly tested in the crucible
of applicatkon and practice. Flaws and uncertainties which might
anginallY tie 'concealed from even the most perceptive eye are 'often
revealed in times of substantial stress. The recent Vietnam conflict

47. Interview with Capt lenk Rush, Head, Office of Prisoner o4ri?r Affairs, Bureau40f
Nava! PersOnnel, on October 15; 1973

4 chlaefti v. Schlaefe -71 App D.C. 350, 112 F. 2d 117 (1940), In re Guardianship
f again, 2381a. 905, 29 N.W.Id 59Z (194 7)

49. Se e.k.,CAL CI V. CODE Sec. :5110 West 1970)-

30. Wissner v. Wissner, 338 C.S. 6345 (121kO) P
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has produced just suctt a milieu 1:0u h fo observe various federal
enactments designet to prevent or solve legal diftiaulties conirtonly
encountertd by American servicemen in tirtieot- war. The,duration'of
the most recent 'struggle. coupled, with the prolonged abseqe of
servicemen held by, enemy nations, e-xposed serious flaws An the
Soldiers and Sailors Civil' Relief Act, anQ a proision goerning
payment of a serdceman"s accumulated but unpaid militar).earrungs
From the foregoing discussibk it 1s apparent that these statutory
schemes. should updergo careful anah.sis. reevaluation. and l'egulator
clarification or a endrtrent that has already wccurred in the conte\t*
of the Federal M, ssinePersons Act a's a esult of neuently Successful
constitutional ch/allenge of that enactme ".51 Only if these lessonl
of the. Vith,narnLstru'ggle art, carefully tudie3 apd the problems'
resoled. can the same stress-creating di tithes be avoided in a
futuFe conflict 4

51. See note 41 supra.-
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4 Introduction' 4

`if the absenCe,of father caused by his assi to military for bat
Ain foreign country. presents some difficult problems for anY-chitd.

When a father is missing in2action (MIA, or a prisonef.of war (PW)
'there are the additional buillens for the child, and mothers must.not
only cope with their own problems and feelings.but also .with'th,ose
of their children during the'prolonged `and indettrmiriable period
of the father's absence.

There is a paucity of ?search attempting swer quesItions,
surrounding a child's adjustment to and his percepts s of a Other
missing in action or a prisoner of war. Although the adjustment of
children of ,PW/MIA families was emphasized' and described by
McCUbbin, Hunter,and Metres (k973)theii,ieport of'a Avorld-wide
study of PWiNlAirmilies of the Vietnlith Conflict, their data were
based pnnia rily

ikon
the mother's perceptions .of the children's

problems, needs and feelings. The number of children inttirvieWid.
personally -for.that"Audy was sfnall however, and precluded meanirlt.
ful conclusions. In a recent report by Hall ali Simmons (1973) an
attempt- was made to descnbe aspects of the chdd rolein the
emotional a stment of ,PW/MIA mothers':-- Here again no direct
afsessme,nt o the childrqn was made nor Was there any attempt. to

, e> ore fullt the nature of the .childrentsbehavior, slibuld be
-noted that lack of knowledge about the children's reactions to father
absence may be attributable in part to the mother's desire to protect
her children from the trauma of dealing with father's absence,and

,
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also to the disquieting nature of the subjelci which .brings with' it 'an
awareness of the children's vulnerability . Additionally, the child's
emotional reaction to father's absence, the realizipon. that a'child
'desires to maintain high hope; fl father's realm. as well as the
realistic limitations of therapeutic intervention in such situations
often inhibit the involvement of Mental health professionals. The,
importance of understanding children in this unique situation,
however, cannot he ignored' if

'Problem

For the pose of this pr engilion's the child is seen as involved in
a-Lumulative family crisis. The child plays his part in the family's,
effort to resolve the crisis a d to maintain family stability. The child,
in turn is affeLted bN the munity's attitudes towards the war an-d,
the family. ehavior is also influenced by a number of other,
factors by. his awn p`erenality, by his relatiopship with peers and
their expectations.' by mother's attitude and belt-avior. by the roles
he plays in the fay ly, a, well as by the family's solidanty and self-

/
sufficiency . Or nanly: while- in a crisis situation such as a death in
the family; me liars tay draw on cultural definitions of "approkiate.
-behVior whi-1 can lead to a personal resolution of the crisis,
However:0 h not so for the. family., having a father as, a prisoner of
war or mis n in action.

The i tan Yiew-of how the family should behay'e has been Made"
cle 4..it is in the hest intertt,ot the father' that the family do all

that ncLessary to maintain stahility. unity and Solidarity. But,
for the family w'hiLli has. to faLe not only the day to day cnses, but
also Make necessary' legal. personal, emotional and social adjustments
without d fathser. what should 1>e done to preserve the tamilr's future
h less clear. Informatiowto assist families has been primarily adminis-
trative in -nature and of manilla! .value as spetifue guidelines' for
coping with total familyadiustmeni. Thus, the PW/WA family and,
in particular, its children. is faced with an unstructured situation
and must discbv! the techniques fbr handling thisqlroilion through
the process of tria nd error.

,

The',hasic question a to how children should react to4 a situation,
to which father's*fate is unkhown is at heat, controversial. Gneying
is th'e most Lornn10 tociLept used when describing (,children's
reactions to father ,separation. However,%the published /reports by
Met'ubbin et al. 11973i anJ Hall and, Simmons (1 973) arriiite to child
adjust men t. hut, do-not -retertnce the grief reaction. The. Jiterature
neither clear nor uniformly Lonsis.tent on the subject.- BowlbY (1960)

66' ;1.0 c
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)1),

mentioned the eistence of the psy Lholoei,al, proLeSse's of mourning
even in young children experiencing separation. On the other hand.
Freud (1943) and Deutsch (1937) in their studies of childre.n
separated from fathers dunng World War 1.1 emphasized that children
for their own protection are not likely to grieve as adults do. A

search for the usual sy mptomatoloey of grief, such as anger. somatic,
distrets and guilt, is not likely to procliqce meaningful, information:
The most viable proposition which seems applicable to PW MIA
children is offered by Fhlgard, Newman and Fisk (1960) who pointed .'

out4hat children who lost their father before nine years of age
displayed extreme sensitrsity to their mother's.reaction to the loss,
rather than clispkiking a personal grief. 1 : i

PurpOse

he present paper is based on a study initiated by a.concern \fith
. ,

.

chuldren'swireaLtions to the absence and in some Lases. the return of a'
father missing ip action or a .pnsoner of war. The study W'as
conducted by the staff of the Family Studies Branch of the Center for'
Pnsoner of War Studies in an attempt to understand tese.reactions

. and to ,deterinine w.hether menial health rntenention..mielit be
beneficial in such situations. ,

Procedure
. . ...

Data were obtained from eroiiiidiscussions with children of sendce-,

men who were listed as missingin action of pnc-oliers of war, or of
recently returned pnsoner's '4 RPM of the 'S'outheast Mimi conflict.
The sample included children of fa lies in attendance at three of the
fire week -long religious retreats sp nsored by a nonprofit orpniza-
non ' Of a possible 75 families` with children who were in attendance.
65 -mothers werekilling tohae,their children participate., A total of
124 children, were inoked in the' gro'up discussions eight of those
children were from families where the father Had returned(R"PW,I.

Fos..each retreat the children were separated into four age groups.
-3-6 years. 7-9 years. 1,0-13 years. and over 14 The groups engaged
in discussion' periods of up to one, hour with the exception of the
14 ands over group. which was sLhedule-d for 3 hours of discussion:.

.1 High Right foundation sponsored an 'all-expense paid religious retreat program for
families of returned prisoners of war musing in action, and listed prisoners of'war. The
rftreats were held in f rtes Park and 1.,raltb, Colorado during the period of lb June through
2, July. 1073. The I-oundatiort cc du the leadership of astronaut Jur; Irwin and Dr. Bill
Rittenhouse.

2' All branches of the Pone(' t:'r:ic ii.C,re represented 10 percent vs.ert- Yonne corps .

families, 20 percent Neve 'inns. *nth( s _?0 pert ent Kere Nat s Families and 40 percent Ken' '
A it- Force families

11
74 t.
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This paper will primarily emphasize The findings derived from the
discussion group for the 14 year olds and over since their reactions
and comments were representative of the other groups, but seemed
to present a greater depth of feelings. .

The' children s discussion groups 'were scheduled as integral parts
of the retreat program. the children were invited to attend and were
inforined that the topic of father absence would he discussed. The
groups were ldd loS' a team of behavioral scientists3 skilled in group
counseling, with ministers and youth counselors as support personnel.
The discussions were semi-structured and pnrrianl focesed upon'
three major themes,- (a) thee thildrerfs perceptions of father's absence.
(h) their feelings about father's absence. ark! (c) their_perceptiens of-
their mother's adjustment

inclings ;-.

Coping itith the L'iiknol . All of the children invoked in.the group
discussion Alpres'sed i tial reservations about discussing father and
his absence. How&ve . the conditions surrounding father's casualty
were familiar to each a-riti seised as a legitimate point of departure
for reflecting on father's loss. The ring of the doorbell., men in
uniform, mother's crying. sadness in the home and the flews of
father's casualty were II 1,1d1., described by the 'more articulate
children. while others nodded tearfully in agreement with the close
similaril), to their own personal experiences. Like adeasualtY report,
the children read the personal "facts-to each other.

Father's absence from the home was unquestionably real. As the
children shared experiences and' notes, however, little else remaine'ci,
clear. Is he alive' Was he kille mechately' How much hope can
Nye continue 'to keep'' What e se can we do') Do we have all the,
infoimation about him' The childr n expressed-frustration withille
lack, of definitive' inforMation. s to eltateof 'their fathers, As'
ifto present their mother's position. so dteri were able to relate;
what seemed to them -tb he gaps in the in anon they did receive.
One child, (after describing how.his father ha beedd?n a patrol which
received heavy enemy fire, and how the repo of casualty revealed
little other than the fac-t tliat a return sweep o the area was Linable
to produce a tract! of his father. still was able to-say; "I feel be is

,

3 The team consisted of a psychiatrist, thrge psychologists,"two social workers, and three
ministers with the support of three south counselors on the, staff of the High Flight Founda
non
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For the MIA Lin Wren, father's tuture becime more-questionable
and their percqpItons. hopes all antasie's less crear as the children
discussed the recent Return of Allie-rican prisoners of war. Operation
Homecoming4 symbolically represented two seemlrigl conflicting
born ts of yiew (In one side of the Loin, it meant"that all :,the children,

,') RPW and MIA alike, had reason to be e\ treinel,' happy and proud.
-After all, they along with their mothers had hoped 41/clgrayed for
this event, and most ,families took an a,..to. c part both locally a
nationally in the effort to bring the men home.4 On the other side,
However, Homecoming presented a threat to, the' hopes and fantasies
of the MR child about father's return. Did the returnofAmerican
PWs mean that the remaining fathers would' definitely not return?
How should they teel and how should they noact? Wasn't it time
for them to prepare for their own future without father, or work
harder and make a greater commitment to account for father's loss?
The questions were posed and seemingly acknowledged by all the'
Lbldren, bat the answers. were left for each to resolve at his otvn pace.

With this hrief hdt meaningful introduction to the questionable
nature of ather's return, the children seemed to -recognize _the
acceptanc -and understanding within the group. The-group became
an ac`ceptable setting in. i,thiLh the

and
could discuss more (

personal feelings and seek opinions and impressrons. It should be
noted, holiever, that the group experience itself played a minor role.
in creating thii impression of "being a'safe place" The atmosphere,
of the total retreat and the opportunity to.share similarexperiences
with other chlfdren who "really upcterstood" becaue they had been
through the same stnrggle set:the 'stage for th0. discussion. The
children Provided each' other with mutual support. iipthout any
attempt attenuate the ?tee expressipn bfispilin, hurt ana frustratiOn
which h' accumulated over the months,' and in moot cases, the ,.

yearsof waiting and uncertainty. As the discussions continued. the
children began to express personal beliefs. For some,' there was no i
question in their minds that their father-kwok .'q

A

NUOt rethrn, that he.0. .. ,
had died in Southeast Asia. ,i' ' -,, . , . ,

'Given the facts surrounding the casua ..it* negotiations and -

cease-fire, and finally, the retu f the A ,o,i*,-*PWs, the children
felt that the prospect. ol. thei ather's ,kairn- otvas ,realistically
questionable. This position was no presept*d to the,gq)up*withou3t
associated expressions of guilt.*selt- auf-ir and the need for accept-

,
lk,

4 Operatum Mone(4,mtnlikas the name m to' the Natal plan for 1).roressr,g 'of re--
turned Amerreiin posoMers of war to 1-,hruart and ,Varclr of 073.
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ance by the other group members. The twenty -one year -old daughter
of an Air Force pilot, missing in action, after thicumenting why Ishe
believed her father died. also expressed how uncomfortable it
her to feel this way ' "Somehow I feel I am letting my father down .

. by not doing everything possible for him. I feel guilty for not keep-
ing the hope/alive. I still' hope that Ile will come hack, but I have to -
get on with my life." The group' mernbeis responded to. this
expression' of honesty and discomfort -with personal .acknowledge-

' ment of similar feelings. "My father would not want me to think
about him this way. He would wakit me to get cm with _my life and
not wait for him. He loves me and would have encouraged me to
become someone. He would not wantitAoleme back."

Any discussions of the possibility that some fathers would not
return was interpreted by some children as an outright challenge
and a threat to their personally held belief' that4heir father was still
being'detained as a prisoner. Hope for them had to be maintained in
spite of ally facts to the 'contrary. As long as there was, anjf
discre any or gap in information these children seemed to believe
fir ope should (t maintained. They responded with comments
such 'as.' We can never really be absolutely sure about whether they
returned all of the pnsoners." "Some might still be in the,South;bUt
they %may not have heard of the cease lire." "The Jigint Casualty
Resolution Center will determine whether my father is alive. I .

'believe he is alo,e somewhere."
. .

Father's New Image Folloaing the casualty, during the years of
waiting, the children's Perceptit ns of their father and feelings toward
him had undergone some evaluation and change. In a. few instances,
the emotional reAekons to father's absence were linked to dwieting
rrfemones of father, real or imagined. Someof the children had
difficult experiences with their fathers before casualty, and the
discussion 'touched off' feelings of guilt, fear, shame or disgUst.
Sudden outbursts of emotions, of_anger and frustration as to `'why
did he go, he had already been two times before," or "why my
father," were ,intermittently. present. For most of the children, the
-description of their father that they' presented, to the group was
obviously not the father the children once knew, but the glorified
parent who is perpetuated in the -fantasies of these young. adults.

'It is Trot uncommon to hear the children speak of their fathers
totallyzin terms of the ideally good, understanding and compassionate
father. Their own feelings toward father had become ideal101oving
and understanding.-
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Drams Children\ dreams "about father's absence were seldom
mentioned: 1n those few instances in which 'they were referred to,
the children symbolically described the paradoxical nature of the'
PW:MIA situation. A twelve-year-old son Of an MIA father described

afrightening dream of years ago filuch he had never forgotten. `=,I

dreamed my father returned hu't he was In two parts. one half was
aline and the other half was dead The zitsmemberment may have
represehted the child's arnbialence about thepossibilaT" of father'w
return. Or. perhaps the amount of. distortion was related to poor
information about the atrocities in' Vietnam and was further
influenced by the subtle messages that hope must be kept alive, even
though father is ver., likely to he dead. The infopmation from the

'children's discussion's suggested that fantasies of father's return are
either more clearly conscious or more readily expressed in adolesc'mce
than at younger ages. It seems likely that the children'sfantasies of
father's return may he a more closely guarded secret in younger
children. Wolfenstein (1966). believes that a readines to admit such
fantasies, thus risking confrontation with the facts'and reality,Thiay
represent one of the many important steps towards accepting the
permanence of father's loss or giving up the lost parent'

' 'Self-consciousness. The children appeared deeply self-conscious
about having a father missing in the Southeast Asian conflict.
Perhapliubecause the father is felt to be _part of each child and an
inalienable possession without which the family is Incomplete, the
childrendliphasized their need to conceal the fact that their fathers'
were PWs or missing in action. AlthRugh the children were aware
that publicity and special recognition accompanied _their special
status, they also feLtJa painfurinfenority to children_ with intact

1families. These fe 4ngs v,7'ert apparenay fostered by the public's
questionable anti. -0-ibwards the,wa'r. The children made numerous
references- to vei*il insults they received in school. Orie fourteen-
year-old daughte of an MIA father presented an interesting question'
to the group " Ilat'shouldi.say ere very close friend of mine who
was angry at m and told me my father deserved ft4u-

Eniotional ratona Al he expejience A having a father missirig in
. ,

action wis difficult for all children' of MIA's, and exceedingly
traumatic for a f:ew. A twenty-year-old girl who sat noticeably

. quiet throughout the early stages of the diciasSion,'presented her
unique ex.pvnenees. A fewaimonths after the report of her father's

'casualty she found herself exper1encln i. strong Identification with
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her abnt father. Seemirlidt in an attempt to keepher father's image
in the family, this young lad, who teas 1 at the time of casualty,

'regari to wear father -like clothing. Military fatigties and jacket with
apprOpriate patches became her usual daily attire. The losssof her
father had meant that sihe was forced to carry on with her psychologicar

development in the absence of an essential figure she fett she had to
compensate 'for-this loss. As sfi, put it "I behaved as I thought he

%. wojild have 'wanted, me to." This led to distortions Ind .elopment
and complications rn the resolution of the othe' 'se nofmal and
typioal .conflict-of adolescence; . gradually increased depression in -
th4s case led, to an attempted suiLide and subiequent treatment as an
Libpatient an 1 military medical center. Her presence in the group and
her;. lingnel,sto.share,the experieoce with theroup were sincerely .
app ted and respected by all and served as testimony of not only
the difficulties she experienced. butyl/No Of the .personal effort she
had made to overcome this difficult situation successfully.

Suppressed Eneolitzons The group experience was chafged with
emotionality. From the outset. crying, aiid in some cases 'sobbing;
became a legitimate and accepted way of eXpressing the pain. frustra-
tion and anguish built up over the long period of waiting and hoping.
As the children discussed the meaning of the sudden and contagious

' flood, of emotions, it became4pparent o the group leaders that
suppressed 'emotions played a unique part in the adjustment of the
PW/MIA family. .Arthough, the open display of emotions was accept....

. able in the group. the childrenexpressedthefeeling that it was of a

generally accepted mode..9f behLvie at home. Crying wr not
viinanly tolerated becaur "I didnrwant to upset my mother, she
is easily upset." "I was afraid that I would not be able to stop once
I started." "I was supposed to benaadand cryingmeatt.that Jewas
weak." Suppression of emotiOnsiemed to be one prerequisite for
keeping-the family on an even keel.

A related topic' that was brought out during the: discussions-of
suppressed emotions7 was the commonly shared "understanding"
within these families that tt was dangerous' to upset mother. For if
upstt, mother nly break down apd cry, may became deprfed, or
possibly angry; at&em, and they, -the children, may be adversely
affected by ,this. he thing to do, therefore, was to be good to
rpdther and not ,clo anything.to Upset her, even though it meant L
sacrifices on their part. Szas'i (1959) pointed Out the potentially
deleterious effect of this very situation ,arid emphasized the child'S°
vulnerability i$t the family dynamics 'The child, even more than
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fhe adult is .prone i6"TEink that ifMother is upset, he must have
caused it.. He is, ready to assume respovisib'ility and blame for others'
distress" (p. 293). The child, in -the absence of father, is even more
dependent on the mother's integrated behavior for his own survival
and .comfort. Renee, he has a pragmatic motive for keeping mother
happy. The senOusness of this type of relationship between mother -
and child was also referred -to b-)71-14,1 and Simmons (1973) in their
study o7 PW/MIA wives. fiayirig on the children's fears, the Mothers
were reported to use psychophysioloticial symptoms and emotional
outbursts to control their children. Szasz (1959) indicated that this
type Of parental .behavior was stimulus par excellence in developing-
the child's dread Of parental anguish.

RPWChildren.'s Reactions. The eight children of returned prisoners
.of war who were present in the group struggled with their feelings- of
discomfort which resulted from being among children whose fathers
failed to return. The}? felt uqcomfortable with themselves because of
their *own good fortune. One young lady was not aware of the basis
for her crying 'and discomfort until well into the Meeting. Then,
after listening to others, she as able to express what was actually
'troubling her and what had motivated her to attend. Because of her
compasssion for the other children, she wanted to share with the
others the _happiness she felt over her father's return. She prefaced
this disclosure by absent-mindedly citing how she too missed her,
father. The conflict between her past identification with the other
members of the group, her desire to continue being part of and
accepted by the group, and her altered status due to father's return
contributed to her guilt feelings and discomfort. Some support from
the other children through their understanding of her dilemma and,
at the same time, recognition of her iiod fortune, appeared to put
her feelings of self -worth together once again, although such feelings,
It was Judged, may resurface from time to time.

Mother's Adjustment .The children who experienced the loss of a
father still have one parent. But is the surviving mother in adequate
supporter of the children and is 'she d, person to whom the children,
can transfer ,fhe feelings they had for the father? The information
gained through the group discussions indicates that the children
tend to perceive their relationship with their ,rnothet with some
ambivale'nce. Mother represents authority, nurturance,support and
foundation for their future. As one child describtd her mother' "she
is not a mother and a father, rather she Is a big morrIma. The
children expressed some difficulty in dealing with a single surviving
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patent, a parent who is grief-stricken and hypersensitive. From the
child's point of view, mother seemed to take little comfort from his
presence or his efforts to comfort her: On -the other hand, there

'appeared to be an intensification of positill feelings for the absent
rather., The absent father was idealized, the surviving mother was
placed on trial. The clfildren emphasized the necessity of "keeping
lopes alive for father' return" Mothers were expected to conduct
themselves in a manner which reflected this hope and commitment to
father's retunfi. Any deviation from the 'norm was suspect and called
Hato question by some of the cfildren. A few children voiced the
opinion that it was inconceivable for Mother to even entertain the
thought of starting a new life for herself and the family without
fatter. The Children's fantasies Included the belief that if hope and
continued search for father's. whereabouts *ere t,o.be given up, they,
as well as their mother, could be blamed for his death.

These feelings, although present, were not uniformly experienced
by all the children. Some children, in response to the question of
"how is mother doing", were pleased to acknowledge that their
mother lia!d begun dating and was starting a new life for herself. They
justified mother's actions in terms of her "vanishing youth" and the
fact that they, the children, would sooga be moving out of the home
and starting a lite of their own: "Mother should look out fOr herself."
It would appear they felt their future separation from the family
was in some way inextricably bound to mother's secunty and
independoce. If mother beheaed father was dead and began, dating,
it would then bi legitimate for`the teenage'daughtert.to start her life.

A fifteen-year-old girl took ,exception to this seemingly mature
and understanding approach to mother's dating. Mother's dating
was a "cor.out" which she (the child) could not understand, but
she could tolerate. For this young lady, however, the crusade would
continue: she believed that someone in the family must continue to
pursue the truth about father's missing status.. This was to be her
mission in life. Interestingly enough, the group responded to this
expression kith questions about "her" fixture and "her" individuality.
The Other children made the point (that her father would have
wanted her to develop herself, not design a life around his loss.
This presentation of another perspective by her peers was warrily
received and acKnowledge4 although not pursued any further
viithin the contot of the group.

Staff Reaction The sniff of ministers, psychologists, social, workers,
youth counselors and a psychiatrist becarne.totally involved in these
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, brief bat intense, group experiences. Because the staff themselves'
had expenenced a wide range of personal emotions, they were able
to -Ielate with empathy and, during subsequent staff meetings, were
ahlf!, to reflecip more openly upon their reactions to the children.

Despite the ekhaustign and emotional drain felt by most staff
members after each group expenence with the Children, there was a
feeling of having accomplished something and of having extended
oneself fully to others. Yet, there were also the disquieting feelings
of having observed and empathized with severe loss and grief. In
almost every staff, member, the group experience aroused repressed
memories of past personal loss, anxieties, and thoughts of the possi-
bihty of future loss of family members. Staff meetings, int-or-mai
discussions, and independent reflections helped to reconcile the
arduous.events of each experience:

Summary and Con. uvons

In applying Bowlby's (1961) concepts grieving to these children
of fathers missing in action, one may consider the childrens' free
expression of their demands for his return to be essential in attaining
the conviction that father's.loss may in fact be.irretne,iable. Bowlby
has emphasized the therapeutic value of these overt expressions of
what he calls "protests" in reaction to father's absence, anNawrenes's
which appears to be a prerequisite step towards reality testing and
eventual tolerance for accepting the permanence of fath,er-loss.

The denial of the existence of any facts whiCh may suggest the
possibility of father's death co-exists, with a correct conscious
acknowledgement of what may be reality. The children had little
difficulty verbalizing that father may not return and even referred to
the precanous circumstances surrounding their fathers' casualties.
Yet, this superficial deference tp facts remained isolated from the
persistence on- a more emotional level of hopeful expectation of
father's return Both Wolfenstein (1266) and Furman (1964)
referred to this process as splitting of the ego in the defense process.
Freud (1957) not only acknowledged this defense against accepting
an unbearable piece of reality, but also emphasized the commonality
of these occurrences in childhood.

The staff was impressed with the similarities in basic feelings and
reactions of the children with those presented by their mothers who
were Interviewed earlier. However, the underlying motivations and
feelings appeared to differ. The children's reactions did not appear to
be,attributable to the grieving process, but rather to the emergence of
vanous struggles with identity formation, interpersonal relationships,
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and peer relationships which may be unique to children- at different
ages. Nagera (1970) emphasized the limited value of making
comparisons between the mourning of adults and the mourning of
children. He pointed out that, ',Many factors contribute to the
specific form of 'mourning reactions' observed in children following
the loss of important objects. They (the children) vary ... according
to the different levels of development reached in a number of areas
of the personality at different ages" (pp. 366-367) His conclusions
seem to fit the PW/MIA situation: while adult-child comparisons may
show similarities they shOuld not be miscoristruq as identical, nor,
should it be assumed that identical metapsychNogicai processeS
underlie the superficial similarities.

linfortuntely, because of the small size of the study sample and
the potential of bias in the sample 'at the religious retreats, it is
impossible to make any comparisons ,based on differences in
religious affiliation, education or age. It seemed. however, that the
absence of father was-an-equally difficult experience whether the.

s,,loss was recent or one of long standing, whether it was sudden or
unconsciously expected, or whether mother felt this loss to be
permanent or merely temporary.

Although it i necessary to have more comPlete and clinically
quantifiable data gathered on the children to detefmine whether
the reported reactions are predominantly normal or pathological. it
appeared -that in those situations where child adjustrvent }fad been a
major difficulty, mothers had taken the appropriate action and
sought professional help. The area of more apprppriate concern
was the mother's ability to cope with her children's respqnses and
needs. In discussions held with all the parents following the children's
groups, the mothers indicated this was indeed one of their primary
concerns. They worried about how They could help their children
adjust to father's absence and, more importantly,' how. they -could
help them accept the possibility that father may not return. In the
final analysis, this maybe the Most difficult task of all.
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Introduction

The Southeast AsianInlitary conflict spotlighted a unique situation
which over 1200 American servicemen were listed as Missing in

Action (MIA). Their families underwent or are presetitly undergoing
a process of grieving which for some has extended over a period of
up to nine years. This situation was created by two highly unusyal
aspects of this war. the fact that its strategies and policies were
complicated by an unconventional type of jungle warfare and the
fact that a full accounting of the status of the men who had been
captured or lost was denied by the enemy. Thus, because of very
limited information, many---cf these men, who.under other circum-
stances might have been declared dead or presumed dead after a
period of time, were still carried as-MIA by the U.S. Government.
Some of these men have turned up as prisoners, some were-verified as
deceased after the PWs' return, and some may never be verified as
deceased due to 'a lack of evidence or inaccessibility of crash-site

''locations, (e.g. an aircitft lost at 'sea). For the latter a presumption of
death may eventuallytk made,

What is the emotional process being faced by the wives of these
men? Is he dead or Alive? -HOw do the wives: pl for his possible
return or.a confirmation of his death' In most cases, they had to
plan for both. Whether he returned or not, the process of grieving
(grist cycle) was started' and it is an Important factor in the future
life a adjustment of the, wife, no matter what the results.

LCDRK. SPOD4R
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The purpose of this paper is to explain the proeess these wives
underwent and%to suggest ways their grief cycle may be completed in
some satisfactory manner.

Background

Prior to going overseas. the expectation of death was a possibility. ,

Most wives considered the separafion. the safezeturn. the possibility
of injury, and even the possibility of death. It mac nCrt havebgen
openly discussed. but the silent considerations were Mere.
* When the military authorities notified her that her husband was
"missing' in action'', there was the initial shock followed py hope for
rescue or the known status of being a prisoner. When this hope was
not immediately realized there were many problems to be faced. An
linmediate notification of death quickly sets into play several
dynamic self-operations of "grief, but in the MIA situation: the
grieving process is expanded or drawn out over a period of time. The
concerns of family living, financial, legal, medical, and personal needs
are extended over an unknown and indefinite period of time. It is a
uniquesituation, one that is too ini'requently considered.

The Process of Grieving (,Grief Cycle) c

Grief has been defined by Jackson as, esilentialk the emotional and
related, reactions that occur at the time of andcfollowmg the loss of
an important erson in the emotional life of an individual who has
reaclIed.'the sritp of development where he or she has the capacity
for object love. Grief is the emotion that is involved in the work If
mourning, whereby a person seeks to disengage herself from the
demanding relatiotiship that has existed and to 'reinvest her emo-
tional capital in new and productive directions for. the health and
/welfareof her future life in society.

The MIA wife is faced with the possible loss of a person who is
very importanrin her emotional life. Not knowing the actual status
(prisoner or dead) of the MIA, the wife has difficulty in trying to
disengage herself from the previous relationship because she doesnot

`know_ for sure if death has occurred. Nevertheless,' she.,can still
attempt to reinvest her emotional capital in riew and productive'
directions until and /or after a final status is determined.

Affer the notification' of possible death or tragedy, there is a
deep-secraving foi details of the situation. Any foritiation about
the circumstances is anxiously desired, receives and considered..
Unfortunately, in the case of the NelAgethe complete' details of the
circumstances were not usually ailable and this situation created a
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; -certain amount bf anxietytan`l fear of the unknown. So. the MI:twife
found herself emotionally suspended until more. deffn,ite facts were
known about thp statusbf hil,MIA husband. However, the _procqs
of griodneslowly began.

As mentioned above, Chock is usually. the first phase of the grief
cycle. There is commonly a slight sense of unreality, a feeltg of
increased emotional distance from other people, and an intense

1 pre-occupation with the image of the missing person. This will
usually be followed by an 'emotional release which is a normal
channel for the relaxation of tension. A sudden ,"breaking down" or '
weeping, spell does not represent "failure", especially if such
concessions toon rs human frailty ai-e reserved for one's private
moments or intin\ate friends. .F.J.;Qt (1946) .points out that this
element of grief displayed at intervals slioyd not binterpreted as
failure or weakness, nor should it be encourage0 or stimulated as.
proof of?cceptable "devotion" or to secure attention and sympathy.

lAn emotional release is normal and necessary. It 'should not be
suppressed permanently and in some cases, not released all at once,

, * ,but in installments.
There are two other emotional states which have some relation-

ship to grief anxiety, and depression. Both of these states may be
involved tq some degree n the 'process of grieving, but can be
minimized if the InchJ'idual has a better understanding of the grieving
process and directs his energies towards the future in a ,healthy and
normal fashion.

Anxiety is a threat. to some value which the- individual. holds
essential to her existence as a, personality. Depression is a feeling of
inadequacy and hopelessness,,and involves a less of self-esteem with
possKle. aggressive feelings toward others or herself. Normal: grief
involves, nO lo'N of self-esteem, there may be a normal atnouiit of
self-accusation and feelings of guilt, bt:it only on a temporary basis.

In the grief cycle, there...may also be physical symptoms of
distress.,These may include a tightness in the throat, a shortness of
breath, a lack of Strength, frequent .periods of exhaustion, dietary
problems, and certain psychosomatic conditions such as ulcerative
colitis, rheumatoid arthritis, and asthma.

Guilt. Guilt is almost universally present in grief. The nature of
human, relationships breeds the pdssibilityfor guilt responses among
normal people. It is testimony to the ambivalent, nature of the love

. relationship This love relationship produces a certait amount of
inner conflict. Wherever love exists there is also a certain amount of
reaction against it, fOr love, demands limitation of freeborn and
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extended responsibility. This negative relition can build up over a
period of time and when it is released, Knormally 'results ilelovers'
spats or marriage conflicts. In a 'normal ongoing .marriage, when
'husbarid and wife are together, the contIct is usually 'resolved
through some type of dialogue or communication. However, for the
wife whose husband is not present to help resolve the- conflict, the
reaction may increase in intensity. On top of this. further guilt
feelings may result In the 'wife when she realuesthat her husband is
not present -to represent his side of the conflict.

The wife may search the ,times prior, to or during the missing
period for evidence of failure to do,right.by her husband-. She may
accuse herself of negligence and exaggerate minor situations which
can increase the guilt feelings.,The absence of the man precludes an
immediate resolution of most guilt feelings. but the talking out of
guilt feelings can often be accomplished with dose friends, clergy,
professional counselors, or medical personnel.
frientification. A bereaved person may sometimes seek ey overcome
the pain of grief by becoming one withithe lost love-object. A certain
amount of identificatiorf is essential 'and desirable, but too much
identification or incorporation of 'the,lost one over a long period of
time can, be undesirable. In order to achieve a greater degree of
self-fulfillment, a person'should live in terms of the future rather
than in terms of the past. Because our soculty makes 'Women identify
with and depend on' their husbands foil many essentials of life.
socially and economically, women have a greater tendency to
identify with their lost husbands. Faced by the loss of a husband, the
wife may try to protect this loss of self-esteerri and security by
identifying with her husband through becoming the -breadwinner,
'running her husband's business, or continuing to maintain the home
as if she,were fulfilling a dual role. An MIA wife is almost forced into
the ideritificapon role because her securityl, and self-esteem is

continued as a military wife whose hus)And is away. If and when this
status is terminated, there should be a phasing away from too much,
identification or incorporation which could destroy.the personality.
Substitution. Angther response to grief inlay be an active effort to

. externalize, project, and substitute an image or an object for that
which has been lost' or missing. Where identification tends to be
persiCal And internal, substitution tends to be external and mbre
impersonal. Substitution may take.two directions. One may involve
the act of changing the meaning to something that is more readily
acceptable by substituting a completely' different but related
meaning for that which is too painful to accept For example, going
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to church across town on Sunday rather than going to the
neighborhood church where the wife and.husband-weremarried may
be less painful. elk second method' is torelate the emotional meaning
to an external object, Berson, or idea as a substitute for the internal
feeling one would escape. Sometimes this may, be desirable or it may
be disruptive to ,the.erpotional life of a'person. ,Sofne substitutio,fl is
probably involved in''oeory normal 'grief- situation because the
bereaved person should try.to .s.5parate,,,herself ffom the binding ties
to ,the lost person. An example 6f> substitution would be the
e9tablishnient of ,scholarshIps in the name of the lost or. missing
person.

DLtring the grief cyle., there is often a discon'certing lcfv of '
warmth in relatiOnships, with other peoples a tendency to respond
with irritability and anger, and a wish not to be.bothered by others
at a tim% when friends and relatives make a special effort to keep up
friendly .relationships . These feelings, pf hostility. brought on by
anxiety, depression, and frustration, are to be expected, but they( are

- usually specific and Often directed towards certain persons. In some ,
case: this hostilitris directed inwardly toward the person herself. If
the hostility continuesfor a long period of time or is intensified, this
may appeal- _16 the individual s a sign of approaching mental'
instability and create greater guilt feelings. In the process of fighting

'against these feelings of hostility, she may develop a formalized, stiff
manner of social interaction.

The working out of hostile feelings can take several directions.
The most detnmeutal direction Would be towards herself which can
also intensify her guilt feelings. Hostile feelings may ',often be
directed towards the lost person too.,Hostile feelings directed toward
family Ad friends, can lessen the needed social Interaction art
support. Sometimes, hostility may be directed towards institutions \
like the military services and governments. Occasionally, yariOus
techniques are used to vent hostility in a non-destructive way. (One
woman would hake bread and the strenuous pounding and kneading
of the dough would help her release the tension.) Verbalizing the
'hostility to professional counselors. or empathetic' friends can be of
positive value. '1Vro'st important, however, is the awareness and
understanding that hostile\ reactions are an expected phase of the
grief cycle and, hopefully, are to orary in nature..

Oftici tory Grief .

'Of particular significance in 'the MIA situation-is the problem-of
anticipatory grief. Anticipatory grief usually develops, not as a result
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6f.clefiniteettath. but with those who have experienced a separation
which is :under the threat of death. The person is so coticernedwith
her adjustment after the

of
death of her husband she goes

through all the phases of griefanxiety, depression. heightened
preocclipation with the departed, a review of all forms of death
which ;might befall him, and anticiNtion of the modes of readjust-
ment which might be necessitated by it. She ma-Y\ iave completed her
grief work so effectively and' emancipated l rself so well from
clependericy oh her husband prior to any finaltiation of death that it
may sere as a aleguard against the impact of a permanent
'Separalign. s

Ther3 are several prolltms related to anticipatory grief. First. if
the wife has previously --worked out her grief process prior to the
actualization of:death, ther'e may kle an absence of feelin for the
death at the time it is- made certain.\ As a result theie may be a sense
of guilt dna feeling of shame,broug t about by the cultural directive
to mourn. Second;_in cases where th man returns and the wife has
emancipated herself through the pr cess of anticipatory grief, the
readjustment- must now be 'directed towar4 new interactions. In
Other words. a new relationship will has/ to be developed, sinceoit
will ,be most difficult to reverse disregard, the emotionality
expenenced.diiring the grief cycled 4

Conditioning for tlg. rie:f Cycle

The dynamics of grief reaction Tay influenced in at least four
way.' First, the personality structure i f the wife is important. An,
emotionally Mature person with adeq e self-acceptance will be
better able to handle a grief situation. Se o d, there are social factors
involved. In the military community, t e os of a loved one is not'
uncommon and the attitude toward it c \mditioned by a tra.¢jtion
and a sense of duty. Third is the impor nce of the husband in the
life cycle of the. wife. Fourth is the valu sirucfure of the wife as it
relates to a loss of heiNh, usband. A value st u ture which perceives the
loss of a husband not as an appalling tra y, but rather an incident
set in a lo'ng chain of other incidents ill have the effect of
moderating the grief reactione those who a e bereaved.

Readjustment to Reili .

One important concept to remember is e husband would not
wish his wife to act in futile, destructive r, regressive ways. She
shWd act so.that the husband would he Lid of her. She should -
continue to7preServe the values represente y the husband which
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seem most worth carrNing on into life. The bereaved wife may never
again tie fully "the same ", but who else (bereaved (or unbereaved)._,
stays-the."same"' , .

The grief cycleis-a necessary but diffkult human task. No words, .

written pr spoken. can truly express the process of grieving. -
However, the explanation of the grief cycle may aid in the .
understanding and awareness of this human experience to those who
undergo it ,N .

I Finally. one may 'ask how recoVery or signs of the completion of
the grief cycle are recognized. Eliot (1946) supplies the same norms
that one applies in appraising social normality anywhere' -

There-is reasonable phyical health.
There is interest in self, life, the futtlre, and others.
There is productivity, and some out-giving activity in leisure.
There is intellectual acceptance of the loss and emote al

assimilation of the experience, without too great a break inNie
continuity of pe4sonality.

.
There is relaxation. of tensions in relation to the deceased, and

renewed emotional control and stability.
When memories come, they are without pain, neither sought nor

avoided, but spontaneous and welcome. ..

44 -Sympathies ale broailened and mellowed. . t
New love-objects gradually suporitene without sense of competi-

tiOn or fear of jealousy. . .
. Contlusion .

The wives of military perscinnel missing in action will find themselves
emotiomitjy invilved in a unique situation which includes.the. process
of grieving; an emotionalsufferipg. They are in a able bind, for
they do not know for sure whether their lbyed ohe is d or alive.
Unfortunately. this emotional state continues for an indefinite and
unknown period, creating greater anxiety. )

Accompanying ,the sef3aration, potential oss, 'or actual loss,of a
husband, the Process of grieving is a normal, human and necessary
experience. Further, it is essential that the grieved wife successfully
con fete the grief cycle and begin a different and realistic life.

By understanding the psychologiC4elements of the grief cycle, a
wife can better cope with-the e;cperienceond hopefully return to a
new and productive life. The psychological elements include shock,
emotional release, anxiety. depression, physical sympto s, guilt,
identification,substitution, and-hostility. . .

Of particular, significance to the MIA situation i that of
anticipatory grief, which develops, not as a result of definite death.
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but with t have extjeritneed separation which is under the
threat of:cleath". Here ,even4hotiO:tlire is no finalization of- death, a
wife may still go thiough gEtetcifc e`.

There is' no common or universal grief experience because each .
person, due to individual ,circumstances and per§opality characterls--
tics, will undergo the grief cycle differently. The final phase should .,
result in a readjustment to reality and a futere liee,of social
normality. ..t

Several other related issues have become appatent and influegitial
in the unique grief process of the MIA wife.' Although these isgues
may not be ,classified as "psychological" elements of .grief, they
could pe very important in resolving or 'completing the grief cycle.
First, if children aie involved, they. can ether aid or cause additional
difficulty in the ,grieving process. There ate many variables' to this
aspect such as the ages of the children, how the wife has explained
their father's-absence, the children'ozersigion of death or potential
death, ,and of..course, the usual one-parert leanly iooblems.. There
are man}, situations where the children have been excei3tional.,in
proidneg supportive strength to their mother. Se end, many wives
have found retieint 4o be helpful and have found strength and
guidamce in spiritual activities. Third,conflicts or cooperItion.with
in-laws, estleiailly the -parents of the husband, hae an influence on
tke wifc' grieving process Parents often perceive the emotional loss.
of a son..tar differently .from a .wife who loses a husband, and this
may produce conflict and difficulty for the wife. 'Finally, there 'is.
altvays the 'possibility that the MIA -Wife may have, experienced
intimate felationshiPswith other men during the long abselice_of her

'KJ
husband. Suck experiencs can create guilt, anxiety,. or other.
psychological 10-,H.erns whiCh fUrther affect the grieving process.

Professionals working...with' MIA 'wives' and assisting them in
undergoing the grieving process, rr3rtst b ar in mind that there are , ;

' n'iany factors to be .considered. No two situations will be exactly
alike, bat common elements will be found 'n many cases.
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. .Religion, And -The, PW7,MIA Family
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. LIP:A J. MATER :, -

'`God was thgre with,me an he helped
'1141111.11)\ I. ICU HBINme mare the best of a bad exlsttnse".

'PHILIP,J..41ETRES-, 4a.Gaither. 1973 , ,

' rs.

Introdiiction

The churdi service held at Clarke Air Force. Base by the released
prisoners of war immediately prior to their return to the United
States, their statements before the television cameras uPon.re turn, and
the books written by returnees now beginning to apiagr in print:
Seven Years in Hantn (Chesley, 1973); With God P D.W. Camp;
(Gaither, 073), and lolhe Presence of Mine: Enemies (Rutledge &
Rutledge, 1973), present convincing evidenceIhat religion was, indeed,
effectual in aiding these men to cope with \tie extreme stresses-of

. their captivity experiences'
But what about -the prispner of war (PW)and*is§ing in action (AAA)

families') Were 40if *personal religious beliefs,helAtl in coping tvitt
the prolonged and-intleterminate period of husband/father absence:as
the men's.:beliefs appeared to have been in dealing with their long,

lot#captivity experience')
-$

In imanuat specifically written for Nay chaplains whOminister to
the families of prisoner$ of war and-missing rn action, the obsetvation
was made that although each man's experience differed, the "terrible
experiences of the Ilk's were nonetheless more uniform than the variety '

of problems/encountered by their waiting families" (Westling, 1973).
Hunter and Plag (197`3), in their survey of one particular group of

. PW/MIA families several -Months prior to the release of the prisoners
from Southeast Asia, also found a.great deal of variance among the

-socia1, and psychological hardships associated with
PW/MIA situation. They found that while some families suffered

only he usual hardships related to any period' of husband /father
absenee, other families experienced a wide ranges of difficulttes...
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During the ten month period prior to the return 4 the prisoners
of vr in early.1973, professional staff Members of the Center for PH-
sonen of War studies .in San Diego interviewed 215 Army, Navy, sand
Marine .-PW/NIIA wives (McCubbin, Hunter and Metres, 1973). Inter-
view data from that study showed that although almost fifty percent -.
of the wives reported that their religious convictions had been very
helpful to them in coping with the extended absence of their husbands.
another -twenty percefit of the group had not found their personal 'k

1
religious beliefs -rsource of support in any way. During the period pf
husblind absence, approx)mately thirty percent of waves'reported
having consulted a minister or priest for assistance with ethotiona as
well as other adjustment problems, and a similar, percent indicated
that they believed spiritual counsejing services should be available. to
their families at the time of repatriation. Additionally, over forty per-,

, cent of the women in this study gaup reported church activities to be .
a satisfying form of spending leisure time ,since the occurrence of
their husbands' casualties. On the Other hand, smaller groups'of wives
from this study reported that religion was either helpful at first but
not later ( I I .2' ), or not helpful immediately but became a source of

\support over time (4.2', ). ,,

I.

Purpose

The purpose of the psesertt study was to detefmine whether those
wives w ho reported ih/t religion had been very helpful in coping with
the PW 'MIA situation in the McCubbin et al, study presented a pattern
of coping behaviors or demographic characteristics which differed
from those. of the wives who indicated religion was of no value tothem., -

Procedure

A corn arson was made between the group of 107 PW/MIA wives who
had in icated religion as a s.ource of help dunng husband absence
(designa ed as the R Group) and a second obup of 44 wives who had
reported recehing,no help wilatsoeitT from religion as
the NR Group) in adjusting to their PW/MIA situation. Analyses'were
carried out to compare the between-group variance on a number of
demographic factors as well as On .physical, psychosocial, and role
adjustment factors for both the wife and the'children during the pro -'
longed absence of the husband/father. A 2 x 2 chi-square test was used
to determin e statistical significance of between-group differences.'

I, Data analvs* was conducted under the suPerviston of Dr Jerry Goffnian, former
!lead Data 1nafscs Branch or the Center for Prisoner of War Studies 1
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One' hundred fifty-one 14/MIA wives, including 51 Army wives,
21 Mamie wives, arid 79 Navy wives served as subjects. 5ixey-seven of
these women were wives of classified as prisoners of war (PW), and
84 were wives of husbands classified as missing in action (MIA). The
sample was predominantly Protestant (64.2q) or Catholic (25.8%),
well-educated (almost seventy percent had continued their schooling
beyond the high school level), Aid the average age,was 32 years%With-
in the 151, families there were 2894ihildren, rangingin age from les's.

'than one year td 25 years. Althoua twenty-nine of the wives were
Childless, the majority had .either one,or two children.

J.,
Results and DISC14SSiOn

Demographic factors Comparing the number of wives in each group
who were 32.years of age or older, there were more older wives in the

ifeligious-oriented group (44.8% of the R group were 32 years or older,
only-22.7c% of the NR gro-up were in that age bracket). It would seem
that religion WI, a greater source of,support orconsolation for the
older wife (x2 = 6.5, df = 1, p < 705). There was no statistically signi-
ficant difference between the MIA wives and the PWwives.with respect
to their feelings about religion as a source of support In 'addition,
no signif1C-ant differences were foUnd among Army, Navy, and Marine
wives as to whither. religion was seen as helpful during husband
absence. .There was evidert&i, however, thit geographical factors
be related to the wives' Ikehrigs' about, religion. In comparing the
wives fesiqing in the 'northern half of aalifornia (N F 30) with those
residing in southern California (N = 66), it was found that significantly

,More wives (x2 = 4.111Pclf = 1,1) <..65) from the group who found
raigion.helpfal resided in the southern part of the state. It sholld be
noted that because a relationship exists, such a relatiOnship does not

'necessarily imply that geographical location affects one's perception
of religion. It' ?nay be that the wives who viewed religion as a source
of assistance, Were also the ones who tended to move to certain areas
to rit out their

the
absences, or to move away from certain

areas (e.g., from the military base) following their h6sbands' casualties.
However, it .is also possible that this finding may very well be attri-
butable to the type of community in which they resided. This Phe-
nomenon cannot be fully explained on the basis of the existing data.

The finding that the two groups did not differ on average number
of years of formal schooling (3.7 years for the R Group and 13.9
years for the NR Group) is perhaps in and of itself significant as it
refutes the contention sometimes held that the less-educated turn to
religion in times of crisis. While there was a small difference observed
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between the religious bviground#of the wife and whether or not she
viewed religh as supportive (82.l of the Catholic wives indicated
they received consolation from -their faith: 7 I.1 ''r of the Protestant
wives said that religion was helpful), this difference did not reach stat-
istical significance (x2 ='1.7,e'df = I p < 20).

Satish ixig leisure-time activities The two groups were compared
on d wide range of activities in which t* had participated and found
satisfying during.their husbands' absences (sere Table I

Both groups indicated high partiopat,ion itPhobbies. social group 4tivi-
ties, and television viewing, but differed only slightly C5(2 = 3 f = I.

101 of home participation projects (remodeling and redee 'rating).
and significantly on church - related activities (x2 = 8.9. df = 1, -p < 0I
Despite the fact that wives frequently expressed the disttm!tionthat
tf was their own personally held religious beliefs which provided the
source of help, and not the institutional church, it appeareil- that
thos11 who found religion very helpful were also the ones who found
church activities more satisfying-, and participated More frequently in
them. ,

Satisfaction with (he marriage. What were the wiy s' present feelings
about their marriages after Che lonkseparations9 A significantly-greater
number' Of those who reported religion as helpful still viewed their

TABLE 1. Leisure Activities Found-Most Satisfying
Awing Husband Absence

-s.

.

1ctivity Frequency
up

Percent
VR Group

Frequency-H- Percent )(2.

}lobbies
Social Groups
TV
Sports
Educational Classes
Church Activities
Remodeling/Redecorating
Volunteer Work
Movies
Military Service Groups

. -

65
42
41

30
27
30
18

18
-

14
s.

s

'N

60.8
39.2
38.2
28.0
25.2
29.7
17.8
16.8
13.1

4.7

.
,

t

- 25
19

18

16:
12

2

13

10

8

1

56.8
4 3.2

"36.4
36.4
27.3
4.9

31.7
22.7
18.2

2.3,

NS
NS,
NS
NS
NS
8.9**
3.3+
NS
NS
NS

.VOTE The R Group.contains thos'e PWIM1i4 Wives who reported that religion was Very
helpful in coptriwith their husba'ads' absences, the NR Group contains those
who reported that religion was not a source of support for them.

-H,Vutnber of respondents varied due to revised questionnaire.

*4'n < .01

*Approached Significance (p <.10)

"4
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Z 30
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10

R GROUP

NR GROUP

w

VOCE MARRIAGE SATISFACTORY VERY
PLANNED UNCERTAIN MARRIAGE SATISFACTORY

MARRIAGE

FEELINGS ABOUT MARRIAGE

manages as satisfactory (x2' =-- 12.9, df = 1. p < 01). At the time of
the interviews, over twelve percent of the NR group indicated that
they were considenng divorce. while only seven percent of the reli- ,
gious-oriented wives indicated that intention (see Figure 1). This rela-
tionship between high marriage satisfaction arid support, reportedly
received from religion is congruent with the high value placed upon
marriage by the institutional-church, partiCularly the Catholic church.
- Difficult areas of coping. During the interviews the, wives were asked
about the m6st difficult areas of coping experienced duffing the period
since their husbands' casualties. Both groups mentioned" the lack oaf
the husband's companionship and their feelings of extreme loneliness,
making all decisions alone, andlbe discipline of the children as diffi-
cultcult az-gas. HOwever, none of tirbetween-group differences was stat-
isticall? significant.

When asked if there were any regretted decisions, small differences
were found 'between the groups for their expressed regrets associated
with "marking tirpe',' (23.1% of the NR wives had regrets, only 13.8%
of the Rs) and dating (10.3% of the NRs, 5.8% of t4,e Rs); however,
the between-group differences were not statistically significant. On the
other, hand. significantly more wives in the nonreligious group had
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TABLE 2. Difficultl4reas of Coping During Husband Absence
.

A

4ctillAy .

R Group
.-Frpqu enc. y-1-1- 'Percent

SR Group
Frequency-H- Percent

. X-

'L.31.k of husband's
ccmpanionghip

'

64
ed

38

17

37
26

6

0

-

72 7

.43.2,

36.4

42.1
29.6
6.8

r

.

.

i
27

2,4

' 7

12

9

5

69.2

56.4

.
35.9

30.8
23.1
12.8

.

NS

1.9+

NS

.

NS
NS
NS

eehngs of extreme
lbnehness

Discipline of die
children

Making allzleansions
alone

Lack of social life
Guilt feelings

NOTE' The R Group Contains those PWIMIA wives who reported that religion was very
helpful iP topinkwith their husbands' absences, the ,VR Group contains those
w7to reported that rehoon was not a source of support for them.

-i-r-Vumber Qf l'esNrclents varied due tawevised questionnaire..
. ..,.

+4p.proached significance (p .20) it Ir
.

. ,

. dated during the husband's absence. Stated conversely. 54.6% of the

.
wives whn reported religion very helpkil had never dated while only

,,.. 3I.6%of the other group had never dated (x7.5'.6,,.df4= I, p,:< .05).
This finding is consistent with the wives' present feelings of satisfac-

.
tipn -with' their marriages. 'K marnage is valued' legs, then Oneequla
expee'Lthewifeto be more apf to date anifto have mbre guilt feelings
abotitdatirtg. This situation presented'a problem for theTW/MIA wife,
for if she was religiously-oriented it aptni.red that she found it diffi-

I cult to close the door on her past life and beein.dating. During orle.
' ''" particular interview a wife stated, "I had to give up my , church because

if waslnconsistet-t th dating another man." 1
1 Anxivy-Depres on symptoms. During the period subsequent to
itie hu,sband's-c ualty, most wives reported experipnclfig a number
of eroblem5 aS ted with. anxiety-de,Rreksion symptomatology, for
example, sle disturbances, feeling "down in the dump's," mood
fluctuaVows c. The two groups were compared.asto s'pecific com-
plaints a4,ziumber of emotional, problems reported. Depression was
the most fiequently mentioned symptom fir both groups. None of
the between -group differences fdr any of the-symptoms covered was
sptistically significant; however, the, largest differences were with

: respect to rood fluctuations, boredom, depression', and reeling that
life was meaningless. ,../

.
.
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TABLE 3. 'Symptoms Expenencid by 1 d ;VC? Grctups
I During Husband Absenc

. R Groiip '` -* . iNk Group 4
...,... Frequericyi-i- Percent 'Prequeney-0-1-, Percent

x. . e'', 4c: t Mt y

Depresseil, "down in . T to
, ... *

the,dumps" 3g 35.5 18' , 40.9 NS ,
'11.3.pid.mood tiaangq_ 25 ' 31.4 1 t . 36,4--, 2.7+.
Jumpiness i . 38 x 16 . 36i4 tiS. 1

-Sleep problems , ;
-5

" Fitful sleep 2.711 1 f4 -- r , 3t.8 NS
,,

D1fficurty piling asleep 31 11 .. 25.0 NS29:0
Wattng eally,,,not rested 25 ,: '. . '23.4 4" 1.3 - 29.5 ,s 15-,---

Feeling bored $ 19 -., 17.8 ' .1 161 25.0 NS
1 .. He4daches i, d- 24 .

1,..22.4
" 7,8 '18.2 NS .

Poor digestion' :' g° *, 17 .15.9 1 : 15.9 . NS
Feeling Ade Wmeamngless , . r "9 : . 8.4 4 6 '' 13.6 iIS .

. Shortness of 4eath iv 10 9:3 . 4 ii,' 2 : 4.5 Nf (',

VOTE The R Group codsigs of those Pw1Mlitivrves..14'6 repined that religion very °

. , ' lt i ',4 , ' ifiv '

.....
helpful in copini with iheir'husiandi!ahsercces;the fiVgrot4p costs of Those .:

., w,ho reported that religkitti was note source of priori fbr:Phem.. q

'-i-F.Vurnher of respondetal'ua dedchle r 4 Nffiquistidtiriinie. . .4

+Approached tignificancNi<.2Q). :.- ' -- 1. .. . Of
1. .

Stilcide. There is often a.c.lose.reilationship:betWetpdepression..and *.
.., .

suicide the wives were que-stioned r to whetheri,they'llad,ever .

corttemPla,ted 'sqicide ,suh}seqiient to their husbands' casualties. Theif
4 responsgOodkc.ated that a sigi4fiCantlygreater number of the 1;40preli-

. gious W'ive';'(x2 =2'6;4. df =- I-, lQ < .0!qhad entelThined suicidal thiouFlits
- than had tliose wives wbo foiind riksion suppkirtiv Aain thsfind-

. T

1

mg' appears to bt congruent withjatie jatia eercentage of Catholics Jo
tfrfe religious-oriented' groin and tYlei6ditio-nal Catli.okc 'vie,I. on
suisidg..4 . -.. , 41 : . . so

Religion and the Weed for psychta.the trederie;it. keligio'ri 8 id hot .

* semi to be related to the Reed for psychiittic hely:Ofi .the Part of t

either the Wives or their ci)ildreriA-hrs was iladkatedInbt Oily on the
basi, of those .who tiad received tre.atment,in. the p,ast,12tit'alto.'pn the
basis of those recarnmended by the interviewer gs tAlin&Ireatment:?
The children within the .two.voups were also compared as to the fre-1
quency or a wide variety cic physical. bellavioiral:and'peional adjust-
mentrp.r.oblenAsNithbtiOntling any sigilifiant bet' eenigroups'differ-
ence There wits no indictioh from these results that wives 'who had,.

2. Based upon ofte-tine, ln-depta personal uuNviews lasting frdtwo to eigh.t hours,
. . "1 .

an evaluation was made by the interviewer as to the present need for psychological c'auriseling,
fir the wife and children. . .,

%
'

. ir 11 '' 9I
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TABLE 4. Ouldren'sFeelings Toward Returning Fath4, -
i I? Group NR Group

$
Feeling

. Frequency Percent Frequency Percent X2

-Iii 11 not remember him
1

53. 24.8 ' ' 28 37.3 4.3*u

wilt blame him for . -
..

deserting them it 10 4.7 6 8.0 NS

Will treat him as an
mterloper . 16 7.5 ' 17 - 22:7 . 12,7 * **

Wilyiesnt him 33 15.4 31 41.3 21.6***

The R Group consists of those pWIMIA wives who reptirted that religion was very
helpful in coping with their husbands' absences, the NR Group consists of those
who reported that religion' was not a source of suppqr for them.

* p<.05

***p <.001

htit received 'any religious _support sought sup9ort either for them-

4
selves r their 'children from mental health sources.

At of the inte,rview, the/mothers were asked how they bglieved
their children go.vould feel tdwards ,their fatherupon his return, and
everal'highly significant differences emerged between tht two groups
(see Table-4). Those mothers wto,had nbt fourid religion helfiful in
coping with their husbands' absences reportedhaethey belieed the
children would not remember their father, would be more apt to
resent him, and would 'treat him as an interloper. Although it may
be possible that these children would not,,remember their father
simply because they were too.young. at the time he left to recall his
presence (40.0% of the" children from the" NR group were eight years
of age at under; 34.1% of the children from the R Group were in That
age pout)), such an explanation cannot fully account for the differ-
ence. Perhaps the mothers simply had not takes positive steps to keep
their 'children aware of father during his absence. These findings may
also reflect the reorganization within the family structure with a clos-
ing o6t of' the father's role. The, present authorsthave noted thal,the
"shifting of family roles, ,responsibilities. -and the intensification Of
relationships among family mAnbers suggest the evolution of a fami-

:.
ly Fnit. without the father" (MeCubbin, Hunter and Metres, 1973).

m3ther's devaluation of the marriage and her decision to begin
tiNpoint to a reorganizatidn in process. Mothers may be overtly or

covert passing on to the children the message that-father would not
return.' Although some mothers' reported their children would view
father as an interloper upon his return, this finding may not, in reality, .
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reflect the children's feelings, as it could be projection on the part of
the mothers who were moving out and Attempting to attenuate con-

,- ,fliCting inner feelings during the period of family reorganiation.

*lb Conclusions,

From the''findings of this study. the wife, who indicated she foiind
religion a source of support throughout her' husband's absence had
certain personal attributes whichdifferentiated hirr from the wife who
did not teitn to religion for ielp in copingfShe took an- active part in,
church-r'elated.affairs to fill her leisure time. She was somewhat older
thah the Wife wtr. did not find religion 4111ful in coping with her
limbo state. She was less apt to date, and sfie had fewer guilt feilings
than her copriterpaft who found. religion was not a source of emo-
tional or personal comfort.' f

.
It is possible thil the manner in which th`PW/ItilA wife perceived

religion as a source of help leas influenced by Lter early family back-
groun'd; it may also be a measure of the degree to which the family
had moved on into-a, phase of 'family reorganization. Perhaps. even
redecorating or remodeling the home symbolized for the wife a reor-
ganizatiOn. that is. a sign, of closing the door on the old life and start-

, ing a new one-.Religion and ;'movingtm" to a new life may be.mutu-
ally exclusive, in this case, if the wife holds on to religion, she may,-
feet too much guilt associated with beginning a new life for herself.
Perhaps those wives wh,o reported that religion was of no help were'
also those who had nioved on towards a reorganization of the family
and a closing put of 'the husband's role, but not without feelings of
guilt and emotional ups and`downs which, at times. included contem-
plation oF:Auicide. Understanding the coping process and,, being sensi-
trce to where theramilies ai-e in their own adjustment is crucial, not
only fot the Clinician, but for the pastoral counselor'as well.
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Melical Aspects of Captilitl and Repatriation

40, Introdution

S. WILLIAM BERG

4

In January 1973 four years of planning reached fruition as Operation
HomecoMing was put into effect by the release of 591 Americans

4 held prisoner in Vietnam Although the plan was wide-ranging in
scope and massive in det , emphasis was 'on the medical evaluation
and treatment of the. prisoners of war (PWs). Toward that end a
minimum 90-day period on the hospital sicklist was mand6te , and 'a
400-page Initial Medical Evaluation Form was prepared for ach PW
to help guide his evaluation/ and document his medical and psychiatric.
status. ,

The' information gathtryd in that form, as well as in the 'hospital
record, is currently being analyzed in 'preparation for a detailed report
of the medical status of the Nietnatn PWs at the time .of repatriation.
The present paper is a preliminary report which attemptsin a general
fashion, fo describe some of the More common or significant medical
problems of captivity and repatriation. It also attempts to show the
context in which 'these medical problems occurred, as well as providing
a perspective for evaluating their significance.

There are three general points which should kept in mind in
considering the medical aspects of captivity and r patriation. First,

e PW experience does not constitute a specific m dical disease, or
°even a syndrome. The diseases and injuries the men suffered are' a

cogibination of some' or all of the following quite familiar medical
entities:

a. Malnutrition: Both protein-calorie and. vitamin deprivation

95
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b. Infectious diseases: .Incliiding malaria. in eitinal worms, ind
various typts pf diarphea

c Trauma due to ,torture and physical abuse
d Trauma due to either ejection injuries r gunshot wqunds -.--,,,,,.

e. Dental problems: Including caries and pe odontltis .

f. Psychological stresses ' Including presSu esi for cooperation
with captors.. pressures from long pendds1 cA small ,group-
living in confined quarters: pressures maintaining a.-/ somewhat artificial peer group in an.alie environment; and
pressures from worrying about wife apd f roily.

tSpeond, the ill-health a man may have expe *iced in captivity,
depended in part upon his individual attitude, bilities, arid uniquq,:
situatioh. Some men were finicky and sfarve hemselves, whereas

o e be considered as
ifothers ate everything, including $<orms, rats, ,m g ots and insects in

bread, sewer greens, or anything'that could rem
food, SornT men did 300 pushups a day, whe els Others exercised : .01,,,r,..

little or not at all. Some men were injured sev rely during ejection
and may or may not have received treatment,. w ereas others were
not injured at all, and °may not have suffered m c physical abuse. It
is necessary in:'any attempt tb describe this up to pe wary of
generalizations and to be alert 'to individual diff r nces..

A third factor to be kept in mind in evalua i g a returnee's well-
being in the future, is the, man's own percepti of his health. Prior

mto capture many of these
men

tended to be de ie of ill-health.They
had to be because most of them Were fliers, 1-hearth was a threat
to the flying status. On the other hand, the lit r ture on the captivity
experiAce (Ballard, 1973; W. Miller, personal mmunication, 197,4)
indicates thatifthe typical PW develops a h ,Nihondriacal attitude.
Extreme attention to any real or' potenti Otreat to health, and
ultimately life, is probably necessary to s,ury elin.captivitY; however,
whether 'this hypochondriasis will conttrwe after repatridtiom is not

_ i
predictable. lt,is possible that some PW$ ay feel that since they
have survived tremendouS psychologicallia di physical stresses, they
can surviveemost anything, with a resilli rif neglect of their health
after their return. ,

mor

:
Conditions in Cat4 vity

It has become 'obvious since repatriati that there were two quite
different types of PW experiences in V etnam. The'northern experi-
ence was endured, almost exclusively, b *Navy, Air Force and. Marine
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fliers. The southern experience was shared by Army and Marine in-
fantrymen, a majority of whom were enlisted men. (About 1400,of
the men held in the south were moved into the northern prison
system in the period -1969-1971.) In both cases, however; the PWs'
lives .were intimately related to their geographical and social
environments.

PW, in the north were held in conventional prisons, or bUildings
that had been converted to prisons, in or near metropolitan areas.
-Althoygik-the men might be manacled to their beds for months at a
time with their hands handcuffed behind them, this restraint was
used as a form of punishment rat* than as aniadditional confining
device. The prisons provided shelter, allitioligh they were usually

.chilly in the winter and hot and often stuffy in the summer. A few
prisons had toilets, but the, usual facility a "honey pot" which
the PW emptied daily. Drinking water was usually provided in the
form of a bucketful once each day. Alth'Ough the quantity was often
inadequate, particularly in the summer, the water was boiled to
purify it. Food in the north was better quantitatively and qualitatively
than in the south. There was a late morning and a mid-afternoon
meal, each of which consisted of a half loaf of Ffeneh bread and a
bowl of thinyegetable Soup. Outside Hanoi proper, rice was usually
sulistituted for bread. After late 1969 the quantity of food increased,
side dishes with an occasional piece of meat were more frequent and
an early morning, meal consisting of bread and sweetened milk was
added.

In the south9PWs were held in small groups accompanying guerill4
bands as they travelled in the mountain- jungle or wet, swampy areas.
Shelterconsisted,of bamboo and thatch "hootches" or sometimes
bunkers dug in the soil. Jr the area was sufficiently far from American
t;oops, and the junitlf or swamp sufficiently 'difficult to travel
through, the men would' not be restrained; otherwise, they were
chained or manacled inside their cages. In addition to having it endure
whatever extremes of weather that were present, particularly the
monsoon rains which flooded the hootches, southern prisoners lived
in an endemic malaria area. The PWs shared the 1guerillas' fate a
being at the tail end of the supply chain, which usually meant inade-
quate amounts of food, medicine, and other vital supplies. Rice was
eaten almbst exclu3ively, although sometimes manioc (a , tuberous
plant similar to a yam) was Substituted. The PWs also ate whatever
greehs, fish, small . animals or reptiles 'they couldscavenge, with
opportunities being better for this the furthesouth the mein were
held.

a
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Hygiene in Vietnam is poor in general, and in the *orth limited
;medical equipment, drugs, and personnel compound the problem
(Halberstam, 1973; Scrimshaw, 1973). In such a #ituation a rather
pragmatic philosophy of preventive medicine-and h alth care delivery
develops. The populace was taught by rote to-boil their drinking water,
arid use alternating privys to..kilL parasites in night soil. The un-
fortunate limitations of rote learning of health care practices were
-obsfrved by several of the PWs. Guards would frequently expectorate
in the halls, and it Was not unusual to see a guard spit the rinse water
back into the water bucket after brushing his teeth. The scarcity of
physicians mean"! great relnce had to be placed on paramedics, or
"assistant doCtors" as they were known ktftPWs. It is not known
however, how rnuchniedical training mrch personnel may have had.
Paradentists were also available, and after 1969 fequently placed
temporary, fillings in the PWs' -.cavities. At least a few of the-PWs
had serious injuries treated at hospitals in North Vietnam, although
their stay there Was seldom longer than a day or two. Many common

h : PWs in- the north also received
medicines were available in but these were sometimes out-,
dated, notably the tetracyc

-.., _immunizations for cholera, typhoid,-and polio, and perhaps other
diseases.. seases.

Judged by American standards, healthcare in thbOrth was Made-
quate, with the most prominent deficiency being the failure to con-
tinue treatment (Qr more than a day or two. -By Vietnavrese standards,
however, the cant may have been superior to 'wtiat the general
Pop:place received ince the PWs represented a valuable commodity
with whic o bargain and, thus, had to be kept alive and at least

10, rerDnab0.
NIFT111 Vietn m to use the withholding of medical treatme as a

aA health. Nevertheless, it was not uncommon for'

ruthless and ye04.effeetive weapon to force cooperation from the
f. .

s. s,

7v1eklical care for PWs held in t
tpin the north. Although in some

-

e

s uth was much more limited
cure areas the .Viet Cong had

et upfiNdohospitals, no American PWs were treated there. The-trne.
Amerk'gn -physician PW, held in the south ,his fitst few years, was
riot allowed to treat his fellow. PWs although he was able to do so

vertl . Medical care was provided ,b the guerillas themselvet who
*itmetimes had a soldier attached to their unit who functioned as a

Y P Y g .

4..corpsman. Although medications 'were-usually availabld, including
.41110amin Bt for' beri-beri and quinine for malaria, their quantity was
'always Nterrlely, limited. Moreover, use of medicines foitieat a PW
might mean that none Would be available if one of the guerillas fell ill.

*
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iar el received medication until they were desperately ill, and
than mi t recei'e. far to little, too late. To counter thistreatment,
the PWs would attemilk, sohietimes successfully, to fake illness in
order to, obtain medicines which could then be hidden until real
illnesses struck.

The forth Vietnames'e attempted to m the PWs More cooper-
ative by isolating them in small cells. Ceirriunicatiort with other
PWs w absolutely forbidden, aid activities such as emptying the
honey buckets were conducted one Cell at. aie to avoid any
opportunity for communication. The PWs did no work, except for
a few minor housekeeping chores: Any Outside exercise was a rarity,
always dorre alone or in twos or threes. As a result the PW's
existence was a lonely, monotonous and incredibly boring one.

"the PWs vigorously fought against this monotony with two"
powerful, covert weapons a PW militaty organization-based upon

- 'seniority or rank, and communication using the tap code to pass
messages between wills. Communication *and organization were
crucliify important in the four years from 1966 to 1969, when the
North Vietnamese were determined, to exploit the PWs for propa -)
ganda purposes by torturing them to make andiotapes and write
letters and biographical statements denouncing the war and pra,ising
.the "humane and lenient" treatment that they were allegedly receiving.

The fact that they could be "broken" and forced- to cooperate
with _their captors against their will was quite unexpected by the men
and a powerful source of intense and long-lasting feeling§ of,depression
and guilt. Th't psychological reactions to being ,forced to cooperate
were by far the most difficult and ernotidnally painful liability of
capt4ty. Communication bringing the word to a "broken" PW
that. he was not alone, that eviiryone had been forced to cooperate,
'that his fellow PWs. `understoodprovided a tremendous morale
boost and helped to placethe episode in proper petspective.

As time went.on,the covert PW organization' was able to issue
guidelines as to whaNcould be acceptable behavior undemthe circum-
,slances. The basic dictum was to adhere to thCode of tOnduct as
much as, possible, `divulging only name,.rank, se al number, kid date
of birth and to "4,ake torture" rathei'than give out additional infor-
mation. Torture .was to be endured, however, only to the limit a
"danger of permanent mental or physical damage," although even
then jaformatiOn rased was to be limited as much as possible in
quantity and usefulness. After late 1969 conditions in North Vietnam
improved eatly. 1.rture. stoppedd exceptfor serious violations of
camp-rules. PWs, were brought togethei in groups of 20 to 50 in '

. Aro
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a single camp, Unity, at the end of 1970. In January 1971 the Fourth
Allied POW Wing was fOrmally organized.'.

In contrast to the enforced inactivity of the prisoners nem in the
north, PWs in the soutl% were usually made an integral part of the
camp work force. They helped to raise or catch food, acted as porters
for supplies brought to ramp, chopped and gathered firewo9d, and
prepared most of they own meals..They .alsolrequeritly helved build
the camps and hootches. Under these circumstances prisoners Mingled
freely and communicated readily. In a few instances a PW was
isolated in an individual cage, thus, resulting in total isolation from
other PWs.

Attempts were also made to exploit the PWs in the south for
propagandd purposes, but the efforts were far less frequent than in

6 the north. Seemingly, much of the day. to day activity in the south
had to be devoted to surviving under generally harsh conditions. On
the other hand, the military bureaucracy of North Vietnam,, in
addition to providing medical care, quarters, and better food for its
PWs, was also under mere constraints to account for its PWs and
to keep them alive. PWs held in the south represented a considerable
liability for their captor's sometimes meager supplies of food, limited
manpower, and requirpments for mobility. There was a lesser require- ,
merit in the south Ito account . for PWs held, and PWs were shot-
escaping, if they could not keep up on the trail, and in retaliation for
the execution of Viet Cong terrorists. These factors combined to
produce a mortality rate, of 20.7 percent among PWs held in the
south, compared to Only 4.8 percent among the PWs held in the
north.2

.

Common Ailments in Captivity

The 1313Itrtstrate of trauma occurred at thf time ,of capture, and
repres9 ents injuries received when ejecting from a damaged plane, from

1. The prisoners almosrimmediately establi,shed an informal covert resistance oxganiza-
When conditions improved, this organization was formalized into an actual military

, commend structure, complete 'with commanding and ,executive officers, a chain of com-
marff, as well as policies and directiyes. It included all allied POWs, with the men being
organized into several smaller squadrons: each with its own commanding officer. Adds-
tonal prisoners were placed in staff positions in the comman4 stru 'cture and assigned
responsibilities such as, "Welfare and Morale", "Chaplain", and "Memory Bank".`

2. Five 4undred and three persons were held in thi Nortii, this number included 6 non-
Americans and 12 men who were released prior to 1973. Out of these SQ3 individuals, 24
are officially reported as having chalk,: captivity. One hundred and ninety-eight men were
held in the South, including 217 who were released or escaped prior to 1973. Out of these
198 individuals, 41 are officially reported as having died in captivity.

4
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a firelight, or from the ire of the local populace ter settling down
to a captivity existence, and after the inju4s' had healed in one
fashion or another, the PWs faced a variety of illnesses and diseases.
In the north these were mostly annoying and discomforting, but not
usually life-threatening. Southern PWs, however, also had to endure
repeated attacks of malaria which in some cases were fatal. No matter
what the problem, the PWs tried to find,ays to alleviate it. Diarrhea
and- dysentet were extremely commonliarticularly in the south. The
PWs would eat banana peels in an attempt to stop the diarrhea, and
soak their buttocks in water to reduce the skip irritation produced by
the diarrhea. In some cases diarrhea seemed to be attributable to
certainfoods, particularly large quantities of pork fat or underbaked
bread. All PWs assumed they had intestinal parasites, based On
observations by the majority of men of worms, in their stools. Some
of the prisoners had had the distinctly itnpleasanttxperience of pulling
large ascans worms put of their noses or mouths. The favored remedy
for this probleM was to chew and swallow tobacco Gastric acidity
was another common complaint.

The skin was perhaps the single organ most pagued by disease,
especially in the south. where hot, humid conditions promoted a
variety of skin infections. (Allen, Taplin, Loff..y-Se-Twigg, 1972, noted
that skin infections'were the chief medical cause of combat non-effect-
iveriess among infantrymen operating in the wet lowland terrain,
aCtorrniing for more man-days lost from combat than all other
medical causes combined.) The key challenge was to keep the skin
clean and d.iy FtWs in the north would insert tag pads in their arm-
pits to soak up sweat when exercising or, on hot days, to prevent
chaffing, and rub por}c fat on chapped lips. Vietnamese toothpaste or
saltwater were used as antiseptics on wounds. Fungus infections in
both the north and south were treated with iodine or mercurochrome,
if available, an exposure to sunshine, if permitted. Fungus infections
in tha south were more ftequelit and more extensive, sometimes
spreading over nearly the entire body. Cellulitis (bacterial skin
infections) and boils were also prevalentin the south, but seemed to
occur with particular viciousness in the north. Each summer many
PWs would suffer large crops of extremely painful boils.

In the north exercise , was -considered a vital part of preventive
medicnie, and nearly all PWs had at least- a minimal daily exercise
program. SOrne PWs extended this to 100 or more pushups and
and several hundred situps each day. Men who, prior to .2ptivity
had injuries requiring physical therapy, would recall those teMniques
aria apply them to similar injuries suffered by their fellow prisoners.
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Dental problems were also an extremely common affliction among
the PWs, perhaps involving as any as half of the men'. The most
common problem was old filli being broken by biting down on

any

small bits of rock in the rice or read. This often led to toothache's
and painful abscesses persisting for so many 'months at a time that
some Ms felt, that they were the most difficult stress of all. SQ ,
senous was the phySical and psychological debilitation which could be
produced by "bad teeth" that in the opinion of one PW no military
man should go into 'combat without haying his teeth in the best
possible conditioi. A second common dental` prbblem was perio-
dontins (pyorrhea), an inflammation of the gums. This condition was
usually asymptomatic, except for minor transient bleeding of tOe_
gums oc4urring immediately after toothbrushing. It can eventuate iii
serious toottaoctsisi if not treated. This bleeding was sometimes con-
fused with' ssic "b6ucdinaums" of scurvy. In actuality, however,

.- scorbutic pathology is different, and true scurvy was "tare among
Vietnam PWs if it occurred at all. In the north the PWs were
provided with tubes Oftoothpaste, which had to last several months,
and toothbrushes,_ which usually broke after a short period of time.

Some.setious illnesses occurred in captivity. Although only alew of
the PWs had asthma, perhaps due to Focal allergens, when this
occurred it was often severe. enough to prompt the Vietnamese to
initiate treatment with injections. One Army PW was thought to
have had a heart attack in captivity, although this diagnosis Was later
changd to a puEmonary embolus. One Army and one Navy PW
were each felt to have had cerebrovascular accidents (strokes) in
captivity, botliof whom recovered quite, well.

PWs in the *soot suffered repeated attacks of.malada, which were 4
,bmetimes fatal. Only the most desperate cases were treated, and then
only with bne or two doses of quinine. Repeated #ttaCks gradually
resulted in a form of immunity, manifested by progressively milder

''clinical episodes. Wet ben-beri; a vitamin- deficiency disease, was
sometimes seen in the south. Severe cases were usually treated with
injeclions of vitamin B1 by the Viet Cong corpsman. .

Medical care fQr PWs in the north improved after 1969. Routine
immunization became more frequent, and medication as well as
'physicians became somewhat 'more available. Paramedics' tind pare-
dentists visited .the PWs much more frequently, sometimes every

. few weeks, and guards were now empowered fo dispenge simple
medication such as aspirin at the request of a prisoner. The piisoners
were allowed to receive packages from home which provided a shared
source of vitarn n tablets almost daily. The improved care, however;
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was sometimes a mixed blessing. In 1971 an epidemic of conjunctivitis
(pink eye) broke out. The majority of PWs feel the epidemic was
actually spread by contaminated antibiotic eye-drops administered to
all the PWs in 'a prophylactic effort to prevent additional eases from
developing. In 1970 and 1971 there were several minor epidemics of
jaundice, presumably dit,a to infectious hepatitis. In sg'kral cases the
disease could be traced among a group of men, each of whom was
immunized by the same dull be rift-sterile needle which had
simply been boiled, in water.

Residual Illness and Injuries

Whatever illnesses and injuries the PWs had suffered in captivity, the
tally at the et-lc' of Operation Homecoming was a total of 1,528
formal diagnoses for the three services, Army, Navy, ancfMiirine
Corps. These represented medical problems requiring treatment or, 2t
feast evaluation. Most were still active problems, but some, such as
old well-healed .fraiures, were only noted historically. The list

/Occludes a number of trivial selfilimited problems, such'. as.upset
stomach due to overeating or minor head colds, which presumably
had nothing to do with the PW experience, per se.

The average number of diagnoses per PW was 5.0 for the Navy,
5.6 for the Marines, and 8.9 for tRe Army. The matter has not been
studied in detail, but the much greater number of diaboses for the
Army PWs probably can be explained on the basis of two factors:
more of the Army ,PWs4 were held .undef the adverse conditions of
the south, and Army medical records.refleoted some of the problems
which were not enumerated by the other services.

The list of problems is a surprisingly variegated one, with numerous
diagnoses listed only once or twice. In addition to dental problems,
which bothered about..half of the PWs, paraiitosis is the only other
prominent diagnosis, i.e., involving morethan one-quarter of themen.
Oti.the average 76 percent of the PWs had at least one irdestirial
parasite.

Because, of this variety, the following discussion will be limited' to
"four categories- injuries, infectious and parasitic diseases, malnutrition,
and psychiatricand adjustment problerlis, .

Injuries. The majority of significant injuries, particularly ortho-
'pedic injdries and injuries 'with residuals occurred during the events
surrounding capture. Aviators were sometir'nes injured when their
plane was4iit. Almost invariably they head to eject from their plane at
high speed, frequently with both themselves and their plane in
considerably ,less than optimal position for a safe ejection. Thest

2
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, N'
circumstances 'produced shraitnel wounds, lfterations, mild burns,
fractured bones, spinal coulPression,fractures, and disloc4ed joints.
The_orthopedic injuries were often 'severe ores producing open, corn:
minuted fractures and severe dislocations. Several Army 'and-Marine
PWs were 'helicopter crewmen, who *eived.similar orthopedic and,
bum injures when 'their craft crashed. The local po9ulace was some-

...times another source of injury,and one that ,hs entirely unpredictable.
Some fliers were treated 'kindly, even having wounds dressed. Others
were beaten. shot at, or stabbed.

.
The :most c mon fracture was compression fracture of the ver-

tebrae involv. g j 9 Navy, 9, Army and 2 Marine 'PWs, Compressiori
fractures were a notorious side effect of the ejection procedure used
to evacuate high performance aircraft, and the majority of these
fraVures sustained by. fliers were obtained in.this way (Ewing(l 966;
Hirsch & Nachern§on, 1961; Jones, Madden & teudman, 196,4,-
Shannon & Munson, 1973 . Others were sustained daring liard para-
chute landings or helicopter rash lanilinp. In most cases compression
fractures respond well to a fe onths bed rest, a condition obviously
not present in captivity. Nevertheless, although some of the PWs
suffered pain, nearly all of these injuries-are row asymptomatic. The
next t common fracture involved the humerus (11 Navy PWs),
follow by fr'actured :tibia and/or fibula (8 Navy and 1 Army PW).
Fractures of the radius and/or ulna involved 5 'Navy and '2 Army
PWs, ,arid fractures of the fAiur .involved 2 Navy, 2 Army,. and

kl Marine PW. In icirne cases these fractures have healed well, often
in spite of -quite limited treatment. Other fractures never healed, or

,,Lealed rri bad positions proddcing deformed limbs with limited use-
fulness. This was particularly true for fractures involving the joints.

- Army and Marine infantrymen usually received their serious in-
juries in fire-fights prior to their capture. The guffshot and sh nel
wounds of' these men occurred in nearly every part of the *dry and

. "scar" (21 percent) and "residual metallic foreign bOdy, in tissue Or
bone': (10* percent) are the ninth and eleventh most frequeht
diagnoses, refipecliyely, among Army PWs. An unfortunate char-
acteristic of the ordnance, both crude and sophisticated, of the
Vietnam war was its tendency to produce severe permanent neuro-
logical damage (Whelan, 1969). Reflecting this, three of the Antiy

. PWs incurred severe neurological residuals from their wounds.

A third source of infury was the physical maltreatment meted out
in an attempt to force coopera and enforce camp rules. In spite
of the extensiveness of this maltre ent, the North Vietnamese d

*
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AP-

the Viet Cong were, usually skillful enough 'to inflict great pain with-
out causing permanent damage. Beatings inchlaed the use of fan Belts
and stris from tires, as well as clubs. PWs were alsotforced to

( undergo ";elf-punishment" for hours to days atia time by standing at
attention, kneeling with arms raised straight upward over the head,
sitting on a low wooden stool, or leahing against the wall balancing
theiffselves with their hands. The favorite method used by the Viet

4 namese was "the ropes", which consisted of tightly binding the PWs
with ropes or nylon straps into distorted and uncomfortable positions
for as long as the PW could endure the pain usually no longer than
a few hours.

. ":

1

...

he ropes" resulted in several types of injuries. Since the elbows
were usually bound tightly together behind the back, dislocated'
shoulders were not infrequent. Rope burns and lacerations' often
became 'infected, producing festenng 'sores, and, not infrequently,
the entire arm or leg would become infected. Eventually the wound
would heal, leaving a scar As,they became more sophisticated, the
captors attempted to minimize this complication by allowing the
PWs to wear clothing and binding ropes over their clothing. 'A third
effectwas prolonged nerve damage of the extremities which, in a few
cases, was permanent This, along ,with the resultant swelling, was
sometimes sufficiently se'vere that the PW could not write, shave, or
even feed himself for several weeks. In one group of NaVy PWs, 13
percent still had some residual neurbpathy of the extremities, in the
form of a faint feeling of numbness, at the ,time of repatriation.
However, 33 percent of this group had .had paralyzed extremities at
some time dunng captivity, and 80 percent had had peripheral neuro-
pathy (numbness, feelings of pins and needles or burning), all were
attributable to the rope treatment. Skin infection and sometimes
nerve damage also resulted from the manacles and handcuffs used to
restrain the PWs. This was particularly true for the ratchet or
"torture' cuffs" which could be tightened to a very small tdiameter.

sItifertious and Parasitic Diseases Table 1 indicates the frequency
ol,f1te most prevalent of all PW medical problems, intestinal para-
sites. Over three-quarters of the, men returned with at least one
parasite, and many had several. The most prevalent worm, the ascaris,
is about 'a foot long in its adult length and was frequently seen in
PWs' stools. HookWorm infestation was quite low among Navy
PWs, reflecting the largely indoor conditions in which these men
were held. (The hookworm's favored mode oc, entry is through the
skin, it is usually 'acquired by people walking barefoot on infected
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soil.) Hookworm can be a particularly serious infection under con-
ditiorts vf low food intake since 'a heavy infestation can absorb up to

*-4( ten hetcent Of the food consumed by its hist. Whtpworm infestation
it often associated with reqtal prolapse; however, only one percent off,
Navy and Marine PWs, and none of the Army PWs had this '
complication. Although 11 percent of the PWs had amoebic para-
sites, .these were not causing amoebic dysentery at the time of re-
patriation, and 'no casts of amoebic liver abscess, usually a fatal
complication, were seen. Pinworm, seep in 9 percent of the PWs, is
characterized by an intense itching around the anus. This intestinal
parasite, unlike the others, crops up from time to time even amo
Otherwise hykenic middle-class American families; it is highly con-
tagious and pesky to eradicate.

/-/

TABLE 1. Incidence of Intestinal Parasites in Vietnam PWs*

a
Parasite Peribnt of Repatriates

Any parasite
Ascanasis-
Ancylostomiasis (hook worm)
Tnchunasis (whip worm)
Ehteroblasis (pm worm)
Ametnasis .

Glarcliasis

All
Services Navy Army Marines

. 76 74 74 88
41 41 ' 38 54
18 6 34 35
38 42 27 50 '
9 7 .6 .. 27.

11 12 JO 8

1 1 , 3 0

"Repatnates. Novi; 138, Army = 77, Marines = 26, Total =c:$1

Navy, Army. One eadr,strongyloidiasis
One clonorchts stnensts

The rWs were very concerned about their worm infestations,
both in terms of implications for.their future Nalth and the possibil-
ity that they might spread the parasites to their families. Fortimately;
the men could be reassured on both counts. Millions of people around
the world have a chronic worm infestation, usuallf without adding
any great burden to their system. Intestinal parasites can, however,
exacerbate serious underlying illnesses or states of malnutrition. An
of the men with `evidence of infestajion 'were treated at Operation
Homecoming and, for most, treatment was successful. A very few
cases of amoebiasis and ascariasis have persisted and were evidenced
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at the follow-up examination a# year lkter. Several men still have
asymptomatic whipworm-infestations, primarily_ due to the fact that
no drugs licensbikin this country are really effective for this worm.
Fortunately, after few years, the infestation dies out.

Table 2 shows the incidence of malaria among Vietnam PWS. On
a. world wide basis, until recently this disease was responsible ttor
more deaths per year than ally other transmissible disease (Young,
1966). Reflecting the fact that malaria is`considered endemic orply, in
South Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos, no Navy ,PWs had Malaria.
However, at least a few Nary PWs had elevated malaria antibody ,

titres, possibly indicating that'the disease does exist in North Vietnam.
The majority of infections in Army and Marine PWs are due to un-
known species of the Malaria organism, and 'represent 'historical
'diagnoses based on the PVI,ha4igiiblii told, usually not by a.doctor,
that a febrile illness he had ha so e time was malaria. The degree
to wlich the description of these illnesses matched the classical
pattern of malaria,attack,varied Considerably; Therefore, some doubt
must be expressed as to the accuracy of these diagnoses. Nevertheless,
a high incidence of malaria among PWs held in the south was
expected.

:TABLE 2 Incidence of Malaria in Vietnam PWs

' Species Army Marines

Unknown 29
P max 8

1

P falciparum 3

Mixed 8 0

,Totals 48 12 &

Percent of total,
repatriates by service 62% 46%

Nineteen Army and one Marine PW had clinical evidence of
malarial infestation at Operatiog Homecoming and several Army -

PWs showed the classic symptomatology' of the disease. At one
Army hospital, half of the nine PWs treated. for the disease sub:
sequently developed recurrences of it; in one case, nearly a year later.
This probably represents not a highly resistant parasite, but ratheran
intestinal malabsorption syndrome on the part of the PW . The latter
would sufficiently inhibit absorption of medication to prevent
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adequate blood levels of the drug. In accordance .with standard
military medical practice, all PWs without clinical evidence of
malaria were nevertheless given prophylactic antimalanal medication
because they had served in anendernic area.

A .variety of mild respiratory infections occurred in 14 percent of
the Navy and Marine PWs and Apercent of Army PWs: These-
were due to several factor's a flu epidemic was present in Hancfi just
pnor to repatnation, resistance to American viruses as relatively
lower, and cigarette consumption increased dramatically within a few
weeks after repatriation, from six a day to one or two packs a day in
many cases. Unlike World War II and Korean War PWsIctivei tuber-
culosis was not seen in auy of the Vietnam PWs. This is fortunate'
because tuberculosis was a leading cause of death in 'the former grou0
in the first few years after repatriation. However, six MID/ and two
Marine PWs did have positive titerculosis skin tests at repatriation,
presumably indicating exposure to the disease during captivity.

galmitrition Historically, malnutrition iu the form of protein-
calorie and vitamin deficiency has been one of the greatest scourges'
of a PW's lot (Anderson,. Boysen, Esenten, Lam & "Shadish, 1954;
Iiidernian, 1963. Jacobs, 1970; Kantor, 1955; Nardini, 1962; Reed,:
1947; Todd, 1946; Walker? 1944). The nutritional status of the
Vietnam PWs is still under intensive' study at. the Letterman Army
Institute of Research, Department of Nutrition, which is analyzing
defiled dietary histories obtained by registered dietitians from each

--dl these men. E tually eirh of the several different captivity diets
wilt) be comp to recommended minimum oily nutritional
requirements

Prelimina findings indicate that maloutrition was not common in
the north ut did occur to some degree in the south,. Medical text-
books list numerous signs of vitamin deficiency, but many of these,
for example cheilosis or dry, chapped lips, are non-specific and have
many possible causes. Others, such as night-blindness, have an dement
of subjectivity, to them. Mere weight loss, even 20 to 40 pounds, does
not necessanly indicate malnutntion. Many PWs; particularly the
fliers, were well above their ideal weight at the time of capture. On
the reduced rations of captivity, they fell to their ideal weight and
remained at that level 'unless serious illness or injury intervened to
produce further weight loss. Moreover, the PWs in the north were.r
for the most part, physic-ally inactive which" further reduces both
calonc and vitamin needs. (Even PWs who did large numbers of
sit-ups or push-ups did not increase their caloric needs since only .
exercise which moves the entire body requires large 'amounts
of energy.)
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Table' 3 gives the incidence of vi tam* deficiency in Army PWs;
the group which. endured the Worst nutntional status. Beri-ben is a
disease due to vitamin B1 deficiency, which can take either of two
forms?' wet beri-beri. or dry ben-ben. Wet beri -beri, a form of
congestive heart failure, begins with swelling and fluid accumulation,
&edema, in the feet and ankles. If not treated, thekswellinif gradually

dreads up the legs .eventually involving thewhole body, with fluid
accumulating in the lungs. In advanced stages the disease can rapidly
be fatal, but adequate treatment with .B1 completely reverses the
Rocess. There is evidence, however, that' prolonged deficiency can
permanently damage the heart (Benchimal & Schlesinger, '1953;
Smith & Furth, 1943: Wenger, 1934).' Dry beri-beri ,a type of
neuritis, most commonly of the lowerlegs, and tak(the foun of
paresthesias or feelings of numbness, burning, tingling, or pins and
needles.,It can be quite painful. If the deficiency persists, eventually
musclei,ne4ness develops, charactenstically taking the form of exper-.
iencirIg difficulty when rising from a squatting position. Dry beri -beri
is also much more likely to become a permanent problem. Both types
were well known to Americans held by the Japanese (Jacobs, 1970,
N rdini, 1962; Todd, 1946); dry beri-beri went by the name of

sappy' feet" or "burning feet" '(Cruickshank, 1946, Glusman, 1947;
ewis, 1950). Many of these World Mr II PW; now maintain that

they are having a high incidence of heart attacks directly attributable
to having bad beri-ben as a PW-(G. Anloff, personal communication,
1972). The evidence is anecdotal but somewhat impressive and
Worthy of further study.

TABLE 3 Incidence of Vitamin Deficiency in Army ?Ws
(Number of Repatriates = 77)

Diagnosis
Number
of men

Percent of
Repatriates

Wet and Dry Beriberi 12, 16
Dry Beriberi only
Uet Beriberi only

11

6
148/

Nutritional Amblyopia 13 17
Vitamin A Deficiency 5 6

I.*

The problem with diagnosing thegt potentially serious diseases
ajnortiethe Vietnam PWs is that, the diagnosis has to be made on the
basis of historical evidence remembered by the PW and interpreted
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by his Homeoming ,physician. Unfortunately, the most common.
symptoms Usually considered indicative of beri-berisAillen
extremities hand peripheral paresthesican have other causes and
different p ognoses. Simple protein deliciehcy can produce a similar
WSwelling, hich then goes by the term "hungetedema" or "famine
edema". Both the swelling and the paresthesias can be, and often
were, prbduced by "the ropes" or manacles used to bind the PWs.
Although at least some episodes of true beri-beri undoubt4y
occurred, it is difficult in retrospect to make the diagnosis w7th
certainty. . .

. N tritional amblyopia is a visual defect characte rizedterized by fuzziness
or urring of vision usually starting in the center of the visual field
and spreading outward. The permanent visual defects, which may be
produced, are generally. accepted as objective evidence of nutritional

ficiency. Only 17 percent of the Army PWs have this diagnosis,
ut the visual Changes seem permanent; one Army PW is almost

blind. Night blindness is the classic symptom of vitamin A deficiency,
/ 'again usually a subjective and rptrospective diagnosis. ,

..

' , There is no good evidence of scurvy occurring among any of the
PWs. Although many of them had "bleeding gums"., a clasSic sign or ,
vitamin C' deficiency, this seems to have been due to periodontitis
rather than scurvy.

Psychiatric and Adjustment Problems. Historically, the greatest
morbidity kid mortality among ex-PWs reflects a high incidence of
psychiatric problems. Cohen & Cooper, in their.V.A. study in'1954,
found an incidence of accident, homicide, and suicide among the
PWs half again' as great as in a 'group of control subjects. From the
European literature (Eitinger, 1964; Eitinger & Strom, 1972; Strom,
1968-) has come the term "KZ Syndrome" describing a persistent,

. incapacitating complex of nervousness, in Amnia, irritability, de-
pression, difficulty concentrating, defects in short-term memory,
increased startle reaction, social isolation, difficulty finding and /.
holding a job, and t feeling of chronic ill health, which is seen in
survivors of Nazi concentration cips. Beebe (in preparation), in a
20 year follow-up study of Wo War II PWs, found the rate of
psychiatric problems to be 11 times greater among the PWs than in a
control group and attributed it to a permanent loss of ego strength.

Psychiatric exams were an integral part of the medical follow-up
evaluation -given the Vietnam PWs. Table 4 gives the formal psy-
chiatric diagnoses found among this group. Most of these were neuro-
ses. Therefore, the prognoses were felt to be sood.,Five all
enlisted men, were diagnosed as schizophrenic, ;however. In each of.

t
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these cases tfiere was evidence of some pre-captive nfor-bidity. It
should be noted that Table 4 represents only (how-cases in which the
pathology was sufficiently overt to warrant the psychiatrist making
use of a formal diagnostic label.

TABLE 4. Fkonzal Psychiatric Diagnoses at Homecoming

, :Diagnosis Number of Repatriates*
-

All
Services Navy ArpAy Marines

Situational Anxiety
Depression
ScHizophrenia
Other . ".

10

6

5

7

3

' 1

0
3*:44110.0

4

6

4

3

4**
2

0

* Repatriates Navy = 138, Army = 77, Marines = 26, Total = 241

" 3 = Alcoholism
= Psychosis

I = Sociopathic persoruillty
I = Dissociative reaction
I = Alcohglism

OP-

All the POWs, howevgr, went through ao...adjustnient process at
repatriation. In the typical pattern, during the first few clays the Alen
were hyperactive; they were excited, euphoric, and -voluble. They
slpig little, and bounced rapidly. from pi topic and activity to
activity -Then there followed a few day f relatively subdued activity.
Its period quickly -merged into a eriod where the'men were all
desirous of return to active duty as s on as, possible; impatience was
the /order of the day --the medical ev uation, catching up with the
family, and all other business had t9 b finished quickly in order to
free he ex-PW: for the desired immediite assignment. Finally, after
realizing he did not have to "prove himself', the PW settled down to
appreciate his mandatory prolonged cony4lcscence.

Another aspect of the psychiatric evaluation, the role takeri by
psychiatrists, goes beyond the subject matter of this paper but is dis-
cussed in greattr depth in a paper by Dr. R. E. Strange- (see
Consultant's Viewpoints).

Table 5 6utlines the personal readjustment problems experienced
bN the PWs. Depression, anxiety, and hyperactivity were emotional
states noted during the psychiatric examinations but these were not of
sufficient intensity to warrant a formal diagnosis. A major concern of

(
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nearly all the men was their fetture career. Most werelresolved to stay,
in the military; but worried about their ability to catch .up with
technological advanogs and were concerned about their opportunities
for obtaining a challenging, stimulating assignment in which they
could provetheir abilities and maximize their changes fokeadvance-
men/. They expressed fear that they would - become charity cases,
carried along in dull, unimportant billets. These fears took on added
significance with the realization that their very repatriation symbolized
the end of the war and, therefore, a reduction in 'opportunity for
military advancement. Adjustment to permanent injuries was a
problem for ten of the PWs; and for aviators, there wasqhe fear that-
injuries might prevent a return to flying status.-

TABLE 5. RPW Readjustment Problems Personal'""

irkAll Number of RepatrZres
Problem Services Navy Army Marnie's '

Career
Depression
Anxiety
Adjustment t
Hyperac i y

%

jury
)

23

22

18

10

6

16
11

13

7

5,
'

ilOW

4
5
4

1

3

6
1

1

0

As noted by psychiatrist
Number Of repatriates Navy = 138, Army = 77. Marines = 26, Total = 241

Considerations fothePuture. In many respects the medical expert- ,
ences ofcaptivity have presented some fascinating problems. Numerous,
abrionnal laboratory findings appeared during Homecoming, only to -/
disappear in a few ,weeks. Liver enzymes `such as SGOT and SGPT
weremildly, transiently elevated in many PWs. This type of finding

is compa'tible with liver damage, such as might occur in a mild case of
hepatitis. Probably, the most likely escplanation is tha this abrittrmality
represented a period f adjustment to increased alc hol, in the diet-
after years of almbst complete involuntary abstenti n. The 4;liaeps
showed a similar phenomenon with a mild, transient elevation o the
gUN (blood urea nitrogen), a measurement of nitrog Waste products

4n the blood. This probably represented an adjustment to increased
proteip in die PW's- diet. Sii*rly, the pirticzceas demonstated

an abnormality of carbohydrate Atabolksrh for a few tveekst A
number of the men had glucose tolerance tests which, uhder other
circumstances, might have classified them as mild dipbetics, but this
disappeared when the pancreas adjusted to more carbohydrates in:14,
diet. Thus, these transient abnormalities prbbably represented nothing
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more than in a djustA-lent tolankAmerican diet. However, Similar
changes (except for thp liver) also occur in older men,ald, therefore,
these ,changes may be indicators of decreased ability. to handle-

' metabolic stress'es and maintain homeostasis. ,

Another abnormality appeared' in the X-rays oftsome PWs. Their
.bones showed t fling or demineralization, another change- char- ;'acteristic of old as well as decreased calciurtscirktake. In a few
PWs this was.n) d.. Repeat X-rays,.several meths later,Ahowed .,

that the bones of most of these men had returned to normal. A very .!

few, however, remained demineralized,.theieby raising the possibility
of 41 alteration in bone nykiholism beyond that- metely due to
dietary calcium deficiency. Iedate the significance of the4e changes
is not known Although theipones look weak, there is no evidence
that this is aCtually,so. A speculAre concerti is that this detmor,a1-
171tion might appear again as the PWs get older, but perhaps at a
younger age than a similar group of noriffWs. .

. Another intriguing finding was the fact that a majority of the

age would suggest. This may be simply a still ficial phenomenon,. but
PWs appeared-t4 be five to ten years old r than their chronological

it, ma/ also be a Manifestation ofdeeper, rnto tal physio-
logical changes.' It seems obvious that the ,gaptivit57 experieitce has
greatly stressedilthese men, yet, i4 most 'cases, extensive laboratory
tests, X-rays, and physical examinations are 'within- normal limits. In
of her words, it is difficult, it not impolite, to measure, aging with
present exaMinatidn techniques although some procedures, such as
measurement of subtle cellular deficiencies, have been proposed. 1.1, in
Nit, these ma- have -aged, at an accelerated rate, will the pro'Cess
continue? Unfortunately too little is known about the agingduiess
to mal4 any r liable predictions, and .treatment will probably have to .
be limite Is'su eventive measur6s as weight, blood pressure, and.
lipid con ro tat-id -a ering 'to sound health .practices su -as the illt

(ON%

elimination of smoking. ''., ,, .

Coronary atherosclerotic heart disease is cqnsideit fhe1 adirkg .,
medical cause occreatb in the western world (DiGirolamasSi, hlant,
l97i1). Interestingly e'nough, from that perspective, the ca vity ex- OF 1

perience had. some gdod points: the PWs were on a diet low, in
cholesterol, saturated fats, and carbohydrates, they came down to

"41
their ideal weight and ,did at least some exercising every day,letnd
tigare to con motion among smokers was reduced lo ,a few per day.
All these revre t reduction of. several -risk factors associated with .
coronary- heart di. ase (DiGirolamo & Schlant, 1974). irrhaps these ,

few years in captivity will make a small' pogitive cdkilibution to theses,
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.
PWs' cardiovascular health. In the same vein-, it was noted by der I
officers that ?Ws who had 'no periodontitis at the time of ca e

'.. didnot seem to develop it in captivity. This disease is a'so related to-a
.. high carbohydrate die , which promotes plaque form,atioh at the

gumline.' Overall dent' health may- also have benefitted slightly as,a
result of the capVvit experience," since eriodontitiS is the.leading
cause (20 millign pe ple) of complete loss of .te,ethiii the American
population ( 'ckma , 1971).

The suici of two Vietnam pWs, and the 'death in an auto
accident of a third mediately calls up unsettling memories of the
Cohen Cooper (1V54) study showing high-rihortality rates fn the
first )two years after World, War .11 and' the Korean Conflict. Uji-,
fortunately, the stnalf number of Vietnam PWs m is it immssible
to deterfnibe if these deiaths aN. the at-ginning nd o ierely
isolateZI events. Preliminary' results from aone. llow-7-'study
of ?law PIA indicates psychiatric problems of 1 are, running
somewhat lo. wer than what would have been4predicted on the basis of
evaluations made at the trnof rep4riatiptl., ; '

Another factor which makes predictions difficult is the dissim-
ilarity between American PWS from Vietnam and those from fp....z-
wars. AlFnajority of the Vietnam returneesthree q.uarters
officers, and most Of these are fliers. They are older, bettst educated;
and Are maturepand they were originally seleeted for.ifing because
oofitheir physical d'mental fitneSs, stal)ifity,.and adaptability. All of

Should ;also aid ese men in shedding the deleterious effects of the
these factors ar ssets for surviving as a PW (Nardini, 1962) ^and,

stiessful eapti.ilty experience in the years wkfch lie ahead. 1

Corl'cltisicqz
d

y- . - .

th general;' the returned PWs from Vietnam were in fairly good
health at the time of their release from captivity. From.tke 1penning,
iliey ltavefared better than `any previous .P,Ws 'with resfect to post,
captivity medical ctre. All wefe immediately, placed on the hospital --

sick list for a minirpam of 90 days and given* comprehensive and
extetasive tnedic214 evaluations. So far as ^is .knO.rivn, few physical or
psy'obiat oblems*ent undetected., untilikted, or undccumentod.
The ,s*'', t Sectetary of Defense..for Health and Environment has ^

manated that all Vietnam IPWs be offered complete ,medical ca e by.
the milisky ser,,hets for a ptriod of five years. To maximi Ow I

`benefits of this, the services -ere conducting Extensive annual 01 w71.10
exams using a detailed ProtoCol patterned on that used in Ope ation,-

llomecoming.The information from -all these. examinations is being

c, ".

4
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compiled and studied uncover any evidences of pathology and to
provide feedback for the furthtr improvement of care. Unlike the
unfortunate post-captivity medical experie. of PWs from former
wars, everything; possible is '6eing done for the Vietnam POWs to
insure that no Problem will go undetected and,no treatable problem
will go uncorrected. This is being done even though there is evidence
that this particular group of PWs may fare somewhat better, as
regards to future physical and mental health, than did former PWs.
At this point, however, it is a matter of *watching and waiting,
hopefully in vain.

t '

I
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Dilemmas ind Conflicts Specific To The %titan

Returned Prisoner Of War

thtrodVfort

AILLI44 N. MILLER

N')

Evaluating the residuals of imprisonment is a difficult task. This paper
represents a compilation of -findings, both factual' and intuitive, grow-
mg out of ten years of personal experience studying the wide variety
of ,physical and psychOlogical stressts to which Atnericans are sub,
jected in foreign/prisons. Intensive interviewing bf returned prisone
of war and detailed analyses of debriefing: datit #re condUcted i
order to develop an in-depth understandll of e prison experldnee.
After personal interviews with large nuriibers o prisoners,- both mili-.
tary and civi n, as well as a study of reports oflhe experiences of
many others, I became apparent that the inititary. prisopers ced

essures very d ferent from their civilitn,coenterparts., c t
st y of the experinces of the Navy prisoners of-y,fth- from,Indoc,bina .
con i med these im ressions of the past 'decade. lit

The military man unlike the receives training with -spect
to his responsibilif s as a' Pii;oner."This training to vary
cursory reading the Code' of Conduct to rigors offeve ays o
lectures, comb ned with sup. d, prison situations. Al military
prisoners are aware that their- ayior, will be closely, scrutinized,
that their actions while in 'co Vity. will affect, their future careers,
and _that they could be subjected to military_ discipline uporCrelease.
The impact of his knowledge is prnfound and may result in a number
of reiateci di mmas and conflicts. .7,1;

The purpose of,j;kus paper is to discust several areas of conflict
which are unique to the Military prisoner of-Pwar. These dilemmas
range froji situations ir"444ich the enemy's behavior did . not fit a

1.
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pattern that the prisoner was led to execi, to the problems faced,
by senior rankik officers with Implicit command4esponsibilities.

''7"---.---Such a ,discussion will perhaps be of= particular use to personnel
seeking a deeper understanding of, the returned prisoner or war
(RPW) and his problems.,

1 The Dilemmas of the Military Prisoner of.War

Consequences Of "un-heroic" actions immediately pri*Or to capture.
Prominent among the many emotions which a man experiences at
the time of capture is the anger he feels for having gotten himself inte
the situation in the first place. He immediately curses himself for
those actions which mightfirave been avoided, but which in actuality
were those responsible for his having been captured. In addition to theig
usual second=guessing, he may have to face-the fact that immediately
pnor to capture 0 wa3-perhaps performing in a manner not consistent
with .the heroic military image. Despondency over capture in this
Case is apt to be unusually severe and, therefore, such individUals ..
begin their prison careers with a significant handicap. Since they begin
their confinement with :a sense of guilt with, which they must-deal,
it becomes extremely difficult for them to face the enemy with
strength and confidence. Such a situation will not only affect the
posture and attitude with which such men face the enemy, but will
likely cause them to distort the true story regarding both capture
and captivity upon return.

Capture directly or indirectly attributable to another's action or
error. In order i understand anothek conflict some p 'soners may
have to face di the outset, it is, necessary to considei the ate of mind
of the individual wtio finds himself a victim through o fault of his
own. A prisoner would be acutely aware of where to point t
if he were captured because of faulty equipment; an erroneous,
mission bnef, oribandonment by his tylit. How would he handle
this? Would he pass it off as just bad luck or the fortunes of war, or
would 'he brood and harbor a growing resent en or hostility
towards all those whom he felt were responsible for his being in
this predicament?

The psychological impact of a significant variation between-enemy
behavior and the prisoner's preconceptions. In:the whirling fear,
despondency, and h/YreAsness of the early hours and days of cap-
ture, the prisoner usually expects the worst. His mind fills with
fleeting remembrances of comments from buddies, statements of
briefing officers, bits and pieces from his survival training, scenes ,

118
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from old movies. and horror stories.passed on through1traininglms
and bnefing documents. He desperately seeks some kind of security,
and searches, to find behavior, actions,., or situations that he can pre-
dict or that fit patterns he had been led to expect from past guidance.

If at this point he is, in fact, treated as he Was led to believe he
' might be, 4 his captors appear and behave. as he had expected, he

is likely to maint. full faith in the system responsible for preparing
him for this situatton. If, on the other hand, the captors' behavior
differs from his images, particularly if he has been led to belteve.that
the enemy is always insidious and inhumane, he will have some very
strong props pulled out from under him. If, for example, the captor
risks his own life to shelter the prisoner from artillery or aircraft fire,

r transports the captive to a hospital area with high risk to himself,
or ministers immediately to his captive's wounds, or shares his food
equally, or gives his Jast Ixater to him, the prisoner may find himself
in a severe quandary. HT expectations are not congruent with his
experiences. No matter how hard he may try to convince himself
that this is a trick, he often becomes more impressed by the 'similarity
between what he is observing and "normal" behavior. Even the
smallest demonstration_ of compaAion by a captor or by a 'Member
of the local populace can have a shattering effect on preconceptions.
In this, one of the most insecure of all situations, the prisdner dels-
perately seeks security and the "truth"; he finds he is considerably
more impressed by what he is observing than by what he has been
told. On the other hand, it, is also possible for the prisoner to be
treated far worse than he had been led-to expect, and in that cate
doubts would also arise as to the adequay of his priOr training.
There is 'no need to expand greatly on the implications of this ,

kind of situation they are obvious. The man feels uninformed at
best and 'misled at worst. In the apathetic, hopelessly depressed state
which often follows.captuse, it is very easy for this disparity between
what the prisoner 1ps seen and the treatment hhad been led to
'expect to cause him tc doubt the totality of his prior beliefs. He
may feel "used" and sense a growing hostility towards his military
service, his govgrnment, or perhaps towards spedific individuals- as.io-
ciated with training or briefing programs,.

This kind of reaction by no means happens to" everybody. A
number of prisoners retain an attitu,de 'of unremitting hatred for
their captor that no amount of compassion on the part of the captor
can change. Men whb believe this strongly may feel themselves so
genuinely and consistently mistreated that everything negttlye they
have heard about their captors tends to be confirmed.

S a
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Probably the most severe psychological dilemmas beset those men
who, while in prison, come to view the captor as essvtially "human";

as an individual carrying out the difficult job of caring and
feeding for foreign prisoners generally disliked by the population,
and trying by his standards to follow orders and do his job. The
pnsoner who develops this attitude toward his caviar finds himself
upon his return, greatly at odds with the established stereotypes of
the enemy. If he vocalizes these feelings, he may nsk branding him-
self as a weak.individual who has been brainwashed. The chances are
very .good that he may find himself odds with his debriefers, his
supenors, and even his ends and colleagues. Thus, he may find it
easier to distort or invent a story of brutality and mistreatment to
conform to popular images. How theqnan fesolves this disparity is an
individual matter, but the potential for conflict is great.

Conflict resulting from "persuasive" enemy statements. There are
few things as calculated to instill puzzlement and a lack of confidence
in the military prisoner's own values as finding the enemy talking
"reasonably". This is particularly hard on the soldier who has been
led to believe that all enemy statements are untruths or fabrications.
It is obviously difficult for a military man'plagued with this problem,
to admit that he found himself, ,agreeing with enemy statements and
now aCtually needs help in proving to himself that stich statements
\we...false. Here, then, is another area with potential for long-term
problems.

Inability to follow orders. Perhaps the most commoratause for guilt
while in pnson is the captive's realization that he could not live up to
what he considered (correctly or not) to be a mandatory demand
upon him to divulge to the enemy no more than Name, Rank, Serial
Number and

this
of Birth. This paper is no place for a lengthy

discussion of this topic, but one should realize that guilt feelings can
result from this problem. The more the individual believed that it was
his unfailing duty to hew to this line, and the more he wa impressed
with, the punishment which would result if he failed in this respect,
there traumatic the depression and guilt can be for his almost
inevitable failure.

Some merr were fortuna.te in having the opportunity to communi-
cate with other pnsopers who were 'able to boost their morale by
giying them added assurance in the knowledge that all were in the
same boat. Others, howevet, were deprived of this reassurance and
became so debilitated and Repressed by their inability o hold to the
letter of their guidance, as they saw it, that upon capitulation
alone and in the throes of depression they found all of their
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resistance sapped, and ended up complying -with demands to an
extent which .they.ter found inexcusable. Such guilt was difficult,
if pot impossible, or some 0 assuage. Not only did many men
spend the bulk of their imprisonment flagellating themselves for
their behavior througiTtnit their captivity, but many have continued
tod o so Jong after imprisonment.

,

Reactions of the prisoner of war, of course, run the entire gamut
of human defense mechanisms. Many became 'super heroes' in camp
toiatane for having been broken initially, urging fellow prisoners to
great heights of resistance' with an evangelical desire to prevent them
from doing the same thing. Others 4hilt up feelings of hostility
toward those who put them in the situation and completely .denied
they had ever engaged in such behavior.

The Uilernma of the sentor man. Seniorodnking men (SROs)
faced with particularly thorny dilemmas that may result in residual
psychological problems, If they have4ieen trained to take command of
all those junior to them, they face some unique and trying situations in
pnson, not all SROs will handle the ensuing problems in the same
Manner. Outside of pnson one has oleions; he can choose not to
take command if he believes he is a better administrator, engineer, or
flier, than he is a leader. In other woilds, under ordinary circumstances, ,
men are able to avoid leadership assignments or remove themselves
from such positions as expeditiously as possible: they may even
choose to resign from the service. This is not true for the prison
experience.

Among the many unique problems of leadership in the 'prison
situation are _those caused by the inability to transmit complete
orders, the inabilitI to know- with certainty how subordinates are
behaving, and the inability to know with certainty to what degree
subordinates are physically and psychologically debilitated. If, while
in . prison, the senior ranking officer for some reason feels he should
not exercise command, he runs a high risk of being branded a shirker.
This can occur even in circumstances where he might feel that assum-
ing command could hurt morale rather than help it. Considerably
more painful, however, is the constant feeling of helplessness and
rage the SRO may experience. He may lieve it is his duty to alter
the captors' treatment of his men, but his ,ctual ability to do so is

;,minimal. There have been instances where' junior men have misin-
terpreted resistance instructions from their seniors and suffered per-

., inanent damage or death. The senior iariking officer suffers right along
with each man, the more rigid, demanding and resistive he becomes
over the years, the greater is his risk of retaliation for all. Yet, the
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more passive and non-Itarrassing he becomes, the more heiappears to
be failing' in his leadership role. Rank may be sought after in the
normal military career, but, in prison, it can have severe disadvantages.

..
. k

Disagreement with orders from senior ranktArprisoners. Although
this represents co area, it is one that must be understood.
Not all captivity situations allow for an organized chain of command;
a formal organization is not always found, even in situations where
it is theoretically possible. There are several reasons for this. First, it

is unlikely that all men in'the same prison would have received prior
training emphasizing the importance of the chain of command while
in captivity. If, in addition, there is no common identity among the
men, by branch of service or.occupation (i.e., all bat iers or
all flieis). it is not easy for a senior man's authority to e recognized,
no matter what his rank. Combat experience of any kind ma en
cautious about automatically accepting orders from se not con-
nected with his particUlar combat skill or responsibility. Furtherrriore,
if the men are separated in individual foxholes or hootches so that
only ocbasional visual contact is possible with fellow prisoners, as was
the case in South Vietn'am, a le ship hierarchy is even less likely
to arise,

If,' on the other hand, all prisoners in the group have received
training which puts emphasis on maintaining a chain of command
in those situations where some degree of communication is possible,
one could assume that prisoners would be receiving specific guidance
from the senior men with respect to accept ble degrees of resistance
behavior. In some cases, this guidance is xcellent and attuned to
the realities of the situation, but differen es of opinion as to appro-
priate guidance and behavior are bound to exist.

It is obvious that men go into prison with varying ideas as to what
is reasonable behavior in the face-of the captor. Individual differences
alone will breed differences of opinion. Outside of prison, a man
who disagrees with asl.ipetior officer has some alternatives; if he feels

---, justified in his stand, he can appeal to higher authority, ask for a
transfer or resign his commission. However, none of these optiqns is
open to the prisoner. Some of the greatest conflicts have arisen when
orders emanated from the prisoner senior in rank,.but not senior in,
prison experience. Imagine the plight of the longterm prisoner in the
following example

He has been a prisoner for two year7.44Fie started out
trying to hold to Name, Rank, Serial Number, and Date
of Birth, but found he could not. He feels that over the-

#
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months and years he has finally made an _accommodation
which allows him peace of mind. He has complied with
some demands of the captors,' and, yet; he has"learned to
avoid behavior which he feels would be damaging to his
country or to other prisoners. Upon the arrival of a new
prisoner who is senior, however, he receives instructions
to cease some activity which he himself is convinced is not
onl; harmless but necessary to kse--his.captors from ..
applying even greater pressure.

He is now faced with a severe dilemma. He must either
irritate his captors by a sudden change of behavior or dis-
obey Ins senior officer. The first choice may, bring an un-
pleasant reaction from the captor, the second alternative
may result in disciplinary action upon release. The problem
is compounded if he 4 in marginal physical condition and
convincedthat following the senior man's orders could in-
vite prunishment or duress which might ,Further debilitate
him. How he handles this is soing to be extremely import-

! ant for his loTterm mental health, Should this prisoner
decide that he will not obey the orders, of his superior, he
must fully recoglitize the consequences within the military
setting. No matter how well he can justify it, he is well
aware of the fact that he has pitted himself against military
tradition.ln the loneliness and paranoid-prone prison exist-
ence, he has no reason to believe that he can even muster a
good defense for his action. He has no way to appeal artd--
no .way to escape. Thus, it is not difficult to imagine that a
man can begin to feel embittered toward the system that
allowed him to be faced with this type of dilemma.,

\,..-

The necessity to protect a military career. For civilians, there is no
implication that their performance in a foreign pnson will be related
to the furtherance of their careers. For the military man,, however,
this relationship is implicit and can lead to profound psychological
in 11311-Mtions. Many who ciava engaged in intensive interviews viith
returned pnson4s of war are convinced that, for some prisonert, the
complete and candid revelation of all their thoughts, fears, and ac-
tions in prison are necessary for good 'psychological catharsis and
rehabilitation. A number of men have a strong desire to "tell it like it
was". At 'the same time, the career military men are aware of what

',they must project in order to earn a reputation of having maintained
a posture of maximum resistance and/strength in the prison situation.
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It will take an exceptional career man to divulge behavior at variance
with this model.

The result of this dilemma is that many men are considerably
less than candid, deny certain behaviors, omit others, and generally,

'paint their experiences in the best possible light. Whether they can
live bomfortably with this deception for the rest of their lives is an
individual matter. A related area of bitternesg may occur if the pris-
oner divulges behavior which tarnishes his reputation, and ther0
watches others, known to have behaved no differently, earn heroes'
reputations.

Increase in self-criticism as prison realty fades and traditional
militwy concepts are reinforced. It is im ssible for one who has not
undergone a prison experience to understand completely the debili-

, tatineeffects 'of being totally removed from guidance or *support.40n
top of this, few men have .experienced the psychological effects of
malnutrition, dehydration and prolonged diarrhea that often accom-
pany the prison situation in an emerging nation. Orparticular4nterest,
however, is the fact that after repatriation it is often impossible for
-the prisoners to resurrect the level of debilitation which they had
reached. They sometimes find it difficult in retrospect to understand
their own behavior under those,circumstances.

Eve11 while still in pnson, after having learned to handle both the
environment and their captors to some degree, many prisoners tend
to flagellate themselves for earlier behavior. Self-flagellation and feel-
ingiof guilt are frequent an becqme worse as time passes. This, then,
represents still another area that some returnees find difficult to
handle and,over al ng time period, may lead to serious problems.

Feeling that the perience was meaningles.s. It is important, for
many reasons, that a man feel that the years spent in prison were not
wasted..Prisoners will often spend thousands of hours contemplating
what they have done with their lives and what they intend to do with
them if they are lucky enough to survive their imprisonment. This

"-- kind of contemplhion often results in very positive philosophical
changes in a man's attitude, value system, and philosophy of life.
The value-of remaining years increases with-each one lost. It is not
uncommon ilitary men to realize that one of the most direct
contributi s they .can make will be to insure that any possible
deficiencie own preparation for the prison-experience nat be
repeated for the next prisoner of war. Even those returned prisoners
who shun public- speaking engagements, conferences, and conventions
are oftert more than willing to talk with people involved, in training
programs.

?
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Dilemmas and Conflicts Specific to the Military Returned
Prisoner of War

i
I

If the ret rnees feel that others are benefiting from their ex erience,
they are in eed fortunate. If, however, events give them t e impres-
sion that th it advice was not listened to, or that the Se ces are not
doing their u most to update training programs, they m feel robbed
of _the one p ssible Value or all their wasted years a thus, becomed, .
subject to a growing bitterness.

f

, Conclusion

A "lumber of ar s of conflict arising fr the 1)risOrter of Nyar expe-
rience which/Tres t unique dilem for the military prisoner of
war, but not for the vilian -a et forth in this paper. Since the
manner in which the military man apProaches and copes with these
dilemmas determines to some extent the level of his psychological
adjustment following release, it seems important for personnel dealing
with the military -retuYnee to understand what significance 'these
dilemmas may have for the future.
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PsIchiatric Residuals of Prolonged Capt.;

Experience

ti
.

Introduction

RICHARD C.W. HALL

PATRICK T. !MALONE

Since the releas and repatriation of American PWs from Indochina,
various attitud ye prevailed among those charged with the tespon-
sibility of aidi ese' men and their families. Attitudes oRoptimism
ant pessimism have been evident among various segments of the
planning community. Central question's have been can those respon-
sible for the re-entry program realistically make assumptions that are
useful in proneoting the successful readaption of the returned PWs,
or is such intervention necessary? One concept is that maladaptation
is an individual phenomenon predominately based on premorbid
personality factors and directly related to specific individual stresses.

.This model suggests no framework for the correction'of difficulties
other than traditional psychotherapy, and further assumes that
planned intervention is inefficient until symptoms appear. The alter-
nate position asserts tha,4, the captivity experience itself initiates
predictable reactions which can be treated prior to the onserof
disabling psychiatric symptoms. . ,

Our clinidal impression of a small sample of PWs .suggest that
the stresses of prolonged captivity are specific and should be treated
before symptoms appear. Our position is thiCalthough captivity
stresses are specific, they are not unique and consequently that infor-
mation previously obtained about man's reactivity to stress can be
aulied (Archibald et al, 1962; Asch, 1951; Berle, 1957. Biderman,
1157, 1960; _awideff, 199; Engel, 1962; Farber et al. 1957;
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It
Friedmah, 1949; Grinker & Spiegel, 1945; Grbup fo the AdvanCe-
merit of Psychiatry Symposium, #3, 1956,' Hinkle & Wolfe, 1956;
Kardiner, 1959; Kinkead, 1959; Klein et. al, 1963, Kral, 1951; Lifton
1956; Meerloo, 1956, Miller, 1957; Santucci & iOnokur, 195$,
Schein, 1956; Schein et al, 19151; Segal, 1954; Solomon & Wynne,

,1954; Tas, 1951; West, 1957, ltit3);
The purpose of this paper is to esent data obtained from individ-

ual interviews with returned PWs ant their families in relation to
the gross stress model of behavior. We hope this will provide a useful
framework to facilitate their i-p-entry, reintegration, and treatment.
The model is neither new nor original to us;`it relies heavily upon
the work of Weiss And Payson (1967). The contribution we hope to
make is to relate, specific data to its principles, and to elucidate
behavior patterns which may herald incipient decompensation or
interfere with successful readaptation. The relter should note that
the data is clinical and based on a sample of six PW families. Ther-
apf with these men was unorthodox and initiated at the, wives'
insistence.

The Gross Stress Model

Gross stress reactions are defined as emotional changes secondary.
to forces perceived as threat, ping to the indigidual'or group. They
represent attempts to defend or 'r estitute- the personality or group
from disorganization. .

The
k breakdown of adaptive capacity during stress is most likely

to occur when performance of a task essential to an individual's
integrity is in conflict with other of his vital needs. For exainpl,
a soldier under fire may act to save himself by taking cover while the

. rest of his unit advances. Such action prevents him from being injured,
but places him outside his peer group. Subsequent group rejection
and guilt may produce psychiatric symptoms. -

Each man's reaction to stress is dependent upon his age,. person-
ality; physiologic integrity, nutritional state, degree of physical and
mental preparation, exposure to similar situations, and the expecta-
tions of his peer group governing his performance..Fatigue, ambiguity
orrole, unreasonable expectations of others' perforniahrce, infe.etipns,
injury`, social isolation and inability to plan.a method of response are
known to predispose to untoward stress reactions.

-Stress reactions Consist of four overlapping phases: the anticipatory
or. threat phase, the impact phase, the recoil phase, and. the post-
traumatic phase.
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The antircipatorY phase is characterized by future, orientation and
Icontingency plannirfg. It Is aided by the illusion of. invulnerahility.
Men'tal work is eon fined to action oriented sticcessfulfutute models.
The '9I-rier pilot, for example, may plan a series of actions,. should
his plane ditch on take-off, such as blowing the batch, inflating the

'life raft, and waiting for pick-up. He is unlikely to plan for being
trapped, in the airwft or for shark attack. Denial during the antici-
patorY phaseirmnimizes the impact of future stress for example, the
co Nb a t Soldier fully real' will be skilled inaction, but main-
tainsthe Outlook that de only 'to others.

Excessive awareness of d tr may turn the anticipatory h
into a p ,tiWonged uppact _phase dlntnbuting to progressive disci i-

zation siiT4raladaptation. Futile worry, fear of isolation; and antici-
patory pani/ all tend to increase the individuak sense of'hopelessness,
demsency, and isolation. An anticipatory iihase in which tolerable
.productive worry, otdurs is salutary for successful psychological
adjustment to stress. , ?"..'

The impact phase' persists, for the duratiorrof the stress. The focus
g '6f 'attentuan is -on the immediate present. Initial' physiological reac-

tiot4to this phase are increased vasomotor response, epinephrine and
nQrlepkinephnne release, muscular tension,..ARHandiACTH seiretion, ,
alertness, improved attention and increased nieinorx span. The pupils

-dilate and gluconeogenesis is' increased. If the im'Net phase is pro-
longed, adaptive mental changes rapidly deteriorate and are super-
seded by a,stafe of*iminished.aiertne,,ss; concentration and cognition,
numbntss, dullin f the sensoriurn narrowecratfellicin span; obliter-
ation of memo function, disorganization of thoughtvcontent, and
the 4,uspAis,ion Of affective- awafeness. Behavior rapidly ,beeomes
Autorriatic and passive.

Effective leadership and the opportunity for effeclive action inhibit
" the xiecline.ofmental function. Without these alters:Moves ganic reac-

tiis and reeressed,belidvior increase.
The recoil* phase begins atIthe end Of impaCt. It is characterized

by.the incomplete relitirn of emotional expression, self-awareness,
memory processes, ancl'behaviorAl control. Memory screening permits
only-13,gti444 and distorted recall of the stress.,The individual mod-
ewtes increased anxiety by seeking dependency relationships.

gc11conCept is *-ihancecLif performance during stress is adaptive. '
Conversely, awareness Of maladaptiye or unacceptable behavid(clur-

, ing stress te.iids to daclage self-esteem and erode Self-confidence.
I 0

In4viduals who perceaelheir behavior during stress as deviant exper-r,
Jencv severe gdilt oti inadequacy upon reassimilationinto_the-grunr.
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When group and individual perception of --an individual's conduct is
vary, reassimilatibn may be mbre anxiety provoking or impossible
due to group rejection.

The post-traumatic phase, beguis when the individual's-sense of
self has been maximally recgritituted. Orientation, psychomotor

ction, and affective control are re- established at this time. A
Wed modified recall of the stress and one's response to it are avail-
able to consciousness. Successful resolution of this phase involves
group reassimilatio b,y the sharing of emotionally charged exper-
iences with others. G ;pip sharing clarifies distortiQns and diminishes
guilt.

Unsuccessful resolution results in unavorable self-concepts, chronic
anxiety, pression, fatigue stales, recurrent catastrophic dreams, 4,
guilt, an r, diminished frustration tolerance, and Aggression. Survival
guilt may be of different types, e.g.; `others died forme and I was
unworthy," 'Pr glad that others I was close to. died, so I might
live". When preset, such guilt is often dissipated into phobias,
defensive ceremonial rituals, tics or the cons c/ion of interpersonal.,
relations. Successful resolution of this phase coiellngent .1pon the
presence of -adequate time before exposure t arther or new impact
phases.

Tyhurst (1951), # in studying individual reactiort fo community
disasters, found that for a_single short term anticipated stress, only
10-25 percent of the population functioned in what he termed a
tool and efficient" fashion, 75 percent of the population acted
stunned and bewildered but followed instructions;'and the remaining
10-25 percent became sevVely confused, aggressive, panic stricken,
catatonically rigid; or anxious to the point of immObility. This latter
group shoWed a markedly restricted ability ti) recall the events ofthe
disaster or- their own conduct during it. Tyhurst interpreted this
memory loss asp device which permitted the individual to relinquish
responsibility fdr his unacceptable behavior., If such behavior develops
dunng the relatively short impact phase of a natural disaster, what
might one reasonably, expect to see as residuals among even the
healthiest of men exposed to a prolonged.impact phase?

The Men and the Model

.140?nr* bid personality characteristics. The six PWs were all career
.military pilots with certain common personality features. They were
aggressive, assertive,lompetitive, competent, emotionally suited to
flying, action oriel d, idealistic, patriotic, role dominant, systerraftwoe

soriente en who rejected passivity and minimized their own depend-
ency ne s. They viewed.themselves as absolute patriarchs of their
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households and were-markedly invested in clearly. defined male acid
female roles. All actively participated in physical conditioning activity
and expressed great body awareness.

The captivity. experience. The events occurring during each phase
Of stress described below are those reported by the men interviewed
and are illustrative, but not inclusive, of the rather complex pattern
of demoralization strategy to which tintserMen'were subjected. All
of the men herein reported were Captive for more than five years.
The following is,a short composite of this group's experience and the
men's reactions to it.

The anticipatory phase OYIlka.ptivtty. This phas at shortly be-
fore actual capture. Two inengonticipated dyin n their planes 4
were down, the others during pick-up or escape 'foot. All of the fae

men initially expected death upon capture. The anticipation of es-
cape was brief in all instances as capture quickly followed impact
thus limiting the opportunity for_denial: Rapid capture prevented
anticipatory mental woi'k by-Obliterating future qikientation, contin7
gency planning, and the illusion of invulnerability. Worry was now
directed towards the captivity experience. All men, instead of being
killed, were immediately and summarily beaten or ridiculed. By. the
time -of their arrival at "the Hanoi Hilton" they had formulated
eltape plans and felt convinced they would be able`ble.to honorably
withstand treatment similar to that which they had already exiier-
ienced by maintaining a belligerent attitude. All reportpd surprise at

4 being placed in solitary confinement and being sekselessly beaten
immediately upon amval. They anticipatkoLthat if Fhysical punish-

.
ment was infliited, it would be for the p rpose of gaining military
information. When th-ey were beaten, isolated, and further tortured
(vithout any specific attempt to gain information, the anticipatory
phase broke down. The men experienced bewilderment and feelings
of panic at ml being able' to predict future events-. Their captors
purposely disrupted routine, deprived them of sleep, food and medi-
cal care. Isolation warped their time sense and-severed their concept
of group identity. Four' of the six men reported a last ditch anticipa-
tory attempt at control; they would provoke their captors into killing

.them. Provocation yielded total physical restraint of prolonged dura-
tion and close observation. A sense of ivrsonal helplessness began to
develop and the anticipatory phase of captivity merged intb a pro-
longed anticipatory-impact phase. Self-concept was based upon
the fighting man's Code and deviance from this pattern, although
protective, served only to erode their senke of personal Identity and
self-worth.
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Titekrq,act Phase of Captivity
,. ,-----This phase crystaliied' when the PW.. joined his group of other

captives. Impact involved the difacult assimilation ocarevious unex-
pected group behavior patterns.

New prisoners were startled by the "zombie like" appearance
their colleagues, as previously described by Segal (1973) and Chgdol\,_
(1944 .'LLTlie behavioral norm of the group consisted of anxiety,t passivity, 'subservience, and passive-aggression )rected toward the
captors. Attempts to preserve self-identity and military bearing con,
sisted of activities such as developing secret commuhicatiwas systems,
lecture programs, organizing a chain of command, and periodic sabo-
tage. Over time, camp routine became the expected sum of life
experiences. The potential, for action and the effectiveness of le*der-

- ship prevented panic reactions from occurring when ths man remained
identified with the larger group: Fear of future sepAption, solitary
confinement, torture, bodily injury, disease, and groiip rejection now
constituted the major anticipated stresses. The men interviewed all
talked with blunted affect of the guilt they experienced when separa-
ted from the larger group. Panic reactions occurred and information
concerning othemen was often given when sensations Of helplessness
became intolerable. One PW wept while recounting a three-day per-
iod of torture saying he felt worthless because he "talked" to set
them to desist. "They tortured (another PW) for a week and he
didn't tell them anything," Five of the six PWs felt they had be-
trayed their comrades by preserving their own physical and psycho-
logical integrity. They most, feared that the North Vietnamek Army
(NVA) would reveal to the group what they had *id under torture:.
They were unable to share 'their panic expetience for fear of group
rejection and consequently internalized their conduct as a unique
personal weakness. The lack ota-group corrective experience resulted
in five of these men subsequently developing repetitive catastrophic
drums, guilt, selective memory deficits, anxiety, or depression. The
fear of depnvationef group identity, the only sustaining force avail-
able, constituted the major cortrol exerted* the NVA.

Over time a traditional stress reaction developed. Alertness and
cognitiori.were dulled; numbness, disorganization of thought, mem-
ory deficit, and increased suggestibility appeared. Data suggests that
this mental attitude was maintained by the periodic andirregular
induction of anic while the individual was separated from any sup-
portive group tructure. Following the disintegration of the panic
experience, the only available model for reintegration was the passive
model 'provided by the group. Direr, ger, being non-adaptive, w

iv
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internalized. Prison roles were gradually incorporated into the men's
personalities through a normal maturational process.

The impact phase changed during the last year of hostilities, be-
cat of differences in the ways later captives were treated. In these
cases the stresses'more nearly approximated those envisioned during
the anticipatory phase. These differences in treatment led to some
disorganization of group proces

The impact phase persisted t rough re-entry. The additional stress
of release, evacuation, physic examination, debriefing, return to
the Continental United-States (CONUS), family reunion, resumption
of military roles, and hero status all prevented recoil frdm previous
stress. All of the men viewed the stress of re-entry as,significant.

A persistent fear that four, of the six men shared, related to how
they would be viewed by the military and Livilion population upon
their return. Their behavior during periods of panic evoked feelings
of shame. Re-entry. medical examination, and debriefing represented`,
a threat pftscovery and subsequent group rejection. Group discus-
sion of panic experiences, therefore, did not occur during re-entry.
When charges of cooperation with the enemy were filed against sev-
eral other PWs. these four men *experienced a resurgence of guilt,_

anxiety. and insomnia. These additional stretrimiwupted the recoil
phase of the Previous stress that was essential if conflict resolution
was to occur

I ne Recoil Phase

We believe that fi.Ye of the six returned PWs are currently in the
4coil phase of their experiences. Only one of the six has reached the
post-traumatic phase. A case history format, or longitudinal data
pfesentation. although useful, has been rejected so as not to identify
any of these men. Data represents a group composite at their request.

Symptoms present during the recoil phase were viewed with differ-
ent perspectives by the men and their wives: Table I represents the
data on cognitive function, No attempt has been made to factorially
weigh or statistically interpret this data. It represents the clinical
impressions of the evaluating physicians. Lille PW, acid his family.

Confusion was inferred from Itooding of awareness and indecisive-
Liess of action relative to everyday situations such as the ability to
shop and calculate Time disorientation refers to perception of time
passage and the planning of activities to fit a structured schedule.
Diminished- ,Visual motor perception was inferred fro ports of in-
ability to properly drive a motor vehicle and was cOnsiered,present
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.1, ,
when men reported being unable to parK m

1.
en. cars, straying °ye-, the

centerline, striking curbs repeatedly, or having accidetlft.iiiminu,Von
-of memory function and assessment of concentration span data were
obtained by self report, the reports of spouse, and mental status
testing.

TABLE I. Cognitive Function .

No. of men'," Perceived as Significant by
in which PW Wife

. present Only Only Both Physician

,

' Symptom

Contusion present past
date of re-entry

0 1. One month s

2. Two months
3. More than two months

Disorientation to time.
1. On month's duration

...... 2. More thaws month

Dimuushed visual motor
coordination inferred
from difficulty with
driving_

Diminished memory function
1. Recent memory
2. Remote memory

Diminished concentration
span ,

TOTAL

. e-t.

.

4

3

2

4

2

5

5

4

1

4

34

0
1

0

1

0

0

2

1?

1

2

8

2

2

0

,
2

2

0

1
0
0 '

1

14

2
0
2

1

0

li

1

2

3

0

1

12

1

1

3

- 3

3

20

This data indicates that significant tholigA often subtle changes in
cognitive function. are present in the returned PW4 Improvement in
cognitive function was steady in most men and was pronounced after
sixty days at home. Confusion cleared early; time sense was well
integrated in all of the men by eighty days post return. Concentration
span has increased but ft not fully returned to nor*, and memory
remains somewhat impaired. Visual motor coordination, though
better, still constitutes a significant probiem.

Changes in cognitive function were more apparent and disconcert-
ing to the families than to the men. Concerns centered on possible
accidents, or the occurrence of embarrassing incidents. The wives felt
it necessary to protect the men by screening data and, in most cases,
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TABLE 2. Emotional Function

No. of men
in which
present

Perceived as Significant by
PW Wife ,

Only 'Only Both- Physician

Symptom

Marked mood shifts
Paranoid ideation

2

1

0

0

to

#14
2

1

tit
Aggressivit y /
Depression

2

3

0

0

2

1

0
2 3

Fatigue 2 I 1 0 0

Guilt , 4 4
4.

0 0 4

Phobias.' 0 0 0 0 .0
Defensive ntuals 1 0 0 0 1

Anxiety episodes 3- 1 1 1 3

Flashi?ack; of camp ' ....
experiences' .3 3 0 0 3

Intrusions into awareness
4

3 3 0 0 3

TOTAL , 24 12 8 3 ;2 .

were very helpful in organizing schedules and limiting exposure to
external stresses.:Our imprejsioh,Was thlt little recoil tobk place,slur-
ing the period wVn cogs 4re function was most impaired. Sole
behavior dichnot constitute a problem for the first six to eight weeks'
post return as both the men and wives realized the vase of helm.,
organizi,fig function. -

It is important to emphasize the subtle quality of the cognitive
`changes present. None of these men Ippeared grossly incapacitated.
The picture Was not one of organic brain syndrome b4 rather of
adaptive slowing, manifested primarily by reduced rat cognitive
processing and impaired ability for the assimilation of new material.

Table 2 represents the data on emotional function. Emotional
symptoms were recognized and considered important by both hus:
band and wife in fewer cases than cognitive symptoms. Hownierithe
recognition of these symptoms by one or-the other spouse was high.
We believe that emotional symptoms were more affect4vely charged
and anxiety producing to the,couple.than cognitive symptoms, and;
therefore, were handled by mutual avoidance. The fear that such
symptoms represented significant mental illness was expressed by
either the husband or the wife in five of the six families. The PWs
tended\p be more concerned about .intrapsychic processes while
theNkives expressed more concern about symptoms affecting inter-
personal behavior. The couple could easily relate cognitive symptoms
to captivity lit were irnable to view emotional symptoms with .the
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same perspective. We were impressed that in cases w re wives were
advised to openly discuss theiF feelings about Iiich symptoms with
their husbinds, they were unable t9 do so. Wives seemed to feel that
cognitive function would return with time but clearly desired assist-
ance in dealing with emotionalkdisturbances which they perceived as
more devastating. Three of the six wives set definite time sch les
foliiimprovement and saw divorce as a solution to interpersonal diffi-
culties if this schedule was not met. The time limits, clearly communi-
cated to>the men, were of less than one year's duration in all cases.
The changes necessary to falfill the wives' expectations of improve-
ment.however, were not clearly communicated.

The mood shifts appearing in two of the men, were somewhgt
untisua>nd represented bipolar emotional-cognitive swing.. One pole
of the axis was characterized by purposetful "doing" activity coupled
with enthusiasm and future planning, increased faitiily f)afticipation,
and emotional closeness between family members. The other pole
was ref5rewited by withdrawal from the family, disa4ociation,froth
group activity, a pessimist fikure onentation, and increased ho e
and accusatory behavior dir cted at family members. Both .who,
experienced thess-ymptom ould move from one posit to the
other -in a !Titter f minutes. The swings were in many instances
triggered by what the men perceived as rejection by their wives. The

'wives responded to the swings with initial caring, then wilcanger,
and finally by emotional withdrawal. As the wives increased their
emotional distance, Ole children also withdrew from their fathers ,

and paired with their mothers.

Paranoid ideation, in the classical sense, was present in only one
PW, and was well encapsulated in his personality. As best we Can-

--a§Zettain it reptesents'a trait present prior to his ctptlity. It pervaded
his lifestyle and was difficult for his wife and family to deal with' ror
example he would meticulously total4wrchases as he Olt all people'
were out to swindle him. He demanded written explicit contracts rot'
simple transactions and interfered in his cliildrCn's normal play with.
other youngste whom he felt were attempting to capitalize on his ,

own "Communit status".

The physical aggressivit, present in two.men occurreciatitimes of
frustration and in no case seemed premeditated. It As direCted, as
best we know, only towardS fa ily members and usually in circum-
stances where their inaction was nterpreted as "defiance". Behavior-

'ally, except for one slap which produced marked guilt feelings in the
den', shoving was most common, form of physical aggressivity..
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1.

The yes st!ted fhat such behavior did not occur in their husbands
pnor to captivity. .,

The symptoms of depression observed in three men were reactive
ittypesand mild-to-moderate in severity. Depression symptoms in-
cluded intermittently depitesse'd mood, cyclical thinking, episodic
tearfulness while alone, which was controllable, and feelings of inade-
quacy. In no case did a picture of endogenous or agitated depression
develop. Suicidal ideation was not prqent in any of these men. Two
of three men experiencing these symptoms were able to actively
discuss them with their wives who responded in a supportive fashion.
Although all men reported fatigue to varying degrees, excessive fatigue
for which no apparent physical basis could be found occurred in
only two men. These two both reported the depressive symptoms
described above and perceived their fatrgue differently than the other
men. Our opinion was that the fatigue took on a clearly adaptive

"function which prohibited the men from engdging in stressful social
events.

0.
Guilt was pronounced in four of the six ?fell. It remained unstated

to the families but was openly discussed with the authors after a
relatiohship or trust had developed. Wives seemed totally unaware of
its presence. The guilt centered on reactions while in the camp. The
guilt ansing from self-percetved shamefulness rrIlkle post reentv
group cohesion difficult. It enhanced each man's sense of isolation
and blocked acceptance of his new role. The authors feel that there is
a direct relationship between the guilt expressed and the currently,
present memory deficits 'which impede progress into The post-

,traumatic phase. Attempts to bind this guilt in three of, the men have
resulted in anxiety episodes wile the rth man'evolved an almostflls\
delusiomil system to explain his behavior. None of the men are able
to emotionally relate their behavio to that of their fel ow captives.

'The guilt engendered dunng t e of family rent ration. to be
discussed later in the paper. ied entirely different in both its
severity and psychic Import.

Although no phobias. per se, were present. one man did develop
the defensive ritual-Of formally pledging allegiance to a small Ameri-
can flag every day upon arising and retiring. Anxiety episodes occurred
in ill of the men but were deemed significataLin'only three. One man.
who clearly understood the relationship between his own sensations
of guilt'and the development of subsequent anxiety. did not reveal tts

-. presencesto his family. One man denied anxiety. yet his vxife reported
his suddenly developing tremulousness. an apprehensive flew] appear.;

4ance. and wet hands. f he third man was able to openly discuss his
anxiety with his family and Sought help iii understanding its origin.

1
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Three of the men reported both flashbacks of camp experiences
and intrusive thinking similar to that described by Horowitz and
Becker (July 1971, November 1971) and Horowitz et al., (1972):

, The flashbacks were episodes during which the men felt as if they
were physically still in captivity in North Vietnam. These wereshort
term and followed by cognitive awareness of the,misperception. The
intrusive thinking was characterized by the su,ciden- appearatce in
consciousness of pre ious events which were recognized as having.,
occurred in the past. One man found himself suddenly attempting to
pick up grapefruit juice, which he-spilled on his kit4en floor, and
drinKit &cirri his hands. He felt he was back in his cell and that the

/juice was essential to his survival and not to be wasted. He was rela-
tively complacent emotionally to the _flashback. and merfly said,
"they. (NVA) really get to you after a while. Another man reported
intrusive .recall of int9zctlanges with an Oterrogator, while driving his ,
automobile. He refocused his thinking on reality only after his wife
yelled that he was straddling the centerline of the highway, These
phenomena occur most frequently in settings physically similar to
those experienced dining the imprisonment. Small white rooms and
concrete floors seemed to be the most evocative stimuli, for their
appevance.

TABLL 3. Social Fuietion
4

No. of men Perceived as Significant by
. in which

present
PW

Only
Wife

Only - otIcsnPhysician
\symptom

Deterioration of social
habit . 2 ska 2 0 2

Verbally aggressive inappro- ...

m ate social behavior 1, 0 1 0 1

Fear of crowds 4 2 0 2 ., 4
Anger aroused by sight of

Orientals I 0 i 0 i
TOTAL 8 2 4_' 2 8

Table 3 represents data on social functioning. Two men exhibited
marked disregard 'for conventional- social customs. They ate with
great rapidity, scraped food from the plates of othe_family members,
walked about the house in underclothing, left bathroom doors open,

They did not initially perceive their behavior as unusual and
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made no apology for it. The wives at first remained silent, but within
a period of two to three weeks confronted the men about this behav-
ior. The situation improved dramatically in one case and somewhat
in the second. It remains an issue with the latter couple and now
seems to represent a passive aggressive weapon the man uses to dimin-
ish his Ny,ife.:s social expectations of him.

_Oni. e man exhibited markedly aggressive verbal behavior directed
toward .any female friend of his wife. He deeply resents her having
any close fnends and has expressed concern that she has been involved
in lesbian relationships while he7Clas-away. This same man exhibits
grossly inappropriate sociei behavior when stresseEOn one occasion,'
while attending a party, he loudly announced he didn't want to be
around a group, of "freaks" and left.

Four of the six men are still apprehensive in crowds. In'two cases,
-this fear has served, the useful function of permitting the wife the
opportunity to support the PW. In only one case did the fear initially
prevent group activity upon return. ,-..

One PW. reported the sudden emergence of anger upon seeing
certain Onentals. The reaction was not common to all Orientals
encountered blt seemed specific to those with facial' features or
mannerisms similar to those of one of his captors. The anger was
never directly expressed and resulted in no confrontations.

Disordered social function was viewed as significant by the wives
more frequently than the PWs and.was not usually ari area of mutual
concern or discussion. Persistent disruption seemed to represent an
area for expressing other marital conflicts. ,,.

Table 4 represents data on family relations. Readjustment diffi-
culties seemed most manifest in family. relationships. Five of the
six -returnees, after a short period of dependency, rapidly reassumed
their ddminant roles. Fgpan interval of two to three weeks they
relied on their wives to reorient them to changes which had occurred,
then' suddenly reasserted strong control over the family. Wives who
had previously handled finances, made decOions about the children,
purchased houses, ete., were now expected to- turn "executive func-
non"; over*their husbands. Three of the wives expressed resentment
at .he husband's control of-the children, "as if an outsider had come

---in and begun ordering them about". The Maleness and femaleness of
tasks became an important issue. One wife, for example, was forbid-
den to garden because ilt wat "man's work". Her liking for the
activity was not considered a relevAt issue by her husband. The men

I
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assumed control of the male children, but often left the female
children .to their mothers,;

- TABLE 4. Family Relations

Nd. of men
in which
present

PW
Only

Perceived as Significant by
Wife

Only Both Physician

Family role of PW
1. Dominant

,..
5 0 0 , 5 t 0

0
2, Passive 1 0 1 0 0

Marital Relations
1. Viewed as satisfactory 2 0 0 2 2
2. PW Jealous of spouse 2 0 2 0 2
3. PW suspicious of spouse 2 0 2 0 2
4. PW excessively con- ,

trolling of spouse 1 0 1 0 1

5. Conflict with children 2 0 , 2 o 2
6. Hoarding behavior 1 0 1 o , I

Communication
1. Langune skills ..I

11 1 0 0 1

2 Interpersonal - 4 2' 2 0 4

TOTAL 21 3 11 7 0 r 15

One man remains dependent on his wife for decision making. He
has had no difficulties with his children, and there'seems to be
little tension between the couple. He seems quite happy with his
role in the family, and jilans to assume more responsibility whe,n
he. has "caught up". Alt ugh his present role is diffeifent from his

. previous-one, it appears adaptive to ham at this time._
Only two of the -six couples viewed their - marital r lationship as

currently Two:wives felt that their husban s were vices-
sively j ous and suspicious of them. Mileage checks n odometers.
phone calls ,to storeS, and repetitive interrogations pertaining tb

, simple business communic4ons with male store pen nnel, exerrrpli:
fled this 'behavior. One of ffiese men became totally controlling of .

hiswife's behavior and refused, 10r seyetal months, t let her out of
his sight. He bought, het clothes, satt the haird esser *It her,
and forbade individual social contacts.His- wife ha responded by.
totally abandoning her previous role, developing migraine headaches,
and gaining forty pounds. These' same two men are haling marked
difficulty with their children who 'hive either paired with thei,r froth- .

ers or acted out their emotional.diffculties.
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One man evidences severe hoarding behavior which initially devel-
oped during his captivity. He refuses to 'discard objects, saves string
and tinfq, and is writing his memoirs on the backs of small swaps
of paper.

"the choice of suitable words constitutes a,problem for one man,
his difficulty is more cognitive, e., the naming of objggts, than
interpersoital. Four of the men are having difficulty With interpersonal
'forms of communication. The difficulty lies primarily in their inabil-
ity to understand the affective content of language and to process its
nonverbal component. Their responses are concrete and directed

# 'IF only to -words actually spoken. Eor example, one man was asked by
his wife if. he would like to.walk along l# beach as they had early in
their marriage. She saw the moment as romantic and had often
Itantisized this stroll during his absence; he sirtiply responded, "no,
too many mosquitos": She became sad and withdrew. Several week's
later he still was perplexed by her sudden change in mood.

The wives attached far more importance to family difficulties than,
the men, who were often unable to perceive that they even exisud.
The wives ranked the problems in the followinkdescending order
of severity

1. Emotional isolation from their husba nd,
2. Inability-to feel important to their husband.
3. Their husband's emotional deafness to them.
4. Difficulty in sharing control of their children.
5. pie reversal from their previous pattern.

SociaLisolation.
7. Feai- of emotional breakdown in their husband, children, or

themselves.
The magnitude 'of these emotion 1 issues may shed some ligh/ on
the increased_divorce rate of PWs pr iously reported.

One man, shortly after his return, acquiescpd to his wife's desire:
that he, have a vasectortly. Later he beeame quite upset about his
sterility and equated her request to involuntary castration. `-,`She
finished the job they (the NVA) had been trying to do 1Dn me for
years." This couple was able over time to resolve this issile in a
satisfactoryvnanner. r.

Concerns about work are presented in Table 5-.--Three of the men
expressed apprehension tout not being able to perform well at
their present jobs. Perhaps the general concern best expressed by
one mane who said, understand a je,t manual bUt all this palmrwork,
about people really .throws me" The strangeness of the new .task,
lack of previous experience with such duties, 'difficulty with memory

t
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. Jr
and concentration, and the fear of failure all focused on the issue of
job performance. All of the men spent long hours "studylne\ the
new job and continually assessing them performance. The;-apeutic
effpts were directed toward getting them to go home at reasonable
hours. Four men were insure if they were able to retTim to worland,
two felt their indecisiveness weld preclufle'satisfactory adjus ent.
The men were much more concerned with this aspect of thiiilives
than their wives. Except for two cases where self-imposed evening
work supplanted family life, all of the wives were helpful and sup-
portive toward their husbands. Work represented the fast external
assessment of their functional capacities, which they viewed as being
synonomous with self - worth

TABLE 5. Work

No. of men
in which'
present

PW
Only

Perceived as Significant by
Wife

Only Both "Physician
Ability to function at

present job 3 1 0 ' 2 4
Able to return to work 4 2 0 2 0
Indecisiveness 3 2 1 . 0 0

TOTAL ll 0 5 1 4 0

One man elected to return to college rather than a military role.
He expetienced additional difficulties as his group identification with
college students was pr*tically impossible. Except in this one case,
all of .the men performed their work function satisfactorily. Only
one of the six men seen has returned to flying status. He was the one
individual whose wife's role had not changed during his absence and

who was considered by the author's to have reach_ ed the post-traumatic
phase.

Depressive symptomatology is presented in Table 6. As'previbusly
st ted, three men ..vere felt to hive reactiv-e depressive symptoms..
Ii tial insomnia tended to abate hying the first Trionith of return.
One; -man experienced sleep disrupting nightmares clearly related to
his captivity experience, while two Others experienced nidn-sleep dis-
rupting catastrophic dreams centering on themes of punishment, or
subservience. For example, one man reported dreaming Of a partially
edentufed captor who "laughs at me while I'm asleep".;The absence
of diminished sexual function or clear psychophysiolOgical disorders
at this time should be noted. Depressive syrriptoms Were readily
apparent to both husbafid and wife.

\.1
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TABLE 6. Depressive Symptomatology_ 4

No. of rnen
whi'dh

present

Perceived as Si&niAtint by
POW"' We
Only Only Both 4Physician

-4

3

Insomnia
1. Early AM awakening
2. 'Sleep continuity

disorder
a. with nightmares
b. without nightmares

3. Difficulty falling asleep
4. Catastrophic dreams ..

Disturbance of Appetite
1. Hyperphagia' 2. Hypophagia .

Digunishedsexual function
Suicidal ideation

(--
Clear .0 sycho phy stological' reactions
Significant physical disability
Ident9cation with aggressor
Intermittently depressed

inood, .

Cyclical thinking
Episodic tearfulness
Feelings of inadequacy
Excessive fatigue

TOTAL

5

1

--Ailki
2

1

1

2.
2

2

1

- 1

0

0

0
0. .:

2,

3 .
3

3

3 4 \

3 `
6

0,0
0

0
0 ,
0
0
2

0
0
0

0

0 160.

0

''''.0
'O.

Ir.
I

4

7'

1

1

1

0
1

1

0

2

1,

1

0
-.0

0

0

0

0

0

#
0
0

'9

.

_

4
0

1

1

0
1

0

A
0
0

'0

9

0

1

0,

2

2
--...

2

2

2

1

I
,

5

1

1

1

0
2

2

1

1

0

0

2

3

3

3

3

34

0

i.

w.

The Post Traumatic Phase
.

We believe only one' of the men teen has at this me reached the
p -traurriatic, ph 'ce -oftisstress reaction. Several factors distinghish ,/

im from the oflaer PWs. He had redid extensively about the captiv-
ity.experience because his 'father had been a during World War'

He arid his wife viere both riised in the town*Which he returned.
Ike retumedoto an extended tVrriily system which had permitted his .
wife to maintain her previouS role in his absence. His only chil

had several relatives whO functioned aisurrogate fathers ad
who posgpss value systems similar to his ownA

His insight; gained from. his father's IINV experitnce, ptrmittej
hiin 4o correctly anticipate' the stresses. of captivity and thereby
maintaitlhis internat controls. He did not feel guilty over lgs behAvibr

#0 00
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and conduct in ., even though it was basically similacAto that of% .

.the other P is perception of captivity seemed more accurate
than the others and he did not ferobliged to be a hero. W
of the men stated in the media that he would return to cap if
necessary, this man's regetion'was. "he must be crazy". He was ble
to share his experiences with his wife and parents and had.a father
who could relate to them. His cognitive, psychomotor, and affective
control have all ret ed to normal.

Co iclusion.and,Recommendattoris
'

- The reactions of this group of Pyi.s and their families may provide
guidelines which will be of use in evaluating other PW families.
Superficially, .they seem to have made a good re-entry. On initial
contact at this time, the majority would appear naii tifferent than
the population at large. However, cognitive deficits become apparent

---as The length of contact increases. The early confusion has abated,
-41* f ut memory deficits, diminished attention span, and \Anal motor

coordination persist. .
iWe believe ithorough evaluation-or early, psychotherapeutic nter-

vention will be difficult because of the :uspicion, distorted self-
concept, lack of trust, guilt, and feat o,f insanity that these men
harbor. In our experience, conftt with th'e wives has provided the
best-means of reaching the men and aiding their families. None of fhe
men we live seen would have "submitted to psychiatric interroga-
tion". were' it not for the sense of trust thair wives evidenced in the
authors. In** any future re-entry program, contact with the wives
should be actively established prior to the men's return.

Psychiatric svriptoms in the returning PW were not readily appa-
. rent to casual observation and were not initially available through

the s'ilf-report of the men. Many of the men actively tried to conceal
elljinful reactions from the psychiatric teams who initially saw them.
Their symptoms persisted and the men became amenable to treat-
ment only beiause of the rrranifeMation of the' symptoms in marital
and family relations. Behavioral symptoms which we believe best
indicated significant intrapsyfhic distress in' the returned PW were.

le, jealousy of spouse, cyclical mood swings,' physicaraggfessivity, '
defensive ittuals, anxiety episodes, deterioration of social habits,

*
verbahly akgreSsive or sociatly inappropriate behavior,excessively.con-
trolling behavior, marked conflicts with children, hoarding be savior,
and catastrophic dreams. .,

Intrapsychic conflicts such as survival guilt, feelings or Worthless-
` ness, depression, and fear of insanity were expressed only after a

relationship of trust developed with the physician.
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Psychoth apeutic strategies which 4emed useful were directed-
towards mating the men to move through the recoil into the
post-tr matIc phase.

Wives were encouraged to communicate directly and patterns of
miscommunication were explored with each member of the- couple
separately. The men were encouraged to work through their feelings

, of humiliation, guilt. and shame. Initially the therapists took a
live role which provided structure for conflict situations. Later they
were able toriove toward a more non-directive supportive position.

Clarigcatn of role and self-image distortions, passive-aggressive
anger. fear 'of dependency and inability to trust. survival guilt. and

-------4e.aeOf insanity were important therapeutic issues for the men.
Clarification of role deprivation, inability to share children. feel-

ings of uselessnes and inadequacy. social isolation, distortions of
communication. and unrealistic expectations were important th,era-
peutic issues for the wives.

Direct therapist involvahaant in work situations and qtlestions perti-
nent to Job performance were considered useful by the men.

The nature of the therapy contract was filost unorthodox. When
the men refused to come to the psychiatric clinic, they were seen in
restaurants at lunchsor, in their offices. No-official psychiatric records
were kept and home visits were often made. The therapists raPick
found themselves deeply' and directly involved in the. men's family

Although several attempts to initiate group therapy or group dis-
cussions were made, no group formed. Only the man who had reached
the post-traumatic phase ofMNadjustment was willing. to talk in a
group setting about the things that troubled him. other men
flatly refused group therapy but were desirous of maintaining
"limited " / "social" contact with each other. Each of then, how,-
ever, told the therapist that he could share information aroUt himself
with the others proVided hisidentity was not divulged. Thus, a group
process "in absentia" was created.

Retrospec3vely. these particular men and -their wive," felt that
the return, cf the PWs to ANUS was too rapid and that reunions
were too, abrupt. The men wished to know more about what their
wives had experienced and the women felt that assurance of their
husbands' health by receiving hospitals had made their appreciation
of the men's emotional problems difficult; Bath regretted that no
group structure was initially implemented and 1)tiottwere desirous of
information concerning the total group's progresh er re-entry.'

Our impression is that the suggesti made by Chodoff
(1966) and *gal (1973) would h ye been useful for these men.
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..' .'
We believe.the,data 'presented indicate,-that the following assump-

tions, programs,'and actions would be useful in the creation of future
re-entFy. prograMs: : if .

1. psycliiatricsymptoms wilt be pres;nt in most of the returning
men. / 1

2. These symptoms arg directly related to the gross stresses of
captivity. . 1 ,

3. SKmptoms are best viewed as normal reactions to abnormal..,
situations, . -... -

.

4: -'The returning alien will have difficulties in'seeking 'plychiat-!nc help. , , ,,
i

,.

5. Varital and ,faekly difficulties post re-entry are likely to °coin-
and may 'represent the best opportunities to engne:the PW in I,

treatment. - . . ., .
6. 'Severe intrapsychic distress mal be externally unapparent

but can be.readily inferred from those prominent,belgavioral,patterng
previously mentioned. , 01,...( . ,,

. ..
7. Close theiapeli c alliance with, the wives;andshildren,pnor

helping ageroesky_ families.
to the return ot,the n greatly facilitates t1 pOst re-entry use of

.- -

8. Homecoming should itself be considered p significant stress
and planned for accordantly. i. '-- NI'

9. Re-entry groups prior .to family. leunion, though difficult to
initiate, are essential and should dealwitli the sharing of prrson
experiences, description of panic reactions; and the clear acceptance
of in-camp behaaioaby authority figures. Opportunity to ventilate\
anger should. 12s pro Tided. Such group interaction will increase both
self-concept an' group identity arid, diminish survival guilt. .

10. Information to diminish cultural shockkid the briefings on.
current family 'status given prior, to re-entry were viewed as helpful
by thege men. . ,

11. The confidentiality,of
{
psychiatric records is a major factor -

in obtaining the "trust cif thcse men. ..
12. Men should be 'oriented to'their new .jobs and have a nr-

threarepingiaison person to whom they could tunkfor information.
13.. Medical and dental treatment programs, should be, well under-

way priorto family reunion.
14. 'Sponsors for the Than upon his retyrn tduty greatly diatain.

. .

ished.re-entfy fear. - ,

,,
-, , -

The cardinal rinciy I
al of any re-entry program must remain primlim .

non nocere. ,, ,
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Families Of Returned Prisoners Of %l ac
.1,

Some Impressions On Their Initial Reintegratiopit,

PHILIP J. METRES. JR.'

MILTON I. Ill( 1.11B1)

t J. HE NTH

Introduction
Historically, the prisoner of war experience has usually been viewed
retrospectively. with interest focused primarily upon the returnee's
physicaland emotional adjustment and, in particular, mArtality and
morbidity rates (Beebe. in preparation. Cohen & CoTper. 1954:
Nefzger. 1970) Still' other investigators have examined the occupa-
tional and education T adjustment of returned prisoners of war
(Schein, Singer & Cooley, 1960))However, none of these studies has
explored the dYnamics of post-repatriation adjustment of families of
the returrikd prisoners of war and the role of the family in the re-
turnee's.adjustr'nent.

The few studies which have examined family adjustment after
wartime separations have been limited to adjustrfients following
World-War II (BotkIding, 1950, Reeves , 1947). Family adjustment to
separation and reunion in Wprld War II was exammenn depth in, a
land4nark 4tudy by Reuben Hill (1949). Hill observed that readjust-
ments during reunion were problematic for both the husband and wife,
as we!! as for the children.

Although these studies pointed up diffidulties which emerged after
lOng periods of separation, they did not make specific reference td the
feturnedpcisoner of wa'r (RPW) and his fainily. Only recently with
the rekurn Pt' Amencan prisoners of war (RPWs) from Southeast Asia
has there-been an opportu ity 'to gain any knowledge of these families.
After' 444 an unpr filed and prolonged period of fannly
seplarttidh with its c ncormtant stresses, it seems probable that,

adjustment problemc would occur when th, families w4Pre reunited.
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...
. Predictions of ,family difficulties Following prolonged absence of a

husband or father who has been held pri oner during wartimthave
been 'reported in the recent literature. Hall nd Malone (1973) on the
basis of their continuing work with PW/M A families, predicted that
"marital and family difficulties post re-entry are likely to occur'. They
emphasized thatthis readjustment period "... may represent the best
opportunity to engagg the. POW in treatment". In a larger compre-
hensive study of the adjustment of PW/MIAtfamilies prior to aation,
McCubbin, .Hunter and Metres (1973) pointed out that an1Wla
for reunion must include the complex adjustments and stresses which
the fainilia experiened during the separatiOn peripd. They went eh
to predict that the probability of major adjustments in family roles
ilvourd be high and tat these role readjustments, as well as the families'
expeytations for the reunion, woulci affect the quality of the

" readjustment. .....
The Viet.nam RPW family's readjustment process ma be' more

omplex than that of the typical World War II serviceman's family
rimarily because of the unprecedented,duration of the separation,

time duririg which the 'families. it members;* and society had
changed. These factors made reunion somewhat unique and, there:
fore. increase the importance of understanding the process-of reinte-
gration. as well as the importance of evaluating the potential services

/fgeeded to assist these- men and their families. The specific focus of
this paper is the initial readjustment of RPW families of the Vietnam
conflict followinereunion. It is assumed that the manner and speed
with which the families adjusted dunng the homecdming period and
during the initial months of reunion would. to some degree. aid in the
prediction,of the long -term adjustment of the individual returnee and

his family. . N

Procedure

One Opportunity 'to view the initial stages of farhily adjttstment was
offer 'd .to the Centel for POW Studies staff throughattendance at a

seiees of retreats held duimg he summer of 1973 for families or
ivicemen missing in action (MIAs). listed prisoners of war (PWs),

and returned prisoners of war (RPWs). These retreats occurred approx'
imately foul+ to six months subsequent to tikr returnees' homecoming
and ,cam'e'at a j4.41-Acture in the 'RPW's family readjustmentwhen the

intensity of public demands upon The RPW had 'begun to subside: ,
This was a time when many RPW families were talqng stock of their
situations; it was a prelude to a return, to military and family duties
after long periods ofconfinement, and hospitalization.
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Fainilfes of Returned Prisoners of War Some Impressions on
UeirsInitial Reintegration

Information for this study was gathered through informal inter-.
\7iews and group discussions with 21 returned prisoners of war and
their wives The couples were in attendance at one of five week-long
religious retreats sponsored by' a non-profit organization A total of
26 retur'nees. 21 of whom were married and five of whom were single.
came to'the retreats. These men represented all three military services:
'civilian returnees were also in attendance.

Interviews and discussion groups were conducted or led by three or
four members of. a team of behavioral scientists. consisting of a
psychiatrist., three psychologists, two social workers, and three
ministers, andsupported by three youth counselors. The leaders
provided structure and general direction for the group,' tvith an
emphasis upon two genera' themes- (1) What the families had exper-
ienced in the last six months since reunion, and (2) What the families
wei4, plan ning for the future.

Findings

Initial Reactions At the outset. the 3rlturnees were only superficially
willing to discuss-their personal expenences,they,appeared unsure as
to how open they ought to be within such a group and were clearly ,

hesitant to share any very personal or private experiences. The wives.,
on the other hand, at the start were triore willing to discuss their,
Personal situations. As the discussions pgressed however, the wives
became conspicuodsly quiet, allowing their husbands to voice their
thoughts and feelings It appeared as if tee wives felt that they had had
the,,irsay Many times during their husbands' absences and wished now
tallow the men to tarry the responsibility of the discussion.. The
wives primanry provided non-verbal cues of acknowledgement to the
topics being discussed.

.
, *, .

With assijrances from the group that adjustment difficulties after,"t.
separation were seem. y "normal' Q r commonplace experiences

- among returnees and yes, the couples were more willing to explore"
what ,seerned to them to be highly sensitive and personal areas. A few
indicated that they were having extensive adjustment problems but
were cleterinined to resolve them on them:town: a few felt that marital
counshng.' was necessary. and had .decided to seek ,it. In one case a
couple came to the group feeling that they had grown too far apart in
their pe,rsonal goals and' values over the yearthey questidned the
potential for reconciliation of their differences but still appeared .
mottvated to discuss their problems with .the goal of4eeking solutiqhs

. ' c
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- Dual R esponsibilities Public vs The Family As the discussions
proceeded, the men seemed to welcome the opportunity to focus
their attention on personal matters This became most evident as they
discussed the tremendous pressures 'they had been under to make
numerous public appearances. Most ..of the returnees noted that they
felt an overwhelming sense of duty to report ,to the American people
what took place in the prisoner of war camps. More importantly, they
felt a commitment to the American people who had done so much to
bring them home and to give them a warm homecoming They felt
obligated to respond to the public clamor for appearances and
1peeches. Many of the returnees reported feeling "swallowed up" by
the tremendous demand for their attention, and indicated that it had
taken seeralmonths for them to learn to say "no" to such reuests
without associated feelings of guilt for having "let someone do7n" or
for haying "hfirt- someone's feelings. While it is nor difficult to
understand 04 intensity of the returnees' sense of obligation, it also
appeared thzit this feehrifof moral obligation was in parr ased on
their perceived unproductivity dunrig the many years of thertconfine-
ment They seemed to feel that the -public appearances offered them
the opportunity to make up, in part, foc their "lost time", and
represented the initial step towards becoming once again respected
and contnbuting members of the, community

This emotional attachment to the pulllic seemed to lead to feelings
of detachment from the families. Many of the wives reported feeling
somewhat dismayed by, and Re se n t of. the numerous demands'i
placed on their husbands, who, in some cases, reported having spent
only two or three evenings alone with their familieice their return.
After the extended enforced. separation due to captivity, many of the
wies felt -these demands to be more than they wanted to tolerate.
Several of he returnees revealed that their conscientiousness toward
pleasing the itblic became a legitimate excuse for setting aside the
necessary fam v re4ustment issues which demanded their attention.
Many of the men viewed the retreats as an opportunity to change this
situation and refoLus awn- attentions on their personal and family lives.

Praise for Operation Homecoming and the Military ASststance
Programs As a group, the. returnees and their families expressed
praise for the manner in which Operation Homecoming was handl6d.
Prior to return, the men had vieted repatriation and reunion with
their families as potential problem areas since many of them did not
know what to expect However, for' the most part, they were
pleasantly surprised. After years of deprivation and longing to return

1%,
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home. the men were overwhelmed by the warm' and generous we
they received and by the thoroughness and the efficiency with w
their return was planned and executed.. They felts the medical
evaluation program was comprehensive and ths.,t every effort was
made to assist them in their planning for the future.

The majority of the returnees also expressed appreciation for the
continued efforts of the casualty assistance and family assistance
progniins on behalf of the families during the Men's absences. These

4 _

programs established by the individual seniees, were designed spe-
cifillPly to proide coiffnuous service to and liaison with the families
of s.erviLemen missing in action or prisoners of war Although tliere
were some notable exceptions to the 'generally atiequite level of
assistance by the military Ape group members. by and large. thought
the famtlieA were relatively`well cared for

Role Readjustments. The wies described how difficult it was for
their husb'ands to adjust to their spouses' new-found independence.
Many of the wives desenbed their own personal growth in response to
the requirements which were inherent in their husbands' absences
such as dealing with family finances and legal matters pertaining to
the family learning how to negotiate and transact all business in behalf
of the family, and single-handedly raising the children Some of the
husbands reported that they had initially felt "unneeded" because
their households had bee;Nanaged so well in their absences. A few
wive\ struggled to hold' on to their role as heads of the* households,
and wihere this occurred, the returnees continued to feel left out and
c,Niumportant" as fathers and husbands. One wife, representative Of
those few who did not wish to give up her control of the household,
expressed her ambivalence about her husband's retifrn, she was not
sure she wanted him back. In this situation her husband viewed him-
self as the intruder in a family that seemed to function without n,im.

More typical (If this group's expenence were the families who
reported the renegotiations which occurred and the movement
towards sharing 'responsibilities e'twally between spouses. Husbands,
more than ever before, began to accept their wives as "equ tners."
In acknowledgement of the wives' independence and autonorn, which

Aipy

developed cluing their husbands' absences, the returnees expressed a
greater awareness bf and respect for the wiles' capabilities.

Collier'? for The' r Children In the discussion groups the couples
expressed their coficrn for their childqn's adjustment and questioned
what impact jhe whole expenence wOuld have upon their children's
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futures. For example, a number of the couples with boys expressed
their concern over the absence of a strong male model during the
father's captivity, even though for many of these families- there had
been a male figure with whom the boys could identify: a grandfather,
uncle, coach, scout leader,

p
Astor or neighbor.

Some specific criticisms were voiced by several, returnees in regard
to their children. While many were..very pleased with their children's
development, a few expressed disapproval of the seemingly question-
able behaviors acquired in their absence. The-lacespect for
authority shown by their children was high on the list of the returnees',
complaints..Several mentioned the conspicuous absence of "sir"' and
"ma'am" as a means of formal address. Although some mentioned the
long hair and .unusual mode of their' children's dress, these,did not
apelear to be serious criticisms. The exposure of their childrep's
behavior was defensively challenged by the mothers as undue criticism
of their own perform'a e as disciplinarians.

Many returnees reported that after initial minor conflicts were re-
solved, they were gradually able to resume the role of father and head
of the household. One mother, recalling the reaction of her son who
felt relieved by his fafFeTS-resumption of authority, quoted-her son
saying, "I'm glad I nb longer have to negotiate everytime a decision is
made_ around the house." On the other hand, a few wives discussed
how difficult it was for them to have to share the discipline of the
children and accept father's ''authoritative role. These wives had
functioned as the sole parent for se long that some resented their
husbands' efforts to int de into an area that the mothers had del ed
as exclusively their own.

..
--,.-

Sensitive Issues Dealing 'with MIA Families, Suicide, and Divorie
One area of particular difficulty. for the returnee and his family was
facing and responding to the questions and concerns of families whose
husbands and sons had not returned. The returnees exptessed feelings
Of. discomfort in dealing with MIA family members. The returnees

\ sough support frein the group, they waited to know how they should
behavel and,' "What can we say to them?" Facing the MIA family was
difficiSt because the returnees had to respond to questions of whether
they

.
th felt Mere were any prisoners of wat.s,till remaining in Southeast

sia. They did not want .to build false hopes among those who were
trying to accept their husbands' or sons' absences as final noi- deter
tWe who felt strongly that their,husbands or sons might yet-be alive.'
Underlying the returnees'apprehensions in dealing with these fdinilies'
concerns was a questioning of their own survival: "Why me aid not
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your husband or your son?" This phenomenon of "survivo,r guilt" has
been noted in previous studies,(Chodoff, 1966; Niederlapd, 1968).

On the other hand, the plight of the ,MIA families held special
meaning for the wives of returned prisoners of war. The RPW wives
felt a strong degree of empathy with MIA wives and desired greater
communication with them. It was not 1 g ago, they recalled, when
they were members of that group and ared similar, if not identical,
feelings and experiences Like their hush ids, the RPW wives pondered
over their own good ortune. They, oo, appeared to experience a

_kind of "survivor guilt," which cou , in part, be resolved by sharing
these feelings with the M14 wiv .

The 'suicides of two returned prisoners of war shortly after re-
patriation brought sharply unto focus the anxieties that many of the
returnees felt. Many asked, "WhYcclid these particula* men commit
suicide?" The implied concern was "Who is next?" A number were
worried that they might alsb have similar tendencies that they were
unaware of. Discussion of the suicides produced strong feelings of
shock and dist elief. In one group, when this subject was introduced
for discussion, it was tactfully avoided in favor of a less threatening
one. The topic of self-destruction was one which was either "taboo"
or more appropriate for individual contemplation rather than group
discussion, it was too sensitive an issue to be discussed at this poinS
in time. . . .

The subject of \divorce evoked similar expressions of shock and
disbelief. The divorces which the returnees.and their wi s ad read.
and heard about caused them considerable anxiety.On the on hand,
they expressed anger toward "those women" who did-not it for
their husbands. On the other hand, they Could intellectually grasp*
what it meant to be separated for five to eight yearithoUt a word
to indicate that their spouses we?e still alive. They were aware of how
such a satiation might reasonably affect the viability of a marriage.

The P'utdre Most of the families seemed to feel that the separations
had actually served to bnng them closer together. They felt that bah
husband and wife, as well as the children, no longet took each other
for granted Th7 'perceived their marriages as kaving been given

.reneIved life and their family relationships as havinheen'given a new
start. The future, however, represented_ an enigma. Many returnees ,

,questioned ,their own self-confidence after having spent long periods'
of non-productivity. for many there were the uncertainties of whether
Or not to complete their careers in the military or begin anew in a
civilcareer. In either case, upperfriost in their minds was the desire

."to flake up for the lost rime"....
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Most of the returnees saw themselves returning to educiational
pursuits. The majority wanted to get back into training of schooling
so that they could update themselves pPior to atsumingadditional re-

. sponsibility. A few wanted to get back to a meaningful operational
assignment as t

sooner
as their convalescent leaves were completed. Most_

felt that -the sooner they could rid themselves of th'e label "ex-POW",
the better off they would be. As a group, the, y feared that people
would not accept them for their own abilities and accomplishments,
but rather f6r their notoriety' as "ex-POWs". They wished to be
thought of as productive individuals, not Olympian heroes.

Disaiksion

The emergence of family difficulties, as well-as personal gtow th on
the part of the wives after prolonged wartime separation, which have
been noted- in the literature, were further supported 11.the group
4:11scussions arriozig RPW family members reported on in this study.
The development of the wife away from dependence towards auto-
nomy as head of thehousehold, which was reported by Hall and
Malone f1973), Hill (1949), McCubbin et al.., (1973), and Reeves
(I 947)rwas also seen among the wives in this study.

Ow observations did not either confirm or refute Hill's (1949)
-hypothesis that wives who had assumed the husband's role' in his
,,absence had a more difficult reunion. Although some wives in this
study who" beesme "head of the hoiisehold" in their husbands'
atsencas experience a comfortable transition, others fund the
shifting of roles more difficult.

13culding's (1950) conclusion that families returned to their t)tewar
patterns of family, behavior was not totally confirmed by this study
In fact, the're ate indices thdt the farmilies.'would establish new
pattevns of interaction. Th,e husbands' increased respect for the wives'
eapabilitiqL and greater willidness to their wives as "ecitlal
partners "Najd seem to indieate a tre away from Boulding's
findings. It would seem reasonable to assume that this Mend, in turn; -

wduld be suf)pprted,by changes Sin' moderri American marriage
patterns where .wiews are more -frequently viewed as having equal
status. , t- ..411111

Summary and Conclusions
. . ,

Disci,isions held in the setting provided by a.retreqt, away from the
puitlic fanfare, proved to be a valuablevtool in gauging the RPW
families' readjustment progress.; The discussions provided anoppor-,
tunity for the returnees to talk over many of the concerns. and
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anxieties that the families were experiencing at.that particular point
in time. Putting readjustment problems in the contexof normality,

; not pathology, helped these families view their clifferences with
greater equanimity, and, thus, gave them greater confidence that they
might eventually find resolutions to their conflicts. The group process
also afforded the families an opportunity to- observe their own con-,
cerns repeated in other families. Through discussing their common

- concerns, they could seek support from others in a similar situation'
and gndsolicit solutions which.mi ht have relevance to their personal..,
conflicts. -A

, The returnees' concerns for their families, the care provided the
families in their absences, and the services extended to their fathilies
since reunion, seemed to loom uppermOst in the men's minds. The
men's shifting of priorities away from involvement with the public
toward involvementWith their families end their careers was quite
evident. The returnees' Intense desire to meet all public commit-
ments was now being placed in persp we, and their energies, directed
toward their families' adjustment an1n tinued development in their
own professional carerm. 4 . . ...

Opportunities to dllira-ss plans and feelings appeared to be strongly,
needed at this transition ',point in their readjustment. Given this
opportunity again, it appearect,that ftlany retierned,prisoner of war
families would Take advantage o( iPit offer. They seemed to realize ,
that readjustMent after long separation is accompanied by certain ,-..,
normal adjdstrnents, and that these can be ameliorated by similarly
structurtid indivtdual or 'group discussions led by .mental health
professionals.

One interestingoutcome of the groups was the fact that Aussions
.of the difficulties 'qf readjustment were often tempered with apologies.

,. The men and their wives wanted it known that while. they were
exp'orienCing difficulty, theniwere not complaining"Our families

' are unitede military did a fine job with rby homecoming, and I am
''4 in good.health as is my family; who are we. to complain about our

-problems? Is coping with family adjusfinent" problems any more
- .

difficult than what my wife and I have already been thrOugh?"
Questions such a' s these presett an- interesting challenge to mental
health professionals and need to be explored in greater depth at
some fhture iiinein a more extenlive study on the adjustment of

_.

these families. Only time will tell.
c.

a
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Waiting: The Dilemma of the MIA Wife

DOROTHi MOON

DAMILTON I. ItCUBBiN

B%RBARA B.-DAHL:

ED \A J. HLNTER

30

In4oduction

car "The'emotional adjustmeqt Of 'wives of servicemen Missing in action
(MIA4 during the Southeast'Asian conflict has becOme a topic of con-

ble concern in recent literature (e.g. Hunter,wid Plag, 1973). ,,*
Such tikes have ernplidsized the difficulties these- wives have ex-
perienced not only betkise of the prolOnged period of husband
'absence, litut also becatise of the tinended grief caused by a situation
in which there is no conclusive evidence as to the -husband's f e.
Hunter aped Plag (1973) also found that the wives felt unable to lan
realistically for their futures. How could they be surd if their mei' were
deadolive or ever going to return? Somegiailditional information as to
whether there was still a poisibility that thejg men triight returri,
beeameAvailabte with the signing of the' PeacF Agreement' and the
return 'of American prisoners of war. AlthoUgh, in most cases, the in-

%
. formation available was not. concluSlve, the return of American

pritonerswof war, the reports- by some returnees as to the improba--
Ijoility that , servicemen .still remained in Southeast, Asia, and the dn,
waqivities by., the ,Joint Csualty Resolution Centbersto account for,

thdsc.servi6erren still missing theant that families ,has1 to evaluat the
available evidence and,' thuS, arrive' at some ditcisiOn as to whether or
:not, the missing husband would.teturn. This was a critical time for
most.. wives: For some it -signaled an inevitable' change 'in official ,*
status a reclassific'ation of the missing husband to "killed-iti-action".

e

Signed in Paris, France on January 27, 1973.
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(KIA) or to "presumptive, finding of death" (PFOD). based on the
best available information 1n either case. a reclassification meant
modifiatiokip the family's 'financial status, a restructuring of the
wife's social role:and a decisive placemenof respons'ibil'Ay upon the
MIA wife for the plannipg of the family's future. For other families
the events meant continued waiting and hoping until final word was
received.

Stildies,regardinv the adjustment of wives of servicemen still miss-
ing in action following "Operation Homecoming" are virtually non-
existent. The one study conducted after the return of American
prisoners ctf war focuses, on the children (McCubbin Hunter &Metres,
1974). Any references to the wives' adjustment have been in relation
to the Lhlldren. In view of the paunty of informatiogi and because

'the pefiod immediately subsequent to the prisoners' release might be
a critical tune of re-evaluation and readjustment for these women and
tt4eir families. it was believed impostont to'examine in greater depth
the adjustment' of these wives whose husbands' fee still remained

ncertain.
a t

Ph? cm

Ruth Lindquist (1952) in
1

her study of Air Force famli reported
the.deleterious effects of frequent separation on family life. dings
of that study indicatedgCat family stability was endangered by fear
of philandering, assumpon of the atriarchal role, and,or reliance
on relatives for emotional supp6rt an rotective functions. In addi-
tion,'other studies (Dickerson"& Arthur, 965) have emphasized the
harmful nature of separation during critical stages of development in
both boys and girls stages that require a father figurein order to
proceed satisfvtyrily.ehe'studyof father absence by 5*., Cove,
Fagen. F,ischer and Janda (,1968) emphasized the mother' ficulty
in maintaining family controls and consequent child behavior prob-
lems: Social introversion and associated feelings of loneliness by the
chi were common in their particular study group heir work
also inch ted that separation had an enduring impact on ME lifestyles
of the fa unit.

Although Other military wives a.c1 st to their husband's' absences,
there is a vital difference betwe ne separations among military
jAiilies and separations in whic th hu d is declared MIA. Wives
whose husbands'are declared missing-in-ac are placed, in a consid-

4/1.
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4

erably more stressful role. 'All of the routine problems confronting
they military wife who is separated from her husband are further ag-
gravated, in thtt MFA'situation, bf the uncertainty about whether or
not her husband will ever return, or if he is esen alive.

For many of the MIrif wives there has been a constant struggle with
problems of self-esteem. Forced to make substantial adjustments to
the community and its social networks, frequently the MIA wife has
had to adjust to a rife pattern thais totally different from the one
she had previously known. Although Eliot (1946) [porn- that when
a young woman loses her husband, it is easier for her than for tha.
older widow to go on with her life, this does not appear to be the case
for the MR wife whose loss is not yet certain. For this latter group of
women, anxieties and depressions have fluctuated month a'fter month,
and in many cases year after year, in a cyclical rhythm which has de-
fied resetting into an ongoing pattern of adjustment.

Normal grief can be regarded as a disease specifially caused by
object loss, possessing well-defined and specific symptorris, and in
uncomplicated cases, running a predictable course towards recovery
(Engel, 1961). But comptrcations arise when grief is prolonged or
delayed. When grief is held in abeyance and prolonged by no closure,,
the normal stages-arFabbrted or blockecTa-rid the denial- stage is pro-
tracted andmournfhg is stalled. hi suchloses, readjustment to the loss
cannot be made, because the loss is not finalized. Even, if sorri. for-
ward movement is made, the expectations of others can cause tur-
moil.- Now can these women get on with their lives when children,
Parents and society as a whole expect them 'to watt"

w.

Purpose
41 *a -

The purpose of this raper is to describe some of the findings that
grew duL of a series of group discussions with wives of servicemen
missing i action, Because it has been.establis ed that people sharing
similar situations are often able to help on other in practical ways
by offering emotional support, these discussions were arranged in an
attempt, to understand what this unique population was experiencing
during the period immediately following the return of the American
prisoners (RPWs) from Southeast Asia. What had the return'orthe
PWs meant. to these women and their children'

* .

Procedure

-Discussion groups wbwean,!integral part of five, week-long religious
retreats sponsored by thejligh Flight Foundation in the summer of
1973. Although group participation, was strictly on a voluntary basis

1
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for the MI es, approximately 160 women, representing all
: branches Seryice. availed then4elkes of this opportunity.

Group "ingetings' were eld two /41-nes daily fo two hours each. Since '

members fro the.pr fess I -staff Of the enter for Prisoner of
War: Studies 1,;ted Aroup le ders in only three of these refreats, the
findispgs fep40446. this idy are limited strictly to data collected
Juring,thoseTetreats..

v.. Findings, .

Pre-e\tablished stfb-groups.. Two sub- groups of wives had been estab-
lished prior to retreats and these groups carnedover into aft dis-
cusion group eld at the retreats. The sub-groups were an outgrowth
of previous participation by many of these same women in counsel:,
mg groips held in two different geographical locations in the United

,Stags. This pre-established "group dynamic" proved to be. arenhan-
Ling stimulus. These wives, as a result of prior interchange among
thibselves, appeared,morst open and willing to deal with vel-y sensi-
tise issues. thus, they legitimate the o en discussion of personal
matters for the other members. I .th way;, they also enabled the
f!To.up discussions to reach 'quickly a stage of development' which
under other circumstances may have taken alonger period to attain.
These sub-groups brought into focus many sensitive issues never be-

. fore touched upon by many wives. For example, an open discussions
of the prospects of dating and involvement with men other than thii,
husband's was introduced matter-of-factly aod cliscuseci by the grthipc,
Although such topics Might have emerged eveptually_the fact that
they were bought out in 'the early stages of the groups' tlevelopment
set a precedent. for "safe" discussion of other sensitive subjects, such,
as ooncern for children. anxieties about their children's futures,
ankienes about their Mint remarriages and preparation for a possible
'L'hange.of status..Perhaps of grealest importance: it created an atmos- 1!
phere which permitted the sharing of deeply' felt efrrotion;.

Some wfvesAnitially attempted to control the group experience ky
demanding that the group follow' a set protocol 'And focus on qty.,

-Specifi topics: One, wife. in particular. felt thaigthe group diCcUssion
Midi. apprbximate that of,the" National League of ,Families. In other
words, she warted the discussion.1 to focus on political, issues. The
gfolip leadek with the support of some group ingmbers, however,
emphasized the itriportance of discussion topics Of personal concern
toiall sale. wives, so that each could benefit from this 'experience.

Since the grt5Ops were held as part of a religious retreat, an atmos-;
,phere conducive to the cii.Aussion of religious values was 'provided:

,
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The wives 'pried in terms of .theitt feelings 'regarding the importan
of religion. Although a few women hadfound that religion provided
a source of strength which enabled them to cope with their position.
the majority of the wives focused on the ' here and now", that is,-
they were concerned With their immediate lroblems cr'' depression,

. frustration, etc. and were not dependent on religious interpretations,
of "why" this, was happening to them.. Thus, the majority of wives
in the groups turned toward tither the behavioral scientists for in-,
sight or became dependent On the experiences of other wives; they ,

"did not look toward religion. t ' ..

:Three types of itiii;es. Among the wives, Whose average' age 431
years, there appeared to be three "types" participating in the gigps.
First, ,there were the "old-timers" epitomizdd by thoise women who,,
had played an active role in the NationalTeague of Families and had
taken it `upon themselves to represent the MIA wives' 'concerns by
traveling overseas and by going to Vietnam. Laos', and Paris. These
women gave speeches, wrote letters and performed ,their role as. an
MIA wife to the maximum of their abilities: They felt a real sense of
pride in their activities. These were,the women who took leadership
roles in the retreat grokps.,Their years of experience, the waiting. the
coping with the hardships attributable to husband absence, and their
newly found fund of confidence and independence all contributed to
their willingness to discuss issues as candidly and openly as possible. e
Comparecl with the other wives; they appeared to have more clear-
cut opinions about what they,had beeh thro h and about whether,
1r not their husbands were ,going to return. T y also seemed to be
.ritiong some decisiohs as to 'their futimes: d already adapted ,

tat Ify new lifestyles from those which t terized. their lives in
earlier years. ,, , _

'The second, group of women, probably the more typical, was
epitomized by'the MIA wife in 'transition. For her. things were just,
becoming clear. That i, she waS beginning to displaymore confidence
in coping with thedual father-mother role and in adjust, to absdince
of heir spouse. Her husband had been gone for at least iTo years, but .'
she was still in the process of experiencing numerous hardships in ,. . I

struggl' with. 'new ways of responding to unexpected, difficulties; ,
;

she as "in limbo" She expressed to the group her'frustrations over
hav ng to waitfor a husband Wil6 might not returr?She,seemedto be
rno ambivalent about her position tiran trte "old wife". However, at

. times during the discussions, she ervkhasized her need to make some
' commitment as to whether or not her huSband would return. This -

second group- seemed to be the preparatioti necessary
.
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to establish a new life for themsekes independent of their ,husba1nds.
but as yet. had.not 'embarked upon a new lifestyle.

There was yet a third group that appeared to differ substaltially
from the two groups already mentioned. This third group of wives
could be classified as "die ne.yv,,, shootdowns".,,as they called them
sees.es. Many of them had o,nly recently been classified as MLA v'ives.
their husbands halOng disappeared within the year prior to the sign- Ns.
ine of the cease-fife agreefnerit. This gro also included MIA wives
of long standing Who had fervently 'com tied themselves to waiting
and maintaiprng pope for they! husbands' num.. For the most part*.
these, women wire experiencing severe d ression 41nd frustration.
They could not fully understand. yet respdcted. the views of those
wives who hadbegun to datefand of those who had committed them-
selves eelvesto the belief that their husbands would norfeturn - s wives ,
sensed th.et they were difTerent from the cithel:§ and eXpressed them-
szlZ'es accordingly. One wife noted. "I don't have anything in corn- ,
mon with the rest of you. beiause I still believe my husband is alive
and located somewhere in Laos." Another wife. withip the same
"new group"; was inuchrriore emotional itn herrOactians. "How can
you possibly give: up, on your husbands when there is spithope that
some of them may- return`' I don't see how you AnNidate without
feeling hilty or feeling that youYe let your:husband down."

The. "old wives" had Already tleen through the shock period and
had recovered somewhat from' the bitterness and, the anxiety about
starting, new 1ives.for themselves. In a sense, they had said "goodbye".

, to. their old lives and e 11 o " to a new hf In this pew life they no
longer held out serious pe that their husNds were alive and would
return.' s, occasional and serious dating were considered appropri-
ate .b at group. The "new wife", on the:other hand, was charac-
ter' d by astrong belief thatker husband alight still be alive and
might "retut-n. This ,belief was Usually based upon &sualtytor inteth-

, Bence re'porjs. t'ut was alto bated on rikgious faith.,dreamsor even
upon a belief in their husbands' omnipotence. Many of them felt that
a suitable period of time diking w44h to gather,information concern-
ing len casualty had not yet passed. By and large; these women did
not date beta e' they could noit,,seriously atceprthe pojsibility that
their husbara wete dead. Their inability to ,aceilt this possibility
may have been 'related to a fear that they might never meet a man as
goodgood`ai they had fa9ta§kzed their husbands to be.

Operation Homecbfnmg. Many of, the wives from both thel'ord"
and the "new" groups were deeply affected:by Hoinecoming and the
return of thee 'American prisoners from Southeaf Asia...They felt a
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sense of happiness fdr those women fortunate enough.to hav had
their husbands rettip. and, for themselves. felt that this event was a
turning point. The Tact that the American returnees had,reltrted that

, it was doubtful thay any other prisoners rernained in Captivity indi-
.cated to riiany of,the women in the group that it waofinally time to
face the reality of their sittration. They began to move forward in,
planning their futures. The wives who were not in accord with this
position also seemed to Ila,,e a legitimate basis.for their beliefs.,They,
were, for the most .part, wives of servicenien who were shot-down
over Laos, a country thafstill refuses to give an accounting of prison- ,
ers. These wives believed that they did not have enough conclusive
evidence to indicate that their husbands were,dead. This viewpill_ nt

11was accepted by .the other group. members without -disagreement,
s

CConcern fv, the Children.
o

The gfoup as a whole was unified on one ,
major concern. They wer&extremely sensitiv nd perplexed as to trhe
fate of their children.. Concomitantly. the, questioned .whethe/or
not they had been :good mothers during their husbands' absences.
kkith a brief introduction by one of the wives on the subject of child
Adjustment. the women weAppleased to have the opportunity to dis-
Luss their Zhildren's welfare. Ben with the differences arriong the
three types of MIA wives mentioneed prevu;usly, there sthriecio be a
common bong and a comnuln concern as to whether or not their chil- .
dren would he able to surNe and endure. They werk not concerned,
necessarily . about their own welfare, as much,,a's.-ttte were airut;
their .:hildren's welfare. The wives felt tharthey could cope, and do
well for themselves. but their Children's futures were less predictable; ',
To these w omeh, the children represented the. future. especially in -

iii
band's identoty. h values," and Jus aspiration's. For others. the

' those La5es where ere was a son: who -xourd carry forth the hus-

%

. chtl reptresened their absent husbands. These were his ihildren .
an the only mearrtngful representaties of /2/in.-children alto rept. - i.

re _rated a problem. SOune mothers expressed .corn ern about specific
incidents of truancy or misbehavior on the part Of their children.
Greater emplit sis,,however, was placed upokthe adolescents 'Ind:on
coping with ON problems of this particular stage of development. gne

/up e\presecl extreme concern about her daughter who wis over-
reat<ting to her father's absence.and who w &s eventu/14 treated in a,
psychiatric setting for an attempted The woman believed that
her daughter'5 problems w- ere attnbutable to the Ions of her father,

, and, she wondered 'whether or not the other- children would be' af-
. .. fected in 'much the name way.' Although the group gave her some en-

c,ourageruent and tool` note of the fan that her daughter hac.i.alo
.

. ... ,,-/...°
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recovered and was doing well in colloge, they, too, eitnptrasized this
concern as to the long-range impact of father absence. They were
eager to have the leaders examine the possibility of including their

children, as wel,1- as themselves, in some longitudinal study. As one
wife expressed it, "we may not be able to help our children by this
type of research, but I would', mg to Krticipate in it in the hope
that we can help-other familie -who may be faced with the same situ-
ation" There was unammou agreement amohg the participahts that
sucb research should be c nduiied,' and all appeared willing to
participate.

Discussion of a topic as s sitive to these women as child adjust-
ment also brought forth other reactions. For one woman,her child's
adjustment was interwoven- with her own future. It was lier'belief that
her young.est son would beithe carrier of the family banner. She was
adamint about her son's resemblance to his father both in appearance
and behavior and, t s, felt the only logical ping to do was have him
follow in his fathe g',footsteps. Her description of the homesituation
and hex. aspiratio s for this child were carried one step further. It was
her belief that e should reallocate all of her husband's awards and
decorations to -ach of her sons as a step towards drawing closure to
thewtro e i : e!- Having doneso,-sne-would then plan to-clate and seri- ---

ously* concsider remarrying. Fingly, she made it clear that cinder no
circurn9cances would her sons ever be adOpted by her future husband.
The family nalne was 'to be maintained by sons. The group reacted
'strongly. to this., situation. They questioned her motives and whether,
f.not she was really concern about meeting her own -needs or,
those, of ,her,t,k,hi4dfen. When the group questioned her as to tier sons'
personal desires, she quickly avoided the subject, which. was set aside
temporarily 'but later returned to by' the group. As discussion pro-
ceeded, she became more 'accepting pf comments abouther personal

'situation and aLtuaPy seemed to enlightened by thesponcern of the'
other .wwe's about r need to idolize her husband anl hen expecta-
tions that her second . e his spitting image. 4
- Another area of discussion related to the children was theconcern

many wives felt for* the children's grandpareilts oh their father's side.
Lk en the wives who had little relationship with the husbands#'parents
believed that some thought had to be "given to the continyfty Of the
relationship between the children anchrheir grandparents. Maly_wives
felt that with trme this situation, could be iworked out, others
were rifraid treat once they zemarried,ttie grandparents would with-
draw,frorn the children. Most gj th`e'women expressed a need for
with this concern. .
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Establishing a New Identitj. Socializing appeared to be a very dif-
ficult area of adjustment for these women. One of the problems con-

. fronting those who wanted to progress from "marking time in place"
was thilt they were handicapped by: not fiaiding a proper social outlet
or a comfortable new role. Typically. the MJA wife eventually
reached the conclusion that. althougk she held some small shred of
hope about her husband. she had to make some ,attempt to socialize.
When she did. however, 'she often felt like a "fifth wheel" Although
she would occasionally attend some "safe" socia-1 ifunetion with
c uples she and her husband had known prior to his casualty, she

equently got the message that the other wives were watchful of her
behak ion and perhaps, even resented her presence. #

Many, oif the MIA wives indicated they Aad received much social
and emotional support from other pristinef ofwar and MtA wikes..
When they were together, it was acceptable to be without a husband
and, more importantly, within that group the wives Allot have.to

. explain yvhere 'their husbands were. Often having to explain to out-
siders what "MIA" meant was 'the beginning.df thp end of .an ak ening.
out. Thus, MIA groups somelimes formed the basis for meeting other
adults of both sexes: One group, for exaftirleJoined a mixed bowling
league. Other individuals-r4por-t0 joiniTT political groups, returning

, to college, or commencing orr-esurtnng gradu4te studies as a means of
inormalizing their social contacts,

Datmg for these women' often rifted in both guilt feelings'Itnd
.

. feelings of frustration. Some wiles openly discuss&d what one woman
called the "rat race" of dating, other men. Their major concern§
seemed to fall into two areas. One-was a reaction to their-personal

- concerns over becominpernotionally invoked. After all these 'year.; of
postpaiiement. of waifing. and of avoiding the question of wh9her
or not they were able to become fully and emotionally involved with
another man, they ironically discovered it was difficult to become in-
yolked "again. Those who had successful experiences offered much ..
encouragement to the others in.the group, based on' their experiences. ,

Others described their frustrations with their expectations as to what
their future husbands might be and the quality or men that they bad

'd'ated. They frequently reported finding that none of the men com-
pared with their idealized rriemone4 of theeybands. Although they
verbalized that this might he unrealistic on their part, they still :

wanted the men to melt these expectations. Intiestingly enough,
the wives emphaS'ized how they, in all iikelihool would' prefer to
marry another career military man. This did not come as a surprise to
the other group members and was strongly endorsed and elaborated
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4upon by all present: As one Army wife said. "I believe that only a
military man would understand what 1 have been th,roUgh and would
be able to comfort me in the Manner in which,1 feel I need to be com-
forted. He would understand mer The civilian man -would not. al-
though he might try to be compassionate and understanding."

Dating. in the 'absence of conclusive evidenc'e that the husband
was dead. invanably appeired to induce some degree ofiguilt. Ever?
though the wives expressed a' tinin Lommitment, to the belief that
their husband would not return. dating itself and the prospOtts of
becoming involved Lreatecra situater that was guilt-provoking. The
Wives felt uncomfortable ,about thiNthe, felt dishonest:and were
reluctant to become emotionally involved. Seriolis dating Me-ant
Lopi4-ig with The inabilit. to make any permanent contracts oktnarn-
dEe whole still in their p sent status as MIA wives. There was also a
great feat'" ace part f some of the women. of being exploited by
menthev were dating they expressed a desire, to harden themselves
so as not fo beicome rable again.

Preparation for a Change in Status. Prepar'ing for a change in status
was extremely difficult for most wives. Even though verbally'express-
ing their apprehensions concerning a Possible change in status. the
prospect of the change provoked a great deal of emotion as to their'
futures. The wives had a difficult time comprehending the full impli-
cations of a Lhange in sfatus. The-logs of a continuous income. burial
ceremonies. and the change in identity from wife to widow were all
perplexing issues. One wife. who immediately prior to the retreat hail
received a change of status. mAd- r-of-factly discussed the pros and
ions of this experience. "I thwerght I had everything.all worked oui,
and resolved in my mind. The memorial service brought it all bIck
and I found it very. very difficult4o worIcilbtrough. It was like being
notified of rri!, husband's casualty all am, I cried and thought
I would never stop." Another MIA wife, peaking of the change to
KI.Avife,, said she felt abandOned a'nd be ed;-she still did not be-
lieve that her husband was dead. and she ha been unable to move
forward in her adjustment 'even after the change in status was accom-
plished. For many of the others whose husband's, had not yet, been

, reclassified. the statements of these two women weresresponded to by
a sense of fear a Tear of having to go thron,gh an unanticipated pe-
nod df re-enef. Many-had believed,that they would be able to handle -

with ease the "`rituals" made necessary upon actual deClaration of
deaththey had not expected theraccompahying emotions.

Another, issue that faced the wife in relation to 461/4predicament
was" her concern over her in-laws' adjustment to a chapiP tatus .

-441
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She understood and was sympathetic toward their Wsition, for, she
khew how,very difficult :it would be for them to dra closure on

situation. She could start a new life for herself, but 'far them no
ich outlet was al7aitable.

Conclusion
. I .

For many of the wives of men who did Rot returnTrorrISOutheast
Asia a m} nad of prOblems still exist. Some may yet .undergo the
problems faced by the wife whose husband was originally classified
as killed-in-action. These difficulties, described by psychiatrist Zunin
(1%9) in his work with groups of KIA wives at Camp Pendleton,
California, are the realities that must be faced by the widow --. the . --

dp_f_ficult process of saying "goodbye" to her old life and rerhovmg
such outward signs of, "holding on" as the wedding ring;Others may
yet face the residuals of anticjpatory grief, the sense of guilt or feel,-
ing of ham that ,Spolyar (I 973) describes as frequ,sently occurring
if the jpereed person has Previously worked out the grief process r/
pnor to the adualilation of death:

In *most4oses. however. as time passes the wives appear to be de- .

velopuig ate insights which are vital in enabling them to go forward.
Most MIA wive in these discussion groups,repOrted feeling they had '

matured eitiotiotially .throtigh their p,perienCe of suffering. Their in:
rea5ed independence promoted a,belif that they could nt)w do any-

thing that they had to do,. Although some of the wives' had not.yet
accepted t eir loss. they were acutely aware that life must go on',

'

2
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Naintaining Hope: The Dilemma Of Parents

Of Sons Illissing In Action ty
HAMILTON I. MfflBBIN

PHILIP/. METRES. JR.

Introduction

Fiellowing thb repatriation of Ametican prisoners of war from
Southeast ;Asia early in 1973, nearly 1300 servicemen remained
unaccounted for, being listed as Missing in action (MIA) or prisoners
of war (PW) by the military departments. For most of the
servicemen, thiir unresolved status had been prolonged due to a
Pricity of information as to the events surrounding their casualties
and a dearth of infOrmation upon which'unequivocable determina-

. tions of death could be made. Because most of the public's attent4on
had 'nen focused upon the end of the Southeast Asiansonflict an'd the
return of the prisoners of. war, the family members. of those MIA
men still unaccounted for remained in the background; seemingly
few in the public arena were deeplysensitive to and fully aware of
their personal suffering and emotional needs during thii protracted
period of waiting.

While the adjustment problems of wives and children of service-
Men missing in action or prisoners of war have been the subject of a
few studies, the adjustments made by parents of sons missing. in
action have drawn less attention (Benson, McCubbin, Daht & Hunter,
.1974; Huriter & Plag, 1973; McCubbin, Hunter & Metres, 1973;
NicCubbin,- Hunker & Dahl, 1974; McCubbin. & Hunter, 19tl;
Spolyar, 1973).

Interviews conducted by the Center for Prisoner of War Studies
with a select sample of 1-7 dependent,parentsof servicemen missing
in action, or prisonehr of war prior to the return of the PWs led the
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writers to believe that these parents were experiehcing severe ,
emotional difficulty in coping with 'the unresolved status of their
sork This highly tentative but noteworthy finding suggested ,the
importance of a more careful 'assessment of thee paredts' reaction to
this situation. The purpose of this paper, then, is to discuss
observations made of parental adjiistment based on group discu§sifFs
with a subsequent sample of some of the parents of MIAs following
the 1973 PW release.

Parents under Stress. Parental reaction to the separation and possible
death of a son missing in action 'or a prisoner pf war is relatively
prediCtable with'the onset of what is cominonly referred to as "the
work of mourning" or the "grief cycle". Gnef is defined asthose
emotions which follow the loss or anticipated loss of a toyed orie.
Physical symptoms such as anorexia, insomnia, and fatigue, as wens
psychological reactions such as preoccupation with the image' and
memory of the missing son are predictable charac.teristics of.parental_
grief. Lindeniann (1944) and Engel (1961) emphasized that normal
grief reactions precipitated by a loss include these well-defined and
specific symptoms and proceed through a normal cycle towards
recovery.

The work of mourning has been clearly described in the literature
with iorying degrees of emphasis placed upon stages of adjustment
depending upon whether reference is being made' to the individual' .
facing death_ or to the surviving farhily member: Bowlby (1961), in
viewing grief reactions from the point of view of tht dying person,
emphasized three general stages of the grief cycle: -(a) protesting anti
denial of the possibility of death, (b} despair and disorganization,'
and (c) reorganization. Kubfer-Ross ;1968), On the basis of extensive .
experience and research, elaborated upon the concept of the grieving
process as constituting five definite stages of adjustment: (a) denial
and isolation, (b) anger, (c) bargaining, (d) depression, and finally (e)
acceptance. Futterman and Hoff" -(1973), in in attempt to move .

away from these More traditional psychological=feactive and defen-
sive descriptions of grief work, and in n attempt to focus upon the
grief work of the surviving faniiily members, suggested an adaptation
tlieoryof family adjustment-. Family adjustrrient was -copsidered a
necessary and adaptive process involving: (a) anticipatpry mourning,
(b) the maintenance of confidenc the 'struggle for mastery of
the situation, (c) participagn in a ivi es desigried fo reconcile the
situation, (d) maintenance. of perso al.and family equilibrium,,(e)

qh -affirmation of the value of life and of the family, 'and (f)
reor6nization.
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The work of mourning; a normal and vital proCiss, s intended to
free the survivor from the intense emotional -attach ent to :the
absent person or. family 'member. This has been describe by Freud
(1957) as-the painful and necessar, ,16,,,work of readjustment,to the loss.
The 'normal outcome is that deference' to reality wins out. The
process of facing the facts is not uniform for all perions8 however,
but rather is accomPiished step by step, at the individual' own pace.
When nlournma is cbmpletM The su-riTiving family; member is freed to

'`pursue new, and vital relationships both outside of and within the
family unit.

Method. '
Observations presented in this paper ,aretased on a study ecmducted
at a religious retreat' for families of servicemen missing in actiom or
prisoner of war. as well as for families of returned prisoners of war.
A total of 79 parenl participated in a series of group discussions
which focused upon parents' feelings anci4 adjustments to the
seemingly irreconcilable and peronally threatening PW /MIA situa-
tion.

Members of the prOlessional staff of theFamily Studies Branch of
the Center for Prisoner of War Stules, as wean as volunteer pastoral
counselOrs, a psychiatrist, a social worker, and youth counselors
functioned as discussion leaders. The staff provided a minimum
degree of structure to the group discussions, allgwing the parents'
each of the five, week-long re eats to express their feelings about
their sons, their expenen uring the waiting period and their
predictions for the future.

Observations

Understanding the Loss. Although for these parents there could not
be and completely satisfactory explanation for their sone loss, they
believed that some understanding of the absence was very neces-,
sary.This resulted in Oscussions of the possible 'leaning of their s'
casualties among themselves. A fevepafents felt thae.the war vias
totally linjustified pnalherefore, their sons' casualties could not be
reconciled by reference to the "traditions of our country" and "the, ,

prictxt of freedom''' for otherS,:towevri the tragedy could be
explained by reaffirmatiOn of their beliefs in these patriotic values.

High Right Fourkation sponsored an.all-expense palid religious retreat program for
families of returnt(.1 prisoners of war, missing in,action, and listed prisoners of war. The re- '
treats were held inLstes Park and Granby, Colorado during the period of 16 June through
27 full1973 .
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Although listenihii_t.o. other parents in a similar situation express and
restate the values underlying the war appeared to be .reassuring to .

some parents, Most appeared hesitarit about revealing their innermost
feelings. Fathers, as a subgroup within the larger group, in general
adopted a more quiet and unassuming manner than their spouses
during the discussions. In a few cases, sudden outbiirsts of angry

'feelings by the fathers amt specific incidents revealed what
appeared to be their basically' urfspolcert frustrations with the MIA
situation. Unlike their wives, most fathers 'did not appear to be
willing to express their feelings nor discuss the meaning of their sons? 0casualties.

From the start of the group discustions, there appeared to be
covertly communicated gioup feeling that it was not acceptable to
discuss the possibility that, their sons had died in Southeast Asia.
Inadvertantly, the brief, discussions of the meaning of their sons'
casualties did, however, lead to revelations by some parents that they
had already reconciled their sons' loss and had presumed that they
had died in captivity or in batty. A few of these parents erdphasized
the importance of looking at this entire £.situation through ."their,

eYeg''. "He loyed 4ile military andovouldn't have been happy
doing anything else." "He was proud of his 'uniform and what the
military stood for." "He knew the risks and was willing to accept
them, because he believed in what he weds doing, even if it meant the
possibility that he Would die in combat." Other parents acknoyi-
!edged this to be true for their sons also, but still found it difficult to

'accept the situation. For some, affirmation of faith in their sons'
commitments to the military appeared to be reassuring in these
parents' struggles to reaffirm and preserve,confidenCe in their sons'
lives and life in general.

Most parents ycounted the value..of religion in helpin(them cope
with their situation. For some parentS reference to their beliefs and
religious teachniig was the only pos4ible way.to explain t }e casualty
and the hardships and pain they had endured over the months and
years, Through prayer they sustained hope; through their beliefs they
gained understanding. /

it ar

gtallingthe Past. Recalling memorable times spent with their sons,
the parents seized opportune moments in the discussion to share
these personal feelings and memories. They dyscribe'd positive and
heartwarming memories. "[ He] and I were very close and we did so ,
many things together." 'II-kJ ,always close to his father and
they were so alike in so many ways." "[He] always anew what he
wanted andwent after it."
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Memoties disturbing conflicts or unhappy incidents wefe also
.mentioned but were always qu'alified "but he jnade up for it-
by ... " " but,this was really a minot incident." Any indepth
discussion of unresolved conflicts and associated feelings of guilt
appeared .to be too painful.and sensitive to 'be discussed in the
cpntext of the group One parent, however, was compelled to tellher
sl'orY memories of her son were disturbing to her and precipitated
feelings of guilt and self-doubt. She recounted how her son, having

.already served a tour in Vietnam, could' have been awarded a
compassionate reassignment because of his . father's illness, but
because she had not asked for, his reassignment. she saw herself as
being responsible for his casualty..,In her opinion her negligence in
not taking action.was the basis of the problem. "If I had acted as a
responsible parent, this might not have occulted. I feel guilty for
letting him go In allowing her to discuss her feelings further, the
other parents in the group wereable.to encourage her to begin 4o put
these feelings into 'perspective. The group as a whole was under-
standing of her dilemma:One parent asked her, "How did your son
.feel about gOing again" The mother's reply had meaning for all
parents in the group"My son wanted to re-turn to Vietnam
because he felt it was his duty and felt he could do more for the
Vietnamese By adopting their sons' points of view, the parents, and
this mother in particular. seemed to gain some consolation as well as
a more realistic outlook on the situation,

Trust rerstis Mistrust Several parents.expressed reservations about
their relationship' with government and, in particular, the
Military. They questiond whether the\sovernment would continue
to do "tverythifig" in its power to -seek a full accounting-of those
still missing. They were fearful that the government,' because of
political expediency. might settle for what they considered to bethe
imperfections of the Paris Peace Agreement with the North Viet-,,s.
namese. In the face of what appeared to these parents to be
inconsistencies and, contradictions in the information they had
received, they expressed reluctance to (depend totally upon the
government .and the military for resolution of the situation. This
mistrust- between parents and the government seemed to have
evolved over the years; parent remembered and related numerous\
specific events which deepeneTthe roots of mistrust. They remem-
bered the extensive efforts on the part of the National League of
Families and what they saw as an intense struggle with the milittiry;
they remembered 'the seemingly extensive amount of information
about,men in Southeast Asia which came through non-government-
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agencies, and contacts; as a result of efforts by concerned citizens,
and at the time of the retreat, they appeared frightened by the
possibility of change in status to presumptive finding's of death or

t killed in action a change in status without additional information
confirming! death. The parents expressed how difficult it w4s for
them to dismiss tilt stories andrumors that emerged oyr the years

about men surviving immeasurable hardships': these had kept their
hopes alive. After all these months and years of waiting and hoping
and living on faith, it was difficult, they felt. to accept a change in -

statils'withotilt "new" information. "After all" a parent noted, "I
[lace built hope on this inforMation, now they plan to say that he is
dead without adding any new plec/e of evidence." These parents were
unsure of how the government would pursue this "change-of status"
issue, Would the government pui-sue a full Secounting of these men
and take the necessary steps to accomplish this-end, or would,it write
their sons of-Las having been killed; To them. of course, there was no
real choice-, they felt that'll was the government's responsibility to
leave "no stone unturned".

The greatest fear expIessed by the parents was that the missing
men would be forgotterr'cr cast a.iide because oT other More
important political issues and because the American populace seertted
to want to forget the Vietnam war, Someone, they felt must
ultimately be responsible to act on behalf of the mete still
unaccounted for. and they. as parents. should carry their share of the

. ,

responsibility.

Regaining Control of the-SU-nation. Had they done enough on behalf
of their sons'? Most parents felt they had been doing their best and as
much as seemed reasonably possible tohelp bring their sons home,
and tliey planned to continue their efforts. To some it 'was,
comforting to hear during the discussions what others had done and 1
to' realize that each. in his own way, had contributed to the cause. lb'
Parents described their efforts to obtain information about the
casualties. Some discussed their. trips to Paris and North Vietnam,

others focused9n their plans to travel.to Itaos.' j
Their search for inform ion also appeared to be helpful in

providing themselves. as we as others. with a means of gaining some
control over,this enigmati situation. Given their knowledge of the
casualties, they were able discuss and question more critically and
judiciously the-policies an discrepancies in the information provided
by the military, foreign g ernments or the press. Through question-
4ng and critically evaluSti inforrilation they received regarding their
sons' casualties, these arents felt they were able to influence
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policies. both directly and ind4rectly, which in turn might affect their
future of that of their sons. They were proud of their ability to make
specific recommendations to the military departrrients, the-Depart-
ment of Defense and to the Congress, and expressed their views with
confidence

For a few parents the struggle to gain some control over the
satiation had virtually become a way of lift. A few mothers and
fathers described their total involvement in local and national
activities relating to the PW/MIA situation letter writing, campaign-
ing and talking to ,local civic groups. Although foyost of these
parents there 'appeared to be no limits as to what they felt they could
be doing. a few did question the value of their activities. "Where do I
stop''" "It has giitten so that I. feel guilty when I am not involved in
some PW/MIA activity." "I feel like I am fetting my son down by not
doing more. yet I-feel I am neglecting my husband and my other
children.*

Thus, parents found themselves in a d'ouble bind. On the one
.hail. they felt responsible for their sons' loss and in turn obligated
to do everything possible to bring them home: while on the other
hand, they did not want to forget their duties for caring for a spouse
and/or other children. Balancing these tasks was extremely difficult
and, for some. virtually impossible. Something had to give

Some Resolution. Despite convincing expressions of Commanient to .

the belief that their sons had not died and were ill captivity
somewhere in Southeast Asia, some parents expressed an underlying_
expectation 'that evidence would eventually come forth confirming,
death. Interwoven with these feelings there appeared to be a wish by
some that a decision would be made even if it meant that their sons
were dead. Thus, in this way they might draw closure on an issue
which had lingered for sip many years; at that time they, as parents,
could then avoid the p4in and frustrations which seemed to'have no
apparent end. One mother, in describing a progressive, realization that
her, son's death would eventually be confirmed, indicated that with
the return of the'PWs, she then felt a deepening awareness that -her
son would not 'return and, therefore, felt a natural narrowing pf.
hope.

Feelings such as these were usually repressed because of the guilt
they aroused. A few parents actually felt that tiieir constant and
never-ending preoccupation with thou,hts of their sons' survival was,
in fact, the very force which might be keeping him alive. Tfiey,
therefore, believed that any deckeases in thought9s or efforts devoted
to his safe- return might 'actualljc be the deciding' factor in his death.
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As one parent, described it, "I have often felt guilty for not having
-thought abonmy son every moment."

. -
The Future. Most of the parents found it difficult to discuss their

plans orttheir perceptions of the future: for so inany years they had
focused Upon their. sons' return that it was difficult to, plan ahead
and inconceivable to talk about the future without, them. When
asked by another group member,. "What would your plans be should
your son not return?", a, methercd, who expe'ct#4 her .sort to return,
replied. "My mind is made up: don't confuse 44-with the facts.r

Ean for thok parents who were 'willingbfo discuss their thoughts
al2outi.4he future, the picture they paint was frilled with concerns
and apprehensions. This was most appa nt amo4g parents who had
daughteri-in-law and" grandchildren t icsons'families. These par-
ents. who wanted to maintain' the identity as grandparents, fe4t
they had eeison to be concerned. 'What, will happen to me if 'my
daughter n-law eventually remarrks; would' I still be able to see my
grandchi ren and would the see us, as grandparend?" Many
describ a strain in;their reln'tionshipi with their daughters-in-law,
having been 'critical of the)rbehavior di.Inng their sons' absences,

their apprehensions were ven greatel.
The impact of the casualty and the years of .waiting and hoping

were not in all cases without some positive attributes. Although the
situation brought about numerous hardships for the family, most
parents, and 4thets in partitular, felt that they had changed and
grown as a r ilk of the total experience. Most felt that they had
gained sell nfider/9e and matured in their ability to relate to the
public and to stand=up for what they believed in. Their exposure to
public o finals A d the sincere interest and concern expressed by
congres en,;" met members, the Vice President, and the Preident
of th. Uni'ted States, contributed significantly. to their sense of
well- Being.

Summary an Conclusions

F bservations made possible by discussion groups held at a
etreat. the adjustrhent of parents of men still classified .as

ear to be a process of coping with a number of major
ated' dilemmas. For each dilemma it 'becameapparent that t.)

s needed to work out an equitable' and personally satisfying/-
ce between conflicting sets of tasks' between acknoWledging

accepting the ultimate loss of a son and maintaining hope forhis
entual return. between concentrating on commitments to other

armly ni.c.rnbirs and-devoting greater energy toward reconciliation of
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the \11A 'situation. between pursuing a personal, active and unrelent-
ing'cause for obtaining a-full accounting ana deittlanding more from
government agencies. and between moving forvard with their lives
and remaining committed to a life centered ar.Ound their absent sons.

Grie,.;ing was`just one facet of theiT total adjustment process,and
some aspects of the grieving.pioces were not totally evident in the
grodp discussions. Grieving appeared to fluctutte vq.th .other life
stresses. Although they reported experiencing depressan, anger. and
prgoCcupation with the memories of their sons at varying points in
time. experiences of these MJA parents were not constant and were
influenced or precipitated by other life events. For some parerits the
grieving process appeared to be either regulated, delayed, limited or
channelled into other relationships

The normal work-of mourning appeared to be modified by many
,factors, including the persoolality of the parent, the nature of the
relationship ,between the parents and their sons,the social and
commtinicationclimate in which the tosses occurred and by the am,;
biguity of the situation which left these parertts in a state of :imbo as
to the finality of their losses. In this situation the work of mourning
had been aborted or suspended and might. over time, cause psycho-
logical complications more commonly referred to as prolonged grief
reactions (Barry, 1973).

Unfortunately, because of the relatively small size of the study
sample and, the pilssibility of bias m the sample of parents who were
motivated-to attend the religious retreat, it if impossible to make any
cross comparisons of responses: to a son's absence based on
differences in religious orientation, length of absence.,.or.--numbior or
age of other siblings. It did seem that the losses of their sons,
irrespective of these variables, appeared td be an equally difficult
experience for the parents.

e, It appears necessary to have-more complete data collected at this
critical Moment or,awaiting word of the fate of,. their sons to
determine' whether the observed reactions. were predominatttly.
normal orin some ways, pathological. However, it can be said thit
some parents- had diffiCulties with which they could have bent' eited
form professional counseling. '

All parents did not react the same wa , apd therefore, should not
be approached arthe.same way, In dealing with th'ese families the

clinician 'must be sensitive to the undercurrents of conflict. between
father and mother and 'between parents and daughters -in -law.
Furthermore, lje niust be skillece, enough to judge the, stage of
individual reactia and sensitive 'which issues can, be handled at

1 ij-- 17'1
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each, stage. Our experience with MIA parents however. would
suggest that as a wh9le. mothers especially iTeeded'to talk about their
experience, grief. 'frustrations and aspirations: whereas, fathers
needed help in expre;71ing their feelings and geitting in tomb with are
anger and frustrations that lie hidden beneath their facade of
understanding silence.. During the period of awaiting wait! from the
casualty division of the armed services regarding the fate- of the
men.. the clinician should make himself available to help in the
proCesses involved in the alleviation of anxieties and feelings of guilt
concomitant to "accepIing" the outcome After years of maintaining
hope in the face of overwhelming odd's, and keeping alive the active
search for some answer as to their sons' fates, any inclination
towards ,"giving up" brIrgs. on feelings of guilt and self-
condemnation. Since, helping parents to understand and accept the
outcome may simultaneously increas`e their gfillt and frustration, it is
necessary that clinicians be sensitive to the ambiguity of the
satiation.
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,Differential liempoints:

1114 Wife Versus MR Mother

A troductiOn

The return of American prisoners of war %of the Southeast Asian con-
flict' early in '1973 heightened the concern and anxieties of families
of servicemen who did not refurn and who st 1l remained as missing
it action (MIA) or pOssiblyThs. prisoners of wir (PW). These families
Were natwally concerned about the fate of their husbands or sons.arid
anxious.ebdit the possibility of a change in their official sta,us to
killed in action (KIK) or to a presumptive finding of death (PFOD).
The future, once filled.with hope,, was nowclouded with uncertainty.
Certainly, thiS was a critical period for families of servicemen who did
not retTr-i, and they sought some explapation for these events and
some answerto the loss of their husbands or sons.

.

1'i -the euphoria of Homecoming, numerous MR families, although
elated by the fact that the other prisoners were home, tended to:feel
somewhat ignored. For some of the MR wivcs and mothers; acute
grief syfriptoms resumed' when the release came. Moreover, after yeats
of maintaining hope, they now face very real possibility that
their men might never return: However, tob many qUestions still re-,
majned and some of these fainilies were not yet "reackto make the
permanent adjustments imposed by death until they could-obtain
some atisfactory an§wers.

_..
1. 566 military prisoners of war were released by North Vietnam during' the 60 day

peri&I following the sigiung of the peade treat] on January 27, 1973.
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Benson. McCubbin, bahl, and Hunter (1974) pointed out that for
-the MIA wTft; the return of the PWst'signaled an inevitable change in
official status *. , . which meant modifieaon.in the family's financial
statust a-restructuring of the wife's social role, and at decisive place-
mdnt of responsibility upon the MIA wife fdr the .planning of the
family's'future." of the MIA mother it meant node of these changes,
unless. of cour9e4he,was dependent upon her MIA son's income.
NOthing really changed for most mothers, they' learned nothing new
which shed light on the fate of them sons, and they continued to won-
der if there wasa pbssibility their sons might still return.

Religion has often been mentioned as a potential, if not real, source
of strength in explaining and imderstanting the loss of a family,mem-
ber (Spolyar, 1973). Pit bsoine PW/MTA families, religion was 'a major
source of consolation, and the church,, as an institution, a reference
point in time of need. In other cases, families had reported the feel-
ingethat religion', in general, had not supported them, and that relig-
ious beliefs had not been a source. of comfort and understanding ft

(Hunter, McCubbin arid Metres, 1974).
Our observations ( McCubbin, Hunter and Metres, 1973) have led

us to the proposition that vitives and parents in, the PW/MIA situation
experjenced different type of stresses, perceived the situation differ-
ently. aid had varying apitoaches to coping with the exigenties of
the situation ror the wives, the prolonged absenCe of their husbands
meant facing many of the day-to-day traumas of coping with loneli-
ness, depression, the, rearing of children, andplanning for the future.
At times they appearechbverwhelmed by the demands of daily living.
Their husbands' absences were real and the imp_ot was felt on kdaily
basis. Consolation and sonie satisfaction came from'resolying daily
problems and planning for a futu're. For the MIA parent, the stresses
of daily living were not as apparent as those.9xperienced by the wixes.
Parents seemed to concentrate more upon ttheir personal grief .and lips4
and devoted much energy in attempting to explain their-loss and in
understanding their personal feelings ut it The parent, more than
the wives, appeared tote groigint for 'philosophical; yet consoling'
explanation for their loss. These observations have led us to -hypo-
thesize that religion would have greater vaIte for the yrA patent than
it Would have for the MIA wife.

Purpose .

. The purpose of this paperiftwo-fold (a) td fociis, On the role relig-
,

ion played in assisting the MIA family find answer and cogie to terms
/ with inner feelings and beliefs, and (b) to exami e further differences

between' the MIA wife and the MIA parent, -speiifically the MIA

1 go
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mother. Through confirmation of our impressions. we.m ight then be
better equipped to plan for continuous services to these faThilies and
afford"thern the differenntiai type of care the situation might demand.

- .

. . Methodology
, During the summer of 1973, less thqn five.months'subsequent to the
return of the ,131,Vs from Southeast Asia, staff me ers of the Center
for Prisoner of,I,Var Studies.? attended three of five e-week religious
retrewts foi>,PW/MIA tImilies to 'observe and doe, ment Iviow these
families. were responding and adapting to a critical period ©f transi-,
tion. . The retreats gave the staff 4n opportunity to explore.wiih both
the, MIA wtes and tha. MLA ntothers their needs and concerns and to
ass6ss the dlue of the rahgious retreat for,both populations.

In attempting to evaluate the value of the retreats and to docit-
ment aspects of family adjustment, information was gathered through
questiorinaires, persohal interviews, and' through particiPatiOn in both
religious-type group discussions and the more traditional discp-ssion
groups which fotused bn the problems of adjustment and on tAe feel-
ihgs and responsesto tlie stresses of being an MIA wife or parent. the,
wives' and parents' groups were usually held separately, although, on
a fey'v occasions, the groups were combined. The traditional discussion 6
groups were monitored by psychologists, a.psychialrist and social
workers, with ntinisters also in attenAnce.'Tffe religious groups were
headed fly the members of\therefreat stafi',whO were primarily mem-
bers of the clergy fhe, familiesthad the opportunity to attend either
or both types of groups, depending uppn their particular interests and
concerns. Given the fact that Both behavioral science and religious in- 0
puts were available at the retreat and that both types of service were
to be afforded, it is assumed that the way in which the'families dis-
tributed' themselves between the services whickt were offered would .

be an,incle2( of which type grOup experience they valued Most. Our
primary sources of data for this paper were threefold (a) a pre-retreat
questionnaire which attempted to measure expectations and interests,
(b) a post-retreat quest:Anaire to measure satisfaction or fulfillment
of expectations, and (c) group discussions. Completion of.the forms
byparticipants was on a Noluntary basiscand, therefore, not all atten-
dees completed ,both questionnaires. The' findings from the question-
naires reperrted in this paper are based up,on the responses of the
.148 MIA 'wives and mothers who completed batik the pre- and the
post-forms.'

r\.
2. sre members who attended the retreat were Dr. Edna J. Hunter, Dr. Hamilton I.

Mcnthhitl, Dorothy fienson, and Philip J. Metres, Ir. TWQ staff membrs were present at
each of the three retreats attended.
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Profile of the Family Members

During the five one-week retreats, pproximately 1300 PW/MIA
family 'Members, representing about 40 famies, attended the ses-,'
sions. Of those MIA' family members attending sessions t, 3, and
5 and completing both pre- and postquestionnains, 83 (56.1%)'

mere MIA wives and 65 (43.97) were MIA mothers. All branches crf
the Military service, as well as civilians, were represented. There were
76 (51.4%) wives and mothers representing Air Force families,'41
(27.77r) frorri Army families, 19 (12.8,-) from the Nayy families, and
2 i1.4c7c) from civilian families: On the average,qhese families'thad ex-
perienced long sepatations extending over a perio,d in excess of -four
years..For the MIA mothers, their sons had been missing fosan aver-
age of 58.4 months, and for the Ir/IIA wives, th'e average absence had
been 49.1 months.

Results and DisCussion
.

Reasons 4for attendance, Did wives -and mothers come to the retreat
for the same reasons`' Their responses on the pre-retreat. questionnaire

TABLE ll A Comparison of the Reasons Given by MIA Wives and MIA
Mothers for'Attendog the Retreats

mLA ;lives '44/A Mot4rs
Reason

cation , ,

Chance topt away and tli1A;
Qp tjunity tto work on personal

f kings andilbncerns
'.Neel d talk with other PW/MIA
. . farn' les, , .

Get family oser together
Obtain coo seling

% ,

questions
Opportunity to plan future
Chance to ialk.abput own personal

expenthice
Opportunity to work out adjust-

ment Problems Df other family
member;

74.7 41.7
73.5

'62.2 72.9 _ NS

-

0.2 £36.9 "----- .12.2 **
44.T '"50.0 NS

. .
41.5 'i.0 12.4 t*".

Obtain ans ers to unanswe7d )
36.6 ' 5a\.3 6.6 *
32.1 36.4 'NS

73.0

' 31.3

26.3 4,0, 33.3 NS.

15.9 (**
NS

47.4 NS '
. \

1, Basecilupon responses Men at the.tone of egistranon, prior to particgation in re-
treat actOnttes.

* * *p .001
* p < .05
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Indic:A(5d that, fcir.thiN,ost*it,'Iioth' gfOup'S awe .for' many of the .

same r6asons:-- for a VacatiofC:fetr_aicaarice to get away and thinkilosr
an opportunity to wofIC out personal feelings and concerns, and for a
-chance ..to 'talk. with :others in similar Circumstances (see table'..1).
Certain reasons,' however, Were given more emphasis by one group
than ,by the other., F,or the Wife, the opportunity for..a vacattion.ap-
peared to he,siinificantly mole, important than it -was4irth the MIA
mother. The.mothers, on the other.hand, attachea,rnuch more iin-
poftance td the opportunity .for talking with Others, obtaining coun-

and finding answers to unanswered questions.
Perhaps the wives, who had to -4ope With the practicalities of

raising the children, pursuing a new ca?eer, or establishing a new life,"=,
style, had already .come to terms With themselyes.-and their future-
plans° while mothers were still struggling to come to terms with their

..
feelings abOut their loss.:In otherwor.k were asilng, "How do
I cope since it aPpeaPk he will not yeturn?'77vhilernotrers still asked
"WhOdia it happen and what are' the chants of his retUrn9.

_
,.

TABLE 2:7/5/fferences in Erfectatibns of the Retreat'

. MIA Wives M)A Motheis
Staa,ment

I believe this experience ma,' 47.0 '
affect my future

I expect this to be a religious, ,
experience

77.1 1.3.2 ***

50.0 ""' 74.2

\...) _.,.. I
1. Bowed upon responses qiaclelat the,pme'of registration.

*** p < .001 ,
*- >-**p <.01 P

1

... Exptetattons of the retreat. From the res ones given at the 'very
beginning g-of the retreat, the wives and mothers appeared tq differ sig.'
nificant in their_eg'pectations about What imp-tact:the retreat would

) . have up.:. 1 their live3,(see Table 2). Ti iip MIA mother, Mctre than the,
.. MIA wife, expected t e retieat would be a religious experience and

. that the experjerril would indeed have a profound 'effect on her
'' future. . rif '

The reasoifs the gretlps gave 'or attending the retreat and their ex-
..

pectatiOns concerning the retreat could be expected to affect their'.
desiks to participate in the various activities offered there: This was'
ford to be true. The groups differed significantly orrtheir express

.`6
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.TABLE 3. A Comparison of Interest ShoWn in Various Activities by' MIA Wives
and MIA Mothers1

i ,

Aent,r.ty
MIA Wives MIA Mothers

%

oRecreati n for sglf
Recre.atiho for,dultiren
DiscusSi n with other persons

, .
. in a e situation ',

92:4
92.3

91.

90.6
51.4

91.2
Discussj n with other family .

4., grou s -... 84.0 94.7
Spiritua Founselmg 72.7 78.7
Family ouns'eling '- 70.7. 60.0

', Legal c tinseling .. , - 70.7' 9 .4. 44.2
Opftrt nity to be alone 70.0 62.8
Person. counseling. _ 69.7 6,o
Financ tl counseling 68.8- 41.9
Cluldc unseling 68.0 13.9

- Career ounseltng 59.7 Z8.2
Educa onal counseling '58.4 30.8

x2

NS
24.9 ***

NS,

NS
NS
NS.

8.0 *:
NS

.t4s
8.3 **

;8.5 ***-P.
10.3 **

7..9 '**

1. Baked upon responses giPln at the tithe of registration, priorto actual knowledge of what
activities might be available.

*** p<.001
.** p <.01

interest in .particular activities, as showh in Table 3. Both expressed a
igh.degree of interest in recreational actlsoies, group discussions, and
spirituaItnd personal 'counseling. Of course, the wines more {requent44

ly reported interest...in recreational activ'itie's for children and childis
counseling,qivrinight be expected, since fv the MIA mots had
young chderredwith them at the reireat. The largest differences be=
tweeu the groUps were with respect to th:e MIA wives.' significantly**
greater. interest in legal, financial, epeationfti, add-career counseling.
These differen -ces seem to reflect the wire's emphasiS upon the "here
and _now" and. preparation for the future. She wanted to know
"how", riot "why`". One particulg wife commenting on why she

mtichose to coto the retreat stated, "I hope to be able to take stock
of my liiiation as an MIA wife and formulate some concrete plans
for my future." ThiS* statement was in sharp contrast to the MIA
mother who apsw,ered the Same question with, "I want to be given" 4
an answer to my family's concern abcrut\why God has seen fit to take
a Wond4fulurian, our son, away from us. My only response thus far '.

Ai "'is to tell them we can never question God's ways, but I need more ., 40.4cryinqng apswers.' 1

.
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Group discussions. The group discussions confirmed many of our
f/ earlier observations. For the' MIA wives, the prolonged /absence of

their husbands meant coping with constant loneliness, and they re-
ported 'being frequentlyoverWhelmed by the vicissitudes and denlands

. of day-tD-daptkving. Consolation and support seemed to be directly
related to the assistance they needed to cope with the demands:of life
stresses and the realities of the absence of /heir loved ones. The MIA
phrtnts, rather.than emphasizing the struggles with daily" living, dwelt
on. their attempts to cope with theif personal grief. They reported
spending hours. realing the pat, and the severe emotional shock
about their son's casualty seemed heightened by their efforts to recall
his gtowth and development, their interactions with him, guilt over
things not done, with :an overall pattern of i.miniscing about the
times'they hackpent together.

Family participation. As the retreats came to a close, the families
were questioned to see -if the activities they had previously indicareir
interest in were the same ones they ha'd actually taken part irrcturing
the retreat. For the most part, this was true. As could be expected,
from pre-retreat expressed interests the Wives took significantly
gtater advantage of recreational activities for themselves than did
the. MIA .rnothers.:Whert the retreat began, the wife .group liad also

. shoWn a much nigher degree of interest in legal, financial, educational
and career counseling than the mothers had HoWe-ver, the expected
differences betvAiten the groups did not show up in the post-retreat

TABLE 4 Activities Participated in by MIA WzvJs,¢tid MIA Mothers'

Actiftti
MIA Wives MIA Mothers

x2

Recreation for children '85.7 C 20.4
. ,

A5.6 ***
Recreation for self 85.7 66.7 5.5 *

OppiZ)rtunity 'to be.alone -4. 73:0 55.6 NS
ySpjlittsial counseling

ikim§y co unseling
7114

49.2
57.1
26.7

NS
5.5 ' *

Chitdcounseling 47.6- . 9.3 17.2 ***
PeAo,nal counseling 34.9 28.6 NS
Legal counseling 1e5 17.8 NS

1. Based upon responses given"at the close of the week-long retreat.

*** p<.001
*p<.05 *4.
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TABLE 5. Differences in Feelings aboilt the Retreat Experience'

Statement
MIA Wives MM Mothers'

% x2

I felt completely free to
discuss my problems

I made neWand lasting
friendships while here

It was a deeply religious ex-
perience for me

Most of the questions4
came with have been
answered

I feel this has been the start
of a new lite for me

_ 76 9

z
64.1

55.4

47.5

87.8 NS

87.8 8.2 **

79.2 6.9 *

464.3 NS

32.8 53.3

-
1. Based upon resit uses given on the last Hof ?he week-long retreat.

4.6

** p<.01
* p < .05

reports. This fidding,is perhaps a function of the fact that in some in-
.

stances these pfferings were not available, or not adequate, and not
necessarily because the wives did.not paiticipate in them.

A cortparisorl. of the 4esponses.of MIA wives and MIA mothers
Showed that the two groups did indeed have varying reasons for at-
lending tbe,retreat. as well as different expectations of what such an

;experience
at

might olikr to them. MOreovef, their expressed interest in
:activities differed ae start of the week, and those differencfs were
reflected in the activities they had aetpally participated in duting the
week. It appeared that a 'fulfillment of prophecy': phenomendn may
have been , operating. 16 other words, what a wife or mother
"expected" to derive,from the experience,iri some way affected the
way in which she felt she had benefited from it (see Table 5). Two of
the more important reasons for coming to a religiou's retreat for MIA
mothers were to meet and talk with other PW/MIA families and to ob-
tain answers to unanswered questions. By the end of the week the
MIA mother, more than the MIA wife, felt she made new and lasting-
friendships, and that most of the questions she had cdrne with had
been answered.

It seeiried from the discussions that the mothers had been more
isOldted socially than the wife group since the casualty of their family
member. Therefore, the retreat was a more,unique situation fpr them,
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ilInce. it 'offered an opportunity they ditd not o rdinarily have a

.

chance to meet arltrtalk with others, in a similar situation, who under-
stoodltheir needs, and feelings. -As the retreat drew to a close, one .

MIA mother stated, "I came with no particular problem just heart-
dche and some frustration 2 frustration stemming from conditions I
cannot change.I carry sway some new friendships and a renewed ac-
ceptance' to let the Lord work in his own rnlksterious ways."

The MIA mother expected that the experience would be a religious
one, and that,it would have aft effect on her ?btu' re. Posf-retreat .re,7
sponses- did indeed show that the retreat- experience had Vet

'perceived as a deeply reli0ous.expeMence for the MIA mother, 'and
that she felt it was the start of a new life for her more often than did
the MIA wife. The MIA wife, on the other hand, came to the retreat
seeking recreational activities foi her children and herself and the op-
portunity to be -alone; thus, for her, it served .as.a much-needed'
vacation. Her responses showed that she was'i-nore interested in per-....
sonal counseling than was the MIA' mother, especially counseling -

services which would perhapS aid her in coping with every:My affairs
and taking practical steps for the future. The practicality of the MIA-
wife is perhaps reflected in tilt departing statement of onewho said
"We will never be the same as when we came if we vemember a little
and practice a little of what we have.been given," adding that her goal
was "to go forth and live a fruitfql and giving.life:"

It should be pointed out.that because these particular wives and
mothers chose to attend a religious treat they may not be represeri-`
tative of the'entire MIA mother -wi group: However, sincCattetid-
ance did not depend upon financial c mitmentson the part of those
who attended, and because the spo ors emphasized to the families
the retreat experience was there c't do with ,as their desires com-
manded", perhaps those who'attentle were,moie 1-eprsentative than
one might have expected.

The information derived from both the questionnaires a" ncl-the dis-
cussions seems to indicate that the MIA -wives were not necessarily
looking for philosophical or religious explanations of the lossof their
husbands. Rather, they sought guidance in coping with the stresses of

_daily living. Conversely, the MIA mothers were really asking a. funda-°
mental question; Why my son? Such rquestion could be answered ,

through religious refererfce. For both the MIA wife and the MIA
mother, the experience had offered the opportunity to discuss freely
their personal problems and frustrations in a setting that provided an
emotional climate which allowed them to do so. The combined exper-
tise of religiops leader and behavioral scientist made it posSfble-to
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approach both the "how" questions of thetIA wives and the'whys" *
of the MIA mothers with guidance which seemed to, offer alternatives
and benefits for both groCipS.'

Conclusions

The 'findings in this study'in terms of the participants' evaluationS of
the retreats. appear to support the views of Westling (1973) and
Berger (1973) that religious`retFeats. with competent clergy and be-
havioraliscience personnel can provide valuable assistance for the
PW/MIA families -in-coping with their unusual situations. Chaplain
John W. Berger in a presentation entitled, "A Past-oral Concern for
POWVNILA Families" (1973),poir}te4 dut that the retreats for PW/
MIA, wives in which he participated during tile, years J 971,and
19

,
_

Aserved a pkirpose. benefiting those attending at a time When
the was a need." The period during the summer of 1973, in tae
mon hs immediately following the release of prisoners, also appeared
to be a critical' time of need for these same families. Chaplain L. L.
Westling. Jr. (197i,), in a manual for those who minister to PW/MIA
families. also pointed out the value of retreats for th;se families,
stating.

Chaplain-organized retreats which included competent psy-
chological leaders' hip of the staff were commendable in
'dealing with a in some cases interrupting ,anticipator-y'
`grief work.' ostilities 4vere allowed to surface and to be
examuld f r what they were and guilt and sglf-accusation
were reor rtized. Rage was redirected Into .appropriate _

rather than self - destructive directions. Many personal eval-
.uations were made at such events. The application of this
mode' of ministry is highly recommended for"wives whose
husbands are deployed on recognized high-risk assignments.

In other words. he viewed the religious retreat as beneficial for'
military families experiencing routine r'nilitary separations, as well as
for families in the PW,/ situation. Whether or not the perceived',
benefits persist over tim for either wives or mothers is another.'
question which cannot be answered by data from this study. How- -

ever, the findings of this study appear to _support our previously P.

stated hypothesis that religion is a greater source of consolation-for
theMIA parOnt than for the MIA wife. When interpreting the statis-
tics and the differences found to exist betweeo thz groups, however,,
we mutt realize that we have only looked at these families at one
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sped point in time when jhe wn,es and parentsRay:.iniVe-bet-n-a's'k-----
'ing two different questions. Till*, does not 'Mari' that the wives may
not have asked 'the same questions the parents-acked,ai anotherpoint...
in.time. In short, we Should not interpret these. statistics or these find-
ings as static or permanent. . . ,

It 'mat he that adjustment fails along a cdrifinutim, and that needs
Orvneerns.may shift along this line, even over :1- period as short as
one Week. For example..at the beginning of theilitreat, one MIA
moth_er in the aroup was emotionally tort) about the Idss of heir son, -

-it was after having discussed .and reconciled this loss through;
religious reference Illicit she Was then able to channel her emotions

`and efforts towards the pragmatics of coping with daily stresses: She
came to terms with heygrief Srid loss in the religious group; in a dis-
cussion group with the behavioral science personnel, "she was then.
able to Rico upOn her guilt about neglecting the family-because she
had devoted so much time to thinking 'about her lost soli). Assuming

's that the normal grieving process occurs in varying stages, any program

,,- ,should .be designed to beo0flirtFe bereaved in weer .stage le
putt forth to assiv, families adjusbi, gh t6 the lOcs oftf&...antil member

family member may be at any tarticulan point in time. Observations
made throughout the sessions also appear fo poirit up. the imartance

'ofcooperation betWeen'the disciplineS: of the behavioral science
, .counselor and the:religious counselor, with a view4towards offering a
.-.. wider range of services. tailored to individual needs which can answer

both the philosophical "whys" and the pragmatic "howr questions of
grie.ving wives and.parents. ,i

4:3-
,..,

. .-
I . .

- '-' Summary offinclvtp

I The puipose of this study was.to examine the role of religion in help -'
Ing, the fam lijos 9
the r queNtions a come to terms with their' inner feeli gs and eliefs. 'I- -

111 servicemen missing in action find answers to

The respo.nses on. Pré- and post-retreat questionnaires of 83 MIA
!,wiy s and '65 WA mothers were compared to determine whether'or'

no religion had'aktiffel-entiai value for the w4fe than for the mother.
arrstically significant between-ifoup digerences were fotOd for

reasons giverie by the Wives and mothers for their attendance at the ',
retreaCilleulxPectations, as to what benefits might he derived from
the retreat, Their preferences as 'to type of Ac!ivity participated in
during the retreat, i5d their oferallfeelings about their experiences ati .

the,retreat when it had ended.

9 ; o
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.Social tnd Mental health Serl ices To Families

Of Servicemen lissing In Action 'Or_Returned .

Prisoilers Of War./
HAMILTON I. 1141111BIN

BtABAR VB. DAHL

In trodaction

jorp e ri ence in they provision of 'sociar and mental health seFvices for
families of seryicerhen missing in action (MIA) or returned prisoners
of war (RPW) has led us Eo the grotivinggonviction that an increased
kricl.w.ledie of families in these unique situations, "together ,with a,
positive orientation to the eXtenscOn of ,services can lead to viable anor
comprehensive community based programs designed _specifically for
these ,fanry populations. As tite'sfalf 'at the Center for Prisbner of
War Studies examined past research and experiences, sought infor-
mation from the French social' workers regarding their contacts with
families during and Following the French-Indochina wir'interviewed 4-
and worked intensively with the MIA and- RPW 4amilies of the ,

Vietnaln War-, we were afforded,a view Of ,the farriilies' predicaments,
. from a different perspective than that usually afford,ed,a clinician. We

came-TO Opiiciate the insecurities,.:difficulties and unhappy .experi-
iences- of the-wives, children and parerits of these meri and the impor- '
tance- of services "tw-t-heir familiet It appeared quite obvious that
family functioni.riguas influenced,profoundly by the stresses brought
about by tie months and, inmost cases, years of waiting7-soObvious
perhapi that it may have 'been (tacen for.grauted or forgotten and

A./
had not itny recently received careful scrutiny.,

1 Paper presented at the riveting of the Amerto-cd PsYchtatrtc Association, bqtrort,
May 1974

-)2 ,
t
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A
P .Family Adjustment. There are a number of reasons -for predicting

that the families of servicemen missing in action and families of
returned pilsoners of war will have a high'incidence of "problems of
readjustment" which are amenable to preventive mental health inter-

-
vention. In addition to the'fact that both populations have had to
experience major adjustments due to 'the prolonged an,dc indeterminate
abserrce of a fatlierthushapd, the RPW. family' must cope with the
reintegration of the returning father into the family after his prolonged
absence, and the MIA family. must face the fact that the husband/

father- may'never return. -
For the MIA family, father absence produces,a modification and

reorganization of the family' unit. ( 3enson, McCubbin, bah' and .,
Hunter, 1974; Hall and Malone, 1073, Hunter and. Plag, 1973;
McCubbin, Hufrter and Metres, '1973) and has a profound imps
upon the children (MCCubbin, Hunter and, Metres, 1974. Much of
the soci4 ac'aeptance, stability and cZntinUity of' the family unit-/ which 'is taken for granttd in the-intict farhily, is lacking Or severely
taxed in the, family of a serviceman. missing in actio,n. The military
family Withott-a father lives in a world of double isolationas social
deviants in the militarY system and as am, enigma to the civilian
community which has been struggling to reconcile the appropriateness
of the Vietnam conflict,

The mental health, social adjustments and vocational problems of
the returningVietnam veteran have been documented (Lifton, 1973;
Musser and Stenger, 1972; Polneri 1971). Although the emotional,
social and family adjustments of the returned prisonef of war seenyto
be similar to those of the returning veteran there is at least one basic
exception. After a prolonged absence, in some instanc,eseight- or nine
years, the retud prisoner of war must not only race an extremely ,

)3hangecsacietfrnie,but also a modified family whose patterps of adap- k

taton stresses of father absent, social change and jncreased
. responsibilities h4e becoSrle a-way of?life.

1411 the complexity of...eintegration f the serviceman andohis family
,

following a &fig separation was th topic of a number of esearch
studies dunngand following World ar H (Duvall, 1945; Elio , 1946;
Hill01949;Waller. 19,44.). Reunion brkughTtn major adjustments in
family toles, responsibilities, and patterns of communication..More
importantly, those sNidiea pointed out the 'critical factors invol,vedin. reunions -the wives' development, their increased maturity and in-
de,pentlence. role changes within the , family, children's development
and maturity, husbands' idealized ex'pectations of are family and the

-z 21192
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marriage, changes in the wives' expectations of the martiage., and.
most important. breakdowns in family comraunication. .

Thy personal reports' of family experiences if returned,
s

prisoners of war- (Chesley. 1973. Gaither. 1973:»Plumb, 1V3,
Rutledge. 1973) and a recent study (Metres, McCubbin and Hunters
19'4) suggest, that returning home after a Icing separation was indeed
a tn. mg expenence The associated stresses of reintegration irtto a
Idmily. demands by the public 'and press upon the returnee. changes
in personalities and values. )1 iscrepaneies in expectations of husband ,
and wife. and changing lifestyles. all of which represent obstacles to a .
successful reunion. 'mty be major "c&tributing factors toPthe sur-
pnsingly high estimates of divorces- am-Ong the recently returned
pnsoners of war. In view of j1.-social and psychologidal complication
so often accompanying the prolonged absence ofa husband and the
reunion after this penod. it is perhaps sufpnsing that the incidence of:'''
mental health casualties was not any higher than estimates hae -
indicated.

_ Se'rvices to Families Mental health services to MIA and RPW
families have be* the result of cooperation and coordination across'
all of the military departments Army, Navy,, Manne COrps. and Air
Force The scattenng of families thrdughout the Uiiited States and
Europe required that continuous communication be maintained across
military branches to insure the provision of medical. psychological, .

legal and administrative services to aN families regardlpss'of their
military affiliThon. The concept of community mental health (Caplan,
1964, Hume. 1966, Visotsky. 1967). with its goals of preve,ntion,
reduction. and relief of psychiatnc illness and social adjustment
problems and its sequels, has been the biding framework. for the,;
provision 'of mental health services. Thg erliphasis has been uportthe

_ provision of comprehensive service§ td(inClude remedial and 4i. ehabiJi-
tative services with a preventive aim. Because of, the predicted
incidence of readjustment problems among returnees and families of
servicemen missing in action, we believy 1 t prevention 4 major
medical.. social, einotional and behavioral p ems is a primary facet

...=:, .in an effective prograilt , ..
Within this community mental hialth framework, prevention is
en as occurnng oh three levelspnmary, secondthy. and to trary.

Simply stated. pnmary prevention entails the lessening r
elimination of adyerw psychological and environmental, infr es;
secondaty prevention' refers to early and effective treatment to .pre-
vent the development of major social and psychological disturban es; ..

'find tertiary' prevention refers.' to the rehabilitation of indiVidua s or

1
I 'At
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family systems diagnosed as having 4 definite prcibtem or disorder of
some duration and complexity. As part of the rehabilitatiye goals,
work with these individual/ or families is designed to reduce the
extent of defective functioning within the famijy system and of inter-
personal relationships outside of the family unit. Four important
aspects of the prograM will be discussed": (1) "outreabh" services;

ilk,) collaboration with other-agencies; (3) mental health consultation /'
and (4) research. `._-_.

Outreach Services. In spite of the availability of mental health
services in the military, there has remained a discrepancy between the
numbers who cpuld benefit from professional counseling and those
who stepped. forward to obtain help. A careful assessment.of the
families' comments, interview data, arid follow -up contacts (Halland,
Malone, 1973) revealed that unsatisfactory experiences with unin-
formed civilian and military professionals, together with a altural
reluctance to seek counseling, were critical factors mitigating4e1 -
families' involvement in ,mental health services. In a few instancel
families experienced judgmental attitudes among healtli,professionals
false reassurances and reluctance among physicians to address`the,.
military "family mem r'S emotional, problems.. A bias against the
Vietnam conflict or th military in general may, in a few cases,pave

- interfered with the Clinical evaluation and the estalOishment pf a
-,.profesSionahtherapeutic relationship. 1

Thichallenge to link families 'Who would benefit from services
with available mentalthealth prpgrams has led us tlb look more cloSely
at,,our present deliveri, system .and to discover fresh approaches.
Bndgmg this gap required us .to suspend conventional' notions of, ,i,
mot.ivation, prob?ems 'and treatment. We "needed to turn the
usual clinical situation upside down". Specifically, we needed to
move away. from the tendency to characterize the -hesitrit but
needy, military family' clientele as "not ready for treatment,"
2 4 unmotivated," or "resistant ". Such assumptions were inappropri-
ate for a program whicleencouraged efforts toward early identifica-
tion of problems or disorder and which emphasized early andf

, effectiye treatment to prevent The development of major social and
psychological disturbances. .

/ Drawing from the experiences of the last fifteen years of experi-
menting with a vapiety of approaches involving ,those individuals
who se-1dom appear voluntarily within an agericy (OvertOn, 1953;
Sunley,'1-968),,the military has initiated an effort to extend services

\,......__ ,
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Spcial'and Metwal HCIitli.Service.s' to Families of Servicemen
.hissing in Action or !tenoned Prisoners of War (s
to MIA 4nd RPW famines: T.1$ provision of :`oStreach" services to
families emphasizes the development crf a continuous relationship

' between mental healthagencies and families. Integrated as part of
of the long-terfn care to-returned prisoners of war, the family pro-
gram emphasizes. continuous contacts between the faMilies and a
mental hearth 'worker in order to examine the full range of family
and individual' adjustments. Thee emphasis of the contacts is not on
family problems peiPse, but rather upon the overall social, and emo-
tional.hedth of the family system. It is assumed that through-con-
tinuous faintly contacts an early detection of 'problem areas can be
made, and, thus-; a basis fcir the therapiutic"Telationship established.

:The 'military has developed a strong commitment to devote resources
to providing this unprecederrted service. In essenqe, throUgh imagina-
tive efforts on the part of Mental health professionals, obstacles hin-
aering the utilization of our,mental health programs has been trans-

- ' cended ins\order to involve the military family and thq community.
Through the establishment of a nation-wide program of family

services involving mental health professionals' and flight surgeons,
, the military has been able- to respirind to the needs for family ser-

vices. The operaritayOization of "outreach." services, while stein its
initial stages of development, haS received strong s i,ipport froth the
families. On the b.4'§is data obtained from one branch of the
armed sei'viCeso4ve are Acouraged with the progress. During amen-1i-,,
nal four-month period, social work consultants have extended
assistance to 42.4 percent of the faitilies of returned prisoners' of

- waf in that branch of service: this same team of consultants has..
involved 48 wives of servicemen missing in action and twenty-ilvo
children of MIA families in mental health services? These statistics,'
do not necessa4ly reflect ,"psychopathology" tithin the family.
The families may take advantage of thq services for a variety .of
reasons, ranging from advice on legal matters to major family-
crises, and are referred to ,those professionals Lawyers, pisYchia-
tnsts, etc., best able to evaluate hd assist them. Thus, it is reasonable
to assume that, the families have seen the Program in terms of its
preve-ntive value, since they have taken advantage of thde services in
order, to assist them in coping with the "normal" 'problems 'of
'readjustment. dit

Collaborative keri:iees with other Agencies. The adjustment of
'families of returned prisoners of War and ig.milies of servicvmenimjss-
ing in' action is more than a psychological 'problem, it is a social

'phenomenon in which social, emotional, and legal issues are inex-
tricably' bound together. Thus, it is not 'surprising that these faMilies -
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require services from a multiplicity of disciplines. These include medi-
cine, psychology, social' work,-educational counseling, and in some
situations 'special education, as well as services from agencies which
-do not specialize in family counseling such as court and' probation
departments. It has not been unusual to find ao few families in cohtact
simultaneously with three or more. agencies or professionals. Unfor:
remotely, the multiplicity of necessary services to families has.some-
times produced unintentional side effects. In a few cases different
agencies gave oppbsing advice, to wives and childre1, thus, precipi-
tating additional conflict within. the family unit. in- addition, agen-
Cies not sehsitivelto or aware/of the emotional and social -problems
faced by these particular tontines may have communicated a reluc-
tance, if not a heSitancy, to respond to their total heeds. An effective
program of community organization and community psychiatry
requires ebtaboration with other significant agencies in order to pr6-
vide coordination of services, to reduce fragmentation, and redun-
dancy as well as toreduce conflict within they 'family and among 17
community agencies:

,Mental Health Consultation. An important component of a corn--
prehensive program for MIA 4nd RPW families is the provision for

. social work consultation and, in some cases, mental health education
for civilian agencies as well as military agencies and professionals in
private practice. Another emphasis of this program is to provide
consultation to non-mental health agencies and professionals (law-
yers, public welfare workers, etc.) who are involved in services to
tihesestamilifis and, thus, may be in neeei of orientation -or education.

'The actual consultastion process with these families may vary from
- one social worker another, but usually ,involyS Dne or more of

three major opproicjphes: (1) evaluation of the f7milx, problem; (2)
provision of 'advice to a consultee (a professional or an agency); or
(34 provision of actual services in Co\ijunction with the agency or
professional. . ,

The Role of Research. Research is considered f17 be au, integral
part of this comprehensive program of commune y psychiatry for
MIA and RPW families. There is Mill relatiMy little available
knowledge on a number of aspects of the octal, psychological and
emotional. consequences of father absen ._ Very little is ,known
about A numb4r of aspects of family reu ion following prolonged
separations. In addition to the complicatio of child adjustment to
a prolonged period of separation, more information on the effects of
captivity on the returned prisoner and his future emotional, physical
and social adjustment is needed.*

-19 21'i'
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It 4S alto essential that we make an assessnint of the relative
impact of our "outreach" service to families. Presumably. an-impor-.

..tant test of a good milita mental health prograri$is how many
preventable problems it removes from the shoulders of itscitizensy
the military 'families, and, after that, hOw rapidly and effettfvely it
marshals its resources in order to remedy the damage done by non-,
preveniable .difficulties. It is expected that findings derived from
examination of these basic -questions supported by a continuous
assessment of our services to RPW and MIA fainilies, will lead,to
the development and application of comprehensive services for Dther
families throteghourthe systeni..,

We at Ake Center for Pilisoner of Wae.Studies are in agreement
with Russell (144) who, in his review and study of, psycho-social
consequences in the families of survivors of the concentration camp

'experience, emphasized the importance of research and concluded.
"Only further longitudinal follow-up studies of these survivor
families will elucidate Whether the outcome observed ,will)ast."
" I would theore like- to ,ass iate myself strAgIty with those
who stress the need for further' d long-range studie'S of families
of survivors living in various settings andenvironments, these studies
obviously, might have to go on for several generations." It is also our
position that only through these "long-range studies of families of
survivors" can we truly understand the complex effect of such an
expetience.on the families.

G.
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Consultants' Viewpoint

Outreach Serf ices q1,o. The Vietnam ;7eteranyi

A ,Personal Perspective

F1.01D S. 11ESHAD

The purpose of this review is to briefly outline a program that was
originally designed...to deal with the Vietnam Era Veteran population,
and, thus, has applicability for returned prisoners of war who have
chosen to resume their civilian status. Strictly speaking, the program,
was.esfablished as, a concept for the younger veterans, but it may also

..have implications as -2 model for outreach to. returnees and their
families.

The Problem

>" As recently as two yew's ago in the Los Angeles area there were no
services per se for, the younger veterans. By and large, the pro
that were in .effect were outdated,'having changed little from 'orld
War H. Therapeutic, type programs in existence in the veterans
hospitIsifto

The individual
in-patient care were available kilt a programtwhich

prepare individual for leaving the hospfal was virtually. non-
,

existent. What about discharge planning, the re-entry process, and the
followtp process? For after all, successful treatment is not a measure
of how well the patient functions in the hospital, but whether or not

.-he cv.stick it out in the real world.

Procedures for Setting up the Program

In order to initiate a program of this type, which.hegan in a Los Angeles
veterans hospital, it 'was not only necessary to try td find' out what
resources were available in the outside community, but it was` also
essential to remember that th community must be kept up ,to.date
orr the program as it progressed.

4
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The Program

1. -Residential Plac ent. In order to diterrnine what residential
plaCethents were r young men coming out of this situationf
out of the war, and then out of the Veterans Administration Hospit ,

the patients themselves were consulted as to what they would like to
do so that they were given some choice and a chance toyarticipate in
in their own placement. After some discussion with the patients as
to their pteferences, it was discovered that most of them preferred
living on the outside. Most were single and wanted their own pl a c e,

and many wanted to get involved in educatidnal programs, vocational
programs and social activities. But none .3f. them knew where to start.
In the beginning, several days, and sometimes weeks, were spent with
these individuals, placing them in residential sections and apartments
where out-patient services would be available in a nearby facility.

2. Community Involvemeno The problem of educating, the corn-
munity toward acceptance of the ydung veteran was helped through a -

volunteer progsam which was age to get a great deal of television
coveiage. It was felt that by exposing the whole situation faced
the Vietnam veteran as well as the total impact of his individu
experience on him, several corporations, businesses, educational facili-
ties, and`people might volunteer time and money. One such project
was with the Telephone Company, which conducted a "big brother"
project. In most cases the, volunteers were young, sometimes veteran
m.anagerial types, .personnel that were interested in getting involved
with these veterans. The "big brothers" spent tHeir own time talking
with the veteran about His interests and concerns, taking him to
interviews, and setting up vocational connections.

A veterans "otit-reach house , open 24 hours a day, was available
to dual with anything and everything that may cause problems for the
veteran. The "hotline" did not deal with the problems directly, but,
rathei had the contact's :refer the caller, who may be overdosing vn
drugs or contemplating.Suicivie, to someone else, often arranging to
pick him up and get him' to sonie service as quickly as possible.

3. Educational Planning. Steps were also taken to locate De o pt
who were interested in veteran affairs on campuses to aid in educa-
tional planningor follow=up with individuals once they were involved
in an educational environment. Volunteers took them to school,
inttoducing them to other veterans and veterans organizations,
helped 'them to get their G. I. benefits, helped them, to find an
acceptable residence, and assisted them in numerous other ways so
that they might feel "settled".
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4. Family Involvement. The program strongly supported-the con-
cept of family counseling. Since tif population was young, it,Was
felt that failure to get the family Involved was a critical and serious
omission. Whenever an ,jndividual was placed on the outside, if
possible, family counseling was begun simultaneously in the home.
Talking with the gamily and letting them participate aids in the re-

. entry process because the family, first of all, sees that some initiative
has-been taken, and, secogdly, sees that someone has really taken an
interest in helping their sort.

Conclusion
.

A program such as the One that has been outlined here is only one
attempt to tpdate existing programs for facilitating veterans re-entry
into their own communities. The. specific techniqUes of extensive
community involvement artt- participation on the part q$ the,veteran
himself in planning for his future may serve as a model for those
personnel whose key role is to help the returned prisoner readjust to
the community in which he has chosen to live and to facilitate his
taldn dvantage of .the available resources. Since many of the
probe faced by the young veteran and the unmarried returning
prison are identical, knowledge of established programs may be of
b or those who are trained .to counsel these men.

P3
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'Consultants' Viewpoint .

The Veterans Administration - Preparations For
Returning Vietnam Era Prisoners Of War, Family'

Members And Fam f SeniCemen Missing hi

-Action

The Problem

CHARLES A. STENGER
4

Prior to the repattiation of Americ'an POWs from Southeast Asia in
early. 1973, the plight of the prisoners of war and their families was a
matter of deep personal concern to millions of Americans. This
concern rose fo a phenomenal dethonstration of public interest at
their return and still continues to hold the attention of the public.
Similarly, the institutions of out government with direct pyst-repa-
triation responsibilities were highly visible. How well tkey were doing
their job was being carefully followed. as well it should be. .How

-responsive government agencies were *6 the PW /MIA situation was
also a broader test of the capacity and willingness of public institutions.
to fulfill t 'heir responsibilities. If these men and their families were
not given the full,measure of compassjonate responsive service, how
can anyone else expect to receive it? - - - - --

,How serious a- tes,tthis maybe is suggested by a longitudinal study
of public trust begun by the University of Michigan's Institute of
Social Research in 1952 and continued at four-yearinterva throu0.--
'1972 (Miller, Brown, and Raine, L973). This study revealed that

'public confidence in governmental institutions had deteriorated 'at an
alarming rate since 1964 and by the close of 1972 was dropping
precipitously: The study report godcluded that the massive erosion
of public confidence was creating not only a generation of Americans,
literally. "turned-off" by their government but also conditions that
could erupt in explosive social conflict. HOw well or how poorly we
respond, to the needs of the returned prisoners of war, their families,
and MIAamilies will either help, restore public confidence or further
contffbute to the dangerous rate of decline.

2 2s:
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The ROIc of the Armed Serviges

Certain events in the PW/MIA situation do lend suppi:nt to im-
proved public confidence in our governmental institutions. In
Novemtier. 1972, the Department of Defense held a multi- agency
conference that dealt with PW/MIAs and their families. The need to
do an .outstanding job m support of these fainiies was strongly

..emphasized and) aptly :chiracterize4 as a -".TOT,IlL FEDERAL
CHALLENGE". -"No one -must be perrnitt0t1 to fall between the
crack," was the phrase repeatvIly used. Also, it was of concern that,
after au initial massive effott, continueLl family*support, would dwindle
down to an ordinary institutional approach. The importance of joint15,
developing a tight network embracing all, branches of the Armed
Services so that communication and cooperatioti between participating
agencies would ,nOt be interrupted was strongly emphasized. ('

The central rOle'ol. the military services in'prtviding the assistance"
required was made .clear and other fedefal agencies were properly
tasked to provide back-4 suppott. Consequently, the Veterans
Administration (VA) was \pr.operly identified as the fead agency
outside of fhel military establishment because itssole mission and
resources ere to serve. those who served inthe Armed Forces and
their, surviv6u, , 7

Background Information on the Veterans Administration

Since the Veterans Administration .is'in the role of providing needed
, assistance to velenuis, a few things of a background nature about this

agency will help enable other tnilitary and civilian family services and
agencies to best use.its resources. The Veterans Administration is.the
latgest health care system of its type 'in they word. There are more

workers, and P .D.-level psychologists, deployed 1* well over AV VA
than 4,000 tnerl health professionals, psychiatrists, MA-level social

hospitals and/clinics dispersed t,hrougqourthe country. HaV cirf this
staff has joined the Veterans Administration after 4964, the beginning
of the Vie )nam Era. In, addition to these full-time mental health
professionils thousands of social worker and psychology students,
and psychiatric residents are in training in the Vet ns/Administration
at any one time. .

Vegans, of the Vietnam Era

'There are currently 29 million veterans, including 6-1/2 million
Vietnam Era -veterans. The Veterans Administration, in fulfilling its
responsibility to all the veterangssusi their families, actually touches
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Reiurning'Viethani Era Prisoners of WO, Family
Members and Families of Servicemen Missing in Action

the lives of half the population of the United States: There arp also
more --than 70,000 living ex-PWs _being served by the Veterans

4Administration. . ,.
In tePrns ofthe 6-1/2 million men involved, the Vietnam-Era has

the largest number in our nation's history' next to World War II!
These veterans, because they grew up as part of a generation that has
lived its life during a period of rapid and unprecedented technological I
and social change, have had the greatest impact upon the programs
administered by the Veterans Administration. rn 1970, a survey of
V.eterans Administration mentahealth professionals in all its facilities . -
was conducted to obtain pooled observations regarding the attitudes
anlisehavior of-Vietnam Era veterans-These veterans were found to
be quite different than veterans of earlier wars in their Willingnes,ito
challenge authority which they perceive as essentially indifferPrit to
their fight to be treated as individuals and to have a say in things that
affect them (Stenger, 1971; Stenger, 1973). ' '

Veterans Administration's EfforAwbn Behalf of the PWIMIAs

Veterans Administration planning for returned prisoners of war,
MIAs; PWs, and the families Of these servicemen; began in October
1971 with a meeting of health care professionals from. the various
military services and the National Research Council. The focus of the
meetings was not upon plans for repatnation, since ,this was the
responsibility of the-Department of Defense, but upon the long-range
health care to these fnen and their families and upon the overall
implications for research. .

In August. 1972. it seemed evident the war was grinding to a halt
and that the Veterans Administration would be called upon to
ipplement efforts of the military services and Department ofDefense
to meet the special needs of returned prisoners arid theit families as
well as families of the MIAs. The Veterans Administration's Depart-
ment 'of Medicine and Surgery established the function of a Vietnam

. POW/MIA ;Coordinator and the Department of Veterans Benefits did
jlikei,Vise. In the ensuing months liaison was established with Depart-
nitnt of Defense echelons and was coordinated by the PW/MIA Task
Force under the leadership of Dr. Roger Shields of the Office of the
Assistant Secretary m,of Defense for Inteatio .1 Security Affairs. The
Veterans Administration was asked to pla for any eventuality,
prirnaly in .the foie of a resource to the respective military services.
Concomitantly, the National League of Families wastintense1y inter-
ested in the Veterans Administration's expgriences with PWs from
prior wars.and felcated personal and family readjustment difficulties.

.---
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and therefore sought the VA's consultation and participation in a \ '

numbr of their meetings. In this regard PW/MIA families had already
sought Coynseling assistance from social4yorkers, psychologists, and
'psychiatrists in VA hospitfls near their hOmes. What emerged out'oc(
the meetings with the National League of Families was a reassurance
that VA resources were available for emergency_counseling assistance:

Over the next few months liaisbn was establish z1 betwee /the Navy
Center for Prisoner oft War Studies and the VeteAn's Ad inistration
in an ,effort to identify possible are of cooperation a d, also, to
extract from their research efforts those findings which would help us
to understand more fully the psychological dimensions of repatriati
Such information was essential to our planning. The Veterans
Administratioit took the following steps: I) On October 19, 1972,
the VA Administrator alerted every VA facility try letter that VA
resources would be provided to returned prisoners of war in a timely,
compassionate and sensitive manner without any incidents of bureatk-
cratic delay, or failure; 2) In December 172, all former prisoners of
war on the staff of the VA facilities Throughout the U.S., were .

identified and designated as local and agency-wide resource persons.
Several hut-wired persops, including mental health professipnals, were
identified and their ideas and suggestions obtained. Together, these
actions reflect the basic philosophy and operational principles of the
Veterans Administration: ..

a. Appropriate VA resources would be made available upon
request from the military, or on an eme .tgency basis to tte man
or his family, and particularly to the MIA families.

as-
b. Specific, selected persons would be designated to be the point

orcontact for requests for assistance. These prtifessionals would
also montior what had been done by others so that problems .,,
or delays would not occur. '

c. Pnority, personalized services would be provided.
d. The philosophy was to meet the demand quickly. _ -

With regard to services to returned prisoners of war the following
plans were develqped and operationalized: t.

a. Within 24 ,hours after return to a Continental United States
(CONUS) military hospital, a POW/MIA Survivor Card was to
be prepared. This was to be used by the Division of Veterans
Benefits for Central Office monitoring'as well as by local offices
that may be asked to provide direct services. "

b. A Vetarank Benefit Counselor was to make initial contact at the
military hospital with all returned PWs (with the medical
staff's approval) to inform them of existing VA benefits

5 ,
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(educational,joans; etc.). This counselor was to-give his home
as well aso,,I f'fice phone and could be called at anytime.

c. When the PW leaves the military hospital for extended, re-
cuperation leave, he was to be given the telephone number and
address of the nearest VA facility, so that he could readily ail
himself of any type of service or arrange emergency medical
help as well as individual or family counseling.

d. Should a returned PW on leave call a VA hospital directly,. he
- was to be put in touch with a mental health professional who

would follow through is needed.

With regard to families of se cemen missing in action (MA), ,killed
in action (KIA), and ret prisoners of war, the following plans

-were established:
a. Within 24 hours after an MIA is reclassified KIA, the POW/MIA

Survivor Card was 4o be completed andthe name, irddress, and
telephone number'of the Casualty Assistance Officer (CACO)
located nearest the survivor was to be included.

b. The CACO wad to be contacted by the Veterans Benefits I'VB)
Counselor to arrange the timing and procedure for contacting
the family. When feasible, the VA counselor was to accompany
tke CACO on his family, visits.

c. For MIA families and those of returned PWs, VA medical
. facilities were to provide short-term personal or family counsel-

ing, or supportive psychiatric care.' 1

Conclusiori

The problems involved in enabling the returned PW tp 'reestablish au%
meaningful identity and satisfying life-style, as well as the problem
of enabling wives and family members of returned prisoners and those
missing ;action or killed in action to retain a meaningful identity
and a satisfying life = style, arecomplex and urgently require attention
on a preventative as well as treatment basis. It is my belief that the
resources and experience of the. VeteRns Administration may be of
assistance in such a complex and worthwhile endeavor.
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Consultants' Viewpoint

Pschiatric Care For The Returned, Prisoners Of
4..

War: The Nall And Marine Corps Experience

ROBERT E. STRANGE

Introduction
'Expectation of severe physical arid emotional pathology among the
returnees figured significantly IQ, the' intensive planning and organiza-
tion prior to their releas Although, when the release occurred,. they
were found to be in betteiphysical and psychological condition than
anyone had dared hope, there was considerable conscious and
unc9t(scious denial of symp ms and problems. Although, their
health pnd emotion states vIre better than expected, 'there were
and AI. continue significant medical and psychiatric prOblems
requiring identificatio._ and treatment.

$

Initial Examination. During their initial state-side hospitalization, 14

all of the Navy and Marine returnees received extensive' psychiatric
elaminations. They were interviewed for several, hours by psychia-
trists, after which they were given the opportunity for further
psychiatric contact' according to their conditions and desires. Their
responses to this were generally Positive. They were paker to talk and
manifested a great need to ventilate and tell their stories. As a group
they tended to be hyperactive. and they maintained for some days a
state of post-return euphona with general denial of emotional,

.physical,.and situational problems. In most cases there was gradual
return to a calm and realistic mood during the course of hospitaliza-
tion. Some demonstrated reluctance to leave the sheltered medical
environment, break off their group relationships, and return to knew
world of freedom. These seemed to be tlie ones who had spent the
longest time in captivity and therefore were required to make the

1-)
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most major changes in their lives antlbcophig mechanisms. In con-
.

trast, some Wanted immediate return to duty and flight status and
werie impatient ',even with the, shortest medical hold. This group .
consisted of those returnees who had been imprisoned for the (
shortest times and who were in the best physical and emotional
health.

Unique Clinical Situation for Examistling Psychiatrists. The exami,n-
ing Psychiatrists were all eager and enthusiastic, both because of great
professional interest and the national significance of this unusual
project'', However, they faced some unique problems. Some felt
concern about evaluating adequately.theclinical significance ,of the
returnees' emotional signs and symptoms. The exAiners were sure--

, that many of the returnees' responses were undoubtedly plYr t of the
natural and expected reactions to such prolonged stress, and the )
dilemma was that of clearly dilierentiating significant patholoQ/'.
from the stress reactions. Also, the VIP status of the returnees, with
the social, military, political, and public affairs importance of their
return, clearly complicated the psychiatrists' tasks of evaluation. It'
would have been easy to be awed by these patients- and to oyer-
identify with them. It would have been easy to hesitate in intervention
when pathology' was apparent, due to a variety of Outside influences.

'These dilemmas of the examining psychiatrist are well illustrated
by the problems of evaluating the clinical sthificance of &pressive
symptoms among the returnees. From past experience and our
understanding of, psychodynamic principles. it was anticipated that
depiNssion would be ende'tnic arfiong the returned prisoners of war.
The Osychologital losses and deprivation sustained during captivity
and the need to suppress he/stiffly for prolonged perieds, along with
Many other factors; caused most psychiatrists to have a high index of
suspicion regarding depression in these patients. It was assumed that
the returnees would undoubtedly need to relearn mechanisms of
expressing hostility and that thecoping mechanisms thly had learned
to utilize effectively in confinement might appear as symptoms of
depression on examination after release. The examining psychiatrists
had to struggle. with this ..puzzle of differentiating appropriate

.responses to captivity and release from the, emotional illnes of
depresiton and/or hypomanic defenses against that illness.

The final determination regalng severity of depression and
potential fOr self-destruction had rZi remain, as always, the responsi-
bility of the attending psychiatrist. In an effort td give the clinician
as much assistance as possible, however, the Center for Pfiseiner o

21Z
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Psychiatric Care for the Returned Prisoners of War:
The Na vy and Marine Corps Experience

01' War Studies collected day from the earliest psychi#tnc screening
interviews,' debriefing information -about the confinetnent experi-
ences, and family"adjustrnent data. They extracted that information
which is generally accepted as being related to depiLessive illness and
suicide potential. This Was then reviewed by clinicians who were not
directly involved in the examination of the.returnees,,On the basis of

computen?.ed data and without having examined the patients,
, the reviewers identified 34 of the 164 Navy/Marine returnees (21%)4

as likely to be either currently seriously depressed or with the
potential for severe depressive i'llness..1 was also their opinion that

'53 otliers,another 32 percent, had or were likely.to have depressive
-problems of a less severe ,nature. The, actual examining psychiatrists,
however, perceived this' isolated data differently in the real-life
situation of these most unusual patients. They established psychiatric
diagnoses in vary few of the, returnees. Among the 138 Navy men,

r the' following diaghoses were established: anxiety neurosis 3:
unspecified neurosis 2, hysterical neurosis 1, transient situa-
tionalkdisturbances '1 Among tie- 26 Marine returnees, 'only two
diagnoses were established, both long-standing psychoses seemingly
unrelated to the captivity experience.

00.
Review of Findings Iria4a1 and Follavl'up. Following complete

medical and psychiatric examinations of the returnees,' recommen-
,,dations were jpintly prepared by all physicians, including the

psychiatrists, ho had been involved in the evaluations. TI)e
returnees' wishes, along with this medical opinion, determined his

...Atlisposition from the ospital. All of the Navy men returned to some
nperaticmal, staff, qr training assignment, except for five remaining
under prolonged medical treatment. During the year after return
only seven left the 'Navy through retirement or release from active

, duty: The fact that, 94 144pent of the total group remain in service
indicates the career orientation ,of4tti4)officers. Half of the Marine
Corps group remain on actiife duty, this difference being due.,to
larger number of non-career personnel. #4

The low number of psychiatric dioposes in initial examinations
seems to have been supported by experience during the past year.
There have been no readmissions for treatment of. psychiatric
problems. In our 'continuing psychiatric follow -up during this year,eit
appears that readjustment problems, when they have occurred, have
manifested themsetves primarily in ,family conflicts and behavioral
symptoms. The Navy returnees continue to report few emotional
symptoms, although there' have been conflicts in marriage relatio,v-
ships-and behavioral manifestations of tension. It is to be expecltd

fr
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that - these career officers will deemphasize* intrapsychic problenis
any,, therefore, the most successful means- Of giving psychiatric
support frequently seems to be through the medium of family
assistance.

flans fbr the' Future.. For the NaNey'ilvlarine, group, a follow-up
program has been arranged for at the Naval Aerospace Medical
Institute, Pensacola, Florida, where medical and psychiatric 'person-
nel have unusual, and lengthy experience- and expertise:in the
long-range physical and emotional problems of aviatprs. This group .
works with the Center for Prisoner of War Studies in San Diego to
accumulate research data from the follow,up examinations. Each
Navy/Marine rurnee still on active duty' is beirig sent to the
-Institute in Pensacola for approximately a week of medical and
psychiatric evaluation. This is being done six months after the initial
period of hospitalization and then every year. thereafter. Those .

Navy/Marine returnees who are no longer in active service are invited _
to Pensacola 'for this examination at gove ment expense. There
may, of course, be situations in.which the n may not participate;
in these cases an _attempt will be made to es ablish liaison with their
civilian physician or clinic for exchange-of information and records ,
which will benefit the patient's medical care. It is important to point
out that all the returnees who are no longer in active service have

', been designated by'-the Secretary of-:' Defense as eligible for
. continuing medical care _both, for themselves and their families.

andsuch, they are urged 'to take advantage of the military medical and
.psychiatric facilities near their homes, where care and follow-up
,examinations can be accomplished. perscinnel from, the Center for
Prisoner of War Studies' and the Naval Aerospace Medical Instittite )
also work with the. Veteran's Administration in providing liaison
services and information exchange for those returnees in civilian life
who choose to receive 'care at Veterans' Administration facilities..
Throughout the planning of this program the philosophy has been, to -

make psychiatric care easily and immediately available fOr the
returnees and their families, yet to -respect their individual' privacy
and,avpid undesirable attention to and intervention in their lives.

This.philosRhy has been,especially important in setting up the
program of family services. Since almost all of the Navy returnees-
remain o9 active duty and all _are .aviationi personnel, it was
predictable where most of them would be assigned and would be
living with their families. In these specific areas, a pecial 'out-reach
program was initiated and built around a social worker in association
with 1pcal psychiatric and medical- facilities. This social worker
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contacted each -returnee's family, offered assistance, and pointed out
the availability of -services. The Navy social workers maintain close
collaboration with those of the Army and the Air Force, as welt as
the gentral civil- munity. The program'is a tri-service operation
and provides ssistance to returnee( families, both those wrrip remain
in the service and those who ake civilian. Experience to date indicates
increasing usage of the services provided by this program. -

Obviously, these men who have undergone such lengthy emo-
tional and physical trauma are a high-risk psychiatric population. The
occurrence of one suicide in the Navy/Marine group shortly after_
repatriation underscores the critical need for comprehensive pySchi-
atric and medical follow-up. Such follow -up must be arranged to be
as convenient and palatable, yet scientifically correct, as possible.
Their individual privacy will be reswited and undesirable and
unnecessary attention- and Intervention Tn their lives wilrbe avoided.

. .
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A Program r .The Vietnam Widow: \

\t'Operation -S ad Life

LEONA11 M. 11NIN

t '

When my husband was killecligiriVietnam last year, it -

was the second time he had served there. We knew there
was a chance of his being hurt or.killed, and worried 6ften,
but he told tis over and over that he k iv how to care

times(Ai' himself and would be back, and aft fly e; he
had us" almost convinced. The shock of being. tYl -of
sudden death by the casualty Officer and Chaplain i$ too
great to express with words. fit has taken niea whole year
to accept his death; even now so es I feel like !leis
still out there.somewh.ere and wil4rack sometime. The
children now mention him morg often "than in the previous
months. They egmemtArr things he used to.do or say, ante,''
theft is leis sadness in their voices when They ,talk abojel
hit I know, though, they still hurt 'andnow and the -
espe ley they happen to s4 some.news. on TV about

' our icemen in 'Vietnam, there is a grave look in their "'V,
eyes andla* twitch othetr.mouths'which makes mPt ¢z k
they are trying to hold. back the. tears: At tin such

* Wiese,. I suddenly put aside m) own eiefand tun into a
clown. I sdy",Or dirsomething silly, or tell them of.soPetth' g

7 special i.")e.,may do,in th nearluture, and soon a, tr e of
smile arfpears on their faces. To the weild he was just one,
to us he teas the wh6le world. . or *

"1`' he powerful, emotion-filled words of a woman whose
' husband :w e pf, the'many killed itiactidn in the Vietnam War. .

She represents b one of thousands who share a common plight. The
. , 4,

Si alr'' 4
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, e
purpose of this paper l's to de'scribe the experiences of One psycho-.

, therapist in establishing and implemeittiLLAI unique program aa
military setting designed to assist these wives and families of serv7e-

',men killett in action (KIA), a program wkch becaine known as
%. "Operation Second Life "

, . k 'Background'

The idea of p ovidi services to bereaved inifiN;idnAs in group dis-
. cussions wa new concept, and there was, thus; appropriate and

considerable esitat4),ri to the institution of an 'experimental program
for widowsa propW that had never been explored. One can easily
imagine the potential repercussions ofrsuch &program if it should fall

,by tlfe wayside, if there should be negative effects. No one wanted fo
i ..use military), widows as "mubjecte for relkearch, a is what soave , _

people ..saw the project attempting-A() do. Nev , theft were
many: in. favor of giving positive considevtionlio a proposal.

. Despite the number.of individuals all the w4ay up t e military chain
of command who supported the propbsal, there were many Unknowns
and predictions of outtomt- were not clear. There were, indeed, no .

-answers available for ever( Wimple questions that were posed. For
example, *hat if a woman who was beginning to readjust, reorgake---
her life, and resolve her grief, was iri a group just ready tojeave in the,
next taw weeks-led another woman in acute grief ent5in the group.
Apylc? the woma in' acute grief Cause eix'acer-bation and aggravation -

of this,woman was just getting on her feet or would the wdnian
getting ©n her feettie able to help in a consyuctive way thole who
were in the please of acute grief? The propgal eventually wept g Car
as the Chief of Naval Ctperatibris who finally,gave his endorsetent: .^,

and took the respppsibility for, instituting this program at Camp ->

Pendleton, California. . . .. . . .

In develOping.the prograni a number of individuals, inAludinl peo-
ple like the late, Dr...Fritz Tel-ts, (Perls, 1969, 1973) theTdunder and'

....
developer of Gestalt psy_chotherapy, were consulted. Dr. Peels listened ,

for along time and then he looked up and s,;(id soitly, "This is a group-
of Omen you vit1,11 veto teach how to saik_goodbye:" Only lat5r
was t wignifianTe cif the dynamias of "saying goodbye" under-
stoo y psychotherapists involved. - For indeed, One very
interesting aspect Co thosevho workeil with women learning ho tcl g
say "goodbye" Was the realization that one of the most perplexi g, if'
not the most difficult of allgoddbyes that anyone bas/to make, i to a ,...
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. /a'.
loved one who is lost through death. Knowing when and how to say

41.--.
O goodbye became important measures of an individual's mental health.

Establishing the Pripm

In order to establish the program, specifically a discussion group for
widows, a number of guidelines needed to be established. Only
women whose husbands had been killed in Vietnam were to be
included in. the group; The group met once a week for a period of-
-tivo hoUrs. Women came to the group as they wished; attendance was
strrctly, on a voluntary basis and could bediscontinued when the
women saw fit. One of the most difficult tasks Of instituting this
program on a voluntary basis, was that if it was going to be voluntary
foi thet women, it was believed to bsiomportant for the chaplains and
any -physicians or therapists that would assist in this program to offer

- their services on a voluntary basifs; this program would be in ition
to their usual duties and could only be thine after hours A o, it was
necessary to insist on confidentiality, that is, that there w uld be no
recKcis kept, not even a note in the woman's service rec, d that she
was involved in "Operation bond Life". With these pro ions, the

,progpm was started. . ° ""°' .

,

. The Grvp

Irr general the wonien involved in the group ranged in age from about.
25 to 35, had an average of one to three chilldren, and most were

is
officer's wives. While on the surface they appeared homogeneous,
there were a few major strtgioups.which seemed to affect their parti-
cipation in tht group. One subgroup consisted of women who were

' y o u n g e r , who had beennthrried a short period of time, those who did
not have children or perhaps-had an infant, and who had_been away

; ' from torn and Dad for only a short period of time when they received
word of their husband's deatThese wives oughtthe comfort and
reitige. of their parent's home. owever, officers' wives who had been
married perhaps ten years, had o children,. whose parents were
much older; who had beet a par of the military for ail of their adult
lire; who had been a part of the military culture; who enjoyet the
benefits, of the mktary life; and whose friends were within the

7 military framework; chose to stay, at least for the time being, within
or adjacent to a military community. the latter group of women were
involved in "Operation Second Life" for a long period. Map}, other
women attended for only two or three sessions. Some, for exaniple,
were military widows passing throudt Camp Pendleton and, while

.4. perhaps visiting someone in the area, heard about the group and would
come fax one meeting. .
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The program was publicized in a variety of ways: in some of the
newsletters at the ba'se., through referrals at the ChaplaTn's.office, by
Navy hospital physicians' staff and by the participants directly in-
volved. The main focus of the group was on the "here and now" and
on understanding the strengths, the potentials, and the attributes of
the women involved in the program. No attempt was ever made to
suppress the rilirmal and healthy grief reaction. Additional emphasis
was giden 'to the matter ofbeginning their lives anew and understanding
that they had to begin. Understanding, also, that they may have had
many belutiful memories and many overwhelming feelings of sadness
but, whatever their memories-and whatever their feelings, their life
with that individual was over. ;TO further emphasiie the significance
ofa grief reaction as part of mental healtliknd not as illness, the group
did not meet in a psychiatric unit but at a separate location in the
hospital,,a neutral conference room. The program itself was referred
to as "the group program" or "Operation St5tOnd Life" but Miter
"group therapy" !

Observations.. and Readjustme' of Issues

Generally, these women 'were very patrjotic. Thera bitterness was only
in the conduct of the war; there was tittle question in their minds that
we were justifieil being in Southeast Asia and that we were there for
an important cause. Despite their powerful disaggements as to tie
way the war was being fought in South§1 Asia Mften stimulated 15y
some of the letters written by their anN reciived pehodically
prior to th *r husbands' deaths), their strong pattiotism remained.

Idtalizatio of marriage Were common and descriptions of thp
husbands, dun the wives'.early phase orgriVi differecelipmt
descriptions of ek heroes. In fact, although rnany bf fife widOws
are now remarrie and some have children, it took a long time,ssome-

,
times two or thre years, before they:*were ,able to really see their
former marriages a d ttieit deneased husbands in a realistic.A.fran'tv:york.

One of the ajor recurring issues discussed waAdarng. In this
regard we ca note several "e ptvwerful differerids between the
military community and .tht ilian community and their attitudes
toward ',dating for widow,s. _ military `community, generally 'en-
couraged early dating at abbut-sixt seven, ofteight months.after the
death of a husband. The civilian .Amniubity, on the other hand,
seemed to /'courage dating 4.ter gbcmit one to one and a half years.
Thus, a woman who lived on a military4bast and had begun dating,
eight months after. her htisband waa declared, KIA, might have been
severely chastised'- by jrein -laws or parents on a visit home. "Can't
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you even wait a year?" Whereas within the tontext of a
community,- she is -Tore likely to hear, "Come on, it's been nine
months, it's time forS(..ou to get on your feet."

The military women appeared to be Ale to readjust earlier, not
only because of the very powerful support -of the military community,
but because pnor to their husbands' deaths, they had already been
functioning autonomously,. sometimes for a few weeks, sometimes
for a few 'months. .

They had been paying the bills, taking care of the children, taking
care of the problems at home, the legal roblems and the financial
problems, and dealing with their friends on a "single" basis. Thus,
they had already established ageasonable foundation for continuing

... to function autonomously and as independent single parents. This, then
into some degree very different from acivZian woman whose husband
might have been killed in an automobile accident, SUddenly, the
sarviving,wife is fac6d with taking over all of the functions she'had
continuously been sharing with her husband. Her repertoire of
experiences probably did not include coping without her husband and

uming full responsibility for all family transactions.
The openness of communication between husband and wife

appeared to be in important factor in the wife-adjustment after con-
firmation of his death. The women who were able to talk to their
husbands about the postsibility that he might not come home seemed
to adjust better' than those who were fearful or whose husbands were
reluctant to bring up this subject. there were worrren who would say,
"We ought to talk about the possibility of your not returning," and
the hu'sband would roply, "I'm coming back, don't be foolish.".There
were numerous discussiphs like this that the women related. Some
husbands refused to have even the most superficial discussion. The
ability to sit down and talk about the possibility that death might
occur seemed to be an imjiortant reflection on many powerful aspects
of tlye couple's entire Mationship.

In addition to the usual criteria of adjustment, such as "planning
for the future" follpyving a grief reaction there appeared to be two
special indices of adjustment which reflected when these women had
'reorganized their lives/sand -Were ready to begin anew. First, was a
primary identification readjustrDent associated wail the. feeling that
"I am a single women." For, Atli someone is divOrced or widowed,
and they are asked, "who ate you?", they think- of themselves first
as a divorced person or as a widow, which becomesene of their two
or three primary initial identities. As life goes on, as readjustment
occurs, being divorced or widowed always remains part of their
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. identities, but when this label shifts in priority and becomes signifi7
candy lower on the.list of "who they are", then the person isltady to
comfortably see herself in a whale different framework in relation to
the world around her.The second index of readjustmdit was the time
they chose to remove their wedding rings. There were many feelings -,

and concerns related to this behavior and these were discussed by the
group. Titre vre, no attempts to push them: they were simply told,_
"when you're Wady to take it off, you will." For many, taking it off
meant putting it on the other hand because, if they had children, they
NIvanted to wear riTrig; but _then there was the fear that "men might
ask you out," or they might be ostracized by their family and civilian
friends. For each of the women, the decision to take off the ring and
either put it away or put it on the other hand was a very meaningful '
event and Kas indicative of an important phase of readjustment to life.

Another- facet of adjustment was the a1ea of receiving 'medals.
Many of the wbme.'did receive posthumously med for their
husbands. At first they went through a myriad of frus ations be-
cause the receipt of the medals sometimes was delayed many months.
Sojne wanted "to get it over with". The event for most was traumatic
and precinitaV a recurrence gaf a grief reaction. Many ;of them in
retrospect mentioned that "if I would have been given the medals a
month after I had learned that my husband had been kil.led, I would
have refused them." There was an antipathy 'which they had not
worked through. However, when the medals came much later, the .
wives were able to accept them with pride. For example, what do you
feel if you are a woman whose husband is a helicopter pilot on
MEDEVAC and is asked to go in where there are two men wounded
and surrounded. He i's told that it is a suicidal mission. Would anyone
go in "My husband volunteered to go in and not only did he go'in,
he picked up one guy. He couldn't see the other Marine,,He got in the
air and everyone's firing at him and he goe k down to pick up the
second guy and as he's rising above the he 4econd time, he
gets shot out of the air." It takes time to wo throughlhe feelings of
anger, frustration and resentment. Is she proud of him or is she angry
and full of fuppressed rage? She questions, ".did he love me:or.dicihe
love a guy that he had never met before more ?" i

Until these feelings are worked through she couldn't really accept
the medals in the spirit in which' they were intended. Theywould
only trigger the release of suppressed emotions. It takes many mon thL
There were many situations that resemble this one.

Religion and religious attitudes invariably shifted following the
death of a husband. The shift was however unpredictable and
t . 4 .
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occurred either in a direction away from religious' interests or toward
increased involvement in religion. The feelings varied fpm a sense of
unclerstanding of God and his ultimate purpose to""extreme anger and
resentment toward God and religion for what "He" had done. The
philosophies of life that the women formulated in the months
following' their husbands' deaths were thought:provoking, deeply
personal, sensitive, perceptive and often beautifully philosophical.

I think when you're married you tend to forget that other people
are of any importtrnce in your life and so when you've lost the person
closest to you, you've sort of lost everything, and it came immediately
to me that I hadn't lost eve lung because a great number of people
cared and told me that they did, and Pshared the burden with some
of them who loved rrkr husband also, and then' I think I have a rather
strong faith and I have always `recognized that we all will die, you

'1"44:now, and I suppose my philosophy helped a great deal. Another
wife adds4: "I feel that life is great an(that it will always be great
the world,is'a lousy place if we mace it a lousy place, and to be happy
we have to work at'it."

Another interesting aspect brought out by these group discussions
was in the area of antipathy, anger, and resentment directed towards
the children, these feelings evoked, guilt. With respect to children,
two points of view, emerged in the group discussion. Those women
who did not have children felt that those who had children in the
groupWere lucky since they had part of their husb1d. On the other
hand, the women who had children jokingly expres4d theiffrustration
with the children. For them, having no children to worry about was

op- enviable. "I've got two children; what am I going to do`'" Sometimes
the women deeply appreciated the fact that they had children, and
other times, were quite resentful of them. Again, the importance of a
group situation was demonstrated when the wife feeling guilty about
her "resentments" would hear from four or five other women that
they, too, felt this way at times. As one wife said, "My\gosh, I
thought I was going crazy; I thought I was sick. You mean it's'o.k. if
resentm9"
Four Difficult Periods. There appeared to be four exacerbations of

-their grief. The first occurred for those that did nothave R & R (the
militar5., term for, Rest & ?elaxation, a perrod of time when the wife
meets her husband in Hawaii for a seven-day vacation). When the time
came that they would have been scheduled to have R & R, they
repeated the grief reaction. Thitsecond exacerbation occurred when
the husband's remains arrived, since there were many days, often
wegks, and sometimes many months' delay. Not the funeral itself,

23'j
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but just the arrival of the remains produced a renewed exacerbation
of grief. The the was the date the husband was scheduled to return
a
to CONUS (Corffinental United States) from Vietnam. The fourft
reaction which) caused a ,severe exacerbation of grief was the turnthe

American PWs;Telephone calls came in from military .wido all
'over the United States who wire confused about their feelings. M ny
of the widows living in the Camp, Pendleton area wanted to have a
discussiOn. A number of these women were remarried and found them-

4selves experiencing grief again as a result of witnessing the ieturn of
the Amencan prisoners of war.'Fortunately, the women in the group
were able to help ach other understand, prepare for, and perceive
the "normalcy" in aving these recurring reactions. Thus, instead of a
woman being c fusedby the sadness of depression, and asking, "Why
am I going through it again", thvy could recall the feelings of others
who'shared a similar experienceo"I diethe same thing, and it's a
perfectly healthly and normal thing."

4" Conc,usion

The Vietnam war has created thousands of personal crises for parents, '
wives and children. This is only par of the story( the story of some
of the wives who have chosen tcontinue their relationship with the
military and take steps towards building a "second life" where they*.
are. Almost without excektiop they have benefited from the group
experience, resolved their crises, and et -their problems head-on.
These widows are a very special p of people, who.liave jumped
high over hurdles. They do not exude bitterness about the, war that
cost the lives of their husbands. They deeply believe their men died
for an - important cause, in defense of their country and in defense of
their own convictions and values of right and wrong, good and bade-
They want their children to believe that too. Like most widows, they
are lonely, they find adjustment difficult and at times slow, but they

"lave not retreated, they have not withdrawn, nor have they glued
their eyes to the ground or p lied down their window.Shades.'They,
have snot run away and given u .. rather they have decided to begin ,
a new life, each in her own ay, an : dly, with the help of the

. military, maintaining in som measure the kind of life they knew.
They do not pity theniselves, 'athe pi from others, and do not ask
sympathy fro anyone. They are stan ng on their own and living. with, th elieve, the same courage, and the same convictions for
which t it husbands died.

lo
. t
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